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Abstract 
Preterm. infants are at increased risk of neurodevelopmental delay, cognitive 
dysfunction, and behavioural disturbances. Recent studies of older preterm children 
with cognitive impairments implicate morphological and functional cortical 
abnormalities. However elucidation of the preterm cortical abnormalities has been 
challenging due to specific neonatal characteristics. 
Using 3 Tesla MR images and Expectation Maxim i sation/Markov Random 
Field and removal of mislabelled partial volume voxels segmentation, neonatal 3D 
cortical extraction was achieved from 25 to 48 weeks postmenstrual age (PMA). 
Cortical scaling exponent, cortical thickness, regional volumes and curvature 
measurements were performed. These studies showed a relative excess of the 
cortical surface area for its volume which corresponded with an increase in the 
intrinsic curvature and fissuration up to 36 weeks PMA, after which, the surface area 
and volume growth were proportional, leading to dominant changes in the extrinsic 
curvature and cortical folding. By term age, the cortex was thicker and curvature 
was reduced in the preterm infants compared to term born controls. The preterm at 
term infants also showed reductions in both frontal and parietal cortical volumes. 
Diffusion MR showed that cortical anisotropy demonstrated at early 
gestations diminished to noise levels by 35 weeks PMA, and mean cortical 
diffusivity reduced during the entire third trimester due to changes in the parallel 
diffusivity. Regional variations in the mean diffusivity occurred during development 
with frontal values remaining significantly higher at term age compared with term 
born controls. 
Subplate length decreased with increasing PMA, whereas the width and 
intensity ratio remained constant. In the presence of overt lesions only the subplate 
width and intensity ratio decreased. Similar to the cortex, the subplate width was 
increased in preterm infants at term age compared to term born controls. 
Thalarnic growth was 0.49cm 3 /week during the early development period. A 
reduction in thalamic volume was seen in preterm infants at term compared to term 
born controls especially in the presence of supratentorial lesions. 
This thesis has provided interesting and novel insights into the macroscopic 
and microscopic development of the cortex and associated structures. 
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Chapter I Introduction 
The cerebral cortex provides the biological substrate flor human cognitive capacity 
and is arguably the part of the brain that most distinguishes Lis from other species. As 
preterm infants develop a range of cognitive, emotional and behavioural 
impairments (1), unravelling the early development ofthis complex structure might 
provide the key to understanding both the mechanisms underlying its expansion 
during development and the pathogenesis of these disorders (23). 
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Figure I. I. Cerebral cortex. Four lobes of the cortex, along with the main functional regions 
such as motor, somatosensory, auditory, association cortices and Broca's and Wernicke's areas 
are given (top right) and a classical diagram of Brodmann's cortical location areas is depicted 
(top left). 
Traditionally, the investigation of the neural correlates of preterm brain 
it1jury focused on white matter in . jury and regional 
brain volumetrics and involved a 
variety of morphometric techniques using both conventional and diffusion magnetic 
resonance (MR) imaging (4-7). Normal cortical development requires thalanlic input 
relayed by the neurons in the transient cortical subplate (8) and there is now an 
increasing awareness that preterin WM iiIjUry may involve this subplate leading to 
both cortical and deep grey matter injury. [fence in-vivo knowledge of' thalamic and 
subplate development is essential in understanding early macro- and rilicrostructural 
cortical maturation. 
Until now, the subplate has been investigated using animal models or 
histological in-vitro studies (9,10). with no in-vivo Studies in ltit-ants. On the other 
hand, study of the neonatal cortex has used nianual (11,12) or automated 
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segmentation techniques (6; 12-14) which have not addressed several neonatal and 
cortex-specific issues in a way that is sensitive enough to capture subtle cortical 
changes. 
Neonatal MR imaging at 3 Tesla coupled with the development of a novel 
neonatal specific segmentation and cortical extraction technique provides a unique 
and exciting opportunity to study the folding pattern, thickness, surface area, volume 
and diffusion characteristics of the cortex. In-vivo quantification of the subplate and 
thalamus during development is also possible due to the increased resolution offered 
by imaging at 3 Tesla. 
1.1 Thesis outline 
The aim of this work was to study both the macro- and microstructure of the cortex 
during the third trimester in preterm infants and relate this to subplate and thalamic 
development. Thus, the thesis covers various aspects of preterm cortical 
development and consists of the following chapters. 
Chapter 2: The background on preterm brain imaging and neurodevelopmental 
outcomes following preterm birth is introduced. The incidence of preterm delivery 
and imaging techniques used to study brain development and injury in preterm 
infants are reviewed. The motor, cognitive, behavioural and sensory outcomes 
following preterin birth are discussed. Finally, the need for studying the cortex is 
highlighted due to the current inadequate correlation between brain injury and subtle 
cognitive deficits. 
Chapter 3: The basic concepts of nuclear magnetic resonance and its application in 
magnetic resonance imaging are presented. Quantum mechanical principles along 
with excitation by an external radiofrequency field are discussed. The manipulation 
of relaxation times to achieve various image contrasts is also covered. The 
conversion of the NMR signal to an image by application of various linear gradients 
and Fourier transformation of the time space domain (k-space) data to a frequency 
image domain are then reviewed. The imaging sequences used in the research work 
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are presented. Finally, the various safety considerations when performing MRI 
experiments on the developing brain are addressed. 
Chapter 4: The principles of diffusion MR and its use of random molecular 
diffusion to investigate tissue microstructure are presented. The principles of 
isotropic and anisotropic diffusion and the MRI method of measuring this diffusion 
using large sensitising gradients in multiple directions are reviewed. Calculation of 
the mean diffusivity 'Apparent Diffusion Coefficient' (ADC) and various indices of 
diffusion tensor such as major and minor eigenvalues, fractional anisotropy and 
relative anisotropy are also given. Finally, there is a brief note on the EPI technique 
used in diffusion imaging. 
Chapter 5: The methods used to investigate the cortical macrostructure are 
discussed. Both adult and neonatal MR segmentation and extraction techniques are 
reviewed. Then methods used to capture normal developmental cortical attributes 
such as folding, thickness, surface area and volume are considered. Theories of 
cortical convolutions by formation of both fissuration and folding are reviewed. The 
use of differential geometry of curvature, conditions necessary to measure curvature 
and use of specific intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures are discussed. Previously 
employed methods to study the cortical thickness and scaling relationship between 
the cortical surface area and cerebral volume are also outlined. 
Chapter 6: The main events in cellular cortical development are considered. The 
central role of the subplate, along with the fori-nation of the specific thalamocortical 
connections, is also reviewed. Finally, the possible mechanisms by which preterm 
birth can affect cortical development and the questions and methods needed to 
investigate these cellular processes are discussed. 
Chapter 7: The development and validation of a novel neonatal specific 
segmentation using an Expectation Maximisation, Markov Random Field and 
Misplaced Partial Voxel detection (EM/MRF/MLPV) technique to address the 
specific challenges seen in neonatal segmentation are demonstrated. Cortical 
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extraction using the level-set method is also presented. Finally, descriptions of the 
registration techniques used for four lobe propagation in the regional measurement 
of both volume and surface parameters are given. 
Chapter 8: The quantification of cortical morphology is presented. Using the novel 
segmentation and cortical extraction technique described in Chapter 7,120 preterm 
infants between 25 weeks and 49 weeks were studied for the various folding 
measures such as mean curvature, convexity ratio, isoperimetric ratio, extrinsic 
curvature index, L2 norm of Gaussian and mean curvature. Global and regional 
measurements of cortical thickness, surface area and volume were also obtained in 
these infants. The scaling relationship between cortical surface area and 
cerebral/cortical volume was then determined. Proportional and regional cortical and 
WM volumes during development are demonstrated. The differences in cortical 
morphometric characteristics between 85 preterin infants at term equivalent age and 
13 term born controls using folding measures, thickness, surface area and volumes 
are also given. The biological implications of these morphometric features are 
discussed both during development and at term equivalent age. 
Chapter 9: Diffusion characteristics of the cortex, both global and regional, during 
development and at term equivalent age are presented. Using automated global 
cortical extraction techniques, the diffusion characteristics of the cortex in 82 
preterm infants were investigated during development. The global measures were 
then explored using manual regional measurements to quantify regional diffusion 
measures during development in 35 infants. Furthermore, the differences in the 
diffusion characteristics between 41 preterm infants at term equivalent age and ten 
term born controls were also investigated. Finally, the inferences made from the 
diffusion measurements are discussed. 
Chapter 10: Subplate development is investigated. In-vivo quantification of the 
subplate in 80 preterm infants using manual 2D measurement of structural scans is 
presented. These results were further explored by studying the diffusion 
characteristics of the subplate, again using manual extraction methods. The 
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differences between preterm infants and term bom controls using both structural and 
diffusion measurements were also analysed. 
Chapter 11: Thalarnic development both during development and at term equivalent 
age is quantified. The difference in thalamic volume between preterm. infants and 
term bom controls was evaluated using a manual segmentation technique. The 
thalamic volume was then quantified in 66 preterm infants imaged serially during 
development. To confirm the finding of thalamic growth, a longitudinal analysis of 
the growth patterns seen in 47 infants scanned two or three times during the third 
trimester was performed. Lastly, to determine whether preterm thalamic growth 
differs from in-utero fetal thalamic growth, measurements of the thalamus in 17 
foetuses were estimated. 
Chapter 12: A summary of the previous chapters and the key contributions of this 
thesis are discussed. Some of the possible areas for future research are also explored. 
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Chapter 2 Background on Preterm Brain Imaging 
and Neurodevelopmental Outcomes 
Introduction 
The introduction of antenatal steroid and postnatal surfactant during the 1990s 
resulted in a dramatic increase in the survival of extremely low birth weight 
premature infants (1-6). However, this increase in survival is associated with an 
increase in cognitive deficits, behavioural problems and school difficulties that 
causes an enormous burden to the individual, the family and society (7-13). This 
chapter reviews the incidence of preterm delivery, the imaging techniques used to 
study brain development and the patterns of injury seen in preterm infants. Finally, 
the neurodevelopmental consequences following pretenn birth are discussed. 
2.2. Incidence 
According to the National Office of Statistics for England and Wales, the incidence 
of preterm births has increased from 5.6% in 2000 to 7.1 % in 2005 (14). In contrast, 
the annual summary of vital statistics in the USA for 2005 showed the incidence of 
preterm delivery to be 12.3% (15; 16), whereas the Australian incidence between 
1993 and 2003 is quoted to be 6.7% (17). There has been an increasing trend in the 
incidence of preterm birth over the last two decades worldwide, with rates of 
increase quoted between 12 and 20% (18-23). Some of this increase has been 
attributed to the increase in multiple births associated with assisted conception (24- 
26). 
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2.3. Imaging techniques to study preterm brain development 
Ultrasound 
Ultrasound imaging remains the Primary Choice 1`61- hCd. SIdC hraill Illiaging III 1111,1111ts. 
dLIC to its easy accessibility, satlety and relative lo\\, cost (27-21)). It has a Iiii'll 
sensitivity and specificity flor tile detection of* Ilacillorrhagic parenchymal 1111"Irctioll 
(30) and cystic pcriventricular leuconialacla (11,32). As thcsc lesions l'orm tile 
neuro-anatomical correlates of'cci-chral IXII. Sý', LII1I-. ISOIIIILI iS all 11111101'LlIlt illlagillg 
modality t1or monitoring tile motor outcome of' pretcrin inlants (-13,14). Although 
modem Ultrasound allows 21) (IL1,111111"WatiOll 01'Val-101IS StRICtLII'CS MICII aS thC COI-I)LIS 
callOSLIm and cerebellum (Figure 2.1 ), it lacks the sensitivity to diagilose and 
qUalltit'N' cortical and subtle white matter Changes, \\, Ilicll Illay be associated with tile 
ants (35). cognitive abnormalities seen in prcterm intl 
1-igiii-c 2.1. Correlation of' tilt rasou nd and NIRI. Nicastiremenis of' tilt, md1h of" (lie gello, bod % 
and splenitim (thin arrows) and length (thit-A arrowv) of' file corpus callostim and height (Illick 
line) and AP width (thill lille) of (lie Cerebellar %crinis in file mid-sagiltal plane oil cl;, s (a) and 
T, weighted N1111 (b) are Shown, to illustrate file Nisualisatioll of*variolls siruclures in both 
of imaging. 
Magnetic resonance imaging 
The advent of magnetic resonance imaging (MR imaging or MRI) in the early 1980s 
led to a paradigm shift in the imaging of the developing brain. This was due to the 
dramatic increase in resolution obtained, and also because of the absence ofionising 
radiation seen with computer tomography (36-38). In spite ot'high running costs and 
the need for specialised expertise for its interpretation, MRI is being increasingly 
used as a neonatal research tool as it allows very high-resolution macroscopic and 
microscopic brain imaging. High-resolutlon images in turn allow the qUalitification 
of white matter tracts and the detection of subtle cortical abnormalities (39,40). MR 
imaging can also be used as a biomarker fior neurodevelopmental outcomes (41 ). 
The background to MRI and the types of sequences used in this thesis are discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
2.4. MR Imaging and brain development in the preterm infant 
Cortical development 
The cortex is initially smooth until 24 weeks' gestation, after which there is a 
gradual increase in regional cortical folding (Figure 2.2). The central SUICLIS 
develops first, with the parieto-occipital regions remaining rnorc developed than the 
anterior frontal and temporal regions throughout the third trimester (42; 43). 
Figure 2.2. Cortical folding at 25 weeks' gestation. T2 weighted images show cortical folding, 
with the arrow in 2a pointing to the central sulcus, 2b pointing to the sylvian fissure and 2c 
pointing to the calcarine sulcus. 
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An exponential increase of' tllc cortical surlacc area (SA) occurs with 
increasing postmenstrUal age (PMA). I lowever, Ajayi-Obc ct al. showed that by 
term equivalent preterm ini'ants have reduced cortical complexity compared to term 
born controls (Figure 2.3). KapellOLI et al., Oil tile other hand, Showed that tile raII0 
ofcortical SA to cerebral volurne can be expressed as it scaling law (Fwurc 2.4) and 
that this scaling exponent is reduced with lI)CI'CaSillg PIVIllatUl-Ity alld male gender 
(44; 45). 
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Figure 2.3. Cortical convoltition index. The picture show's a T, weighted image ill N-vilich file 
outline of the cortical surface has beell traCe(I to CIICIII. I(e tile Nfliole Corte% I'lle 
graph shows all increase ill WCCI with age, whereas the insert shovvs tbat file ill 
preterm infants (circles) is decreased compared to terill born controls (illverled Iriangles) (Obe 
A Lancet. 2000 Sell 30; 356(9236): 1162-3). 
Figure 2.4. Cortical scaling. The T2 Weighted images shols, slices through file braill M tile mid- 
ventricular level mid at (lie level of file centrum seiniovale from six NIR images obtaiiied 
betsvecii 26 and 39 "eeks' gestational age ill olle illfillit. Measill-ed vailies lot. cerebral Nollillic 
(triangles) and cortical surface area (circles) are related to relevant image pairs by straight 
lilies. The insert displays a scatter plot ill log-log coordinates of' cortical surface area and 
cerebral volume (diallionds), sho"ing a linear relationship (11,11 indicates 1)0%%el- 
; 
a" scaling of' 
cortical stil-filce area relative to cerebral volume ill this infim( (Kapellou 0 I'LoS Nled. 2000 
Aug; 3(8): e2O5). 
Moreover, lluppi et al. showed that cortical grey matter (GM) has the 
greatest relative increase in volume lictwceil 29 and 41 %vecks' PMA compared to 
other structures such as myclinated and unmyclinatcd whitc matter (WM), and 
cerebrospinal fluld (46). These authors, using the same braill segiliciltation 
technique, also showed that preterm inl ants at terill equivalent age had a signil-Icant 
reduction in cortical GM and deep nuclear (IM volumes, with a Consequent increase 
in CSF volurne compared to tcrm born controls. This rcduction was most markcd in 
the presence ofconcornitailt WM in. jury and postnatal dexaniciliasone dicrapy (47). 
White matter development 
White matter maturation has been evaluated in-vIvo using serial MR imaging (49). 
The WM in the periventricular regions and tile centi-1.1111 sciniovale can be divided 
into three bands of alternating signal intensity on T-) weighted sequences (49-, 50). 
Anteriorly, these areas are described as 'caps', whereas the posterior periventricular 
areas are described as 'arrowheads' (Figure 2.5). These developmental Ileaturcs are 
more prominent in preterm infants compared to term born controls (51 ). 
Histologically these areas consist mainly of'crossing fibre bundles. tile extracellular 
matrix, radial glial cells and clusters of blood vessels (52). 
Myclination 
Myelination leads to an increase in signal intensity on T, wcightcd MRI sequences, 
probably due to an increase in cholesterol, glycollpids (53) and galactcrocerebroside 
(54) within the myelin sheath and a decrease in signal intensity on T-, weighted 
sequences corresponding to tightening of' myclin and the saturation of' 
polyunsaturated fatty acids within the myelin membrane (51,55). 1 IsIng MR1. myclin 
has been identified in the gracile and CLIncatc nuclei, cerebellar verrilis and tile 
vestibular nuclei around 25 weeks" PMA. Between 25 and 28 weeks' PMA. myellil 
can be identified within a number of' structures including the cerebellar pedUnCICS, 
the dentate nucleus, the medial longitudinal fasicUILIS. tile medial gcniculate bodies, 
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Figure 2.5. White matter caps an(] arroi-, s. Coronal T, "cighled scans shois the presence ol' 
multiple hands of high and low signal intensity within (lie white matter in four slices taken 
anterior to posterior (a-d). The red -arrow points to WM, orange points to the extracellular 
matrix in the periventricular regions and the arrow in green to (lie germinal matrix. The pink 
arrow shows the arrowheads in the posterior periventricular region. 
the sub-thalamic and ventrolateral nuclei ofthe thalarnUS, the m6enor olivary nuclei, 
the inferior colliculi and the medial and lateral lernnisci (FIgUre 2.6) (56). 
Figure 2.6. Mýelination in the carl. ý third 11-inies(cr. I, "Cighted inlages shm% the pre. sclice of' 
myelin in the inferior colliculi, dentate nuclei, dorsal brainstem (inferior to superior arrows in 
the sagittal plane of a), lateral lemnisci (arrows in b) and %entrolateral nuclei of thalamu% 
(arrow in c). 
Interestingly, there are no new sites of' myelination identified by MRI between 29 
and 36 weeks' PMA. After 336 weeks' PMA, nc%A areas of' niýchnation can be 
identified on MRI within the posterior limb oftlic internal capsule (111.1C) (FIgUrc 
2.7). the corona radiate and the lateral geniculatc bodies (56-, 57). The progression oI' 
myelination within the brain of' the preterm int'ant does not appear to dill'er 
significantly from that of a foetus in-utero (58), ho\, \evcr, some prctcriii itil'ants 
develop altered or delayed myelination within the ITIC (59). A backgrOUnd 
decrease in the water content of the whole brain occurs during this \, %'Ilolc period of' 
WM maturational changes (56-, 60-62). 
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Figure 2.7. Posterior limb of internal capsule (PLIC). Myclin in the IIIIAC is shown by the 
arrows as high signal intensity on the T, weighted image (left) and low signal intensity on the '1'2 
weighted image (right) of a term born control infant (above) and preterin infant M tern] 
(below). 
Cerebrospinal fluid spaces 
There is very little variation in the normal dimensions of' the cerebrospinal (CSF) 
space between 29 and 42 weeks' PMA (63). 1 luppi et al. showed that with increased 
PMA, there is a relative decrease in the CSF volume compared to cerebral volume. 
Both Inder and Boardman have shown that the CSF Volume is increased in preterm 
infants at term age, compared to term born controls (56; 64; 65). 
Basal ganglia and thalamus 
In preterm infants the signal intensities within the basal ganglia and thalami change 
with increasing PMA and it is possible to differentiate the caudate, lentillorm and 
thalamic nuclei individually (51; 57; 66-69). On T, weighted sequences the 
ventrolateral nucleus of' the thalamus is seen as high signal intensity compared to 
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other regions, due to its high cellular density compared to the surrounding thalarnic 
tissue (69; 70). 
Germinal matrix 
The germinal matrix contains the progenitor neuronal cells and is visible along tile 
anterior and lateral margins of the lateral ventricles bellore 29 weeks , Nhen it starts to 
involute. It has high signal intensity oil T, weighted Sequences and low signal 
intensity on T, weighted sequences (71 ) due 10 its high CCIILlIarity (Figure 2.8). This 
region is the commonest site where intraventricular haemorrhage (IVI 1) ill preterni 
infants occurs due to its rich vascular plexus (72). 
Figure 2.8. Germinal matrix. T2 Nýcightecl coronal scan shoNsing the presence of [oA signal 
intensity germinal matrix overlying the head of the cauclate nucleus. 
2.5. Imaging of preterm brain injury using MR Imaging 
Significant cerebral injury 
The incidence of germinal layer haernorrhage (GI, I I) and i rit ravent ricu 1,11- 
haemorrhage (IVH) decreases with increasing PMA and birth weight and has shown 
a downward trend after the introduction ofantenatal stcrold (739.1 laernorrhagc still 
remains the commonest lesion within the procrin POP1,11,111011 (20-25% in Ult'ants 
born at < 30 weeks' GA) and OCCUrs from a fragile capillary network in the 
subependynial germinal matrix. It has a inulti actorial actiology Involving 
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fluctuations in cerebral blood flow (74), loss of cerebral vessel auto-regulation and 
increases in cerebral venous pressure (75; 76). Although Papile's classification of 
haernorrhage was CT based, using the same principle ultrasound iS Currently used to 
identify the various types of haemorrhage. However, the appearance ofhaernorrhage 
with MRI depends upon the pulse sequence used, the site of the haernorrhage and 
the timing of the insult prior to imaging (Figure 2.9) (57). 
Mays 9 days 
T 
T1 
Figure 2.9. Evolution of a parenchymal haemorrhage in the frontal region in I lei-III I)orn 
neonate. On day 3 the haemorrhage appears at low signal intensity on Tz weighted images and 
mixed signal intensity on T, weighted images. By day 4, there is a rini of high signal intensity 
surrounding the lesion on T2 and T, weighted images. By day 9, the rim of high signal intensi(y 
increases on T2 weighted images, with a core of the hacinorrhage maintaining its low signal 
intensity, whereas on T, weighted scans most of the haemorrhage is almost entirely very high 
signal intensity. 
Haemorrhagic parenchymal int'arction and post- hae morrhag ic 
ventricular dilatation (PHVD) are common complications of' GIA I and IVI 1. The 
incidence of haernorrhagic parenchymal infarction (I I PI) decreases frorn 17% to I% 
between 25 and 30 weeks' GA at birth (77). Moreover, 1`61lowing the introduction of' 
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4 daYs 
antenatal steroids there has been a reduction in the incidence ofall GIA I and IVI I 
and therefore of HPI. 
HPI was initially thought to result frorn tile direct extension ofhacinorrhage 
into the parenchyma (78-81). Gould ct al. (82) have Subsequently shown that 
obstruction to the venous drainage through the germinal matrix and medullary veins 
of WM leads to parenchymal ischernia and mi'arction. The area of' hacinorrhagic 
infarction can be seen as a Can-shapcd, low-signal-intensity area Surrounded by 
relative high signal intensity on T, weighted imaging (Figure 2.10). This area then 
undergoes cystic degeneration to 11orm a porenceplialic cyst by term cqLliVzllCllt IgC 
and may be associated with an asymmetry of' rnyelin in tile ITIC and cerebral 
Figure 2.10. Illaenjorrhagic parenchymal infarction. T, weighted image (left) slio%-, s in area of 
low signal intensity within the WNI (small arrow) which corresponds to tile III'l, and all 
additional areas of low signal intensity which corresponds to tile hacillorrhage within the third 
ventricle (long arrow) and temporal horn of lateral ventricle (white arrow). 'I'lle tilt rasolind at 
the corresponding level is shown oil the right. 
Cystic periventricular leucomalacia (PVL) is a pathological diagnosis 
characterised by coagulation necrosis, axonal degeneration and loss of 111yelin in the 
deep periventricular WM (85). Aetiological I'actors include ischenila and hypoxia 
especially in the presence of infection (86; 87). Although its incidence (3-9%) within 
the preterm population (88) is decreasing, this has been accompanied by a 
concomitant increase in non-cystic WM disease (89). Oil cranial ultrasound PVL is 
represented by areas of increased echogenicity in the perivciltricular regions (Figure 
2.11) (90), which evoles into cysts by 2-3 weeks afler birth (9 1; 92). Although cranial 
ultrasound has high sensitivity to diagnose PVL and high specificity to predict 
subsequent CP, it is less reliable ill the detection of' non-cystic WM disease (93). 
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peduncles (83; 84). 
Serial ultrasound along with MRI at term equivalent age has been shown to provide 
the most useful information regarding WM injury (94), I'LIC myelination (95-, 96) 
and basal ganglia injury (97) following I IPI - 
On diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) PVI, is initially identified as areas of' 
high signal intensity representing restricted diffusion prior to the dcvelopment of' 
cysts; subsequently cysts have increased ditTusion and can be seen as low-signal- 
intensity areas (98). The DWI changes probably reflect the initial cytotoxic oederna, 
apoptosis and macrophage infiltration within the I IN, 1'()Ilo%ved by later breakdown 
of the tissue. 
Figure 2.11. Cystic periventricular leucomalacia. T, weighted images show multiple cysts 
(arrow) of low signal intensity in both the coronal and sagittal sections. Ultrasound also reveals 
these cysts with greater conspicuity. 
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Subtle brain injury 
White matter 
In preterm infants there are regions of long 'I'l and long T2 in tile WM. These areas 
are called diffuse excessive high signal intensity or DF. 1 ISI on T, weighted imaging 
(Figure 2.12) and have been shown to be present in about 75% ol'preterni infants at 
term equivalent age (89; 99). Areas of abnormal signal intensity in one or more flocal 
regions within the WM have also been IOUnd by Inder et al. (100,101). They 
reported abnormalities in 64% of infants born at < 32 weeks GA, who were imaged 
at term equivalent age. Infants with moderate-severe white matter abnormal i ties are 
more likely to have a lower GA at birth, to have sulTered froin perinatal sepsis, to 
have required inotropic support, to have had patent ductus arteriosus, to have 
sustained grade III IVH or HPI or to have developed a prieUrnothorax. IUGR, on the 
Figure 2.12. Diffuse excessive high signal intensity (DIALSI). I., iýeigh(c(l slio%%% a region of 
very high signal intensity (arrow) in the region of the centruin seiniovale of a preterm infant sit 
term equivalent age which is not present in a term born control scanned at it similar age. 
Although identification of DFIISI is primarily qualitative, dilTuslon imaging 
has been used to quantify this abnormality. COUnsell et al. (59; 89) showed that 
infants with DEIISI have significantly higher apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC's) 
and lower fractional anisotropy (FA) within their white matter compared to inf, "Ints 
without DEHSL This increase in ADC values and decrease in FA are Caused by in 
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other 11.111d, wa. s lound lo have a protective c1lecl (OS). 
increase in perpendicular diffusivity and are thought to be related to fewer or thinner 
fibres or abnormalities in axonal pre-myelination (84). 
DEHSI is now thought to represent the milder spectrurn of WM in. jury in 
preterm infants (102). In overt PVL, histological studies show focal areas ofnecrosis 
in cystic regions surrounded by more diffuse peripheral damage of' pre- 
oligodendrocytes death and microglial activation (103; 104). Microglial activation in 
these regions leads to an increase in reactive oxygen or nitrogen species and lipid 
peroxidation (105; 106). This, along with a decrease in cerebral vascular auto- 
regulation, causes death of the vulnerable pre-oligodendrocytes (107-, 108) and 
hypertrophy of astrocytes (109). It is assumed that DFII ISI is the imaging signature 
of these milder non-cystic histological abnormalities. 
Several animal models for preterm brain injury have been developed. Inder et 
al. (110) showed diffuse WM damage or gliosis in preterin primate models, whcrcas 
Huppi et al. (I 11) showed disruption of cortical radial organisation in rats following 
hypoxic/ischernic injury. The histopathology underlying this damage included small 
patches of reactive astrocytosis and activated microglia. Olivier et al. (112) used all 
ischemia/reperfusion injury model in rat pups with gestational hypoxia to show mild 
diffuse changes in the WM, leading to defective myelination in later lille. 
Deep grey matter 
Reduction of deep GM without cortical GM volurne redLICIiOn WaS Iound by 
Boardman et al. using deformation-based morphometry (Figure 2.13) in a grOUP 01' 
preterm infants at term compared to term born controls (64). 
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Figure 2.13. Volume reduction in preterm infants at term equivalent using deforination-based 
morphometry (DBM). The statistical parametric map showing significant localised areas of 
volume reduction is highlighted in green on T, weighted images. The transverse (a-J) and 
coronal (k-t) slices show all identified areas of volume reduction (I = 5.81,11 -ý 0.05 corrected). 
There is non-uniformly distributed volume reduction in the thalami, the globus pallidus and the 
putamen bilaterally (Boardman . 11" Neuroiniage. 2006 Aug 1,32(1): 70-8). 
In contrast, Peterson et al., using parcellation techniques. 11OLInd regiOnal 
cortical differences, with relatively larger anterior cortex and smaller sell son motor 
and posterior cortices in preterm inflants both at term equivalent age and later in 
childhood (11-3,114). The mechanism and causation of' these grev matter findings 
remain speculative, with WM injury leading to reduced corticothalamic connectIVIty 
and cortical subplate injury as the possible underlying mechanism ( 115) (102.116). 
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2.6. Neurodevelopmental outcomes 
Sensory Outcome 
There is a relatively small proportion of the preterm population affected by deafness 
or blindness; the prevalence of blindness is between I and 2.3% and deafness 
between 3 and 9% (8; 12; 117). Underlying aetiologies include kcmicterus, infection, 
gentamicin toxicity, retinopathy and so on. 
Motor Outcome 
Children born preterm may display a wide range of motor difficulties. Cerebral palsy 
(CP) is perhaps the most widely recognised complication and constitutes about 80% 
of these disabilities. The risk of CP is inversely related to gestational age (GA) and 
birth weight: the incidence is 6% in infants born between 28 and 31 weeks' GA; 
11% in infants born at less than 28 weeks (118) and 8.5% in infants born at less than 
lkg (119). Moreover, the presence of chronic lung disease (CLD) (120) and 
postnatal steroid administration have been shown to increase the risk of CP 
(12 1; 122). Minor motor dysfunctions such as dyspraxia or clumsiness are included 
in the umbrella term of developmental co-ordination disorder (DCD). DCD has an 
incidence of 10-30% in preterm infants who do not show signs consistent with overt 
CP (10). As both DCD and CP have profound effects not only on motor outcomes 
but also on the children's cognitive, social and educational achievements, strategies 
to reduce injuries associated with these disabilities are currently on trial (123-125). 
Cognitive outcome 
Many studies have shown that the verbal, performance and full-scale intelligence 
quotient (IQ) of children bom prematurely is lower than that of their term born peers 
(10; 126-132). A meta-analysis of all publications on cognitive outcome of preterm 
infants at >5 years of age was performed by Bhutta et al. They found that the 
intelligence quotient (IQ) is reduced by an average of 10.9 points (95% confidence 
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intervals (CI) 9.2 to 12.5 points) in preterm infants. In the EPICure study of infants 
born at < 26 weeks' GA, the IQ at 6 years of age was on average 24 points lower 
(95% Cl 20 to 27) than their term born peers, with the most marked reduction in 
boys. 21% of these infants had moderate to severe cognitive impairment, with a 
further 41 % being mildly impaired (8; 10; 129). Cognitive outcome was significantly 
affected by GA at birth and birth weight according to all these studies; however at 
33 weeks the improving outcome reached a plateau (133). 
The Victorian Infant Collaborative Study Group (130) showed in a group of 
extremely low-birth-weight infants a significant reduction in full-scale IQ, verbal 
comprehension, perceptual organisation, processing speed, reading, spelling and 
arithmetic at 8 years of age compared to age-matched controls. These impairments 
were due to global deficits of executive function, rather than specific processing 
deficits (134). On the other hand, Taylor et al. (135) argue that the deficits seen in 
preterm infants are due to specific deficits in executive and non-verbal language 
function rather than to global deficits. Regardless of whether there are global or 
specific deficits, the wide range of problems known to be associated with 
prematurity suggests that either a very diffuse injury or an injury to a central 
processing pathway occurs such that multiple cognitive tasks are affected. 
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Figure 2.14. Cognitive scores of extremely preterm children and age-inatched full-term 
classmates at 6 years of life, grouped according to sex and gestational age at birth. The graph 
shows a dose response decrease in the cognitive scores with decreasing CA at birth and that 
preterm boys (0) are more affected than preterm girls C) ) cross CA (Marlow. N. NE. JM 2005) 
Low birth weight is a term used to describe both appi-oprialcly born preterm 
infants and infants that are born small for GA. and hence represents a heterogeneous 
population. In infants with birth weights < 1000gý IQ was inversely correlated to 
birth weight (136). 15% and 27% of these infants were suffering from severe 
cognitive disabilities (137), these rates are similar to those quoted from the FPICUre 
study, which was based on GA at birth. Socio-economic status also has a significant 
effect on cognitive outcome (1338). Parental education. family income and a two- 
parent family are stronger predictors of IQ at 5 (139) and 10 years of age ( 140) ill 
infants born preterm compared to age-matched controls. 
CLD is strongly associated with poorer cognitive outcomes (141). This 
cognitive impairment is present across all domains, including language. attention 
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skill, maths, spatial memory and reading (142), even after infants with CP are 
excluded from the analysis (143). Although early prophylactic steroids have been 
shown to reduce the IQ of preterm infants (144), later use of steroids has not been 
associated with cognitive problems (145), showing that CLD appears to have an 
effect on cognition independent of the use of postnatal steroids (141). The presence 
of maternal chorioamnionitis (146) and neonatal sepsis (147) is also associated with 
both motor and psychornotor delay. 
Subtle cognitive deficits may be detected at later ages when more 
sophisticated functioning is required (7; 148; 149). On the other hand, Hack et al. 
showed that the levels of cognitive impairment had decreased at 8 years when 
compared to 2 years, in the absence of neurosensory impairment. 
All follow-up studies suffer from incomplete datasets with infants lost to 
follow-up. The effect of this on disability rates is debated. Tin et al. (150) showed 
that 34.6% of children with severe disability are difficult to trace compared with 
4.4% of children with mild disability, whereas Castro et al. (151) showed 
comparable disabilities between compliant and non-compliant children. 
Comparisons of the results between follow-up studies are complicated by the type of 
testing tool, the age at which the study was conducted, the use of appropriate control 
groups and the percentage of children seen at follow-up (152). 
Behavioural outcome 
Behavioural problems are a source of significant morbidity within the preterm 
population, with a prevalence of 36% compared to 22% in normal term born controls 
(153; 154). Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in particular is more 
common in the preterm population (155-158). Nadeau et al. (159) showed that 
working memory deficits explained inattention, whereas general intellectual delay 
explained the hyperactivity seen in these children. Moreover, Indredavik et al. (160) 
identified attention problems in 25% of a cohort of VLBW infants, even though only 
7% were diagnosed with ADHD, suggesting an underestimation of the number of 
children with inattention. The disparity in prevalence may be due to the inclusion of 
small for GA infants (16 1) and the utilisation of different diagnostic tools (162). 
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Psychiatric symptoms with autistic tendencies and an increase in 
externalising and internalising behaviours are more prevalent in ex-preterm. children 
compared to controls (163; 164). Interestingly, these behavioural problems are 
reported more by parents, teachers and medical professionals, whereas ex-preterm 
adolescent and adults themselves report fewer problems (15 8; 165; 166). 
2.7. Correlation between brain injury and outcome 
Significant cerebral lesions such as HPI, intraventricular haemorrhage with and 
without dilatation and PVL have been shown to affect subsequent cerebral and 
cerebellar development (65; 167; 168), probably secondary to glial necrosis and 
oligodendrocyte dysfunction (169) rather than primary injury to cortical or cerebellar 
cells (170). There is a good correlation between these patterns of brain injury and an 
adverse motor outcome such as CP (95). 
More interestingly, when qualitatively or qualitatively assessed, diffuse WM 
injury (DEHSI) is associated with an abnormal psychomotor outcome at 18-24 
months of age (171). Dyet et al. showed that the presence of DEHSI correlated with 
developmental quotient at 18 months of age, with a linear reduction according to the 
severity of DEHSI: infants with severe DEHSI had a median developmental quotient 
(DQ) of 92; those with moderate DEHSI had a median DQ of 94; and infants with 
no DEHSI had a median DQ of I 11. In addition, the study showed that overt lesions 
such as HPI, intraventricular haemorrhage and cerebellar haemorrhage were 
associated with cerebral palsy and a gross reduction in DQ (median DQ of 60). 
Although the presence of DEHSI may be associated with some of the subtle 
disabilities seen following preterm birth, the cortical correlates for most of the 
cognitive and behavioural problems have not been identified. Difficulties in neonatal 
cortex extraction (discussed in Chapter 5) are the main reason the developing cortex 
in preterm infants has not been studied systematically. Hence this thesis will address 
the microstructural and macrostructural quantification of cortical development and 
will show the relationship between the cortex, thalamus and subplate during the third 
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trimester, thus providing a basis for exploring the cortical neural correlates of the 
cognitive and behavioural impairments seen in children born preterm. 
2.8. Summary 
This chapter describes the developmental changes of the preterm brain during the 
neonatal period using MRI. Patterns of brain injury and neurodevelopmental 
sequelae following preterm. birth are described. Finally, the need for studying the 
cortex is highlighted. 
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Chapter 3 Background Theory of MRI 
Introduction 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a powerful non-invasive medical imaging 
technique used widely in clinical research. It is particularly useful for studying the 
developing brain because of its excellent safety profile. Nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) was detected independently by Bloch (1) and Purcell (2; 3) in 1946. The 
application of magnetic field gradients to NMR for the creation of images w as 
proposed in 1973 by Lauterbaur (3; 4) and Mansfield (5), for which they shared a 
Nobel Prize for Medicine in 2003. The aim of this chapter is to provide a brief 
overview of the background theory of MRI (6-8). 
3.2. The NMR Signal Spin 
Spin is a fundamental property of a nucleus and is determined by the number of 
protons and neutrons contained within it. Nuclear magnetic resonance occurs when 
the spin angular momentum of a nucleus is non-zero. Hydrogen with a single proton 
(H 1) has nuclear spin s= Y2 and therefore two discrete values of spin quantum 
number 
[1] 
Hence, the nuclear spin gives rise to a nuclear magnetic moment (ýt): 
7S [2] 
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio (2.675 x 108 rad/s/Tesla (t) for a proton). As 
protons are the most abundant atom in the human body, they are the most commonly 
imaged nucleus. 
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The Zeeman Effect 
The interaction of a nuclear magnetic moment with an external magnetic field (Bo) 
leads to the splitting of nuclear energy levels. The energy levels of a proton are split 
into two states; one where the magnetic moment is aligned with the external field 
and another, higher level where it is anti-parallel to the external field (Figure 3.1). 
m. = -Y2 
ms ý +Y2 
S, antýparallel 
to B0 
I 
S, aligned 
wfth B. 
I 
Figure 3.1. The Zeeman energy levels for a proton in an external magnetic field. The 
application of an external magnetic field (130) splits the proton energy levels into two discrete 
values. The spin is parallel to the external magnetic field In the lower energy level and anti- 
parallel to the external field in the higher energy level. 
The energy difference between the two states gives the resonant frequency 
(coo) of the proton, which is the Larmor precession frequency of the proton's 
magnetic moment about the axis of the applied magnetic field: 
wo= yBO [3] 
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen and is 42.58 MHz/T. 
Thermal Equilibrium and Precession 
At human body temperatures, the thermal energy is much greater than the energy 
required to excite a proton from the lower energy state (parallel state) to the higher 
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energy state (anti-parallel state). This means that there is only a slight excess of 
protons (three protons per million per Tesia) aligned with tile external field. 
However, because there are 6.022 x ()23 protons in a graill of' hydrogen, aiid the 
body is abundant with water (70% of body weight is water), application of all 
external magnetic field results in a significant net macroscopic eqUlIlbrILllll 
magnetisation, proportional to and aligned with the external magnetic lield 13(), 
which is conventionally defined along the z-axis. 
In the absence of an external magnetic field, the individual spins are 
randomly orientated with zero net magnetisation. I lowcvcr. when an extcrnal 
magnetic field (130) is applied, the spins and the net magnetisation are disturbed frorn 
their equilibrium position and will precess about Bo (Figure 3.2). 
B 
Figure 3.2. Precessional motion of magnetisation about the static niagnctic field BO. When a 
static magnetic field (13(j) is applied, the magnetisation vector of a volunic element of protons 
precesses about the BO axis at the Larmor frequency (, )(,. 
Excitation with a Radio Frequency Field 
The absorption of energy causes the transition ofa proton from its low-ellergy state 
to its high-energy state. This process is termed excitation and is achieved by the 
application of an RF field of frequency wo with its magnetic component (131) 
orthogonal to the static field Bo. The RF magnetic field causes the net 111agnet'sation 
to precess around B, at a much slower frequency than its precessional Frequency 
around the static field. The combined effect ot'the static and oscillating RF magnetic 
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fields causes the magnetisation to spiral down into the transverse plane, as shown in 
Figure 3.3. 
(a) Laboratory Frame of Reference (b) Rotating Frame of Reference 
x x 
Figure 3.3. The excitation of magnetisation in laboratory and rotating frames of reference. 
Figure 3.3 shows the motion of the magnetisation vector (M) from its 
equilibrium position (along z) into the transverse (xy) plane, when a 90" I'llp angle 
RF magnetic field (131) is applied orthogonal to tile static magnetic field (Bo), so that 
the spins precesses along B, at the Larmor Frequency wo. 
Signal Detection 
An RIF coil can detect the excited magnetisation. According to Faraday's law of 
induction, the precessing magnetisation creates a changing magnetic flux ((P) 
through the coil area, which induces a current in the coil that oscillates at W(). As a 
time-varying magnetisation flux must cut the coil to induce a current, it is only 
possible to detect the transverse component of the excited inagnetisation M,,.. This 
induced current is called free induction decay (FID) and is arnplified, sampled and 
recorded as an MR signal. 
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Relaxation 
After excitation by an RF pulse, the M, Y returns to equilibrium in a process called 
relaxation. The dominant mechanism of relaxation occurs by interactions of spins 
with one another and with their surrounding molecular environment (lattice). The 
relaxation process is governed by the Bloch equation (1): 
dAI 
= YA f. 
h 
C', +I (ý, O_Mý)_ 
I Xýf J_ [41 
dt T, T2 
where B, xt is the external magnetic field, Mi is the transverse inagnetisation, and T, 
and T2 are relaxation time constants which are inherent properties of' tissues. The 
longitudinal magnetisation (Mj recovers back to its equilibrium value (MO) by 
transfer of energy to the surrounding molecular lattice (spin-lattice relaxation; 
Figure 3.4. a). T, is the time constant that describes this process and is typically 
hundreds of milliseconds in biological tissues. 
(a) T, Recovery Curve (b) T2 Decay Curve 
1 
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Figure 3.4. T, recovery and T2 decay after a 90" RF pulse. The figure shows (a) T, recovery of 
longitudinal magnetisation to its equilibrium value of MO due to spin-lattice relaxation and (b) 
T2 decay of transverse magnetisation due to spin-spin relaxation, after the application of a 90" 
RF pulse (M, = 0). Initially all magnetisation is in the transverse plane. 63%, of M, is recovered 
after T, and 63% of M, decays away after T2 as the magnetisation returns to its equilibrium 
position. 
On the other hand, the spin-spin relaxation characterised by the time 
constant T2 (Figure 3.4. b) is due to the transient interactions between the magnetic 
moments of neighbouring protons, which cause dephasing of' transverse 
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0 
magnetisation (M,, ). T-, is much shorter than TI. typically in the order of tens of 
milli, secoiid-s. 
V and Echo Formation 
T., is an inherent property of tissue and the T-, decay is irreversible due to the random 
nature of field fluctuations at the molecular level. Additional dephasing effects 
caused by spatial variations in the static magnetic field (BO) result in faster decay and 
are characterised by a time constant T, *. The signal loss caused by the BO variations 
is recoverable by rephasing the spins with an 1800 pulse to create a spin echo, which 
is demonstrated in Figure 3.5. If the signal immediately following the excitation 
pulse is So. then the signal read out at the echo time (TE) -, A-ill have amplitude 
S" eXp(-T1 T-1). Alterriatively. the signal can be read out directly without a 180' pulse 
by gradient reversal to create a gradient echo sequence (9). The signal is then 
So exp '- 11 -1 
2*1 
900 1800 
RF 
TE/2 TE/2 
Ct 
0) 
0 
3cD ED 
, a, tbý (C) (d) 
Figure 3.5. Spin echo. After a 90' RF pulse all magnetisation is in phase in the transverse plane 
(a). The FID decaýs according to both thermodNnamic and fixed effects with a time constant of 
T, *. The effects of main field inhomogeneitý (T, ) cause the spins to dephase and fan out in the 
trans%erse plane (b). A 180' RF pulse applied after time TE/2 flips the spins in the transverse 
plane such that spins A hich are precessing faster due to their local main field have accumulated 
positi%e phase and ha%e the same negati%e phase immediately after the refocusing pulse and 
,. ice %ersa (c). The spins continue to precess according to their local magnetic field and so the 
effect of T, * deca,. is re% ersed after TE (d). 
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3.3. Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
In this section, the concepts involved in the conversion of' the NMR signal to an 
image are given. 
Linear Field Gradients 
Spatial Encoding 
In order to obtain an image, the spatial location ofeach point ol'the object needs to 
be determined from the NMR signal. In a static magnetic field this is not possible, as 
shown in Figure 3.6. The spatial encoding is achieved by the use Ot'linear magnetic 
field gradients, which establish a relationship between position aild precessional 
frequency. Current-carrying coils set into the bore of' the magnet produce these 
linear gradients. 
(t) = YB', 
- JL- 
Figure 3.6. Spatial localisation. In a static magnetic field, any two points along this field give 
rise to a single signal after Fourier transformation and their spatial location cannot be 
identified. 
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Frequency Encoding 
To spatially encode in the x-axis, a magnetic field G., (Figure 3.7) which varies 
linearly in x is applied, such that all the spins that lie at a particular value ol'x will 
precess at the resonant frequency (o,. Hence, the dit'llerent frequencies become a 
function of location along the encoded x-axis, also known as frequency encoding. 
After demodulation by wo, Fourier transformation of' the III) will yield the spatial 
distribution of all the spins defined by their respective x values. As tile MR signal is 
sampled in time while the read-out gradient is on, this gradient causes tile spills to 
diphase. Hence, a pre-winder gradient of opposite polarity is applied before 
sampling such that the spins are rephased at the centre ofthe sampling window. 
mm 
M, i(Inetic Field 
Cfl; idient, 
co=ýB,, +xCk) 
-A-A- 
Figure 3.7. Frequency encoding. In the presence of a spatially varying gradient field along the 
x-axis (C,, ), two points along this field will precess at slightly different frequencies. Fourier 
transformation of the two different resonance frequencies allows the determination of their 
relative position along G, 
Phase Encoding 
Two-dimensional spatial encoding is achieved by applying the read-OLIt gradient 
prior to a phase-encoding gradient GY applied along the y-axis. Thc phasc-encoded 
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signal is then frequency encoded and sampled. This process is repeated with 
different G, (centred around zero) to introduce a different y-dependent phase 
relationship to each data acquisition (10). Each phase encoding requires a separate 
acquisition of data, so increasing the number of phase-encode lines increases the 
acquisition time. 
Slice Selection 
To selectively excite a slice of an object in any orientation, a linear gradient 
Perpendicular to the desired slice plane and a narrow-band width RF Pulse are 
applied simultaneously. In this way, only spins with the resonance frequency 
corresponding to the transmitting frequency and within the bandwidth of the RF 
Pulse will be excited and contribute to the FID. The thickness of the excited slice 
(4z) is dictated by the spectral bandwidth of the RF pulse (BTV R'F) and the 
magnitude of the slice-selecting gradient G,, as shown by Figure 3.8. 
(B(, 
Figure 3.8. Slice selection. The linear slice-selecting gradient 
(Gz) creates a linear variation of 
resonant frequency as a function of z. The central spatial z position 
(z - 0) has a resonant 
frequency of (o,, = y BO where the gradient makes no additional 
contribution to the main field 
(dashed lines). The RF pulse centre frequency 
is tuned to y (Bo+Gj z 0) to excite an offset slice 
centred on ZO. The spectral bandwidth of 
the RF pulse (BWRF) and the magnitude Of Gz excite 
a slice of thickness Az. 
LOMM , ( 
um 
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3.4. k-space 
The signal measured at a point in tinle From all excited slice \\ill depend oil tile spin 
density distribution and the phase accumulated IIN, tile spills, The 11111C donlaill Space 
where the signal is measured is called k-spacc (II). The frequency components of' 
this signal contain the spatial hil'onnation needed to Conn in illiage of' tile spin 
density distribution. The combination of' phase and h-c(luency ciico(lliiL,, along \vith 
slice excitation will spatially localise a Signal WithIll I SCICCtCLI Slice. I ICIICC 111 tile 
points in the image domain are represented hy a single point ]n k-spacc, 
consequently the more k-spacc lines acquired, the better the resolution ol'the iniage. 
The centre of' k-space has inflOnilation about contrast and the edge oI' k-space has 
hil'on-nation about detail. 
To reconstruct in inlage / (x, j) 1rom k-spacc data (FigUre 3.9), a 21 ) inverse 
FOUrier transflormation is applied. To image a 31) V0111111C 1-, ItllCl- 111,111 SCICCtCLI Slices, 
a much thicker slab of' the object is excited Or a 11011-SCICOlVC I)IIISC is Used. Phase 
encoding is then carried out in two orthogonal directions Mill I'l-CLIIICIIC\' CIICOL]illg 
applied along the third. Phase encoding ill two directions Makes 31) dCLlLli. SltiOll Very 
time consurning, whereas 111LIltl-SliCC aC(l[liSitiOllS M-e Lluickcr because slice 
acquisitions call be interleaved. 
2DFT 
-0-100- 
Figure 3.9. An i it tage ofa huma n hea (I and its IT I) rese I 11.11 it Ill. III lage s pa ce and A -Spacc 
are relviled by Wrier transhirnmiWit. The image (WA) ivas iv"morilded Iff"ll 111C aCqUONI 
signal k-space (right) by application ofa 21) inverse Fourier traiisforin. 
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The Fourier transform reduces the acquired signal to its spatially encoded 
frequency components and the image is defined by the amplitude of each of these 
elements. As the sampling of data takes place over a discrete grid of points in k- 
space, this has implications for the image size and resolution. The distance over 
which the image is defined is the field of view (FOV), which leads to the definition 
of the k-space sampling interval as: 
Ak = 
2; r 
FOV 
The specific spatial encoding and reconstruction shown in Figure 3.10 are called 
Cartesian sampling, where each phase encoding acquires a single line of a Cartesian 
k-space grid. Different sampling strategies have been employed, either filling the 
same Cartesian grid in a different way or sampling onto a different grid, e. g. radial 
sampling. 
Figure 3.10. Cartesian sampling of k-space. Starting at the origin of k-space, the 2D trajectory 
of a single measurement can be mapped along the x- and y-axes during the application of G, 
and Gy gradients. Different lines of k-space are measured by alternating the amplitude of the Gy 
gradients. 
MR imaging takes time because every point in k-space needs to be filled. 
This is done by repeating the NMR experiments several times and varying the 
amplitude and duration of the Gx and Gy for each slice. 
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3.5. Signal to Noise Ratio 
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the signal amplitude divided by the 
standard deviation of the noise. The signal from a voxel depends on the excited spin 
density that it contains, the coil receive field and the strength of the main magnetic 
field BO. The measured noise consists of electrical noise and random thermal noise 
of both the sample and the coil. As both noise and signal depend on spin density per 
unit volume, an increase in image resolution causes a reduction in SNR. The signal 
to noise ratio has a roughly linear dependence on BO, which is the primary reason 
behind the interest in higher field imaging. 
3.6. Image Contrast 
The image contrast is obtained from the spin density of the object and manipulation 
of the relaxation times. Therefore, image contrasts based on different tissue 
properties can be generated by manipulation of flip angle, echo time (TE) and 
repetition time (TR). 
Proton Density-weighted Contrast 
To image with proton density weighting (Figure 3.1 La), the differentiation between 
tissues due to relaxation effects is reduced by using a long TR and a short TE. A 
long TR allows good recovery of longitudinal magnetisation and a short TE keeps 
dephasing of transverse magnetisation to a minimum for all tissues to give a contrast 
dominated by proton density. 
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(a) proton density weighted imag( 
I 
08 
06 
N 
04 
02 
06 
04 
0 .. 
0Fu 02345024 
VOWK T, UMWW 1, 
Mgmv 3A L Proclon density, To and 1ý weighted contrast in it preterill infant lit lei-ill equivalent 
ago The figure shows (a) a proton density weighted huage, (b) it 1ý vocighled ininge and Q) a Tý, 
weighted image. Graph (d) shows (lie recovery of longit Ildi lilt I Inagnelisation for two different 
To vOues and graph (c) shons the 1ý des", of transverse relmnlit"i for into difklVHI U, InIlIeS. 
T, weighted Contrast 
A T, weighted image (Figure -3). 
1 I. b) can be CI'CZItCLI 1))ý LlSlllg I ShOl't 'I F Mid I 1011g 
TR. A short TE ininimises the T2 clTeCtS 01' tiSSIIC. I ICIICC, to ! ICCCII(LKItC the 
differences between lissues CILIC to T,, an appropriate TR is chosen. Graph (d) slio\\s 
the recovery of' longitudinal illagnCtiS, 16011 1`61' tWO tISSLICS With difTel-Cill Tj V, 1111CS. 
TiSSUeS With SIIOI-t Tj SLIC11 IIS lllý'elill and grcy matter ((im) recover Illore 
longitudinal relaxation and so appear brighter in a T, weighted iniage ol'the neonaull 
brain. In the nconatal brain, white 1MIUff (WM) Mid CSF IKIVC 1()IlgCl- 'I'l VIILICS Mid 
both appear dark. 
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(d) I, P'., mcly (, mv-, 
T2 weighted contrast 
T2 weighted contrast (Figure 3.1 Lc) is generated by imaging with a spin echo 
sequence with a long TR and an appropriate TE. A long TR is used so that all tissues 
fully recover longitudinal relaxation to remove T, weighting. The difference in T2 
dephasing emphasises the tissue contrast, as seen in graph (e). Tissues with long T2 
appear bright in a T2 weighted image because their transverse magnetisation has 
decayed less. In neonatal brains, CSF has the longest T2 followed by WM and then 
GM. For T2* weighting, TE and TR values as for T2 weighting are used, but imaging 
is carried out with a gradient echo sequence. T2* weighting is sensitive to magnetic 
susceptibility differences especially in the presence of iron and hence is useful in 
imaging of intracranial haemorrhages and changes in blood oxygenation in fMRI 
studies. However, T2 . weighting causes artefacts due to differences in magnetic 
susceptibility at interfaces between tissues, bone and air. 
3.7. Imaging Techniques 
The main types of imaging used in this study are reviewed in this section: 
1. Magnetisation prepared rapid gradient echo sequences (MPRAGE) to acquire T, 
weighted volumes. 
2. Fast spin echo sequences to acquire dual echoes of proton density and T2 
weighted volumes. 
3. Echo planar sequences with multiple gradients to acquire diffusion tensor images. 
4. Parallel imaging to accelerate the acquisition in all of the above sequences. 
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Gradient Echo 
The excitation pulse tilts the magnetisation by a flip angle, which is typically 
between 0' and 90". Along with the slice selection, frequency and phase- 
encoding gradients, a pair of bipolar gradient pulses is used to generate a 
gradient echo sequence (Figure 3.12). These gradients are used to dephase the 
spins with a negatively pulsed gradient (c) before rephasing with an opposite 
polarity gradient (f) to generate the echo. Gradient echo imaging is typically 
accomplished by acquiring the FID, when the read gradient is turned on for 
localisation of the signal in the read-out direction. The contrast and signal 
generated by a gradient echo depend on the size of the longitudinal 
magnetisation and the flip angle. In standard GRE imaging, this basic pulse 
sequence is repeated as many times as image lines have to be acquired. 
Gradient echoes have a lower SAR, are more sensitive to field inhomogcneitics 
and have a reduced cross-talk, so that a small or no slice gap can be used. As 
the flip angle is decreased, the T, weighting can be maintained by reducing the 
TR. 
(a) 
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Figure 3.12 A standard slice-selecting gradient echo Imaging sequence plot. The figure shows 
(a) a truncated sinc RF pulse applied simultaneously with a slice-selecting gradient to excite a 
slice (b) and the slice-rewind gradient to refocus the transverse magnetisation (c). The phase- 
encode gradient is sequentially stepped through different values (as indicated by numbered 
lines) to phase encode (d). Gradient (e) is the pre-winder for the read-out gradient (1), which 
creates spatial frequency variation in the measured direction. While the signal Is sampled, the 
read-out gradient remains on. 
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Magnetisation Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo 
MPRAGE is a method where rapid acquisition of data is obtained by a 
combination of an inversion 1800 pulse along with multiple phase-encoding 
steps during the read-out time (Figure 3.13) (12). Following an inversion pulse, 
each Fourier line has a different T, contrast in k-space. The relaxation curve is 
also altered by previous small flip angle excitations. Hence, several T, contrasts 
can be collected from a single gradient read-out, which reduces the speed of 
acquisition. 
1800 
(b) 
S 
Depth encoding steps 
(0 
Figure 3.13 An MPRAGE sequence plot. The figure shows a 180" Inversion pulse In blue 
followed by a 90' RF pulse (a) applied simultaneously with the slice-selecting gradient (b) and 
the slice-rewind gradient (c) to refocus the transverse magnetisation. Tile phase-encode 
gradient (d) is then applied. Gradient (e) is the pre-winder for tile read-out gradient (f), which 
creates spatial frequency variation in the measured direction. The read-out gradient remains on 
while the signal is sampled. 
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Fast Spin Echo 
A fast spin echo (FSE) sequence is characterised by a series of rapidly, applied 
180' rephasing pulses and multiple echoes, changing the phase-encoding 
gradient for each echo (Figure 3.14). The echo time TF may vary frorn echo to 
echo in the echo train. The echoes in the centrc of k-space mainly produce the 
image contrast, whereas the periphery of k-space determines the spatial 
resolution. For example, in the middle ol'k-space the late echoes oft-, weighted 
FSE images are encoded and PI) contrast is produced froin tile early echoes. 
The benefit of this technique is that the scan dw-ation can be reduced by 
increasing the turbo spin echo factor. Thereforc, when tile TSF I'Lictor is nine, 
acquisition time is reduced to one ninth of the time required for a normal spill 
echo sequence. The use of large echo train lengths needs a longer TF, therefore, 
T, weighted imaging profits most from this technique. 
Figure 3.14 A FSE sequence plot with k-space data filling. The figure shoýý% :1 90" RF pulse 
followed by multiple 180" pulses which lead to different amplitude FID sho%%n in green, blue, 
red and yellow. The different-coloured lines in k-space show the data acquired from the 
corresponding echoes. T, weighted and proton density images can he separated by Fourier 
transformation of the late and early echoes. 
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Echo Planar Imaging 
Echo planar imaging (EPI) is a very fast imaging technique used for applications 
where speed is essential. The speed of EPI is achieved by acquiring all image data 
from a single excitation, sampling all phase-encode lines ofk-space in a single read- 
out. The EPI read-out k-space trajectory and the gradient sequence plot are shown in 
Figure 3.15. The first gradient drives the data to the corner of, k-space (dashed line in 
(b)). The rapidly switching x-gradients move the trajectory along horizontal lines in 
k-space with alternating direction according to their polarity. These are interspersed 
with y-gradient blips to move between phase-encode lines. Data is acquired along 
the flat tops of the x-gradient waveform corresponding to the horizontal phase- 
encode lines. Gradient echo EPI is a T2* weighted imaging technique, so the signal 
decays away exponentially over time due to T2* dephasing effects. Due to the very 
fast acquisition time, EPI sequences are acquired within 50-100nis, a thriescale 
small enough to effectively freeze motion and resolve dynamic physiological 
changes. 
(a) EPI readc>ut gradients 
Gy 
Figure 3.15 EPI data acquisition k-space trajectory. The first Cy shown in the sequence plot (a) 
drives the EPI read-out trajectory to the corner of k-space (b). Then rapid switching of the x- 
gradient (horizontal lines, (b)) interspersed with y-gradient blips (vertical lines, (b)) trace the 
EPI trajectory through k-space along parallel horizontal lines. 
However, the long read-out times of E131 sequences cause arteracts that 
degrade image quality. The alternating polarity of the read-out gradicnt may 
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(b) EPI readout k space trajectory 
introduce a periodic variation across k-space in k.,, direction. The linear phase accrual 
along the ky axis results in a phase-encode shift ofthe image, leading to ail artel'act 
called geometric distortion (Figure 3.16a). The long I-PI echo train also greatly 
exacerbates magnetic susceptibility due to the air-tissue boundary along the z- 
direction, which leads to a loss of signal (Figure 3.16b) called signal loss artel'act. 
The instability within the gradient subsystern also causes dill'ercnces between 
the positive and negative traversal of k-space. It' there is a misalignment of' the 
positive and negative lobes, or if their amplitudes do not match, a ghost ofthe main 
image shifted by half a field of view is formed along the phase-encodc direction, 
called a Nyquist ghost (Figure 3.16c). The intensity of' the ghost indicates the 
severity of the periodic inconsistency. 
Figure 3.16. Examples of echo planar imaging artefacts. a) Ceoinetric distortion artef-act, b) 
Signal loss artefact, c) Nyquist ghost and d) Fat artefact. 
The protons in different chemical species have different resonant frequencies 
according to their molecular cornposition. Protons bound in fat molecules precess at 
a different frequency to protons in water, causing the signal froni Cat to accumulate a 
different phase over the read-out. This difference in phase across k-space causes a 
relative shift of the fat signal with respect to the water signal in tile image domain, 
termed a chemical shift, which can be mininlised by saturating the Cat signal before 
excitation. 
All effects due to the length of the read-out are seen in tile phase-encode 
direction because it has a much lower bandwidth (longer read-OLIt time) than tile 
frequency-encode direction, allowing greater difficrences to accumulate across k- 
space. 
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Parallel Imaging 
Parallel imaging (PI) uses the encoding effects of multiple receiver coils to 
reconstruct lines of k-space so that fewer data lines need to be acquired to achieve 
the same information content. This technique can therellore be used to considerably 
speed up acquisition times, to increase spatial resolution flor a given acquisition time 
or to reduce artefacts. To reduce acquisition time using Ill. tile number of' phase- 
encoding steps is reduced by increasing the distance between read-out lines in k- 
space. Reducing the sampling density of k-space reduces tile FOV in the image 
domain, causing aliasing. Sensitivity encoding technique (SENSE) (13). which was 
used in this study, uses linear combinations ofcoils to encode data and populate k- 
space. The aliasing in image space can be unfolded by using coil sensitivity 
information to create a full FOV image (Figure 3.17). 
SENSE theory 
All 
m1 
M2 
Object 
A12 
A, 1 
A,, 2 
Full FoV images 
si 
S2 
0.5 FoV images 
Figure 3.17. SENSE parallel imaging. An object can be divided into two parts, in, and m2. The 
two coils I and 2 detect different parts of this object depending on its sensitivity profile. Coil I 
detects region All better than A12 and coil 2 detects region A,, better than A22- Hence from the 
knowledge of the coil sensitivity SI= AIImI+AI2m2 and S2= A21m, +A2, in,. The image can be 
unwrapped by solving the coil sensitivity matrix in relation to the acquired signal intensities. 
Coil I 
Coil 2 
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3.8. Safety considerations 
Since MRI does not use any form of ionising radiation, it is considerably safer than 
X-ray or radio-isotope scanning. The Food and Drug Agency (FDA) in the United 
States (US) and the Health Protection Agency in the United Kingdom (UK) have 
suggested that exposure to magnetic fields is unlikely to cause any adverse effect on 
human tissues. However, under a high-strength field such as 3Tesla, the strong static 
BO field and the time-varying fields caused by RF and gradient coils need to be used 
with caution, especially when studying developing structures (14; 15). 
Static Fields 
The most serious concern in MR is the effect of strong static fields on ferromagrictic 
objects. These objects may turn into projectiles and cause potentially fatal accidents. 
Hence, it is extremely important to ensure that every subject (health personnel and 
patients) is screened for both free and implanted devices before entering the five 
gauss line of the magnet. The MR compatibility of various implantable objects at 
different strengths is freely available on the internet. 
RF Fields 
RF exposure can cause deposition of energy and lead to heating of tissues. As most 
tissues have an adequate blood supply that can dissipate the heat, heating does not 
usually cause a problem. The RF energy deposition is measured in terms of the 
specific absorption rate (SAR). SAR is defined as the average power in watts 
deposited per kilogramme of exposed tissue over the time of the MRI examination. 
The US FDA has imposed a maximum SAR limit of 3.2W/Kg for scanning of the 
head (16). The UK National Radiological Protection Board states that the body 
temperature of any mass of tissue should not rise above V Centigrade. The Health 
Protection Agency in the UK also gives guidelines for SAR limits for scanning 
different body parts and in general limits scanning above 4 W/kg (17). Although 
there are no specific guidelines for neonatal scanning, caution is advised. On the 
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other hand, there are guidelines advising against scanning of pregnant women during 
the first trimester, unless there is a serious matemal indication for scanning. This is 
due to the unknown effects of RIF exposure on rapidly dividing foetal tissue. After 
18 weeks of pregnancy, in order to limit the maximum SAR that the foctus is 
exposed to it is suggested that the maximum SAR limit for the abdomen rather than 
the whole body is used. 
In practice, these limits restrict the types and rates of application of various 
RIF pulses, especially when multiple refocusing RF pulses are employed. 
Field Gradient 
The rapid switching of field strengths, especially in diffusion weighted images, may 
cause stimulation of peripheral nerves and muscles by the induction of electrical 
currents within the subjects. Care must also be taken to ensure that the arms and legs 
of subjects do not touch each other, as the induced electrical currents can cause fatal 
cardiac arrhythmias or local burning of tissues. A second safety concern is the 
generation of acoustic noise, which occurs due to the interaction of coil currents and 
a static magnetic field. Hence, suitable ear protection is always necessary in 
neonates due to the unknown effects of acoustic noise on the developing auditory 
system. The arnniotic fluid present around the fbetus is shown to reduce the acoustic 
noise and is considered to provide adequate protection in static field strength of up to 
1.5 T. 
3.9. Summary 
The basic principles of NMR and MRI experiments have been briefly reviewed in 
this chapter. The manipulation of relaxation times to achieve various image contrasts 
was also covered. The imaging techniques used in this thesis have also been 
described. Finally, the various safety considerations when performing MRI 
experiments on the developing brain were addressed. 
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Chapter 4 Diffusion MRI 
Introduction 
When looking at a glass of water standing on a table, one could easily assume that 
the molecules inside are completely static. However, in the 19th century, while 
observing particles of pollen in a water solution, Robert Brown noticed that the 
pollen grains were actually moving. Because of his observations, we know that 
water molecules are in a state of constant motion known as Brownian motion. This 
molecular diffusion refers to the random translational motion of molecules, resulting 
from their thermal energy. 
In the absence of barriers, there is no preferred orientation for motion and 
diffusion is said to be isotropic. However, molecules diffusing within an anisotropic 
medium will tend to move more easily along certain directions in comparison to 
others. This is precisely what happens with water molecules moving within the 
brain. The membranes and myelin sheaths of the WM fibres hinder motion across 
the axon's axis and allow diffusion along the direction of the fibres. Hence, by 
performing measurements of diffusion along different directions, it is possible to 
obtain information regarding both the orientation and compactness of fibres in the 
brain. 
This technique has been used to investigate the microstructure of tissues such 
as brain, kidney and cardiac muscle. Moreover, due to the increased water content 
and early radial arrangement of cortical neurons along radial glial cells, diffusion 
imaging has been shown to be a useful tool to investigate the microstructure of the 
cortex during development (1). 
This chapter covers the basic concepts of diffusion imaging, including the 
measurement of diffusion with NMR, essential for the understanding of this thesis. 
More details on this subject can be found in related textbooks (2). A more recent 
review of the topic can be found in a special edition of the journal NMR in 
Biomedicine (3). 
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4.2. Theoretical principles of diffusion weighted imaging 
Diffusion in a homogenous fluid can be statistically calculated as the probability of 
a molecule from an initial position ro moving to another position r after time t and is 
given by a Gaussian function: 
P(r/Td) = (4nD Td)-3/2 exp (- (rTr) / 4D TO 
where D is the diffusion coefficient and t is time. D is a measure of the random 
translational movement of molecules within their environment and is measured in 
units of mm2/s. 
In 3D, er =x2 +y2+z2. As the probability of diffusion in an isotropic medium 
occurs in concentric circles, the radius of this sphere is also the standard deviation of 
P(r/Td), i. e. the average distance that a molecule travels in a given time, and is given 
by Einstein's formula (4): 
I =, \f2-D-Td [2] 
where I is the root mean square distance travelled and t is time. In pure water, this 
distance is statistically calculated to be 3.25 x 10-4 MM2 /second (s) and is called the 
diffusion coefficient. This diffusion coefficient depends on the temperature, the mass 
of the molecules and the viscosity of the medium; the diffusion coefficient increases 
with temperature, due to the increased thermal energy of molecules, and decreases 
with viscosity and increase in particle size as the resistance to motion becomes 
greater. 
in the brain, water diffusion is reduced by two to ten times compared to pure 
water due to the presence of cells and other tissue structures. During typical 
diffusion times of 50-100 ms, water molecules in brain tissue move over distances 
of around 1-15 [trn (micromillimetres), navigating through and interacting with cell 
membranes, organelles and macromolecules. As the diffusion is sensitive to the 
geometric properties of the cell such as size and orientation, diffusion can be used to 
probe the direction, shape and size of the tissue microstructure. However, diffusion 
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MR imaging cannot differentiate between motion due to diffusion and motion from 
blood flow, perfusion or CSF pulsation. For this reason, the diffusion coefficient 
obtained in tissue is termed the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). 
Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) 
Normally, spatially varying magnetic fields are used for slice selection and spatial 
encoding in all MR images and diffusion of water molecules results in a negligible 
reduction in signal intensity in all images. In DWI, the motion of water molecules 
causes a reduction in signal measured, which reflects the diffusion of water within a 
tissue. To acquire DWI, it is necessary to sensitise the MR signal to diffusion by 
incorporating strong gradient pulses (the diffusion gradients) within an imaging 
sequence. Thus, the intensity in each voxel will depend not only on the relaxation 
properties of the tissues but also on the diffusion characteristics of the medium. 
The pulse sequence and the effect of diffusion between gradients on the 
signal obtained from a particular region are shown in Figure 4.1. In the absence of 
diffusion, the first gradient causes the spins to dephasc. As there is no movement 
between the applications of the two gradients, the second gradient completely 
rephases all the spins and the signal remains constant. However, in the presence of 
diffusion, the spins experience different fields between the two gradients, so the 
spins do not completely rephase, thereby resulting in a loss of signal. 
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Figure 4.1. Diffusion pulse sequence. (a) A pair of gradients having the same amplitude C and 
duration 6 (grey boxes) are applied with an intervening 180 RF pulse. The time interval 
between the applications of the two diffusion gradients is usually labelled as A. In the absence of 
diffusion, the first gradient causes the spins to dephase (b). As there is no movement between 
the applications of the two gradients, the second gradient completely rephases all tile spills (c) 
and the signal remains constant (d). However, in the presence of diffusion, the spills experience 
different fields between the two gradients, so the spins do not completclý rephase, thereby 
resulting in a loss of signal. 
road 
I 
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This loss in signal caused by the diffusion can be calculated from the Stejskal 
EO and Tanner JE equation 3 (5): 
S =Soe -bD [31 
where S is the signal obtained with the diffusion gradients on, So is the signal 
obtained without the gradients, called the reference image, and b is given by 
equation 4: 
b=y 2G 2S2 (, & _ %) 
[4] 
where y= the gyromagnetic ratio for protons, G= the of the pulsed gradient, 8= the 
duration of the pulsed gradient; A= the time interval between the leading edges of 
the two pulsed gradients (6). 
Depending upon the number of directions of diffusion sensitisation used, 
diffusion imaging is termed diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) or diffusion tensor 
imaging (DTI) (3). When the diffusion is obtained in three orthogonal directions of 
sensitisation using DWI, ADC can be calculated. Increasing the directions to a 
minimum of six non-collinear directions using DTI allows measures of anisotropy to 
be obtained. If the gradients are applied in three diffusion sensitisation directions (x, 
y and z), the ADC map in each direction can be calculated from equation 5: 
ADC 
I 
In 
s 
b Sý 
[51 
The final ADC is an average of the ADC maps in all three directions and is given by 
equation 6: 
ADC = 
ADC.,, + ADC Y+ 
ADC, 
3 [61 
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4.3. Theoretical principles of diffusion tensor imaging 
In the previous section isotropic diffusion was considered. However, diffusion is not 
isotropic in many human tissues. Anisotropic diffusion can be described using a 
tensor. When the diffusion is anisotropic, the displacement profile is given as below: 
P(r/Td) =D (47C Td)-Y2 exp (- (e D" r) /4 TO [7] 
The surface of constant probability in an anisotropic medium, similar to an isotropic 
medium (equation 2), can be described by the following equation: 
2 
Y2 Z2 ax + 2bxy +d+ 2cz + 2Eyz +F [8] 
which can be recognised as the 3D ellipsoid equation. Hence the diffusion in a voxel 
can be represented by an ellipsoid, whose surface represents the root mean square 
diffusive displacement. A frame of reference, called the 'principal frame', is rotated 
so that the axes are coincident with the principal axes of the diffusion ellipsoid and 
the off-diagonal elements of the diffusion coefficient disappear. In this rotated 
system, the diffusion tensor is diagonal. The diagonal matrix elements are the 
principal diffusivities of the rotated coordinate system W, Xy' and Xz' and are the 
eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor (Figure 4.2). The six scalars that represent the 
diffusion tensor can be expressed in terms of the three eigenvalues, W, ky' and XzI, 
which are rotationally invariant, and the angles that describe the relative rotation 
between the principal and laboratory frames of reference. The principal direction of 
diffusion is given by the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue (7). 
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Figure 4.2. Diffusion ellipsoid. The tensors used to describe diffusion can be conceptualised as 
ellipsoids, the three main axes of which describe an orthogonal coordinate system. Tile 
directions of the main axes represent the eigenvectors and their length represents the 
eigenvalues of the tensor. The longest main axis of the diffusion ellipsoid represents tile value 
and direction of maximum diffusion, whereas the shortest axis denotes the value and direction 
of minimum diffusion. If the three eigenvalues are equal, the diffusion is said to be Isotropic and 
the diffusion tensor can be visualised as a sphere. 
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) 
DTI is used to estimate an effective diffusion tensor, D, in each voxel and to 
calculate its principal directions and principal diffusivities (7; 8). Quantitative indices 
of the first-, second- and third-order moments of diffusion tensor allow 
measurements of apparent diffusion and various indices of diffusion anisotropy, 
which reflect microstructural brain development (7; 8). 
In contrast to DWI, which provides an average of the displacement profile of 
molecules, DTI provides quantitative parameters that explain the size, shape and 
orientation of the root mean square displacement profiles within each voxel. These 
parameters are independent of the position of the subject in the magnet, the 
orientation of structures within tissue, the direction of the applied diffusion gradients 
and the choice of laboratory frame of reference. The effective diffusion tensor, D, is 
calculated from a series of DWI experiments, where the attenuation of the diffusion 
signal is calculated in each direction (3). 
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In order to measure the displacement in three orthogonal directions, the 
diffusion tensor has nine values and can be characterised by the symmetrical 3x3 
diffusion tensor matrix D: 
( Dxx D., 
y 
D.,., 
D= Dý, 
y 
Dj, D.,,., 
ý'D.,., 
DYT D.. 
ý 
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Six of these values are independent (D.,,.,, D., y, %.., Dyx, Dy.., D. ). Hence a 
minimum of seven measurements is required to fully characterise the diffusion 
tensor, i. e. six obtained using different sensitisation gradients and one obtained 
without diffusion-sensitising gradients (3). The six directions need to be non- 
collinear, non-coplanar diffusion-sensitising measurements in order to obtain enough 
information to estimate the six independent elements of the equation below. The 
diffusion tensor D is given by equation 10: 
S(b) 33 
Iný 
S(b = 0) 
= -Z 
Z büDii = -(bxxDxx + 2bxyDxy + 2bxzDxz + byyDyy + 2byzDyt + bzzD=) 
where by is the component of the ith row and jth column of the 3x3 symmetrical b 
matrix, which surnmarises the attenuating effect on the MR signal of all the diffusion 
gradients in one direction b; Dy is the corresponding component of the 3x3 
symmetrical matrix of the effective diffusion tensor, which summarises the 
attenuating effect of all the gradient waveforms applied in all three directions (x, y, 
z) D. S(b) is the signal intensity for the diffusion weighted experiment, b; S(b=O) is 
the signal intensity for the non diffusion weighted experiment (3). The tensor D can 
then be calculated by multivariate linear regression of equation 9. 
If the diffusion is isotropic, then D.,, =Dy=D. =D and D,, Y=D.,,, =Dy.. =O, and 
equation 9 reduces to an isotropic model with b=b,,,, +byy+b,,, which is the trace b. In 
an anisotropic medium, the contribution of each principal diffusivity on the echo 
attenuation is weighted by its corresponding b- matrix element. 
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ahe 
Figure 4.3. Types of d iffusion. ( a) If the [lied illin is i sotropic, di ffusioll is file s allic ill al I 
directions and the surface iso-probability will be spherical. The (culsor is diagonal witil all 
diffusivities equal to (lie scalar diffusion coefficient 1). (b) Ill all allisotropic illedillin, diffilsioll 
along one direction may be preferred over others. Ill this case (lie surface of iso-probabilil ,N 
is 
all ellipsoid. If the laboratory coincides with tile principal directions of' (lie ellipsoid, tile 1ells0l, 
will be diagonal with diffusivities ),, ,k*, and k, along each of' file fill-cc axes. (C) In general tile 
principal axis of tile ellipsoid will not coincide wid) (lie laborafor) frame and . 111 Cielliellis %%ill 
be necessary to characterise (lie tensor. 
In anisotropic dilTusion where the translational motion of' 11101CCUICS IS 
increased along a particular direction and dccrcascd along others. tile clements ol'thc 
diffusion tensor represent correlations bctwcen their translational displaccincilts. The 
diagonal elements of' the dilTusion tensor D, D, and D_ represent correlations 
along the directions x, Y, z. Tile ol't'-diagonal clenicnts 1)\,,, D, and D,... represent 
correlations between molecular translational displacements ill orthogonal directions 
between the x, ), and z directions (8). 
Various measures, such as the ratio between tile longest and s'llortcSt axis of' 
the dilTusion ellipsoid, can be used to LIL1,111tify dlliSMI'01)ý', HIIIS LICSCI'ihillýLý the 
inequality of diffusion values aniong particular directions. On maps gencrated by 
these parameters, white matter tracts, which exhibit a high anisotropy index, appear 
bright. Grey matter in adUltS and ccrebrospinal Ilmd, on the other hand, arc 
represented by dark shades according to their low or absent anisotropy. I'lle most 
commonly uscd measures of' ditTusion anisotropy are relative anisotropy (RA), a 
normalised standard deviation ý\ 111ch represents the ratio ofthe musotropic part of' D 
to its isotropic part, and fractional anisotropy (VA), which is the fi-action of the 
magnitUde 41) that can be attributed to anisotropic diffusion. 
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These measures can be obtained from the following equations 
(Ai - D)2 + 
(A2- D)2 + (A3- D)2 
RA = 1, [3- D [10] 
FA 
ý(Al 
- 
by 
+ 
(/12- -Dy+ (A3- by 
2 ý2 rA ,2+ -A2 2+A3 
where D is the mean of the diagonal elements of the diffusion tensor. RA and FA 
values range from 0 (no anisotropy) to I (full anisotropy) (8; 9). 
These values give an estimate of the deviation of the eigenvalues from sample mean, 
and do not give information about how they deviate. Measures of skewness can 
differentiate 
(Al 
- (A)y + 
(A2 
- (A)y + 
(A3 
- (A)y 
3 
this deviation, for example when ), I>> ), 2= X3 (cigar shape) the skewness would be 
negative and when %I- X2 >> X3 (pancake shape) the skewness would be positive. 
Ratios of the principal diffusivities are also used to give anisotropy information. 
However, one needs to bear in mind that the second- and third-order moments are 
highly susceptible to noise. 
4.4. Echo planar imaging and diffusion 
The large b values used in DWI mean that this technique is inherently sensitive to 
motion and traditional spin echo methods of acquiring DWI are relatively lengthy, 
taking several minutes to acquire data in one direction of sensitisation. Echo planar 
imaging (EPI), as explained in the previous chapter, is able to provide images after 
only a single RF excitation and thereby enables imaging in a fraction of the time of 
conventional MRI. Thus diffusion imaging using EPI techniques allows the different 
directions of sensitisation to be acquired in less than one minute. Therefore, this 
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technique is highly suited to obtaining diffusion weighted MRI in neonates. 
However, eddy currents, magnetic susceptibility effects, subject motion, image noise 
and hardware properties can cause artefacts in EPI images. 
4.5. Summary 
The use of random molecular diffusion to investigate tissue microstructure are 
discussed. The principles of isotropic diffusion and the MRI method of measuring 
this diffusion using large sensitising gradients are reviewed. Diffusion weighted 
imaging and its application to calculate the apparent diffusion coefficient is also 
given. Then the principle of anisotropic diffusion and its representation by a tensor 
are discussed. The measurement of this tensor using gradients in multiple directions 
in diffusion tensor imaging is reviewed, along with the measures of anisotropy 
obtained from DTI. Finally, there is a brief note on the EPI technique used in 
diffusion imaging. 
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Chapter 5 
Infants 
Cortical Development in Preterm 
Introduction 
Cortex is derived from the Latin word cortex, which means bark or the superficial 
layer of an organism. In early development the cortex appears as a smooth surface 
but becomes increasingly folded, resembling a walnut by 40 weeks gestation. The 
cortex consists of a 1-5 mm thick sheet of spatially and areally organised neurons 
and glial cells forming a central neural network system superior to the white matter 
and central grey matter structures. Thus, the cortex has a central role in the 
orchestration of cognitive, behavioural, motor and sensory processing. 
This chapter starts with the motivation for studying the cortex. flowevcr, 
prior to objectively studying the cortex, cortical extraction is needed; hence, both 
adult and neonatal MR segmentation techniques are reviewed. Following cortical 
extraction, various techniques to capture normal macroscopic cortical development, 
such as folding indices, thickness, surface area and volume measurements, are 
considered. 
5.2. Motivation for studying the cortex in preterm inflants 
Traditionally the main focus of brain injury in preterm infants has been both cystic 
and non-cystic white matter injury. Perhaps this was a reflection of the easy 
detection of motor impairments, like cerebral palsy, that were commonly seen in the 
pre-antenatal and surfactant era, in association with WM lesions. However, there is 
an accumulating body of evidence that preterm infants develop a variety of cognitive 
and emotional disabilities that are not easily recognised until school age (Chapter 2). 
Nevertheless, to date the early neural correlates of these cognitive impairments 
remain elusive. Hence, there has been a shift in the investigation of preterm brain 
injury from qualitative to quantitative exploration of the cortex and its cortico- 
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thalamic connections. This approach has also been driven by major improvements in 
MR imaging techniques. 
As the cerebral cortex plays a pivotal role in thinking, memory, attention, 
language and consciousness, and is needed for both intellectual and emotional 
intelligence (1; 2), understanding cortical development following preterm birth may 
provide clues to subsequent neuro-cognitive impairments. Indeed, neuro-anatomical 
and neuro-functioning imaging studies during childhood and adolescence show 
some cortical abnormalities associated with preterm birth (3). However, there are no 
cortical studies examining microscopic and macroscopic developmental and injury 
patterns during the neonatal period. Quantification of the preterm cortex during the 
neonatal period will improve our understanding of the temporal evolution of these 
cortical abnormalities. An accurate method for assessing deviations in cortical 
development would provide a useful early surrogate marker for late neuro-cognitive 
impairments, allowing a rapid assessment of early interventions designed to improve 
long-term outcomes following preterm birth. 
5.3. Cortical segmentation techniques 
Cortical extraction will not only enable the study of different morphometric 
properties such as thickness, surface area, volume and curvature during neonatal 
development, but will also provide a valuable substrate for registration programmes 
aimed at building cortical developmental models. 
Manual cortical segmentation techniques 
Ajayi-Obe et al. and Kapellou et al. (4; 5) have used manual tracing of the cortex to 
measure the cortical surface area and cerebral volume. However, manual 
segmentation of the cortex is tedious and time consuming. Moreover, manual 
segmentation, because of its 2D nature, suffers from changes in scaling, orientation, 
shearing and rigid body motion; so-called affine transformations (Figure 5.1). 
Orientation dependence is seen in the visualisation and measurement of cortical 
thickness. If the plane of visualisation is not orthogonal to the surface of estimation, 
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both the cortical thickness and curvature measurements can be over- or 
underestimated as explained in the end section of' this chapter. Ilence, a robust. 
accurate and automatic 3D segmentation and reconstruction of' the cortex is an 
essential prerequisite of any further cortical analysis. With interventional studies in 
preterm infants moving into the experimental pharmacological stage, there is an 
urgent need to automate and speed up the cortical extraction process. 
Figure 5.1. Affine transformations. Scaling occurs ýýhcn (lie object is made bigger or smaller 
than the original version. Shearing occurs when the edges are stretched. Rotation occurs by 
moving the object along its axis by 360". Rigid body motion occurs when there is a change in (lie 
location of an object. 
Automated cortical segmentation techniques 
Automatic segmentation of the adult brain has been perflected over the past decade 
using a variety of multivariate statistical classifications of' either intensity and/or 
spatial information. Specifically, methods based on the expectilloii-iillxiiiiisatiolI 
(EM) algorithm, details of which are discussed in the novel segmentation section of' 
this chapter (6-9), fuzzy C-means (10), and k-ricarest neighbOUr (k-NN) with 
template matching and optimisation of the fuzzy ('-means using neLiral networks 
models (11) have been used in different adult studies. I lowever, direct application of 
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these techniques to the neonatal brain is unsatisfactory. Indeed, compared to the 
adult literature, published neonatal segmentation studies are sparse and the 
techniques imperfect. 
Peterson et al., Vasileiadis et al. and Nishida et al. (12-14), after some pre- 
processing, have all used a manual sampling technique to derive the intensity values 
of each tissue class. Using these values, intensity thresholding was then performed to 
demarcate each tissue class. Finally, intensity contour mapping of tile central grey 
matter (CGM) and WMjunction, along with manual editing of the basal ganglia and 
thalami and cavurn septum pellucidum, was used to segment out these structures. In 
addition, parcellation of the brain into several regions was performed by Peterson et 
al. (13). The authors then quantified GM, WM and CGM volumes in a small group 
of preterm infants from 30 weeks PMA to term equivalent age. However, these 
methods were all semi-automated and needed extensive manual interventions. 
The major work in neonatal automated segmentation comes from Warfield 
and colleagues. They constructed a probabilistic atlas by affine registration using 
mutual information on the neonatal T, and T2 weighted images scanned at 
approximately 42 weeks PMA. A training set was generated to select a number of 
prototype voxels representing each tissue class to record the intensity at these 
locations. Then the subject was registered to the atlas and a k-nearcst ncighbour 
classifier method was used (15). A Markov random field (MRF) extension was used 
to control bias field inhomogeneity in the classification of voxcls. The k-NN 
classification technique is a non-parametric supervised pattern classification, where 
if x is a voxel of unknown tissue class, its classification depends on the class that 
appears most frequently in the set of k-nearest prototypes. This involves the 
computation of distance between the voxel and training data set. For example, if the 
value of the voxel and the value of the prototype are the same, the distance is zero; 
however, if the voxel is in an anatomically disconnected region, then the distance 
becomes infinity. 
Modifications to this algorithm were made by incorporating non-linear 
registration of the subject to a probabilistic atlas (16). In addition to computation of 
the distance to neighbouring voxels, the atlas allows computation of the distance 
between the subject voxel values and the atlas probability values for each tissue 
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class. Thus the introduction of the atlas gavc both spatial and intensity knowledge 
and enabled the classification to be modified by anatomical iocation when the 
contrast was low or vice versa. 
Recently the authors have developed a ncýý scheme flor tile automatic 
selection and iterative refinernent ofthe classifier training data using ý1 S11111.11tMICOLIS 
truth and performance level estimation algorithm called STAITF. (17). This 
algorithm generates all optimal linear combination of' rcpC! ItCd SCglllClltýltiOnS 
obtained with different prototype images to first obtain I soh segmentation ol'all the 
tissue types. Then the probability that tile true segmentation at a particular 
coordinate matches the label Ili the prototypes is taken From the STAPH: estimate 
(18). When the STAPLF. estimate converges with all the differclit prototypes, tile 
iteration is stopped. Thus, the STAPH" technique reduces the possibility of' a 
random poor choice of prototype. It also aids in the editing of' tissue types despite 
affine registration, due to optimal searching ofinuitipic templates present v6thin the 
atlas rather than use of a single atlas space. 
The result ofthis segmentation techniLILIC IS ShO\A-ll In Figure 5.2. /oonilng of 
the segmentation reveals tile ubiquitous IlatUre ofthe partial voltime voxels problem 
ill neonatal Se'-, mentatioll. \\11ICl1 11,1S not been Iddrc, ýScd h\ Olc 
Figure 5.2. Warfield's neonatal segmentation. Figure Ia shows the inifial k-on segmentalion, 11) 
shows improvement after registration with a probabilistic allas aiI(I Ic %lio", % I /oomed %ersion 
of the segmentation with CSF partial volume voxels identified as WM %oxcl% outside the cortex 
(arrow) (from Weinsfield et al. M ICCA 1 2000). 
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This method, before the various modifications, was used to quantify grey 
matter volumes during the third trimester, grey matter volumes in a group of infants 
who had received postnatal steroids, and cerebral structures volumes at term 
equivalent age in relation to PVL and diffuse WM injury after preterm birth (19-22). 
The authors also used this technique to study the relationship between cerebral 
volume and selected antenatal variables (23). Finally, using talairach parcellation, 
quantification of the regional cerebral volumes in low-risk preterm infants at term 
equivalent age was performed (24). 
Prastawa et al. (25) proposed another atlas-based automated technique for 
neonatal brain segmentation. They generated a probabilistic atlas by k-nearest 
neighbour segmentation and manual editing of three subjects to provide spatial 
priors. After an initial rough estimate of the intensity distribution, they adopted the 
EM scheme with inhomogeneity correction proposed by Van Leemput et al. (26) to 
achieve the tissue classification. In their framework the probabilistic atlas was 
aligned to a new image by an affine transformation. They then used a robust graph 
clustering method (27) to prune data outliers and estimate the initialisation 
parameters for EM iterations. Refinement of the segmentation was performed using 
non-parametric kernel density functions to estimate the posterior probabilities of 
each tissue class along with the spatial priors from the atlas. The algorithm was 
initially validated on four neonates. Their Cohen correlation coefficient for both 
manual and automated segmentation technique was 0.5-0.62, which is quite low 
compared to manual segmentation studies in neonates and automated studies in 
adults. Similarly, the dice similarity value between two different manual 
segmentations and between manual and automated segmentations for a single 
coronal slice was also low. It ranged between 0.49 and 0.77 depending on the 
segmented structure and individual raters. In keeping with Warfield's segmentation, 
visual inspection of these segmentations revealed less than ideal results. 
Gilmore et al. (28) from this group have since published segmentation results 
on 70 term born neonatal brains after parcellation of the brain into 16 different 
regions including the left and right hemispheres, to show regional growth patterns, 
sexual dimorphism and cerebral asymmetry. 
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However, none of these methods has addressed the key issues of the low 
contrast, the relative abundance of partial volume voxels due to low spatial 
resolution of neonatal images, errors during affine registration to the atlas and the 
need for different atlases at different ages due to the growth occurring during the 
time period of investigation. 
5.4. Automated cortical reconstruction 
Accurate reconstruction is necessary for studying surface area, thickness and sulcal 
and gyral patterns. It also enables surface registration of the cortex, as the cortex is 
more resistant to volume-based rigid and non-rigid registration because of intra- and 
inter-population variability. In adults, this has led to the development of population- 
based cortical atlases, which are used to study cortical differences across populations 
and more recently to understand the cortical maps of functional MRI analysis. 
Both parametric (29; 30) and geometric deformable models (31) are used in 
adult cortical reconstruction. Han ct al. developed a new topology-prescrving 
geometric model that maintains the topology as in parametric models and in addition 
has the advantage of a geometric model that helps in avoiding self intersections. 
They used the fuzzy classification method to obtain the initial segmentation, which 
was then manually edited for WM membership. This was followed by an anatomical 
GM enhancement step. Topology correction of the outer WM surface was performed 
so that the inner, middle and outer cortical surfaces were also topology corrected. In 
this method, the evolving surface is embedded in a zero-order higher-dimensional 
level set function. This signed distance function (D has negative values inside the 
surface and positive values outside the surface and propagates by differential 
scaling, curvatures and velocity fields. 
Cortical reconstruction can be affected by a number of artefacts such as 
image noise from segmentation errors, partial volume voxels and intensity 
inhomogeneity effects. Especially in the sulcal regions where two cortical surfaces 
are abutting one another with very little intervening CSF, the reconstruction errors 
can cause overestimation in thickness measures. The key to any successful cortical 
reconstruction technique lies in the accurate segmentation of the cortex. 
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No other group as yet has published studies looking at cortical extraction 
techniques in neonates, although some of the segmentation studies have shown 3D 
rendering of their segmentation results. 
5.5. Methods to capture macroscopic features 
Embryologically, the brain develops from the cephalic part of the neural tube, which 
develops into prosencephalon, mesencephalon and rhombencephalon by the fourth 
week of PMA. The rapid expansion of the prosencephalon leads to the formation of 
the two cerebral hemispheres by the fiflh week of life. Differentiation of the 
prosencephalon leads to the formation of cerebral cortex, white matter and central 
grey matter structures. 
During the first and early second trimesters, there is a progressive increase in 
the number of progenitor cells which are situated in the germinal matrix and 
ganglionic eminence. These progenitor cells divide and give rise to cortical neurons, 
interrieurons and glial cells, WM radial glial cells, WM microglial cells and neurons 
of the basal ganglia. The division of each set of cortical progenitor cells leads to 
their migration out into the cortical plate in an inside-out pattern. By 20 weeks, the 
pyramidal neurons of layer 4 have finished migration. Migration of other cortical 
neurons and glial cells to the other layers continues beyond birth. Once the neurons 
have reached the cortical layers, axonal connections are formed. Control of regional 
specification, cell type specification, neuronal migration and connectivity patterns 
are mediated by genetic gradients of transcription factors such as PAX6, cphrins and 
dlx genes (32). 
During this convolution process, there is a marked increase in the cortical 
surface area and cortical and cerebral volume, both regionally and globally. The 
cortical thickness also undergoes dynamic changes. When a preterm infant is 
exposed to the ex-utero environment there may be a derangement in this series of 
extremely precise and carefully orchestrated events of cortical development. 
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Thus, the effects of prematurity on cortical development can be assessed by 
measuring: 
1. Cortical folding patterns 
2. Cortical thickness 
Scaling of cortical volume and surface area 
4. Regional cortical characteristics. 
5.6. Cortical folding 
Theories of cortical folding 
During evolution, the cortex expands in surl'acc area and volume, leading to a 
dramatic change from the smooth lissencephalic brain of tile invcrtebrate to tile 
highly folded gyrencephalic brain of humans. This process of' evolution is recaptured 
during the second and third trimester of human brain development, whereby a 
smooth cortical surface seen at 24 weeks PMA is transformed to it highly 11olded 
Figure 5.3. Cortical complexity during the third trimester. T, weighted axial scans at the level 
of the superior lateral ventricular region in infants scanned between 24 weeks and 48 weeks 
PMA. The cortex (red arrow), seen as low signal intensity, is completely smooth at 24 weeks anti 
progressively folds during development to become a highly folded structure by 48 weeks. 
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surface by 45 "'ecks PMA. as secii in Figure 5. ). 
This similarity between the folding process that occurs during both evolution 
and human brain development has attracted interest, as the mechanisms underlying 
convolution formation may be preserved across species. The first convolutions to 
appear, the primary ones (such as the central and calcarine fissures) and secondary 
ones (such as the parieto-occipital sulcus and the frontal and temporal gyri), are 
relatively constant in their location, configuration and relationship to the underlying 
cortical architecture. The tertiary convolutions, by far the most numerous, begin to 
develop late in the third trimester and become fully demarcated only months after 
birth. They appear random in their form and anatomical relationships (33). 
The folding patterns in humans have been shown to have intricate 
connections with functional cortical units and intelligence (34; 35). Hence, the 
cortical folding patterns may not only provide the key to recognition of the 
mechanisms underlying gyral and sulcal formation, but may also assist in 
deciphering neurocognitive deficits of preterm infants. 
There are several theories of folding of the cortex: mechanistic (36), morphogenetic 
(37), compensation (38), genetic (39; 40), rapid neuronal growth leading to 
gyrogenesis (40), cranial volume restriction (41), cortical afferents (42) and so on. 
The intrinsic theory proposed by Griffin LD (43) and the extrinsic theory by Van 
Essen DC (44) are the two main theories, as they explain most of the underlying 
morphogenetic phenomena. 
Griffin LD argues that the increase in surface and volume during evolution 
occurs by a process of fissuration rather than folding. He explains that folding occurs 
when the surface area remains constant, like crumpling a paper bag into ajar, where 
the intrinsic curvature of the bag does not change. In contrast, fissuration occurs 
when there is a change in surface area relative to a given volume. This deficit or 
surfeit in the surface area leads to a change in the intrinsic curvature of the object, as 
seen in the example below, where two sides of the triangle are held constant and the 
length of the third side is doubled. This fissuration is similar to the change in 
geometry used in stitching, where a basic pattern like a pencil skirt is changed into a 
variety of skirts such as flounce or tulip by the addition of excess material. 
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Figure 5.4. Fissuration and folding. (a) Two undistorted triangles (b) Increase in the length of 
one side of a triangle with the other two sides fixed leads to convolutions called fissuration due 
to a change in intrinsic curvature. (c) A decrease in all the sides of the triangle causes folding to 
occur due to a change in extrinsic curvature. 
He also calculated both the Euclidean distance (the distance between two 
points on a particular surface, which decreases when the surface folds) and the 
geodesic distance (the shortest path length that links two points on the surface, 
which is invariant to folding transformation) for cortical surfaces and spheres, and 
showed that the cortical surface area has an intrinsic curvature and hence cannot be 
flattened without tearing. He found the ratio of the mean geodesic of the cortical 
surface to the mean geodesic for a sphere of the same surface area to be less than 
one, demonstrating the compactness of the cortical surface area. He called this ratio 
the compactness value and validated its use by building cortical models with 
different surface areas and volumes. Using this cortical model he showed that for a 
fixed volume with each level of fissuration the surface area increases, giving rise to 
the scaling law of surface area to volume. Griffin also showed that fissuration leads 
to functional microcircuits being placed adjacent to each other so that white matter 
connectivity becomes efficient. He also used electroencephalogram (EEG) data of 
electrical discharges to prove his theory. 
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Figure 5.5. Euclidean and geodesic distances. In the presence of folding, tile green line connects 
to two points on the surface by cutting across the surface (Euclidean), N%hereas tile red line 
connects to two points by tracing through all the points of the surface (geodesic). When tile 
surface is flattened, both the distances become similar. 
In contrast, Van Essen argues that cortical folding is due to extrinsic 
mechanical tension caused by white matter tracts tethering the cortical SUrl'. ice to 
subcortical nuclei regions. fie also suggests that gyral regions occur due to strong 
intra-cortical connections, whereas sulcal regions occur due to weak cortical 
connections. He demonstrated using one adult brain that gyn are regions Whel-e 
white matter tracts are straight and are under tension, VdICIVZIS SLIlci are regions 
where the white matter tracts are curved and less tense. He hypothesiscd that this 
anisotropic mechanical force along the radial direction leads to tangential expansion 
of corticocortical connections. accompanied by an excess increase in tile cortical 
surface. 
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Figure 5.6. Tension theory of cortical folding. During early development, the neurons migrate 
along the radial glial cells, causing anisotropy along this direction which leads to tangential 
expansion of the cortex (a). The tension caused by this tangential expansion is accompanied by 
folding, so that strongly interconnected white matter regions are brought closer together in gyri 
and weakly connected regions drift apart to form suici (b&c). The folding also causes expansion 
of inner cortical layers in the sulci and expansion of outer cortical layers in tile gyri, i. e. 
differential movement of the cortical layers (d). (From Van E. A tension-based theorv of 
morphogenesis and compact wiring in the central nervous system. Nature 1997 Jan 
23; 385(6614): 313-8. ) 
Hilgetag and Barbas showed that folding a slab ofcortical USSLIC produced 
tensile and compressive forces that affected the cortical laniinar architecture. In 
gyral regions, folding stretched the upper layers and compressed the lower layers 
tangentially, thereby reducing the thickness of the upper laycrs and relatively 
expanding the deep layers in the radial direction. Opposite eftlects were shown ill tile 
sulcal regions. Thus the differential movement ofthe cortical layers was shown to 
affect the thickness of gyral and sulcal regions by unbiased sampling of tile laillinar 
thickness of individual layers in prefrontal cortices. 
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Quantification of cortical folding 
2D measures 
Van der Knapp et al. (45) used visual analysis to show regional variatioii in gyral 
development, with the parietal and occipital regions maturing bcl'ore the frontal and 
temporal regions. Other studies have looked at the gyral height to width ratio (Figure 
5.7) as a measure of the size of individual gyri. Ajayi-Obc et al. (5) used a similar 
principle in 2D, to obtain a measure of folding for the whole brain. The cortex was 
extracted by using a contOUr-fiollowing algorithm mallLially Outlined around tile 
cortical surface of each 2D slice ofT, weighted images. The whole cortex convexity 
ratio (WCCI) was the average value for the product of' the standard deviation of' 
curvature and cortical density within a set area I. or each slice. 
Figure 
-5.7. 
Cortical folding. The ratio of (lie height to the width of an individual cortical folding 
unit is measured to obtain an estimate of folding. 
In adults the gyrification index (GI) (46) is by far the most common 
measurement used to quantify the arnount of gyri. This is measured as tile ratio of' 
the entire cortical surface area (inner contour) to the surface area of' tile exposed 
cortex (outer contour). 
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Figure 5.8. Gyrification index. (Figure from Ontogeny of Human Gyrification. Ainstrong E et 
al. Cerebral Cortex 1995 Jan-Feb; 5(i): 56-63. ) A dotted line is drawn around the external 
cortical surface (outer cortical surface areas) and is compared to the inner cortical surface area, 
where the line is drawn tracing the gyri and sulci. The example illustrates folding when 
measured at 30 and 40 PMA in a foetus (a&b) and in an adult (c). Hence the GI is a measure of 
the difference between the Euclidean and geodesic distance in 2D. Note that the measurements 
of the cortical surface area stop at the level of the corpus callosum superiorly and at the lateral 
margin of the thalami inferiorly. 
There are now automated methods to measure the GI of' individual 
hemispheres in coronal slices of adult brains. Moorhead, I larden, Rettrnann and 
Kesler (47-49) have used this technique in schizophrenia, autism, ageing and the 
preterm to show that cognitive deficits relate to this index or folding. I lowever, all 
these indices are measured in 2D and suffer from orientation and scaling variance. 
Hence, there is a need for an automated 3D extraction technique to study the cortex. 
3D measures 
How can we study folding or fissuration in 3D? The answer lies in the difIlerential 
geometry of curvature. A brief description of the geometrical properties ol'CUrvature 
is given below (50). Curvature is the amount by which an object deviates From being 
flat. To understand curvature we need to start from a plane that is curved. For a 
plane C the curvature at a point p has a magnitude that is reciprocal to the radius of 
an oscillating circle that 'kisses' it at its tangential point and a direction pointing to 
the centre of the circle. 
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Figure 5.9. Curvature. The magnitude curvature of a point p is given by the radius of an 
oscillating circle that 'kisses' it at its tangential point, whereas its direction is given by tile 
vector point to the centre of the circle. 
Thus as the curvature increases the radius of the circle decreases, and when 
the curvature decreases the radius increases. When the curvature is nearly straight, 
the radius becomes zero. However, when we take a 31) surlace there may be a lot of 
curvatures passing through a single point. The curvatures that the major and minor 
vector planes make in relation to the normal vector are called the minimum and 
maximum curvatures (Figure 5.10). The minimurn and maximum curvatures are also 
called principal curvatures. From these principal curvatures both the Gaussian and 
mean curvatures can be computed. 
planes 
of principi 
curvature 
tangent 
plane 
Figure 5.10.3D curvature. A saddle surface where there are multiple curves passing through 
3D curvature points is given by the dotted red lines. This can be quantified by (lie (wo principal 
vectors called the major and minor vectors in the normal direction. The curvatures that these 
major and minor vector planes make in relation to the normal vector are called the principal 
curvatures. The tangential plane is orthogonal to the normal vector when measuring extrinsic 
curvatures. Intrinsic curvatures do not need the tangential plane for measurement. 
The Gaussian curvature is the product of the principal curvýlftlres and the 
mean curvature is the average of the principal curvatures. I lowever. there is a major 
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difference in these two main curvatures, as the Gaussian curvature is intrinsic and 
does not depend on the surface in which it is embedded, whereas the mean curvature 
depends on the intersection of the surface with a tangential plane containing its 
normal vector, as shown in Figure 5.10. 
The Gaussian curvature is positive for a sphere, zero for a plane and negative 
for a hyperbolic sheet. It determines whether a surface is locally convex (positive 
Gauss) or locally saddle shaped (negative Gauss). Because of its intrinsic nature, 
similar to the geodesic distance, the Gaussian curvature does not change with 
transformations like bending; hence, a piece of paper retains its Gaussian curvature 
at zero even when crumpled. 
On the other hand, the mean curvature of a piece of paper changes when 
crumpled and it will have areas of positive and negative curvature. Curvature is 
positive when it turns in the same direction as the surface's normal curvature and 
negative if it turns away from the normal. 
a 
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Figure 5.11. Mean curvatures. A handle can have a mean positive curvature when it is called 
convex (a) or a mean negative curvature when it is called concave (b). 
Now that we understand the basic concepts of curvature, we can turn to the 
conditions necessary for any curvature measurement: invariance to rigid body 
motion, surface orientation, scaling and the ability to measure curvature in spccif*ic 
regions. PG Batchelor et al. (5 1) have pioneered the study of cortical surfaces using 
MR images. They systematically analysed seven measures of curvature for their 
adherence to the above-mentioned conditions and validated these measures by using 
simple geometrical shapes with different resolutions and different post-processing 
techniques. These measures were also used to differentiate normal and abnormal 
foetal scans. The measures were divided into two groups by their zero-order and 
second-order properties. 
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Geometric measures 
Zero-order measures 
Isoperimetric intlex (1141) 
The isoperinletric inclex is the ratio of' the surl"Ice area by Volume to tile pmvcr of' 
2/3. This gives a measure ol'the area excess lor a give" voillille. 
lPR-- 
Convexity ratio 
The convexity ratio is tile 31) equivalent of the gyrilication ratio. A convex hull I. S 
constrLICted around the whole cortex, as SIIO\Vll Ill Figul-C 5.12. The Surl'i1ce arca of' 
the whole convex hull can he compulcd From the simplilicd triangular mc. sh smidjr 
to the inner cortical surface area. The ratio between the cortical surlacc arca mid the 
convex 111.111 SUrflace area gives the convexity ratio. 
F1 1-1-1 
Mgure 5.12. (Wnvexify Mo. The inner comicni surRme umn 6 mmpmed kom (W nnd Hmn it 
convex hull is wrapped around the coMex its shown in (hy Ile surAce nren ur ud% conN, 111111 
(C) is Calculated. Tile ratio of tile inner Cortical Surface area and comex holl Surface . 11-ca giNes 
tile convexity ratio. 
Mean curvature: 11 
Ile two principal curvatures Amin and knwx are computed At each INWH WAN Wel 
set function and the mean is then cdcuWWd as We average of these curvatures. 
k min+ k max 
2 
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Gaussian curvature: K 
The product of the principal curvatures is computed from the level set function at 
each point. 
K=k minx k max 
Second-order statistics 
Unlike the zero-order measures, which can compute only global measures of 
curvature, the second-order measures can compute regional measures because they 
can be integrated over a specific area. Hence, second-order measures are important 
in the exploration of regional geometrical variations. 
Intrinsic measures 
Intrinsic curvature index (ICI) 
ICI = 1/ 41r ffk'dA 
where 
k'=Ikmax, kminj if kmax, kmin>O orelsek'=O 
The ICI is computed by integrating across all the regions of positive curvature and 
dividing by 4 a, which is the integrated intrinsic curvature for a perfect sphere of any 
size. Hence, any dimple or bulge that has the shape of a half-sphere increases the ICI 
by 0.5, independent of its size. 
L2 norm of Gaussian curvature (GLN) 
GLN = 
ýJXd4 
The GLN measures the sum of squares of the Gaussian curvature and is always 
larger than or equal to the value for a convex body. It gives a measure of the amount 
of convexity. 
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Extrinsic measures 
Folding index or extrinsic curvature index (ECI) 
ECI = I/ 47r 
ffk max(k max- k min)dA 
The ECI is computed by integrating the product of the maximum principal curvature 
and the difference between the maximum and minimum, and dividing by 4 n, which 
is the integral for a cylinder of equal length and diameter. ficnce any ridge or furrow 
that has the shape of a half-cylinder increases the ECI by 0.5, if its length and 
diameter are equal. The folding index increases for sharply folded regions and 
decreases if the surface is loosely curved. There is no change for a sphere or saddle- 
shaped structure. 
L2 Norm of mean curvature: 
MLN 
The MLN measures the sum of squares of the mean curvature and is always larger 
than or equal to the value of a sphere. It gives a measure of the amount of 
sphericality. Table 5.1 gives a summary of all the measures of curvature along with 
the invariance conditions that each one of them satisfies. 
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Measure Name Rigid body Scaling Orientation Regional 
invariance invariance invariance applicability 
Gyral Gyral no no no no 
H/W height/width 
WCCI Whole cortex no no no no 
convexity 
ratio 
GI Gyrification no yes yes no 
index 
CR Convexity yes yes yes no 
ratio 
IPR Isoperimetric yes yes yes no 
ratio 
ICI Intrinsic yes yes yes yes 
curvature 
index 
GLN L2 norm of yes yes yes yes 
Gaussian 
curvature 
ECI Extrinsic yes yes yes yes 
curvature 
index 
MLN L2 norm of yes yes yes Yes 
mean 
curvature 
index 
Table 5.1 Measures of curvature. The properties of curvature measurements with the 
conditions that each one satisfies are given. Conditions Include Invariance to rigid body motion, 
scaling, orientation and regional applicability. 
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There are a few recent reports on cortical folding measures. Rodriguez- 
Carranza (52) and Cachia A (53) have used similar measures of curvature to study 
neonatal and foetal brains, with variable results depending on whether the GM/WM 
surface or pial surface was used. Van Essen et al. and fluppi et al. have used cortical 
surface registration to a flat coordinate system using measures of curvature to 
display the different sulci during development, and are in the process of using these 
sulcal landmarks to help in the registration of cortical surfaces across postmenstrual 
age (PMA). Fischl et al. (54) performed some folding measurements and calculated 
the bending energy needed for these folding patterns, with variable results. 
Thus by using these geometrical properties, quantification of both the folding 
process during development and the differences between infant groups is possible. 
These geometrical properties can also be used in the development of models 
necessary to achieve registration of cortical surfaces across PMA. 
5.7. Cortical Thickness 
Cortical thickness is almost invariant during mammalian evolution. This is primarily 
due to the massive increase in the cortical surface area with a minimal increase in 
the thickness. This leads to a linear scaling relationship between cortical surface area 
and cerebral volume in most mammals and humans. Hence, measurement of cortical 
thickness has been of great interest in research on both normal development and 
abnormal development, neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders. However, 
regional variation in the cortical thickness can be quite large, with an average 
measurement of 2.5 mm and a range of I mm-5 mm. It is thought that the thickness 
is indicative of the number of cortical layers and their neuronal, dendritic, vascular, 
glial and synaptic density. Traditionally cortical thickness has been studied using 
post-mortem specimens to give the thickness of specific regions (55; 56). 
In-vivo quantification of cortical thickness has been fraught with difficulties 
due to the complex pattern of cortical folding, which has led to labour-intcnsive 
procedures to measure the thickness. Manual cortical thickness measurement is 
orientation dependent and unless the location and orientation of the GM/WM and 
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GM/pial surfaces are known in all planes, the measurements are inaccurate. Manual 
measurement requires the image plane to be orthogonal to the cortical surface of 
interest. This can be illustrated by Figure 5.13. If the measurement is taken ill the 
axial plane in the region of the green arrow, it would be a gross overestimation, as 
revealed by the thinness of the cortex in the coronal and sagittal plane, where this 
surface is orthogonal to the plane of visualisation. Ilericc, 1,11C LISC 01' multiple 
orthogonal views may increase the accuracy of the cortical mcasurcnicnts. I lowever, 
it is impossible to align all the cortical surfaces orthogonal to either sagittal, axial or 
coronal views, as the cortical sulci are not isolated to three orthogonal planes. 
Figure 5.13. Thickness dependence on orientation. Coronal (left), sagitial (middle) and axial 
(right) slices of the right hemisphere. The green crosses indicate a point at which using the 
sagittal view only would result in a dramatic overestimation of the thickness of the cortex due to 
superimposition of multiple gyri in this visual plane. 
Fischl et al. (57) developed a technique of' measuring cortical thickness, 
measuring the distance between the WM/GM and GM/pial surl'aces by tile use of' 
non-linear anisotropic diffusion techniques oftissue segmentation. As the diffusion 
properties in any homogenous tissue are equal, except at its border where the 
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eigenvectors take the shape and orientation of the border, the border between 
different tissue classes can be identified accurately. The extraction of the cortex is 
performed by a deformation technique, where the evolving curve is constrained to be 
smooth, by minimising mean or Gaussian curvature. Self intersections are also 
checked for during the cortical surface extraction. The thickness is computed as the 
average distance between the inner and outer cortical surfaces. Using this technique, 
Fischl et al (57) found the average thickness of the cortex to be 2.5 mm with a 
standard deviation of 0.5 mm. They also showed that the crowns of the gyri were 
thicker compared to the sulci; 2.7 mm and 2.2 mm respectively These results are 
comparable to the human post-mortern results of von Economo (58). 
The same group extended and validated this technique by forming an 
integrated volume- and surface-based atlas (59). A maximal isometric 
transformation guided by the folding pattern of each subject's cortex is used to 
register each cortical hemisphere to a spherical coordinate system. This unique 
coordinate system respects the intrinsic topology of cortical surfaces and needs no 
manual alignment. The mean square energy function is then used to measure the 
difference between the individual and average folding pattern 
J= Jp +14JA + JdM 
where Jp is the force that governs the alignment force by curvature and JA and Jd 
are the two constraints for distance and areal terms. These two terms prevent 
shearing by providing local stiffness and prevent folding by decreasing excessive 
compression and expansion. The values of cortical thickness from this atlas-based 
technique are 3.44 mm and 3.3 mm for the gyri and sulci respectively. These are 
slightly higher than in the previous study. They found the cortical surface area to be 
174 CM 2 and cortical volume to be 653 cm 3 in adults (60). Validations of the 
thickness measurements were carried out intra-subject and inter-subject by repeated 
scanning of the same patient/different patients, across scanners and field strengths. 
The measurement errors were less than 0.03 mm for the intra-subject and 0.15 mm 
between scanners and 1.5 and 3 Tesla (61). Using this data they produced power 
calculations for different study types. Also using this method, Martinusser et al. 
studied (62) a group of preterm VLBW infants at 15 years of age and showed 
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thinning of the cortex in parietal and temporal lobes. They also demonstrated that the 
frontal and occipital regions had a thicker cortex compared to terrn born controls. 
Thompson, Dickson, Kim, Caviness and Van Essen et al. (60; 63-65) have 
also measured cortical thickness using a variety of manual and automated 
segmentation techniques. The cortical reconstruction and surface registration 
techniques performed prior to thickness measurements vary between these studies. 
Sowell et al. measured the thickness across adolescence and adulthood and showed a 
difference in Sylvian fissure symmetry between the right and left sides and a 
regional difference in cortical thickness between female and male adults (2; 66; 67). 
Narr and Frangon et al. correlated cortical density with IQ and cognition (1; 68), 
whereas Thompson et al. (69) studied the cortical thinning associated with dementia. 
The cortical thicknesses in these studies were computed by measuring the distance 
between the two cortical surfaces from multiple cortical areas across the cortex using 
a 15 mm spherical kernel (cortical density). On the other hand, Rettmann et al. have 
studied cortical thickness during normal aging using the entire cerebral cortex (70). 
Recently Shaw et al. (71) found that the trajectory change in the cortical 
thickness rather than the cortical thickness itself was correlated to intellectual ability. 
There was a marked developmental shift from a predominantly negative correlation 
between intelligence and cortical thickness in children of 6-13 years of age, to a 
positive correlation in children of 14-18 years of age. Additionally, the frontal 
regions were implicated during intellectual maturity. The latter two studies calculate 
the thickness by computation of the distance between the GM/WM surface and 
GWCSF surfaces. 
All these studies have shown a great deal of regional variation in cortical 
thickness, which has led to a flurry of activity in the use of various automated 
techniques to isolate sulci and calculate the morphometric characteristics of these 
individual areas. However, to date there have been no studies looking at cortical 
thickness in neonates, due to the problems of accurate cortical segmentation and 
reconstruction, both of which have been discussed in previous sections. 
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5.8. Volume and surface area - Scaling of the cortex 
Evolutionary scaling is defined by allometric laws that relate the size of one 
structure to another. Stevens has shown a tight scaling relationship of 2/3 between 
the number of neurons in the lateral geniculate nuclei and the area of the primary 
visual cortex across different species (72). This type of scaling relationship can be 
expanded to a number of cortical properties such as the number of cortical functional 
units, synaptic density, somal radius, neuronal number, cortical thickness, cortical 
volume, axonal number and white matter volume in relation to cortical surface area 
(73). It has been shown that these scaling laws occur in biology due to efficient and 
effective use of the physical and mathematical properties of the different structures 
involved, as shown by the % scaling exponent of metabolic rates of organisms as a 
function of body mass. 
Global and regional cortical volume and SA measurements have been 
compared in adults to measures of cognition during normal aging, and in disease 
processes such as schizophrenia and multiple sclerosis. These studies have shown 
that male brains are larger than female brains; however, there are important left- 
right and fronto-occipital axis asymmetries leading to sexual dimorphism within the 
cortical volumes (28). 
Kapellou et al. (4) showed for the first time that the scaling relationship 
between the cortical surface and cerebral volume was altered by preterm birth, with 
reductions in the scaling relationship in proportion to the degree of prematurity and 
with male gender. Counsell et al. used probabilistic tractogmphy to show a 
differential scaling relationship between the sensorimotor and motor cortices and 
their corresponding thalamic nuclei (unpublished data). However, the scaling 
relationship of the cortical surface area to its volume has not been previously 
studied. 
As discussed in the segmentation section, Warfield's group showed that 
cortical volume is reduced in infants who received postnatal steroids, and in infants 
who had both overt and diffuse white matter injury. They also showed that chronic 
lung disease (CLD) and increasing prematurity were associated with a global 
reduction in cerebral volume. However, these factors were not associated with 
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global cortical volume reduction. They found that minor haemorrhages had no effect 
on volumes. In contrast, Vasileiadis et al. showed a reduction in the presence of 
minor germinal matrix haemorrhages. 
5.9. Regional development of the cortex 
The massive increase in cortical size over development leads to the division of the 
cerebral hemispheres into four major lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal. 
Normal gyration and sulcation in preterm infants and neonates shows regional 
variations on visual cortical folding assessment. Parietal sulcation occurs much 
earlier than frontal sulcation during the early third trimester (45). There are also 
variations in the progression of myelination in the WM tracts of the four lobes (74). 
Furthermore, differential growth of the different cortical units leads to regional 
differences in the volume, surface area and thickness of the cortex. Sowell et al. 
showed regional variations in cortical thickness, with the frontal, parietal and 
temporal associative cortices increasing in cortical density till 30 years of age, 
whereas the visual, auditory and limbic cortices decreased in cortical density from 
20 years of age (2). Disturbances in these normal regional patterns of cortical 
thickness are seen in schizophrenia, Alzheimer's and William's syndrome (75). 
Peterson et al. (13) showed regional variations in cortical volumes between 
ex-preterrn children and term born children and related these variations to various 
cognitive tasks. More recently, Mewes et al. (24), in a group of low-risk preterm 
infants, showed no global or regional reductions in cortical volume. However, in the 
presence of white matter injury and intrauterine growth restriction in a group of 
high-risk infants, the same group showed regional cortical volume reduction in 
sensorimotor and orbitofrontal regions. Furthermore, Gilmore ct al. have shown that 
there are left-right and regional asymmetries even in normal neonates at birth, with 
significant differences between sexes. These regional differences are in keeping with 
a diffusion study showing that the frontal cortex had higher diffusion compared to 
the parietal and occipital cortex regions during development (76). flence any study 
of cortical development should also take into account these regional variations in 
development. 
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5.10. Summary 
The motivation to study the cortical macrostructure is given in this chapter, with a 
brief overview of published cortical segmentation and extraction techniques. 
Methods used to capture convolution patterns of the cortex using simple 2D 
measurements and complex differential geometric 3D measures are also discussed. 
Other cortical parameters such as thickness, volume and surface area in adults and 
neonates are reviewed. 
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Chapter 6 Microscopic Development of the Cortex 
6.1. Introduction 
The cerebral cortex in humans has undergone a marked increase in both functional 
and structural organisation throughout evolution (1). This has led to a tightly 
controlled transient laminar cortical pattern during the third trimester, which then 
matures to highly specific areal, laminar and regional ncuronal circuits 
interconnected by complex intra- and intcr-cercbral connections by term age (2). 
Hence preterm birth during the third trimester may exert a powerful influence on the 
development of the cortex. 
In this chapter, the cellular developments of the cortex and the possible 
derangements that can occur following preterm birth are discussed. Finally a brief 
note of the methodology used to study the cortical microstructurc is given. 
6.2. Cerebral cortex 
The cortical neurons and glial cells are unique as they are not formed in situ and 
have to migrate distances along protomaps of gradient signals to reach their final 
destination (3). The cortex is formed in an inside-out fashion and hence the 
investigation of the microstructure not only provides clues about the physical 
properties of neurons and glia, but also unveils the hidden secrets of the temporal 
origins of the cells (4). The process of cell migration is so precise that the cortex not 
only expands enormously during development, but also forms convolutions which 
are specific to each species and individual (5). 
The cortical neuronal cells are produced in the germinal ventricular zone and 
migrate to the cortical surface (6; 7). The surface area and thickness of the cortex 
depends upon early symmetrical and asymmetrical neuroblast proliferation 
respectively (7). Neuroblasts in the proliferative ventricular zone (VZ) give rise to 
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both neurons and glial cells (8). Neurons then migrate to their final cortical positions 
in an inside-out fashion by (Figure 6.1 ) 1. radial migration: glial guidance and somal 
translocation (9); 2. tangential migration (10) of interneurons 1rorn ganglionic 
eminence to VZ; 3. random movement of multipolar branching cells (I I ). The early 
neurogenesis and migration of most pyramidal neurons are complete by 18-20 
weeks' gestation in humans. 
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Figure 6.1. Types of neuronal migration. (a). Somal translocation where the cellular body 
shown in circles moves along its own axon; (b). Multipolar movement where the somal, which is 
elliptical in shape, moves up by changing shape to a triangle, (c). the neurons (blue circles) 
migrate along the radial glial axons (green colour) mediated bN adhesion molecules, and (d). a 
combination of all the above mechanisms. 
6.3. The subplate 
The subplate is an early transient neuronal population present in an abLIM1,111t 
hydrophilic extracellular matrix of glycoproteins, laminin, tibronectin and adhesion 
molecules. The extracellular matrix provides chernotactic axonal guidance 
molecules and genetic signals to the developing thalarnocortical axons and growth 
cones. The thalamocortical axons undergo a 4-6-wcek period of' resting in tile 
subplate when they receive information about their specific cortical destination. 
Neuronal 
Multipolar soma 
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During this resting period, the thalarnocortical fibres also undergo axonal branching, 
defasiculation and synaptogenesis before they penetrate the layer 4 cortex by 30-32 
weeks (Figure 6.2) (12). 
Figure 6.2. Thalamocortical connections via the subplate (SP). AChE-stained coronal sections 
through the cerebral cortex of human foetuses aged 18-32 weeks, with superimposed drawings 
displaying a transient arrangement of major cortical afferent fibre systems ill file fetal 
intermediate zone (IZ) and SP: basal forebrain afferents (solid lines), thalainocortical afferents 
(dashed lines), callosal afferents (dotted lines) and ipsilateral long association fibres (dotted and 
dashed lines). 
(A): In an 18-week-old foetus, all afferents penetrate the 'waiting' compartment of the S11. (13): 
In a 24-week-old foctus, basal forebrain afferents and a massive contingent of thalaillocortical 
afferents have accumulated in the upper S11, just below the cortical plate (C11). (C): In .1 28- 
week-old foetus, the development of the SP reaches its peak. The thalaniocortical and basal 
forebrain fibres have already largely penetrated the CP (thus contributing (o its AChE 
staining), while callosal and ipsilateral associative fibres still predominantly reside in the 
transient 'waiting' compartment of (lie Sill. (D): In a 32-week-old foetus, there is all intense 
branching of thalamocortical fibre terminals within the CP, as well as the concomitant 
relocation of callosal and associative fibres from the SP into the ('11. Therefore, the S11 
gradually diminishes in size, and its dissolution is especially prominent at tile bottom of tile 
cortical suici. (From Kostovic et al. Anat. Rec. Vol. 267, I Pages: 1-6) 
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The soma of the subplate neuron is gabaminergic and their axons are 
glutaminergic (13; 14). Hence impulses that stimulate the subplate neurons send 
inhibitory signals to the cortex, which probably leads to orderly development of 
thalamocortical connections and laminar organisation of the cortex by selective 
inhibition of synapses (15). 
6.4. Interneurons and white matter 
During the third trimester there is a huge increase in interneurons that tangentially 
migrate from the ganglionic eminence to the ventricular margins. From the VZ these 
neurons then radially migrate up to layers 2 and 3 of the cortex (16). During this 
stage there is also an exuberance of synapses and basal dendrites, which are 
subsequently modified by intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms leading to the mature 
synaptic and interneuronal connections of the cortex ( 17). 
In parallel to intemeuronal migration, white matter glial cell development 
occurs. These cells migrate from the VZ along the radial glial tracts by contact- 
mediated adhesion molecules and by chernotactic molecules to their final 
destinations (18). The glial and neuronal tract axons glide through the extracellular 
matrix produced by microglia at crossroads of associative, commissural and 
thalamocortical fibres. Then the exuberant unwanted tracts are removed by these 
microglia cells, which leads to the so-called sculpting of cortico-cortical connections 
(19) and specific connections between the cortex and deep grey matter (Figure 6.3). 
The sculpting is thought to be driven by a combination of activity-specific, input and 
hormonal-driven mechanisms. 
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Figure 6.3. Cortical neurons and thalamocortical connections. The reconstruction illustrates 
how the neurons in the corresponding points of the ventricular zone (VZ) are connected to 
specific points on the cortical plate (CP) by an array of elongated radial glial fibres ([)lack). The 
array of thalamocortical fibres (red) from the thalamus are guided by these glial fibres and pass 
through the subplate (SP) to reach a specific cortical unit (black squares) in the ('11. 
6.5. Temporal evolution of the cerebral cortex in relation to 
preterm birth 
6.5.1. Neurogenesis stage 
As most neurogenesis is complete by 18 weeks, it seems unlikcly that the number of 
neuroblasts and pyramidal neurons is decreased in preterni infants (20). 
6.5.2. Subplate stage 
The developmental peak of the subplate OCCUrs at a time when preterin int'ants are 
born and exposed to the ex-utero environment. Indeed, animal ligation models of' 
111) 
hypoxic-ischaernic in 
. jury 
have shown that subplate neurons are particularly 
susceptible to injury compared to other early neuronal populations. Microglial and 
astrocytic activation (21) seen in areas of' subplate and WM damage leads to tile 
production of toxic reactive oxygen and nitric oxide species. These reactive species 
cause oxygen and glucose deprivation (22) and lead to subsequent damage of' both 
the subplate neurons and extracelluar matrix, with resultant motor deficits in tile 
animal (23)). Hence it is possible that preterm birth causes SUbplate ill. jury leading to 
irreversible damage of the thalamocortical affercrIts. which then affects tile orderly 
laminar pattern of the cortical layers (24,25). As the subplate is most active during 
the early third trimester. subplate injury may be especially critical Ill cortical 
development. 
Kostovic et al. showed that the subplate becomes 111,1XIIIIally ViSLI! Ilised by 
MRI between 24 and '30 weeks on MR and appears as low signal intensity on T, 
weighted images (26) and as high signal intensity on T-, weighted iniages, dUe to It's 
rich hydrophilic extracelluar matrix (FIgLire 6.4). 
Figure 6.4. NIR features of the subpIate. Subplate seen on a sagittal section of a T, %%eighted image 
in a 28-week preterm infant imaged at 30 weeks' corrected age at 3T. I'lle subplate ('Ahitc 
arrows) is seen as high signal intensity adjacent to (lie low signal intensity of the cortex (red 
arrows). 
6.5.3. Exuberant connections stage 
In normal development, exuberant connections are I'Ormed by the overproduct loll of' 
axons, axonal branches and synapses (27). These connections are then pruned and 
sculpted, resulting in topographical fibrc connections between specific regions at the 
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end of development. The selection of specific connections occurs by apoptotic 
neuronal death and selective deletion of axons and synapses. Transcription factors 
(PAX6, BDNF), cellular intrinsic factors, hormones and signalling molecules such 
as ephrins are involved in this selection (28). Normal microglia facilitate the 
removal of these exuberant fibres along a signal gradient. However, excessive 
microglial and astrocytic activation, as seen in neonatal rat models of infection, 
inflammation or hypoxia (29), can lead to injury of the preoligodentrocytes, 
extracelluar matrix and axonal guidance molecules, resulting in inadequate or 
aberrant connections. (30; 31). As infection, inflammation and hypoxia are found to 
be common precedents to preterm delivery; the disorganisation of this exuberant 
connection stage may also lead to cortical abnormalities following preterm birth. 
6.5.4. Interneuron connections stage 
The pyramidal cells in layer 4 of the cortex receive excitatory inputs from the 
thalamus and subsequently become surrounded by the interneurons of layers 2 and 3. 
These local inhibitory cortical circuits lead to distinct small cortical columnar units. 
However, as the migration of these interricurons is neuronal and glial guided, thcsc 
circuits can be disrupted by hypoxic ischaemic injury (32). As the interneurons are 
also involved in specific inter-cortical connections within and between hemispheres 
during the third trimester when preterm birth infants are residing in neonatal units, 
injury to the interneuron can also cause abnormalities within the developing cortex. 
6.5.5. Pruning of connections and strengthening of synapses 
Both environmental stimulation and increasing age cause an increase in the number 
of synapses and interneurons. However, following preterm birth, the speculation is 
that excessive environmental stimulation causes a combination of subplate 
abnormalities and interruption of the corticothalamic connections. This may lead to 
an increase in the pruning of connections and a decrease in the number of 
intemeurons. 
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6.6. Research questions 
If the cortex is affected by preterm birth, the temporal and structural events can be 
addressed by several questions: 
1. What are the diffusion characteristics of the cortex during development? 
2. Are there microstructural differences in the cortex between preterm infants at 
term equivalent age and term born infants? 
3. If there are cortical differences between pretenn infants at term equivalent 
age and term born controls, then at what age does this abnormality in preterm 
infants become apparent? 
4. What are the diffusion characteristics of the subplate? 
5. Can the subplate diffusion characteristics differentiate the evolution of the 
cortex between infants with and without lesions, and if so when? 
Questions 1,2 and 3 are addressed in the cortical microstructure cortex chapter and 
questions 4 and 5 are addressed in the subplate and discussion chapters. 
6.7. Diffusion MR and cortical microstructure 
Although conventional MR sequences can be used to quantify macroscopic cortical 
development, for the detection of the underlying histology a more sensitive 
diagnostic technique is required that will enable the visualisation and quantification 
of the cortical microstructure. As explained in the diffusion MR chapter, image 
contrast in diffusion sequences depends on the Brownian motion of water molecules 
(33). Molecular diffusion is restricted by microstructural barriers such as cell 
membranes and macromolecules. Hence, by providing quantitative information 
about water mobility, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion tensor 
imaging (DTI) techniques are able to evaluate some aspects of the brain 
microstructure in-vivo. 
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6.8. Summary 
The main events in cortical development and the central role of the subplate in the 
formation of the specific thalamocortical connections are discussed. Finally the 
possible mechanisms by which preterm birth can affect cortical development and the 
questions and methods needed to investigate this are detailed. 
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Chapter 7 Novel Neonatal Cortical Segmentation 
and Extraction 
Introduction 
Cortical segmentation and extraction are vital in the investigation of cortical 
morphometry. However, previous published cortical segmentation techniques have 
not addressed specific challenges such as decreased contrast and the presence of 
partial volume voxels seen in neonatal MR images. Moreover, methods for cortical 
surface extraction have also not been described in neonates. Hence, this chapter 
considers in detail the methodology of newly developed neonatal segmentation and 
cortical extraction techniques, which address various neonatal -speci fic issues. 
7.2. Specific Challenges in neonatal segmentation 
Decreased contrast 
Classically, the white matter (WM)/grey matter (GM) contrast on T, weighted 
neonatal scans is reversed compared to the adult brain, as shown by Figure 7. Ia. In 
addition, the contrast to noise ratio is poorer in the neonatal brain due to the high 
brain water content and increased amount of unmyelinated WM. This is seen as a 
single peak in the histogram of intensity, compared to the four peaks secn in the 
adult intensity histogram (Figure 7.1 b insert). 
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Figure 7.1. Decreased contrast in the neonatal brain. Visual inspection of (fie orthogonal slices 
of T, weighted images Ineonates (left) and adult (right)l shows decreased contrast ill (lie 
neonatal brain compared to adults. In neonates CM has high signal intensity and WM has low 
signal intensity, thus revealing the reversed GM/WM contrast between neonatal and adull 
brains. The intensity histogram of a neonate (insert a) shows a single peak compared to four 
peaks in an adult histogram (insert b). 
The decrease in contrast is due to the lack of myclin and increased water 
content (Figure 7.1 a). The medial and lateral leninisci in the brain stein and then tile 
posterior limb of the internal capsule arc the first Stl*LlCtLll'CS to lllýVlillilte In tile 
cerebral hemispheres. However, during the first two years oflifle, inychilatioil ofall 
the WM tracts occurs leading to a progressive decrease ill T, and T, relaxation 
times. Rutherford (1) showed in a comprehensive review of' neonatal braill 
development that the WM/GM contrast reaches patterns similar to adUlts by 2 years 
of age. 
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Figure 7.2. Myelination during third trimester. An individual "collate 'Aas scanned seriallý at 
three time points at PMA (a) 29.86, (b) 34.29 and (c-d) 39.86 weeks. (a-c) are coronal 'r, 
weighted images and (d) is the coronal T, weighted image corresponding to (c). Figures 7.2a 
and 7.2b show that most WM in neonatal brains is not inyclinated. Myelin within file 
corticospinal tracts appears low signal on T2 and high signal on T, weighted images and is 
shown by the dashed arrow in Figures 7.2c and 7.2d. 
Decreased spatial resolution 
The spatial resolution of the neonatal brain also CaLISeS problems in cortical 
extraction. In spite of scanning neonates at high field strength of' 1 Tcs1a. tile time 
required to acquire T-, weighted pseudo-volume with a voxel dimension of' 
0.86*0.86*1 is about 8 minutes. Bearing in mind that the total brain VOILInic is about 
50-250 mls during the third trimester compared to 1200 IIIIS 01' brain VOILMIC III 
adults, high resolution for adults is relatively low resolution for the neonatal brain. 
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Presence of Partial volume voxcls 
The presence of partial volume voxels is significantly higher due to the decreased 
contrast and spatial resolution of the neonatal brain compared to an adult brain. 
These voxels can be mislabelled during automatic segmentation. For example, ill 
adult brains the voxels at the boundary of' CSF and non-brain tissue call have a 
mixture of intensities that resembles WM or GM and call be wrongly labelled as 
either tissue class. The same problem occurs in the neonatal brain, vdierc tile voxcis 
at the interface of CSF and GM have intensities sinillar to those ofWM. 
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Figure 7.3. Partial volume voxels. T, weighted coronal section of neonatal (left) and adult brain 
(right) are shown above the corresponding bar diagrams of the intensity profiles of GM, WM, 
CSF and non-brain tissue. At the border of CM and CSF, the mixture of inicilsities leads to a 
wrong classification of voxels as WM, which are called WM inislabelled partial volume voxcls 
(MLPV). 
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Intensity variation 
Finally, the tissue intensity shows a great amount of variation \Nltllill CICII tissue 
type, especially prominent within the WM (FIgure 7.4). This leads to tile wrong 
identification of certain structures. for example corpus CZIIIOSLIIII as grey matter, or 
parts of diffuse excessive high signal intensity in tile \Ahite matter as CSF. This 
spatial variation of WM intensities can also cause inislabel1mg ofthe WM as OM ill 
any global segmentation strategy. 
Corpus callosurn 
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Figure 7.4. Intensity variation of cerebral structures. The intensities of corptis callosuin and 
cortex are similar: 458 and 438 respectively. Within the uninyelinated WM there are regional 
differences, with some regions having an intensity of 770 and other regions with diffuse 
excessive high signal intensity (DEHSI) having 900. Intensity Ailhin the thalainus also varies, 
with the ventrolateral nuclei showing an intensity of 545 (arro%%). As the CSF has -, in intensit) 
similar to DEHSI, this can cause mislabelling of tissue classification. 
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Need for multiple atlases 
Because the cortex is rapidly folding and expanding during the third trinicstcr 
(Figure 7.5), segmentation techniques that depend on atlases for prior inflOrniation on 
intensity and spatial knowledge or shape models can lead to errors unless these 
atlases are constructed for every week between 25 and 40 weeks. 
Figure 7.5. Cortical complexity during the third trime"ter- '1'2 weighted alial at the level 
of the superior lateral ventricles in infants scanned between 24 and 48 weeks PNIA. The corte" 
is completely smooth at 24 weeks and progressively folds during development to become it 
highly folded structure by 48 weeks. 
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7.3. Novel neonatal cortical segmentation and reconstruction 
technique 
The specific neonatal problems are addressed in a novel cortical segmentation 
technique developed by Hui Xue, a computer science PhD student, in collaboration 
with me (2). 1 have provided the manual data for all the validation studies. I was also 
involved in the conceptual isation of the various cortical parameters needed to study 
the cortex. In addition, I have learnt the technique from him and have subsequently 
carried out the analysis on 200 datasets. 
Principles of the segmentation and reconstruction technique to address specific 
neonatal issues 
Xue showed that as opposed to T, weighted scans, T, weighted scans have enough 
contrast from 24 weeks at term age to allow identification of individual tissue 
classes by their different peaks on the histogram (Figure 7.6). This contrast 
facilitates any automated intensity-based segmentation process enormously. I lence 
this segmentation and reconstruction technique focuses on using r 1'2 weighted 
images, where an EM-MRF scheme is adopted to perform the tissue classification. 
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Figure 7.6. T, contrast across postmenstrual aloes. Figures 7.6.1(a-c) displaý% the orthogonal T. 
weighted images of developing neonates scanned at 29 weeks I'MA. F'iglll. e 7.6.1d contains tile 
corresponding histograms and shows the four peaks corresponding to non-brain tissue, GM, 
WM and CSF. Figure 7.6.2 shows similar orthogonal images and histograms for in infant 
scanned at 34 weeks PMA. The four peaks are labelled with arrows. Figure 7.6.3 shows a 
similar pattern at 40 weeks PMA. 
However, the problem of rnislabelled partial volume ", oxcls (MITV) as a 
primary consequence of mixing of tissues in a voxel is more pronounced M T, 
weighted neonatal images, which have low spatial resolution. Sonic ofthe voxels at 
the GM/CSF boundary have intensities similar to WM, whereas some ofthe voxels 
at CSF/non-brain tissue boundary have intensities similar to either WM or GM 
(Figure 7.7). 
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Figure 7.7. Mislabelled partial volume voxels (MITV). a. T2 weighted coronal section of 
neonatal brain showing MLPVs at the border of CSF and CM; 1) illustrates this with a bar 
diagram of the intensity profile of each tissue class and the probable types of MLPVs at each 
location; c. zoomed view of Figure 7.7a where the WM and CM Ml, PVs are labelled. 
The key contribution of this segmentation is tile modification of' tile FM- 
MRF scheme that allows for the detection and removal of Ml. PVs. A knowledge- 
based probabilistic approach is introduced to identify and reduce MITVs after cach 
iteration of the EM algorithm. 
To deal with the WM intensity variability, the brain is split into several 
regions after global segmentation. Rather than forming multiple atlases to account 
for cortical growth, a data-driven spatial template is used. A k-nicans initialisation 
step followed by blurring provides an individualised spatial template flor every single 
image. 
The cortical surfaces are reconstructed without major niodification to I lan's 
method. After segmentation of cortical GM and non-myclinated WM, an implicit 
surface evolution technique is used to reconstruct cortical Airfaccs 11or neonates 
across postmenstrual ages. Several morphometry statistics of' cortical surflaces are 
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computed based on the cortical geometrical representation obtained. The 
segmentation and reconstruction algorithm is designed to operate over a wide age 
range from 24 weeks PMA to 42 weeks PMA (term age) in both preterni and term 
born infants. An overview of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 7.8. 
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Figure 7.8. Algorithm of neonatal segmentation and reconstruction technique. 
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7.4. Segmentation steps 
Pre-processing: Step I 
The brain extraction or skull stripping of extra-cerebral tissues such as dura and 
scalp fat tissue is achieved using the Brain Extraction Tool (3) in the FSL program 
(www. fmrib. ox. ac. uk/fsl . The bias 
field inhomogeneity is initially corrected using 
the N3 method (4). As the data was acquired with a slight asymmetry in the z 
direction (0.86*0.86*1 mm), it is re-sampled to a voxel size of 0.86*0.86*0.86 mm 
in order to remove any directional dependence, as this has been shown to adversely 
affect the cortical reconstruction process. 
An atlas-based segmentation applying label propagation was used to achieve 
the removal of central deep tissues, as these tissues were not relevant for the 
segmentation of the cortex and their signal intensities are similar to those of cortical 
GM. To deal with the rapid growth of the neonatal brain across PMA, multiple 
atlases are used to facilitate the registration. Three infants in different PMA groups, 
26,34 and 40 weeks, were selected and manual labelling of the corpus callosum, 
brainstem, cerebellum and central grey matter was performed in each of these 
subjects to form templates. Then the 25 infants were divided according to their PMA 
into three groups: simple 25-32 weeks, medium 33-36 weeks and complex 37-48 
weeks. The simple group was registered to the 26-week templates, medium to the 
34-week templates and complex to the 40-week templates using a nonlinear 
registration technique. Volume-based non-rigid registration was used for this label 
propagation. The non-rigid registration algorithm used here is based on the multi- 
level free-form deformations (FFD) (5; 6), where the image intensity is approximated 
by the 3D tensor product B-Spline and the non-rigid transformation is computed by 
moving the control points of the FFD to maximise normaliscd mutual information. 
Thus labels of central deep tissues are propagated to new images and the tissues are 
masked out. As these structures are conserved in topology between PMA, the 
performance of volume-based non-rigid registration has been shown to be very good 
for these structures. 
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Figure 7.9. Label propagation. Results of label propagation to exclude tile deep CM are sho%%n 
by red demarcation contours at 29.86,34.14,39.86 and 44 weeks PMA (left to right) oil T2 
weighted axial images (top row) and demarcation contours of the corpus callosuill al 
corresponding PMA on T2 weighted sagittal images (bottom row). 
Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm for tissue class ifica t ion: Step 2 
The EM algorithm is a general statistical technique to estimate missing in l'orillat loll 
based on observed data and current estimation. It was originally presented ill a 
general form by Dempster et al. (7). In the context of' brain segmentation, the 
observations are the image intensities and the missing data include the class labels 
for every voxel and the parameters ofthe class likelihood probabilities. The intensity 
inhomogeneities or bias fields that call cause noticeable inisclassificatioll are oftell 
modelled and corrected by extending the standard IN method. Wells ct al. (8) 
proposed an EM algorithm in which the probahilltý density function (PDF) ofevery 
tissue class was modelled by a Gaussian distribution and tile bias field was modelled 
by a zero mean Gaussian prior probability density. The probabilistic allas was 
introduced by van LeempUt et al. (9) to provide spatially varying prior probabilities 
at every voxel. The bias field here was approximated by a linear combination of' 
smooth basis functions. 
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The EM algorithm consists of an expectation step (E-step), which performs 
the classification, and a maximisation step (M-step), which updates the parameter 
estimation. In a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), the probability density function 
(PDF) is expressed as a linear combination of basis function. A model with K tissue 
components is of the form: 
K 
p(x, ) = 1: prior(k)p(x, Ik) 
k-I 
K 
subject to 1: prior(k) =1,0:! ý p(k): 5 If p(xlkýh =I 
k-I 
where K (KI, 2 ... n) 
is the number of tissue components, x, is the intensity of a 
voxel i and prioýk) is the prior probability for every tissue component. p(x, lk) is the 
class likelihood probability density function and is normally distributed. flence the 
corresponding posterior class probabilities can be written using Bayes's theorem: 
p(klx, ) = 
p(x, lk)prior(k) (2) 
P(X, ) 
i. e. computation of the posterior probability ( p(klx, )) that a voxel belongs to 
classk, given the intensity at this voxel is x, is given by the class likelihood of the 
probability density function (p(xlk)) that x, belongs to k, times the prior 
probability prior(k)divided by a normalisation constant p(x, ). The voxel i is 
finally classified as tissue class k' if the posterior p(k, lx, ) satisfies: 
)= K 
p(k'lx, max(p(klx, (3) k-I 
Given the initial parameters of mean plo) and variance p) for tissue class k, the 
M-step of the algorithm iteratively maximises the data likelihood by computation of 
mean and variances .. i times and updates the tissue classification. 
N 
Z 
p(') (klx, 
M-step: (M+I) = 1-1 (4) Pk N 
lp(m)(klx, ) 
0.1 
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Y, P 
(m) (klX, XXJ 
- #Uk 
)2 
(ak 
N 
Ep(m)(klx, ) 
i-I 
where . is the number of iterations and N is the total number of observations. 
The EM algorithm requires an initial estimate of class parameters, which can be 
computed from the prior probabilities. Probabilistic atlases or templates are often 
used for this purpose. They act as the prior p(klx, ) to predict the probability of a 
voxel x, belonging to the tissue class k and combine spatial information about 
different tissues into the EM algorithm. However, the large anatomical changes that 
occur in the neonatal period preclude the use of a single standard atlas for the full 
age range used in this study. Hence a data driven k-means clustering technique is 
used to obtain an initial robust mean and minimum covariance determinant of the 
variance (10). The EM algorithm is initialised by performing a k-means clustering 
(11) to generate an initial segmentation for each individual image, which is then 
slightly blurred by a Gaussian kernel (a=1.5 x voxelsize ) and normal ised to simulate 
an atlas. Experiments showed that this type of data-driven template along with the 
use of T2 weighted images achieves good GM-WM segmentation. 
Mislabelled partial volume voxel (MLPV) detection and removal: Step 3 
The EM algorithm in its original form will wrongly classify partial volume voxels 
on the CSF-GM boundary. An example illustrating this problem is shown in Figure 
7. Many voxels on the CSF-GM boundary are incorrectly classified as WM. A 
similar problem occurs at the CSF-non-brain tissue boundary, where WM and GM 
are wrongly identified due to the mixing of CSF (high signal intensity) and non- 
brain background (low signal intensity). These undesired MLPVs are caused by the 
voxel-wise tissue classification used in the EM scheme, where a voxel is 
independently classified based on the signal intensity and the atlas prior probability. 
Markov random fields (MRFs) have been commonly used to constrain the 
spatial homogeneity of the tissue labelling and minimise MLPVs in adults. Held et 
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al. exploited the MRF to impose a spatial homogeneity constraint on image 
segmentation (12). As the exact calculation of the MRF posterior is not practically 
feasible (9), mean field theory (9) is usually used to provide an approximation of the 
minimum variance Bayes estimator of the true field (13). This type of MRF field is 
also used to avoid over-smoothing effects in fine brain structures, such as thin sulci 
(9). 
Specifically, MRF modification is governed by the liammersley-Clifford 
theorem, such that any hidden data within each tissue class ka re assumed by 
realisation of a random process. This means that the probability of a voxel belonging 
to a tissue class k depends on the tissue type of its neighbours. This theorem states 
that this random field can be described as a Gibbs random field (13) and the Gibbs 
distribution is: 
(kl4D) = 
exp(- u.,,, (kl(D)) 
Z exp(- U., f (kl(D)) k 
where U.,,, (klp) is the energy function for this random process and o contains the 
NW parameters by which this random function can be modified (9). Thus the prior 
probability that a voxel belongs to a tissue type is modified by a random energy 
function, parameters of which depend on the tissue type of its neighbours. 
A first-order neighbourhood system is usually exploited; that is, the six 
nearest neighbours on the 3D image grid are used. Given a voxel i, its 
neighbourhood can be defined by N, = 
ý"'js, 
jw, je, p, jb ) where i"jjwand i'arc four 
neighbours in the plane and i'and ib are top and bottom voxels out of the plane. 
Following the Potts model (14), the MRF energy function at voxel i can be 
expressed as: 
U., f(klx,, O)=z, 'Gg, 
ek 
gi =Zin +Zia +Ziw +Zif +Zil +Z ib 
where Z, = ek is a unit vector with the 0 component being one and g, counts for 
every tissue class k the number of neighbour voxels belonging to k. The matrix 
G is the so-called tissue class compatibility matrix. The (m, n) element in G denotes 
the contribution of a neighbour voxel belonging to class n to the energy function 
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u., f o). 
The tissue class compatibility matrix G is estimated using a least square 
fitting procedure (9; 13). 
It is worthwhile discussing the performance of the EM-MRF scheme on 
MLPV removal. As the matrix G is estimated globally and determines the 
computation of the MRF energy function (equation 7) for a specific voxel by 
combining the tissue class information of its first-order neighbours, the introduction 
of the MRF energy function and tissue class compatibility matrix enhances the 
performance of the classic EM scheme in removing the isolated partial volume 
voxels. However, the EM-MRF scheme alone is not sufficient to remove MLPVs in 
neonatal brain MRI. The reason for this is that there are a large number of voxels on 
the CSF-GM boundary that can be misclassified. If two MLPVs are neighbouring 
each other, one can prohibit the other from being corrected by contributing to its 
energy function via the tissue class compatibility matrix. 
Therefore, to favour the removal of MLPVs we developed a knowledge- 
based approach to improve the EM-MRF scheme. This approach provides 
knowledge that WM MLPVs appear on the CSF-GM boundary for neonatal T2 
weighted images, so if a voxel is classified as WM and within its first-order 
neighbourhood there are CSF and GM voxels simultaneously, this voxel is idcntiried 
as an MLPV. The same detection rule is used for WM and GM MLPVs on the CSF 
and non-brain tissue boundary of neonatal T2 weighted images. 
Similar to MRF, the mean field theory is used to compute the optimal 
parameters for this knowledge-based approach. The update equation (2) is kept 
unchanged, while the prior probability is now computed from both atlas prior 
p.,,., (klx, ) and MRF prior p., f 
(klx, ). 
p(klx, )= 
p(x, lk)-prior(klx, ) 
P(X, ) 
prior(klx, 
)= 
K 
p,,,., 
(klx, p.,,, (klx, 
(8) 
j. 1 
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Pmrf (klx, )= 
exp(- U rf 
(k I x, , (D)) 
K 
Z exp(- Umrf 0'-Ixi 9 (D)) 
J. 1 
The suspected MLPV detected after each EM step is suppressed by adjusting 
the MRF prior probabilities to favour more appropriate tissue classes. If a voxel x, is 
likely to be incorrectly classified as WM on the CSF-GM boundary, the MRF prior 
probability p.,, ((wmlx, 
) is decreased. Because the sum of prior probabilities of all 
tissue classes should always be one, the expected tissue classes are favoured by 
increasing their prior probabilities. Specifically, the following rules are used to 
adjust p., f 
(wmlx, ): 
P., f 
(M+I) (wmlx, ) = Xp., f(m)(Wmlx, 
), 0<A<1 
P., f(m+')(CSFIx, 
)=p., 
f(')(CSFIx, 1+(]-A) (M) 
Pmf(, N)(Wmlx, ) 
P., f 
(CSýx, )+, v. "f(. 
)Fmlx, 
P., f 
(M+I) ýMIX)=P., 
f(m)ýMIX, 1+(I-A) 
P., f 
(m) (wmlx, ) 
pmrf (')(CSFIx, )+ p., f 
(')(gmlx, ) 
The final classification of x, is determined by both the priors for CSF and GM and 
the intensity value (influencing the class likelihood p(xlk)). As a result, the original 
two-step classification (EM-MRF) is extended into a threc-stcp (EM-MRF-MLPV) 
process (Figure 7.10). As more iterations are performed, fewer misclassifications are 
seen in the results. 
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(a) (h) (c) (d) 
(e) 
Figure 7.10. Three-step EM scheme with tile MI. PV removal technique. (a) Displays in 
enlarged coronal section of a neonatal T, weighted image, (b) Display's tile presence of 
incorrectly classified partial volume voxels oil tile CSF-CM and CSF non-brain boundaries 
from the original EM method; (c) Shows the segmentation results affer tile MRF modification 
on the EM method; (d) Shows the final results after 14 iterations of tile Ml, PV correctioii %tell, 
(e) Shows an axial T, weighted image with tile corresponding segmentation results seen in (I'Ai). 
These figures illustrate that the CSF voxels within the suici that are originally classified as WM 
due to partial volumes from adjacent CM from tile EM stell, (f) are correctlý segmented after 
the MRF iteration (g) and MLPV iteration (h). 
The algorithm is stopped either when tile paranictas converge (thc relative 
changes of mean and variance between two COIISCCLItIVC iterations are smaller 111,111 
1%) or a maximal number ofiterations is reached (35 iterations in our experiments). 
Although the parameter ). in equation 8 influences the specd of convergence, we 
found that the final segmentation results are insensitive to its value. As a result, the 
parameter ), is set to be 0.5 in all experiments. 
The MI. PV removal strategy can also be extended to refine the classification 
of CSF voxels in sulci. BecaLlSe of the limited image resolution. tile CSF voxcls Ill 
some sulci are rnislabelled as WM (FigUre 7.1 Oc). These rnislabc1led CSF voxels are 
detected by performing a connected component labelling oil the WM volunic after 
each iteration. The first-order neighbourhood of' every small component IS Used to 
check for smaller unconnected WM components colllparcd to the largest Illaill WM 
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component. If the neighbourhood component includes CSF and/or GM probabilities, 
CSF is suspected to be present and the prior probabilities are adjusted accordingly. 
Figures 7.1 Of-h show the detection and classification of' CSF voxels in sulci, with 
gradual correction of the CSF voxels with each step of' tile EM-MRF-MI, PV 
technique. 
Local segmentation by brain splitting: Step 4 
Neonatal brain MR images exhibit higher intra-tissue intensity variability mainly 
due to the dynamic glial migration process and pre-myelination stages ol'developing 
brain tissues. The effects of intensity variability cannot be totally eliminated by 
inhomogeneity correction using a smooth-base polynornial Function, because ofthc 
strength and distribution of intensity variability seen in neonatal images. Therefore, 
the influence of intra-tissue variability cannot be ignored in neonates. 
As the EM component of the method described in the previous section is 
essentially a global scheme, which means that a tissue class throughout tile image is 
modelled by only one Gaussian distribution, it has limited perfornia lice it' tile 
intensity variability is significant. Figure 7.11 gives an example to illustrate this 
imperfection, where the coronal slice of Figure 7.1 la shows substantial intensity 
variability in both GM and WM. This leads to the degradation ofthe segmentation ill 
spite of the clear boundaries visible to human observers between these tissue types 
(Figure 7.11 c). Thus the global segmentation favours the bottom-left area and 
sacrifices the top-left part where the over-segmentation of' tile cortical GM is 
discernible. 
Since tissue boundaries are visible, a local segmentation is used to improve 
the segmentation results. This is achieved by splitting the brain into multiple regions 
and by using a separate set of Gaussian distributions to estimate the lissue class 
parameters in each region; that is, only voxels within one region are used to estimate 
Gaussian parameters for that part. Once the regional segmentation was performed, 
we found that blending of regional parameters was not essential to ensure reliable 
segmentation at boundaries. 
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(a) 
(d ) (0 ( I) 
Figure 7.11. Local brain segmentation. (a) shows a coronal slice of a neonatal T, %eighled image 
with marked intensity variability within the WM. (b) shows that thresholding at 451) is 
sufficient to segment cortical CM in the top-left part, while in file ho(loin-1cft area this leads to 
a clear under-segmentation (arrow). (c), oil the other [land, re%cals Ihal increasing tile 
threshold to 510 causes the over-segmentation in the top-left area (arrow). (d) gives tile result of 
the global EM scheme where degradation of the segmentation occurs due to lissue inlra-class 
intensity variabilitv and finally, (e) shows improvement in the segmentation aficr brain splitting 
into seven regions was used to refine the output of tile global method. The Computed Norolloi 
regions are shown in (f) and (g). 
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Splitting of brain data into regions should balance the ability of PDF 
estimation to tackle local intensity variability and the segmentation stability to noise. 
If the brain is split into too few regions and each one contains a large number of' 
voxels, the local PDF estimation will be more robust, but the resulting segmentation 
tends to miss small details. The use of a larger number of smaller regions 
strengthens the ability to capture local intensity differences, but may suffer 1rom 
lack of robustness. A range of 3-10 splits of the brain data was trialled and we flound 
that splitting the brain into seven regions was most appropriate For neonatal brains. 
To perform the brain splitting, a 4D vector d= (x, y, z, I) From all GM and 
WM voxels labelled by the global segmentation step is assembled as these two 
tissues have the most intensity variability. (x, y, z) are the 3D coordinates of' a voxel 
and I the intensity at that voxel. A k-means clustering is performed on the 41) 
vector and the coordinates of clustering centres are used to define a Voronoi 
tessellation on the brain space. The intensity I is added into the feature vector to 
prevent the regions with consistent local intensity from being split. The k-means 
algorithm is initialised by the centroids of large voxel groups. To avoid the 
convergence to local minima, the clustering process is repeated 10 firnes with 
random perturbations added to their initial centres. It was shown that the intensity- 
spatial clustering usually generated a roughly uniform splitting for a brain, mainly 
due to the spherical shape of the brain. The segmentation step is finally perlormed 
independently on every Voronoi region, initialised by the output of a global 
segmentation. As a result, the over-segmentation of cortical GM is corrected (Figure 
7.11 e). 
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7.5 Cortical reconstruction 
Having obtained the probabilistic tissue classification VW tile automated 
'ices call he segmentation algorithm, the inner, central and outer cortical surl. 
reconstructed, thus enabling quantification of cortical changes during tile earlý 
phases of brain development. 
Xue adopted the framework for cortical reconstruction proposed by I lan et 
a]. (15). Specifically, the cortical Surfaces are implicitly represented by tile zero level 
set of a higher dimensional level set function 0(ý. 1), 0cR and .ýGR Thls 
surface is evolved by solving the level set partial dill'erciltial equation: 
0=0, + a(i, /)IV 0,1 - b(x-, I)h-(-x, / )IIV 0,11 + N, 
(x. i) -V0, ( 10) 
Here 0, is the time derivative of the level set Function. a(v. /) is the signcd pressure 
function determining the motion of an implicit SLirlacc along its normal diivction 
(Figure 7.12); is the signed pressure function determining the 111c, "I curvature 
of the implicit surface (Figure 7-13) and ý(i, /) is the Signed prCSSIII-C I'MIC11011 
determining the motion in the velocity (FIgUre 7.14). 
Figure 7.12 Motion in the normal direction. The lc,. cl set equation Can he expanded or 
contracted along the normal direction. In this example, expansion is illustrated and the figure 
from the left-hand corner expands in all directions equally to fill the whole field of vic" grid, as 
seen in the right-hand corner image. Note that although the curNature also decrease% will] 
expansion, it does not disappear. 
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Figure 7.13. Motion by mean curvature. The level set equation call be niodula(ed bý its mean 
curvature. In this example there is a progressive decrease in the mean cul-Nature 'Ailholif 
expansion of the total area enclosed in the image, so that (Ile cur%ature is folallý absent in file 
right-hand corner image. 
Figure 7.14. Motion by mean field velocity. The blue sphere Can be InoNed from file initial point 
(left-hand corner image) to beyond the field of %-ieN% (right-hand corner image) after a giNcil 
time due to the velocity of the mean field to which the zero order level set function is subjec(ed. 
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Since the movement of the cortical surface is usually determined by motion in the 
normal direction and curvature, the equation (10) is rewritten as 
0=0, +0), - a(i'I)jVO(i'1)j-0)' -K(i'I)jVO(i'I)j (11) 
The weights co,, and o), are empirically selected to differentially emphasise the 
motion along the normal direction and surface smoothness reSUlting Iroin the 
curvature term. 
The reconstruction is started from the output of the segmentation. Figure 
7.15 gives the posterior probabilities for the white matter voxels. 
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Figure 7.15. The posterior WM probabilities. The %VNI segmentation obtained from tile ENI- 
MRF-MLPV, the outer layer of which corresponds to the inner cortical surface shown oil tile 
left. The insert box is zoomed and displays the posterior WM probabilities of (lie individual 
voxels (right). Note that the inner WM regions have probabilities of I an(] those lit the edge 
between 0.16 and . 99. As the threshold was set to 
0.5, voxels above this value are classified as 
WM (white to grey) and voxels below 0.5 are classified as CSF (dark grey to black). Pure CSF 
voxels have negative probabilities for WM posterior probabilities. 
The level set function for the inner surface is initialised by tile signed 
distance function corresponding to this binary segmentation of WM. In order to 
obtain a smooth inner surface, the level set function is stopped when tile probability 
of white matter voxels becomex 0.5. This is performed by defining the signed 
pressure a ...... . 
(jý) for the inner surface to be a ........ 
(i)= 2P,,, (. i)- I. This means that 
when the WM posterior probability is I the a ........ 
(i) becornes ( 2* 1 -1 ) 1, when it is 
0.9 the a, nner(jc) 
becomes ( 2*0.9-1 ) 0.8, and finally when the WM posterior 
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probability becomes 0.5 (2*0.5-1) the a ......... 
(jý) becomes zero and tile motion is 
stopped, so that the surface approximates at the iso-surface where tile WM posterior 
probability is 0.5. Hans et al. (15) found the weights o),, and o),, flor determining tile 
motion of the signed pressure curves by normal direction and mean curvature to be I 
and 0.02 respectively. The same values are found to be appropriate for tile neonatal 
cortex. Explicit triangulation of the surface is then computed to give a surface as 
represented in Figure 7.16 (right). 
Figure 7.16. Initialisation of' inner Cortical Stirl'ace. The inner cortical Surtacc ý%as inifialiscil 
using a level set function from the WM posterior probabilities for extraction of it smooth 
topology-preserving surface. The initialisation is performed by evolution of the signed distance 
function until a ........ 
(x-)= 2P, The left-hand figure shows the inner surface overlaid I 
on a T2 weighted axial slice of the preterm infant at term age, and the right-hand image 
displays the surface of the extracted cortex with its complex gyral and sulcal patterns. 
The outer cortical surface is obtained by evolving tile level set function 
initialised from the inner cortical surface with the signed pressure Function 
a ........ 
(x-) = 2(Pjj ,f 
(3c) + P,;, I 
(Yc)) -I. 
As the outer surface is evolved from the inner surface, tile posterior probability of' 
WM will always be <0.5. Hence, the evolution ofthe surface is stopped when the 
posterior probability of GM becomes 0.5, as shown in Figure 7.16. 
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However, it is evident from Figure 7.17a that most of the superficial SUICI are not 
seen. Thus a topology-preserving level set algorithm ( 15) was used lor both inner 
and outer surfaces, enabling the reconstruction ofvery narrow sulci. 
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Figure 7.17. Outer cortical surface. The outer cortical surface was obtained from a level set 
function of the inner cortical surface, which is evolved by the signed distance function 
i. e. the cortical surface is evolved until tile CNI 
posterior probabilities are less than 0.5. (a) shows the outer surface without sulcal ell fill licell) ell t 
and the corresponding voxel-wise GM posterior probabilities. (b) shows the capturing of most 
suici after topology preservation with corresponding reclassification of voxel probabilities. 
As the sulci are separated in the inner cortical surl'ace, topology preservation 
prevents sulci from merging with each other and thus maintains sulci and reclassi I ies 
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the probability of GM at the sulcal regions. These sulcal enhancements lead to some 
modifications in the segmentation so that a 1ew voxels are reclassified lor their 
posterior probabilities, as shown in Figure 7.1 7b. and the I inal outer contour retains 
a lot of the secondary and tertiary sulci. as seen in Figure 7.18. 
Figure 7.18. Outer cortical surface evolution. The outer cortex ()clloA contour) is c%ol%c(l fron) 
the inner cortical surface (red) by a topology- preserv i ng level set algorithin. Both the contours 
are overlaid on a T2 weighted axial slice of the preterin infant at term equiNalent age (left). 
Right is an extracted outer cortical surface of the same infant viewed from above, showing the 
wide inter-hemispheric fissure and increased space bctý%ccn the g)ri in these infants. 
As 0 
......... and 
0 
......... may 
deviate from signed distance functions, either the 
re-initialisation equation or the fast marching algorithm (16,17) are normall\ used 
before computing the central surface. I lowCVer. here a Simple 111111-OaCh WaS LISCd to 
compute the level set function corresponding to the central surface: 
0 
........ + 
Given that the level set functions 0 and 0 ........ obtained 11or the 
inner and outer 
surfaces remain signed distance I'LinctionS, a CC11tral Surface 'AaS definCd to he 
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equidistant between them. The central surface was then explicitly generated as the 
2D-3D 
mismatch 
li, 
_, uru -. 11). 1-hrt: v cortical %urfaces. The inner (red). middle (green) and outer (ýello") are 
o, terlaid on a T, Aeighted axial slice. Note that the 2D o%erlýing of the 3D cortical structure 
causes mismatch in the %isualisation of the surfaces, as the 2D surface takes into account onl" 
thein-planeNie%% and under- or o%erestimates the out-of-plane surfaces (arroAs). 
Cortex reconstruction for adults often assumes that the topology of the cortical 
surface is equivalent to a sphere. and an explicit topology-correction step is used 
during the reconstruction (15: 18). However. to the best of our knowledge the 
topology of the cortical surfaces at different PMA in developing neonates is not well 
documented. and so the topology of input binary segmentation is preserved without 
imposing any prior assumptions. If a spherical topology is required. existing 
topology-correction methods can be applied in a straightfom-ard way. 
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7.6. Validation of technique 
Patient Characteristics 
The cortical segmentation and reconstruction method was applied to the brain 
images of 25 preterm subjects selected from a large longitudinal cohort of MR 
images as part of the 'Computational analysis of brain abnormalities and 
neurodevelopmental impairment in preterm infants study' (Local Research Ethics 
Committee (LREQ ref: 04/QO406/125). The pretcrm infants were recruited from the 
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at Hammersmith Hospital, and term born control 
infants were recruited from the postnatal wards. Infants with congenital anomalies, 
metabolic disease or congenital infections were excluded and there were no focal 
lesions identified on visual analysis of the brain images. The median GA at birth for 
these neonates was 28.86 weeks (range 24-40 weeks) and the median PMA at scan 
was 34.86 weeks (range 27-44 weeks). The median birth weight was 0.871 kg 
(range 0.57-1.6 kg). All studies were conducted with approval from Hammersmith 
Hospital Research Ethics Committee and the infants were scanned following written 
parental consent. Preterm infants born at < 32 weeks gestation were scanned at 
various postmenstrual ages from within a week of life to term equivalent age at 
varying PMA. 
Image acquisition 
MR images were acquired on a 3T Philips Intera system (Best, Holland) using a 
standard 8-head channel array coil. Preterm, infants were sedated with chloral 
hydrate. I was responsible for selecting the infants, obtaining consent from their 
parents and arranging scans. I also monitored the vital signs of all infants throughout 
their examination. Term bom controls were fed, swaddled and the examination was 
carried out in natural sleep. All infants were monitored with pulse oximetry and 
electrocardiography. Ear protection, consisting of silicon-bascd dental putty 
individually moulded and fitted into the external ear and mini-muffs (Natus Medical, 
San Carlos, California (CA)), was used to achieve approximately 30 dB sound 
attenuation. The infant's position was stabilised using a suction-cvacuated pillow. 
The MR sequence parameters were as follows: T2 weighted fast spin echo 
pseudo volumes, TR (repetition time)/TE (echo time) = 7578/160 milliseconds (ms), 
field of view (FOV) = 220 mm, matrix 224 x 224, flip angle 90*, reconstructed voxel 
size of 0.86 x 0.86 x2 mm with a 50% slice overlap. SENSE factor 2 with intensity 
normalised to a body coil image was used. All T2 weighted images were acquired in 
the transverse plane. Following acquisition, the T2 weighted images were 
interpolated to isotropic 0.86 mm 3 voxels using cubic B-spline interpolation. T, 
weighted volume acquisition was also obtained for all neonates. As shown in the 
earlier sections, the contrast between cortical GM and WM/CSF was less 
pronounced on T, weighted images, hence T2 weighted images were used in this 
study. As bias field inhomogencity was more pronounced due to the use of high field 
MR imaging, a bias correction procedure was performed for all images using the N3 
software prior to the application of the segmentation algorithm. 
Comparison with manual segmentations 
To evaluate the segmentation results quantitatively, three orthogonal slices were 
manually segmented for every subject. Manual segmentation of the whole cortex in 
3D was not attempted due to the complexity of the structure and the large number of 
partial volume voxels. The overlap rate between the automatic and manual 
segmentation was quantified by the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) (19). For two 
segmented regions A and B, the DSC is defined as DSC= 
2xlAnBI 
; that is, the IAI+IBI 
similarity measure is defined as twice the number of terms common to the compared 
entities divided by the total number of terms in both tested entities. The DSC is 
normalised so that zero means complete dissimilarity and one means perfect overlap. 
DSC measures above 0.7 are usually regarded as a satisfactory level of agreement 
between two independent segmentations (20). 
To further evaluate the performance of the EM-MRF-MLPV approach, the false 
positive (FP) and false negative (FN) errors between automatic and manual 
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segmentation were also computed. FP was defined as the percentage area of 
automatic segmentation that was not labelled manually and FN was defined as the 
percentage area of manual segmentation that was not labelled by the automatic 
approach. The segmentation errors along the tissue boundary were also computed by 
calculating the boundary segmentation errors, which were defined as the minimal 
distances between two contours extracted from automated and manual segmentation. 
Landmark validation for cortical surface reconstruction 
The quantitative measurement of cortical reconstruction accuracy is difficult for 
neonates because of the lack of ground-truth surfaces. In the case of adults, 
simulated MRI images and datasets with manual segmentation arc uscd to validate 
cortex reconstructions (21). For real datasets without available segmentation, 
landmark studies may be performed, where an experienced operator delineates 
landmark points on the inner/central/outer surfaces (22). This approach was used in 
10 randomly selected infants across the full range of postmenstrual ages, 26 weeks 
to 44 weeks. For each subject I marked 80 landmark points located on the inner 
interface and 80 landmarks on the outer surface. These landmarks were spatially 
distributed to cover the whole cortical area, with 20 points on each surface in each 
cortical lobe (frontal, temporal, occipital and parietal lobe). Surface reconstruction 
errors (SRE) are defined as the minimum distance between a given landmark and the 
corresponding reconstructed surface. The distance is negative if the landmark is 
inside the surface and positive if outside. 
Results of the evaluation 
The label propagation of deep grey matter, corpus callosum, cerebellum and brain 
stem masking were visually assessed in all subjects for label accuracy and the 
contours of the propagated masks were overlaid on transverse and sagittal views. It 
was found that the label propagation strategy accurately masked all these structures 
across the three PMA groups. 
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Results of the automatic segmentation ofa number ot'neonates at different PMA 
are presented in Figure 7.20. Visual inspection of thesc rcsults shows that cortical 
GM segmented accurately. Partial volume voxels oil the CSF OM and CSF-non- 
brain boundaries have been successfully removed. ThC CSF VOWIS III SLIlCi Ire 
Figure 7.20.3D automatic brain segmentation result%. From iop to bottom, postmenstrual ; Igc. s 
at scan are 29.86,34,39.86 and 44 weeks. From left to right, images %ho%%n represent a 
transverse slice of T, weighted neonatal images, segmented WM, cortical CM and CSF 
respectively. The corpus callosurn has been masked off by label propagation. The last two 
columns show the 3D renderings of inner and outer cortical surfaces of the hard segmentation, 
where the visible imperfections, like holes and abruptions, caused by image noise call be 
removed after effective cortical reconstruction. 
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mostly correctly classilied. 
Dice Similarity 
Initially four tissue classes, GM, WM, CSF and non-brain background, were 
segmented. The WM results excluded the corpus callosurn and any WM within the 
region of deep GM (e. g. the internal capsule) removed by the initial label 
propagation step. The DSC between the manual and automated segmentations in 
three orthogonal slices was calculated in six infants. The manual segmentation was 
repeated after 4 weeks to access the intra-rater reproducibility. The mean intra-rater 
DSC value for these six neonates was 0.874 ± 0.034. This shows that the manual 
segmentation technique is a robust method and can be used as a gold standard in the 
quantification of automatic cortical segmentation techniques. 
Table 7.1 summarises the results of the mean DSC values for cortical GM 
and WM for each PMA group in comparison with the manual segmentation. 
GM wm 
PMA Global+ 
Global 
Global+ 
Global 
Global +Local Global +Local 
MLPVs MLPVs 
+MLPVs +MLPVs 
27w 0.665 0.696 0.708 0.773 0.810 0.816 
- 34w 0.036 0.038 0.038 ±0.019 ±0.017 ±0.016 
34w 0.741 0.763 0.770 0.748 0.809 0.813 
- 39w ± 0.026 ± 0.025 ± 0.022 ± 0.030 ±0.019 ±0.018 
39w 0.763 0.781 0.785 0.711 0.751 0.757 
- 45w 0.019 0.019 0.016 0.053 0.113 0.116 
27w 
- 34w 0.689 0.716 0.726 0.765 0.822 0.824 
5 tissue 0.034 0.038 0.032 0.024 0.012 0.013 
classes 
Table 7.1. The Dice similarity values of cortical GM and WM for each postmenstrual age 
group. The first column gives the values after the global EM-MRF step, tile second after EM- 
MRF-MLPV and the third column after global and local EM-MRF-MLPV. 
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The EM-MRF-MLPV scheme significantly improved the DSC measures of 
cortical GM and WM compared to the EM-MRF method when no MLPV removal 
step was performed (for GM t= 13.43, P<0.000 1; for WM t=4.90, P<0.000 1; paired 
Mest). The performance of the EM-MRF-MLPV scheme was further improved by 
local segmentation (for GMt=7.07, P<0.0001; for WMt=5.35, P<0.0001). This 
improvement was especially noticeable in preterm infants at term equivalent age, 
where non-cystic WM disease appears as diffuse excessive high signal intensity 
injury (DEHSI) on T2 weighted images and its patchy nature causes increased WM 
tissue variability in the frontal and occipital regions. 
Furthermore, as the intra-tissue class intensity variability for the simple 
brain group is pronounced due to the presence of subplate and cell migration effects, 
dividing the WM of these very premature infants into two tissue classes also 
improved the segmentation. A total of five classes (WM modelled by two Gaussian 
distributions) was used. The last row in Table 7.1 summarises the corresponding 
DSC values. Compared to the results with four tissue classes (the first row in Table 
7.1), the improvements for GM are signif icant (for GM t=5.65, P= 0-000f; for WM 
t=2.34, P=0.0472). The mean DSC of all 25 subjects was 0.758 ± 0.037 for GM and 
0.794 ± 0.078 for WM. The overall performance was good to excellent compared to 
manual labelling as neonates become more mature. 
False positive and negative errors 
The false positive and false negative errors using the three-step EM scheme are 
displayed in Table 7.2. Both FP and FN were low, showing a good agreement 
between automatic and manual segmentation. 
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G M wm 
PMA False 
positive 
False 
negative 
False 
positive 
False 
negative 
27w - 34w 0.14± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.01 0.04± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.03 
27w - 34w 
5 tissue classes 
0.10± 0.06 0.07± 0.02 0.07± 0.02 0.09± 0.02 
34w - 39w 0.08± 0.06 0.06± 0.02 0.07± 0.02 0.11± 0.02 
39w - 45w 0.06± 0.05 1 0.06± 0.02 0.09± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.05 
Table 7.2. False positive and false negative errors of the ENI-MlIF-I%ILPV scheme. 
Boundary segmentation errors 
The boundary segmentation errors of cortical GM are shown in Table 7.3. Tile 
overall boundary errors were smaller than I voxel, with the mean boundary error 
ranging from 0.11-0.47 mm. Hence, the boundary error results showed a sub-voxel 
level precision. Less than 10% of the GM boundaries showed crrors greater than 2 
voxels, which indicates that large errors are uncommon. 
G M w M 
PMA >1 >2 >1 >2 
Mean Std Mean S(d 
voxel VOW VOW VOW 
27w-34w 0.47 1.84 11.2% 7.9% 0.31 1.23 14.7% 7.8% 
27w-34w 
5 tissue 0.41 1.68 9.9% 6.7% 0.28 1.27 15.9% 9.0% 
classes 
34w-39w 0.30 1.46 8.6% 6.0% 0.22 1.01 11.1% 6.1% 
39w-45w 0.11 0.81 6.2% 3.4% 0.29 1.37 15.0% 1 9.0% 
Table 7.3. Boundary segmentation errors (mm) of the EM-MRF-MLPV scheme. 
After automatic segmentation of cortical GM and WM, an implicit cortical 
surface reconstruction was performed for all subjects. To verify the performance of 
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this method, we visually inspected the reconstructed surf', ices and examined Contours 
of intersection between the reconstructed cortical surfIlces and 21) anatornical slices. 
Figure 7.21 shows the 2D intersection contours of' the inner, central and OLIter 
cortical surfaces for neonates over a representative range of' PMA. Thc 
corresponding 3D surfaces have been presented in Figure 7.22. The colours on tile 
surfaces indicate the mean curvature. 
Figure 7.21. Cortical reconstructed surfaces. Three reconstructed surface% displaýcd Oil coronal 
slices of T2 weighted images of neonates of varying PMA. Top left at 29.86 weeks, lop right at 
34.39 weeks, bottom left at 39.86 weeks. The bottoin right image shoA% in delail (lie corfical 
surfaces obtained in a preterm infant at 39.68 weeks. 
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Figure 7.22.3D rendering of cortical surfaces. From left to right, the inner, central and outer 
cortical surfaces reconstructed for neonates at 27,34 and 42 N%ccks are shown. The mean 
curvature was used for colour coding. 
Landmark errors 
The results of the landmark validation are shown in Table 7.4. For both the inner alid 
outer cortical surfaces, the mean absolute distance errors were less than I voxel, 
with less than 5% of all landmark points being in error by more thall 2 voxcls. Thls 
confirmed that the overall reconstruction accuracy was sub-voxel 1`61- both tile ilincr 
and outer surfaces. No systematic patterns were observed M tile aiiatolnical 
distribution of these errors, which indicates that reconstructioii errors are 1`airlý 
uniformly distributed in the cerebral space. 
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Inner surface 
Frontal Temporal Occipital Parictal Total 
Mean 0.39 0.003 0.14 0.60 0.28 
Std 0.77 1.10 0.73 1.18 0.99 
Mean (AD) 0.70 0.81 0.62 0.80 0.73 
Std (AD) 0.50 0.75 0.41 1.05 0.73 
>I voxel 28.0% 28.0% 25.0% 24.5% 26.4% 
>2 voxel 5.5% 8.5% 0.5% 6.0% 5.1% 
Outer surface 
Frontal Temporal Occipital Parictal Total 
Mean -0.05 -0.41 -0.13 0.25 -0.08 
Std 0.88 0.81 0.72 0.75 0.82 
Mean (AD) 0.68 0.67 0.61 0.57 0.63 
Std (AD) 0.55 0.60 0.41 0.55 0.53 
*I voxel 26.4% 22.9% 19.5% 13.0% 20.4% 
1 
*2 voxel 4.5% 3.6% 2.00/. 5.0% 3.8% 1 
Table 7.4. Surface reconstruction errors (mm) measured In the landmark study. 
7.7. Segmentation and Reconstruction Conclusions 
These findings have shown that the segmentation technique of EM-MRF-MPLV 
not only provides accurate segmentation of GM and WM, but also provides the basis 
for the sub-voxel precision of cortical surface reconstruction. It also shows that 
neonatal T2 weighted MRI at 3 Tesla can consistently provide sufficient GM/WM 
contrast for intensity-based segmentation across PMA during the third trimester. 
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7.8. Regional Cortical measurements 
From the cortical segmentation and reconstructions, various parameters such as 
thickness, volume, surface area and curvatures were measured globally. For tile 
measurement of regional volume and surface measurcment, the four-lobe 
propagation method was used. 
7.9. Four-lobe propagation 
Volume measurements 
The templates of the four lobes were obtained as volumes and these were initially 
registered to the volumetric GM and WM segmcntation data of each individual 
infant by non-rigid volume registration (23). Thus tile GM and WM were subdivided 
into four lobes and the volume of each division was computed by multiplying tile 
voxel volume by the total number of voxcls in that division. 
Surface measurements 
For surface measurements the templates of the individual lobes were registered 
using a combination of volume and surface registration. During the initial part of my 
project, I tried using 3T T, and T2 weighted volume-bascd FFD as a method of 
extracting cortical information. However, I found that the boundaries of the cortical 
pial surface were very difficult to align with each other, in spite of the perfect 
registration of the central regions. The main reason for this is that the complex 
folding pattern of the whole cortex makes it behave like a 2D sheet at the GM/pial 
boundary rather than a 3D volume. Hence a combination of volume- and surface- 
based registration strategies is necessary for proper cortical alignment across 
subjects. 
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Cortical surface registration 
The first step in this process was the removal of any global affine misalignment 
between the two cortical surfaces. As the direct alignment of the cortical surfaces by 
the simple iterative closest point (ICP) method is easily trapped by local minima, 
voxel-based image registration was used to deal with the significant global affine 
differences seen between neonatal brains. This was performed by initially registering 
each subject to its corresponding T2 weighted template, from which tile optimal 
affine transformation is obtained. This transformation matrix was then applied to the 
cortical surfaces. For the acquisition of thickness measurements in the four lobes, the 
inner, middle and outer surfaces of the four region templates were initially 
reconstructed and these cortical reconstructions were then registered to the 
individual subjects by non-rigid surface registration. 
However, due to the rapid development of tile cortex, direct correspondence 
via non-rigid surface registration alone was difficult, Therefore an adaptive surface 
relaxation step was performed prior to the non-rigid surface registration. 
Adaptive surface relaxation 
Surface relaxation was employed prior to the surface registration to inflate tile more 
mature cortex. The criterion for stopping the surface relaxation was based on 
computation of curvature measurements. The relaxation was stopped when the 
cortical complexity of the more mature surface was comparable to an earlier PMA. 
An illustration of this surface relaxation is given in Figure 7.23. 
Non-rigid surface registration based on free-forin deformations (FFDs) 
Free-form deformations (FFDs) are a powerful tool for modelling 3D dcformable 
objects (23). The basic idea of FFI)s is to deform an object by manipulating an 
underlying mesh of control points. The resulting deformation controls the shape of 
the 3D object and remains as a continuous transformation, which smoothly deforms 
the cortical surfaces. 
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To define an FFD for a cortical surface S, the spatial domain occupied by this 
surface is defined as follows: n, = ((x, y, zýo: 5x! 5 x, o: 5y. 5 y, o! 5z: gz) where ý, dcnotcs a 
n, x n, x n, grid of control points 9,,,. The spacing between adjacent control points is 
uniform in all coordinate directions. The deformation of a vertex ,, 
(x, y, z) is 
represented as the 3D tensor of the I -D cubic B-splincs: 
333 
Y. 2: 2: 
1-0 M. on. o 
Therefore changing a control point in the grid affects only a 4x4x4 region around 
that control point. Surface registration is achieved by specifically moving tile control 
points to minimise a surface similarity. The similarity measure that is optimiscd in 
surface registration is called the average symmetric spatial distance f: 
IV f(SIWITI., )= 2 jjý + Ilu, - t(u, S)12) S 1-1 
where s and w are two cortical surfaces that are being registered. N, is the number 
of vertexes in surface s. For every vertex, v, . u, = t(v,, T,.., (iv)) defines the closest 
vertex of v, in the transformed surface TJiv). The purpose of adding the spatial 
second item is to force the registration of deep sulci. To ensure that the spatial 
transformation defined by the FFD is smooth, a standard second-order regularization 
penalty should be minimised (24). This penalty is added to the surface similarity to 
produce the final cost function. 
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(C) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 7.23 . An 
illustration of cortex surface relaxation and non-rigid registration. A neonate 
was scanned at 29.86 weeks and 39.86 weeks post Ill enst I-till I age. The inner cortical Surface of 
the first scan (PMA 29.86 weeks) is shown in (a). The cerebral cortex experiences noticeable 
folding by term equivalent age (PMA 39.86 weeks), as sho"n in (c). The inflated surface after 
adaptive relaxation is shown in (d), where the cortical folding complexity decreases. The surface 
non-rigid registration was then performed to align less mature cortex (. I) and inflated surface 
(d). The deformed surface of (a) is shown in (b). The image in (c) is I rendering of (b) and (d) 
together, where the zigzag pattern shows that these two surfaces are spatiallý Nerý close. 
Validation of surface registration using central sulcus propagation (25) 
The central sulcus on 5 subjects. who were scanned serially three times dLirIng the 
neonatal period from 27 weeks to 42 weeks, Aas marked 111,111WIlly. Thesc templates 
were then used for automatic propagation of' the central SUICUS across time points. 
using the adaptive relaxation technique along with non-rigid surl'ace registration. 
The overlap ratio between autornated results and manually established 
ground-truth was computed as a quantitative InCaSUrcnicnt of' registratioll 
performance. Both true positive (111) and Calse positive (I'll) errors "'ere estimated. 
TP was computed as the percentage area of' manual labelling that was accurately 
labelled by automatic mapping. FP was defined as the percentage area ofautoniatic 
sulcus that was not labelled manually. Table 7.5 sunimariscs tile results. It was also 
clear that performing just a global affinic transt'Orniation was not sufficient for 
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automated sulcus mapping. On the other hand, direct non-rigid surface-based 
registration showed higher error rates, possibly due to the local optima effect seen 
when the number of folds increases. In all cases, cortical registration with surface 
inflation shows the best perfonnance. 
lst to 2nd 2nd to 3rd Ist to 3rd 
Affine 
im 
NR 
NR+ 
1 
Afrine IM NR 
NR+ 
1 
Affine IM NIZ 
Nlt+ 
1 
TP 0.16 0.81 0.73 0.97 0.20 0.77 0.71 0.91 0.07 0.31 0.41 0.72 
FP 0.76 0.151 0.14 1 0.121 0.71 1 0.251 0.87 1 0.71 1 
Table 7.5. Overlapping ratios of automatic central sulcus labelling. Ist to 2nd: mapping central 
sulcus from the first scan to the second scan; 2nd to 3rd and Ist to 3rd similarly defined. Arfine: 
global affine transformation; NR: only non-rigid surface registration; IM: Intensity-based non- 
rigid registration; NR+1: non-rigid surface registration with adaptive surface inflation. 
The four-lobe propagation used similar adaptive relaxation and surface non-rigid 
registration. Once the four lobes were isolated, the surface area, curvaturc and 
thickness were measured. 
7.10. Summary 
The methodology of the newly developed EM-MRF-MLPV segmentation to deal 
with specific challenges in neonatal cortical segmentation is explained in this 
chapter. The validity of the technique is shown. Finally, an adaptive relaxation with 
surface non-rigid registration technique is explained and validated. This technique 
was used for the four-lobe propagation necessary for regional cortical 
measurements. 
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Chapter 8 Quantification of Cortical Morphology 
Introduction 
The neural correlates of the cognitive and emotional impairments of preterm 
infants are thought to reside in the cortex and hence the cortical volume, surface area 
and convolution index have been studied in neonates. However, there are conflicting 
results about cortical volume reduction in prcterm infants at term equivalent age 
compared to term born controls even from the same academic group: global 
reduction in one group of infants and regional reduction in a similar group of infants 
(1; 2). Reduction in cortical volume has also been shown in the presence of overt 
WM injury and with the use of postnatal steroids (3; 4). The finding of cortical 
volume reduction secondary to minor grades I and 2 haemorrhage is controversial 
too (2; 5). Other methods such as deformation based morphometry (DBM) have only 
shown a reduction in deep grey matter and not cortical grey matter in preterm infants 
at term with diffuse WM injury compared to term born controls (6). There is only 
one study in preterm neonates where the cortical volume during development was 
shown to be exponential (7). 
Twin studies have looked at qualitative folding patterns and found that 
monozygotic twins have similar folding patterns (8). Although 2D manual methods 
of cortical extraction have looked at cortical folding patterns during development 
and between infant groups (9; 10), there are no established 3D quantitative methods 
to analyse the subtle global and regional changes in folding during development and 
to quantify the differences of folding patterns between preterm infants at term 
equivalent age and term born controls (Figure 8.1). When visually comparing 
images in the boxes of Figure 8.1, the only obvious difference between the two is the 
marginally increased extra-cerebral space and slightly enlarged ventricles. However, 
a more careful inspection of the box reveals an obvious difference in the pattern, 
number, size and shape of the cortical folds. 
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Fronto-parietal 
Parieto-occipital 
Figure 8.1. Differences in cortical folding between preterm infants and term born controls. T, 
weighted axial slices of a preterm infant at term equivalent age (left) and term born control 
(right) at the level of the superior lateral ventricles. In the preterin infant at term age on the left 
there is an increase in the sulcal space filled with CSF and a decrease in tile complexity of 
folding. These differences are more prominent in the fronto-parietal and frontal lobes. 
In adults, Van Essen used the Visible I funian brain to develop a method of' 
automatic cortical reconstruction and extended this to create a population-based 
human cortical surface atlas with 24 landmarks on each hemisphere to study cortical 
folding (11; 12). This method is superior to volurric-based methods in the 111.1ppillo of' 
sulcal depths and identification of Sylvian I issurc asymmetry (1 3)- 15). The surl'ace 
atlas also allows precise representation of' functional MR imaging compared to 
volume-based atlases (16). However, since the neonatal cortex topology changes 
dramatically during development, multiple atlases are needed. Moreover, the adult 
methods assume a spherical topology t1or inter-sub. Icct cortical registration, which is 
also not ideal as the topology of the neonatal cortex is unknown. 
Although the cortical volume and cerebral volume have been studied using a 
scaling law with an assumption of invariant thickness (10), the scaling relationship 
has not been applied to cortical volume, nor has it been evaluated in relationship to 
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actual cortical thickness during development. This is because there are no in-vivo 
neonatal studies measuring cortical thickness. Finally, as cortical thickness 
measurement correlates better than cortical volume for both IQ and psychiatric 
problems (17-19) during childhood and adulthood, it is an essential parameter in the 
investigation of preterm infant brain development. 
In this chapter, using the newly developed novel segmentation and 
reconstruction technique, the cortical parameters of volume, surface area, curvatures 
and thickness are evaluated to address several hypotheses regarding cortical and 
cerebral development in pretenn infants. 
8.2. Hypotheses 
1. The folding of the cortex during development is modelled by differential 
geometry of both intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures. (Questions AI and A2) 
2. The cortical surface area is related to the cortical and cerebral volume by a linear 
scaling law in spite of changes in cortical thickness. (Question A3) 
3. The thickness of the cortex increases during development. (Question M) 
4. There is variation in the development of cortical volume, surface area and 
thickness across the four cortical lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal. 
(Question A5) 
5. The cortex of preterm. infants at term equivalent age shows different geometrical 
folding measurements compared to term bom control infants. (Question B 1) 
6. The cortical surface area and volume of preterm infants at term equivalent age are 
different compared to term born controls. (Question 132) 
7. The thickness of the cortex in pretenn infants at term equivalent age is different 
compared to term bom controls. (Question 133) 
8. There is a difference in the regional variation of the cortical characteristics 
between preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. (Question 
134) 
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To test these hypotheses, the study of cortical morphology in preterm infants is 
divided into two sections: 
1. Cortical development across postmenstrual age (PMA) during the third 
trimester. 
2. Cortical differences between preterm infants at term equivalent age and term 
bom controls. 
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8.3. Quantification of the morphological characteristics of cortical 
developmental during the third trimester in preterm infants 
8.4. Aim 
To determine both the global and regional morphological characteristics of the 
cortex and their relationship with other cerebral structures during the third trimester. 
Cortical development during the third trimester 
Research questions A 
1. Can the cortical folding during the third trimester be determined by invariant 
differential geometry of curvatures? 
2. If so, is the cortical fold ing/fi ssuration pattern dominated by intrinsic or 
extrinsic geometrical properties? 
3. Does the relationship between cortical surface area and cerebral volume 
follow a linear scaling law as shown by manual studies? 
4. What is the relationship between the cortical volume, surface area and 
thickness? 
5. Are there any regional variations in the development of the cortical 
morphology? 
6. What is the relationship between cortical parameters and other cerebral 
structures during development? 
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8.5. Methods 
Ethical Approval and Consent 
Ethical approval was obtained from the Hammersmith Hospital Local Research 
Ethics Committee (LREC) ref. 04/QO406/125 'Computational analysis of brain 
abnormalities and neurodevelopmental impairment in prcterm infants. Written 
parental consent was acquired for each infant. 
Patient Characteristics 
The preterm infants were recruited from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at 
Hammersmith Hospital. None of the infants had congenital anomalies, metabolic 
disease or congenital infections. The cohort consisted of 120 preterm infants born 
before 34 weeks GA. 23 of these infants were scanned at two time points. Preterm 
infants who were less than I kg were not sedated, but were given a feed, swaddled 
and scanned during natural sleep. Preterm infants who were above I kg were sedated 
with chloral hydrate 30-50mg/kg. Specific absorption rate values of all the 
sequences were within recommended levels, and no heating effects were seen. In 
fact, special attention was paid in infants of below 2 kg to prevent heat loss. These 
infants were wrapped in a plastic bag and placed on a plastic-coated gel heat pad, 
which was heated using a microwave. 
All infants were placed on suction-evacuated pillows to reduce motion. 
Infants were monitored by me with pulse oximetry, electrocardiographic and 
temperature readings. The temperature was maintained within ± 0.5 degree 
Centigrade in all infants. During their stay in the neonatal unit, all neonates had 
standard neonatal management with serial cranial ultrasounds as part of their clinical 
care. Information about GA at birth, PMA, birth weight, head circumference, 
chronic lung disease (defined as a need for supplemental oxygen at 36 weeks PMA), 
patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), days to full enteral feeding, necrotising enterocolitis 
and sepsis were obtained from the clinical notes. 15 infants were scanned whilst they 
received continuous airway support. The ventilatory continuous positive airway 
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pressure (CPAP) device that was present within the scanner room was firmly bolted 
to the wall in order to prevent it becoming a projectile risk. The CPAP and the 
humidifier were insulated in a Faraday copper cage to avoid inhomogeneity effects 
within the static and the gradient magnetic fields. Careful metal checks were 
undertaken to ensure that all infants and their clothes were completely free of metal. 
Image Acquisition 
Images were acquired on a3 Tcsla Phillips Medical System (Phillips, Best, Holland) 
using an 8-channel head coil. The MR sequence parameters were as follows: T, 
weighted magnetisation-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo volumes 
(MPRAGE): TR/TE = 17/4.6 milliseconds (ms), FOV of 210, matrix size of 256 x 
256, flip angle of 30", and voxel size of 0.86 x 0.86 x 0.8mm. T2 weighted 
pseudovolumes were acquired using a dual echo volume sequence, which gives both 
T2 and proton density-weighted volume images. The TR was 7000 ms and tile TE 
was 12.8 ms. A field of view of 220 mm was used. The matrix size was 224 x 224 
and the flip angle was 90". The acquired voxel dimension was 0.86 x 0.86 xI mm. 
Both sequences were acquired with just I NEX (number of excitations). The time for 
acquisition was 8-9 minutes depending on the size of the neonate. The SAR value 
for the sequence was 3.2 watts W/ kg. T, weighted volume images were acquired in 
the sagittal plane and reformatted into the transverse plane. T2 weighted images were 
acquired in the transverse plane. 
Visual image analysis 
Images were visually assessed for normal anatomical appearance of the cerebral 
cortex, basal ganglia and thalami, white matter and cerebellum. The presence of 
overt focal lesions such as intraventricular haemorrhage, cerebellar haemorrhage, 
haemorrhagic parenchymal infarction and ventricular dilatation with or without 
residual intraventricular haemorrhage and punctate white matter lesions were noted. 
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Segmentation and cortical reconstruction 
The newly developed technique of using an extended EM (expectation 
maximisation) method with MRF field constraint and removal of MLPVs 
(mislabelled partial volume voxels) was used to segment the cortical grey matter 
(Cor), white matter (WM) and CSF (cerebrospinal fluid). The cortex was then 
reconstructed using level set equations, as described in the previous section. Once 
the segmentation and reconstruction were performed the different morphological 
characteristics were computed as follows. 
8.6. Computation of cortical statistics 
Cortical volumes 
The number of voxels labelled as the cortex was calculated from the segmentation 
output. As the volume of each voxel was known to be 0.86mm 3, the whole volume 
was calculated by multiplying the total number of cortical voxels and the volume of 
a voxel. 
White matter and CSF volume 
The white matter volume was similarly computed by counting the number of WM 
voxels from the segmentation. The number of voxels of the corpus callosum was 
added to the WM segmentation, as this structure was masked before segmentation. 
CSF volume both within the ventricles and within the extra-cercbral space was also 
calculated. 
Cerebral volume 
The total cerebral volume was computed as the sum of the cortical, WM and basal 
ganglia volumes. The central GM volume was also obtained after non-rigid 
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registration of label propagation. All volumes were obtained in mm 3 and were 
converted to cm 3. 
Cortical surface area (SA) 
The cortical surface was represented by a triangular mesh. The surface area of this 
triangular mesh was computed to estimate the cortical surface area. The inner 
cortical surface was used to compute the surface area, as it preserved the depths of 
all the secondary and tertiary sulci. The surface area was computed in MM2 and 
2 
converted to cm . 
Cortical thickness 
The thickness of the cortex was estimated by subtracting the distance between the 
outer and inner cortical surfaces. The thickness distance between every point of the 
inner and outer cortical surface level set function was computed and the mean 
thickness across the whole surface was computed in mm. The standard deviation of 
the thickness was also obtained. 
Geometric measurements 
Isoperimetric ratio (IPR) 
The isoperimetric ratio was calculated by division of the cortical surface area by 
cortical volume to the power of 2/3. 
2 
IPR 
7 voi 
Convexity ratio (CR) 
The convexity ratio was obtained from the ratio of the cortical surface area and the 
surface area of its convex hull. The ratio is dimensionless. 
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Mean curvature: H 
The two principal curvatures kmin and kmax were computed at each point of the 
level set function and the mean was calculated as the average of these curvatures. 
k max+ k min 
2 
Gaussian Curvature: K 
The product of the principal curvatures was computed from the level set function at 
each point. 
K=k maxx k min 
Second-order measurements 
To test the hypothesis of whether the intrinsic or extrinsic theory of cortical folding 
dominates during development, both extrinsic and intrinsic curvatures were 
measured. In contrast to the zero-order measurements, the sccond-order 
measurements satisfy all the invariant conditions for curvature measurement. In 
addition, they can be locally computed and provide robust methods for the 
investigation of the underlying curvature. The second-order measurements were both 
globally and regionally computed, and these included intrinsic curvature index (ICI), 
extrinsic curvature index (ECI), L2 norm of Gaussian curvature (GLN) and L2 norm 
of mean curvature (MLN) (20). 
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8.7. Four-lobe division 
The four lobes (frontal, parietal. occipital and temporal) \ýcre manually labelled in 
each of the three template groups (simple. riledit. 1111 and complex). The Baver and 
Altman atlas was used in the construction ofthe templates (21,22). 
Frontal Lobe 
All the manual segmentations were initially Perf, 01-mcd In tile Sagittll pkine and then 
checked in the orthogonal planes using the MRicro program. The anterior edge of' 
the central sulcus was labelled as the posterior superior border of' the frontzil lobe 
bilaterally. A straight line was drawn from tile inllerior tip of' tile central sulcus 
vertically down to the corpus callosuni to inark the posterior interior horder. The 
frontal poles were the anterior borders bilaterally and anterior inferiorly the frontal 
lobe was limited by the orbital plate of' the frontil skull bone. The Sylviall fissure 
was identified as the posterior-inflerior border. The inedial borders %%crc the edge of' 
the frontal horn of the lateral ventricle and Corpus C, 1110SLI111 111d I%ISýIl gýlnglll. HIC 
interhemispheric fissurc formed the division tile two frolit'll lobc, ". 
mc and 
lw. ld 
Figure 8.2. Frontal lobe. Manual delineation of the frontal lobe (red) sho"n in three orthogonal 
views on T2 weighted scans. The central sulcus formed the posterior border. The frontal poles 
form the anterior border. Medially the inter-hemispheric lissure, frontal horn of lateral 
ventricle, corpus callosum and anterior basal ganglia formed the border% of the frontal lobc. 
The corpus callosum also formed part of the inferior houndarý mediall). ho%sc%er the orbito- 
frontal space formed the main inferior boundaries. 
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lnlýrujr boundat-N- 
Anterior boundarN 
corpus COIIOSLIIII 
PoNtellof I-ioundaIN- 
and orbitofrontal 
Central sulcuý 
space 
Parietal Lobe 
The anterior margin was given by tile posterior edge ofthe central sulcus. Siilillarlý 
to the frontal lobe, a line was vertically defined to connect tile ulf'enor tip of' tile 
central sulcus with the corpus callosuni. The Pilrieto-occipital fissure was identified 
as the posterior border and separated this lobe From the occipital lobe. The Intel*- 
hemispheric fissure formed tile medial borders. The parictal lobe \Nas bounded by 
the body and splenium of the corpus callOSLIIII and tile lateral ventricles 1111'enor 
medially. 
-iii 
111c, ti'll holdel 
t, l: ll %C11111cle and 
I ý, 1"' , '' 11" 10H, 
Figure 8.3. Parietal lobe. Delineation of the parietal lobe in orthogonal plane, %, at superior 
medial (top) and inferio-lateral (bottom) le%els on T, %%eighted %can%. The posterior edge of the 
central sulcus formed the anterior border. The parielo-occipital sulco% formcd the pos(erior 
border. The inter-hemispheric fissure formed the medial border. Inferio iuediallý the corpus 
callosurn and lateral ventricle formed the borders, %%hereas a line connecting the S)INian fis%urc 
and lateral occipital sulcus (green line in bottom figure) formed the inferio lateral border. 
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%icilial 1, ol (let - 
18W late drawn from fissure to ilic lateral MICOILIT11%pliclic 
occipital sulcus 
liwl Ic 
Inferio-laterally the border was more difficult to delineate. The Sylvian 
fissure was used as the anterior boundary and posteriorly a line was drawn from the 
Sylvian fissure to the lateral occipital sulcus at an angle of 1200, as shown by the 
green line in Figure 8.3. The insula separated the parietal from the temporal cortex 
inferiorly. Note that the edges of the cortex were not smooth, especially in the 
coronal plane. This was because the sagittal plane was the primary plane of 
delineation, where as far as possible there are no straight geometrical lines drawn 
with reference to the anterior edge of the corpus callosum, anterior commissure and 
so on, as commonly performed in adults. The 'zigzag' appearance of the border was 
also caused by the partial volume effect of visualising structures in orthogonal 
planes. 
Occipital Lobe 
The parieto-occipital fissure was used as the superior border to separate tile parictal 
and occipital lobes in the medial regions. The inferior border of the occipital horn of 
the lateral ventricle formed the superior border in the middle of tile brain. The 
separation of the occipital and parietal lobes laterally was defined by a linc drawn 
from the Sylvian fissure to the lateral occipital sulcus. The division of the occipital 
lobe from the temporal was most difficult to delineate, with the cuncus and 
parahippocampal gyrus forming the medial border and a line drawn from the parieto- 
occipital fissure to lingual forming the lateral border (green line along the posterior 
edge of the occipital pole of the lateral ventricle in the bottom Figure 8.4). The 
inferior border was the cortical area that abuts the tentorium and the occipital pole 
marked the posterior limit. 
Temporal lobe 
Once the three lobes were identified, the temporal lobe was constructed by 
subtracting these templates from the rest of the cerebral hemispheres from which the 
basal ganglia and brainstern had already been masked out by label propagation. The 
insular cortex was included as part of the temporal lobe. 
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llsý 
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Figure 8.4. Occipital lobe. Manual delineation of the occipital lobe in three orthogonal planes at 
medial inferior level (top) and lateral superior level (bottom) lc%els on T., N%eighlcd scans. The 
parieto-occipital sulcus formed the anterior border. The occipital pole forinctl the posterior 
border. The tentorium separated the occipital lobe from (lie cerebellum. The inter-heinisplicric 
fissure formed the medial border and laterally the line draý%n from the Sylvian fis%urc 
separated the parietal and occipital lobes, whereas a line dra"n from the lingual sulcus to file 
parieto-occipital sulcus distinguished the temporal and occipital lobes. 
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8.8. Four-lobe propagation 
Volume measurements 
The templates of the four lobes were obtained as volumes and these were initially 
registered to the volumctric cortical and WM segmentation data of each individual 
infant by non-rigid volume registration (23). Thus cortical and WM were subdivided 
into four lobes and the volume of each division was computed by multiplying the 
voxel volume by the total number of voxels in that division. 
Surface measurements 
Due to the complex folding pattern, the cortex behaves like a 3D sheet at the 
cortical/CSF boundary rather than a 3D volume. This means that a combination of 
volume- and surfacc-based registration strategies was necessary for proper cortical 
alignment across subjects. 
As this technique can only capture changes across 1-4 weeks of PMA, three 
templates at 26 weeks, 34 weeks and 40 weeks were manually labelled. Then the 
infants were divided into three groups: simple (25-32 weeks), medium (33-36 
weeks) and complex (37-48 weeks). Using the surface-based registration technique, 
the simple group was registered to the 26-week templates, medium to the 34-wcck 
templates and complex to the 40-week templates, so that the four lobes were 
automatically marked in all the individual subjects. 
The cortical surface of each of the four lobes in all the subjects was analysed 
for surface area, thickness and various second-order statistics. An example of the 
internal cortical surface after non-linear surface registration of the four-lobe 
templates for each age group is given in Figure 8.5. 
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Figure 8.5. Four-lobe propagation. The frontal (niagenta), parietal (orange), occipital (green) 
and temporal (blue) surface area representations. These surfaces are obtained using adaptive 
relaxation and non-rigid surface registration of the individual subjects to their corresponding 
templates. 
8.9. Statistical analysis 
SPSS (version 14.0) and Stats Direct UK (version 2.0.1 flor Windows) were used f'or 
the statistical analysis. All the variables were tested flor normality using the Shapiro- 
Wilks test. The relationship between PMA and the cortical variables \vas initially 
tested by simple linear regression and confirmed using multiple linear regressions. 
However. as some of the relationship was not linear, lincariscd estimates of' 
exponential. geometric and hyperbolic relationships were also obtained. Alizilysis of' 
variance was used to calculate regional differences and difIlerci-iccs between specific 
cerebral structures, with PMA as an interaction term. Grouped linear regression was 
used to calculate both the rate of growth and differencc in volumes between 
individual lobes and different cerebral structures. 
The scaling exponent was calculated using a cross-scctlonal time series analysis 
and involves a generalised least-square regression flor raridoin effects. This method 
provides a robust variance estimate for derivirig confidence intervals (CIs) alid flor 
hypothesis testing, accounting also for the variable iminbers atid the timing of' 
measurements in individual participants. Similar results were obtaiiied usiII0 LI 
standard regression analysis with robust estimatiori of' standard errors to allow for 
non-independence of data within individuals. To explorc the nature of' this scalmg 
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relation further, both GA at birth and gender were used as interaction terms in the 
regression model. 
Spearman's Rho correlation was used to correlate the pcrinatal factors such 
as weight and head circumference at both birth and scan. To analyse which of these 
factors was most influential, data reduction by principal component analysis was 
performed. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to calculate the cortical differences 
between infants with and without lesions. As the PMA between the infants with and 
without lesions was significant, logistic regression was used to analyse whether 
PMA or the presence of lesions influenced the cortical thickness, SA, volumes and 
various curvature measurements. Dichotomous variables such as scpsis, chronic lung 
disease, use of inotropes and treatment of PDA were analysed using logistic 
regression. The other continuous clinical variables were analysed using a multiple 
regression model. 
8.10. Results 
Patient characteristics 
The median GA at birth of the 120 preterm infants was 28.19 weeks (range 23.43 
weeks-34 weeks). They had a median birth weight of 1.075 kg (range 0.55 kg-2.12 
kg) and a median head circumference at birth of 25.5 cm (range 23.5 cm-27.1 cm). 
These infants were scanned between 25.14 weeks and 49.86 weeks post menstrual 
age. The median weight and head circumference at scan were 1.65 kg (range 0.54 
kg5.3 kg) and 29.7 cm (range 22.1 cm-39.1 cm) respectively. 
Clinical characteristics 
Most of the infants were scanned within a couple of weeks after birth and the 
clinical details were collected until term equivalent age. Intrauterine growth 
restriction was seen in ten of the infants. There were 15 sets of twins in the total 
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cohort, of whom 3 were monochorionic twins and 12 were dichorionic. In five of the 
twin pairs only one was scanned due to instability at the time of the scan (four 
infants) and death of the other twin (one infant). There was one surviving triplet in 
the whole cohort. 40% of the infants were born by spontaneous vaginal delivery and 
the rest by caesarean section. Prolonged rupture of membranes (PROM) was present 
in 24% of the infants. 79% of the mothers received two doses of antenatal steroids; 
13 mothers received I dose of steroids, whereas seven mothers did not receive any 
antenatal steroid cover. Most infants received one dose of surfactant, with eight 
infants receiving two doses and one infant receiving a total of three doses of 
surfactant; 20% of the infants did not receive postnatal surfactants. Three infants in 
the cohort required high-frequcncy oscillation and received nitric oxide for persistent 
pulmonary hypertension. 20% of the infants received conventional ventilation for a 
median of 1.5 days and a range of 0-26 days. 8% of the infants developed chronic 
lung disease with oxygen requirement at more than 36 weeks PMA. Four infants 
received ibuprofen treatment for patent ductus arteriosus and nine infants received 
inotropic support. One infant developed necrotising entcrocolitis and 20 infants had 
sepsis, of which 15 had culture-positivc sepsis. The organisms isolated were 
coagulase negative staphylococcus in nine infants, enterococcus in two infants, 
streptococcus pneumonia in one infant, staphylococcus aurcus in one infant and 
methicillin-resistant staphylococcus in two infants. Five of the remaining infants had 
high C-reactive protein and left-shifted neutorphils with toxic granulations and a 
clinical picture of sepsis. Within the group of 120 infants, total parcriteral nutrition 
was used for a median age of 6 days and the median age to achieve full cnteral fecds 
of 180 mls/kg/day in this group was 8 days. 
Pathological lesions on visual inspection 
Visual analysis of a 120-image dataset studied 15 infants' brain pathology. Four of 
the infants with lesions had repeat scans. Pathology included bilateral 
intraventricular haernorrhage with hydrocephalus (three infants), bilateral 
intraventricular haernorrhage with ventricular dilatation <95th ccntile (two infants), 
cerebellar haernorrhage (one infant), cerebellar haemorrhagc with bilateral 
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intraventricular haemorrhage (one infant), extensive bilateral haemorrhage without 
dilatation (one infant), porencephalic cyst (five infants) and bilateral extensive 
punctate white matter lesions (two infants). In one infant with vcntricular dilatation 
following bilateral haemorrhage, this extended into the lcft thalami. All the lesions 
except punctate white matter lesions were visualised on ultrasound examination 
prior to MR examination and were present within the first week of life. 
The median GA at birth of the infants with lesions was 25.57 weeks (range 
24.14 weeks-33 weeks), which was significantly less than the whole cohort by 1.43 
weeks (95% Cl 0-3 weeks) and less than in infants without lesions by a mcdian 
difference of 2 weeks (95% Cl 0.43 weeks-3.29 weeks). The median PMA was 
32.36 weeks (range 25.14 weeks-44.7 weeks). This was not significantly different 
from the whole cohort nor from the PMA for infants who did not have lesions. 
8.11. Geometrical measurements 
Zero-order measurements 
Mean curvature 
The mean curvature significantly increased with PMA. This increase was linear up 
to 40 weeks PMA, after which it appeared to reach a plateau. The mean curvature 
increased from 0.33 mm-1 to 1.2 mm" and did not differ between infants with and 
without lesions. 
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Figure 8.6. Mean curvature during development in all the Infants In the cohort. The mean 
curvature of the whole cohort of preterm infants, Le. those with and without lesions, Increased 
linearly with Increase in PMA until 40 weeks, after which it appeared to reach a plateau. 
Convexity ratio 
The convexity ratio (CR) is given by the ratio of the cortical surface area and convex 
hull surface area. -There was also a significant increase in CR with PMA, as shown 
in Figure 8.7. 
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Figure 8.7. Convexity ratio during development In all the Infants In the cohort. The linear 
increase in convexity ratio of the whole cohort of preterm infants, i. e. those with and without 
lesions, with PMA up to 40 weeks is depicted. 
The outliers in the graph were caused by the significant reduction in the 
convexity ratio of the infants with lesions compared to infants without lesions (1.76 
versus 2.11). The CR appeared to tail off by 40 weeks PMA, which suggests that the 
rate of increase of surface area may reach a maximum at this stage. This was further 
probed by the other geometrical indices. 
Isoperimetric ratio 
The isoperimetric ratio, which gives a measure of the excess SA for a given volume, 
ranged from 13-29 cm and this suggested that the cortical surface area was about 
3.4-6 times more than the surface area of an equivalent sphere. This ratio increased 
until 36 weeks PMA, after which the values appeared to plateau. This suggested that 
the increase in cortical area was significantly higher compared to the volume 
increase until 36 weeks PMA, after which the surface area increased in proportion to 
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the volume. The IPR in the presence of' overt lesions was significantly reduced 
compared to the absence of lesions, i. e. 20.14 versus 24.06 crn (p 0.006). 
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Figure 8.8. Isoperimetric ratio during development of all (lie infants in the cohort. The increase 
in IPR with PMA occurred until 36 weeks, after which it appeared to reach a plateau. 
8.11. Second-order geometrical measurements 
The computation of minimum and maximum curvatures at each point of flic 
triangular mesh was consistent and robust. I lowever. identi I ication ofal I lobes with 
positive curvature alone was variable and inconsistent, and hence in Intrinsic 
curvature index was not included in the analysis. 
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Extrinsic Curvature 
The extrinsic curvature index, which measures the cylindrical PWAS OfthC Curvature. 
was relatively static until 36 weeks I'MA. after which it showed a draillatic increase 
with PMA. As tightly folded structures increase the F. CL tills could inean that tile 
new cortical folds were loosely folded until 36 weeks, after which period the 
convolutions became much more compact. One-way analysis of' variance showed 
that there were regional variations: tile frontal ECI was significantly increased 
compared to the other lobes, the parietal and temporal FCI were not statistically 
different, and the occipital ECI was significantly reduced coniparcd to all other 
lobes. Multiple linear regression showed that this variance . vas niostly explained by 
the surface area of each lobe. Furthermore. tile regional patterns across PMA 
mirrored the global pattern of increase in the FCI froin 36 weeks onwards. In illf. 1111s 
with overt lesions, the ECI was significantly lower coniparcd to 111111lits without 
lesions. 
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Figure 8.9. Extrinsic curvature index (ECI) during development in all the infants in (lie cohort. 
For the whole cohort of preterm infants, i. e. those with and Aithout lesions, the extrinsic 
curvature index measured near zero until 36 weeks, after which there was a dramatic increase. 
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L2 norm of mean curvature (MLN) 
The L2 norm (MLN), which is the sum of squares of the mean curvature, showed a 
similar pattern of increase after 36 weeks PMA. The MLN showed regional 
variations similar to the ECI and was also significantly lower in infants with lesions 
compared to infants without lesions. 
Intrinsic Curvature 
L2 norm of Gaussian curvature 
Unlike the extrinsic measurements, the GLN showed a constant increase with PMA. 
The L2 norm is the sum of the squares of the Gaussian curvatures and measures the 
intrinsic geometry of any curvature. This suggested that the convolution process was 
dominated by the intrinsic curvature prior to 36 weeks and the extrinsic curvature 
after 36 weeks. The regional variations in the GLN were also similar to the other 
second-order indices. Interestingly, the difference in GLN between infants with and 
without lesions was less significant compared to the extrinsic measurements (GLN 
difference <0.01 versus ECI difference <0.0001). 
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Figure 8.10. GLN during development of all the infants in the cohort. The 1, , norm of Gaussian 
curvature of the whole cohort of preterm infants, i. e. those with and without lesions, increased 
throughout the third trimester. 
Multiple linear regression showed that altIIOUgh tile sccond-ordcr 
measurements were related to each other, the surface area had the maximal Influence 
on these measurements, p=0.009. Cortical volume and thickness and PMA had no 
influence on the GLN, MLN and F. Cl. Similarly, the regional differences seen 
between the four lobes were related to their respective regional surl'acc areas rather 
than PMA. To illustrate this, a graph showing the relationship between tile frontal 
MLN and frontal surface area is given in Figure 8.11. 
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Figure 8.11. Relationship of MLN and surface area (SA) during development ofall the infants 
in the cohort. To illustrate the dependence of the second-order geometrical indices on the SA, 
the linear relationship between the frontal M LN and frontal SA of (lie vv hole cohort of preterin 
infants, i. e. those with and without lesions, is depicted in the graph. 
Although the PMA for intants with lesions wýjs significantly reduced 
compared to infants without lesions. logistic regression showed that tile PMA (lid 
not influence the decrease in mean curvature. CR, I PR. I -CI and MIX I lowever. tile 
infants with lesions were born at lower GA and this, along with the presence of 
lesions, influenced the reduction in the extrinsic curvature measurements seen. On 
the other hand, neither the presence of lesions nor the lower GA at birth al'I'Mcd tile 
GLN. 
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8.12. Cortical Thickness 
The mean cortical thickness for all the infants was 1.63 nun with a rangc of' 1.04- 
2.02 mm. The thickness significantly increased with PMA. The I*our lowest values 
were seen in infants with lesions (circle ill Figure 8.12). 1 lowever. even ill tile 
infants without lesions the cortex was thinner at lower I'MA. This indicated it nornial 
increase in cortical thickness with increasing PMA. 
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Figure 8.12. Mean cortical thickness during development of all the infants in (lie cohort. The 
cortical thickness of the whole cohort of preterm infants, i. e. tlio%e with and "ithout lesions, 
increased with PMA. 
There was no significant difference in the thickness between hillints with and 
without lesions even when corrected for PMA. I lowever. therc %as a regional 
variation in the thickness. The mean temporal thickness was 1.43 nini and "as 
significantly less compared to the other lobes, whereas the mcan thicknesses ofthe 
frontal, parietal and occipital lobes were 1.57,1.56 and 1.51 nini respectively. All 
the four lobes increased in thickness with increasing PMA. This regional variation 
persisted even in the presence of lesions. 
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8.13. Scaling relationship 
The GA, weight and head circumference at birth and the PMA, weight and head 
circumference at scan were all significantly correlated to cortical surlIace area and 
cerebral volume. As these factors were inter-correlated. multiple analysis of' 
correlation using two-sided Spearman's rho correlation was perlornied. This showed 
that factors such as GA, weight and head cirCLIIIII'ereticc at birth were correlated to 
each other; and factors at scan such as weight, head circunillerence and PMA were 
strongly inter-correlated. PMA was the most influential 11ictor oil principal 
component analysis, hence this was used in Further analysis. 
When the absolute cortical surface area and cerebral VOILIIlle were plotted against 
PMA. the relative increase in surtace area for a given VOILIIIIC WaS Seen. The cerebral 
volume ranged between 54 cm 3 and 452cm-'. Both tile surface area and VOILIIIIC 
appear to plateau at 40 weeks, when the mean curvature and convexity ratio sho\ved 
a similar pattem. 
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Figure 8.13. Cortical surface area and cerebral volume during development of all the infants in 
the cohort. The cortical surface area and cerebral volume increase with I'MA are depicted. 
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In the presence of overt lesions the SA, cerebral volume and cortical VOIL1111C 
were significantly lower compared to normal preterm hil'atits. The cerebral volume 
increased from 29 cm 3 to 348 cm 3 in the presence oflesimis and from 82 crn-' to 452 
cm 3 in the absence of lesions (Figure 8.14. b), showing a sigmilicailt reductimi ill the 
median cerebral volume in the presence of lesions. Similarly to the curvature 
measurements, logistic regression showed that reduced I'MA in int. -Ints with lesions 
did not influence the reduction in the cortical measurements. (M the other hand, the 
infants with lesions were born at lower GA and this, along with tile presence ol'overt 
lesions, influenced the reduction in the cortical measurcinents. 
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Figure 8.14. Cortical surface area and cerebral volume in preterm infants with and % ithout 
lesions during development. (a) Cortical surface area (SA) in the presence Of lesions ([)lack 
circles) is significantly reduced compared to non-lesion (red squares) infants. 
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Figure 8.14. Cortical surface area and cerebral volume in preterin infants with an(] without 
lesions during development. (b) Reduction is seen in the cerebral volume between infants with 
lesions (black circles) and without lesions (red squares) in a similar manner to cortical SA. 
The relationship between cortical surface area and VOIL1111C call be expressed 
as a scaling relationship. If the surface area. v and volume i, ofa collection of'splicres 
of varying size are measured, the scaling relation is ofthe 11orni 
S. = ki" 
where a= 2/3 is a scaling exponent and k is a constant. Transibrination to log 
coordinates gives 
logs =a log I, + C. 
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where c= log k. Thus, log s plotted against log v will be a straight line with a slope 
2 4/ 3 and the Volume 3 jj r. In the cw a 2/3 as the area of the sphere 
is 4jir 3, se of' , 
developing brain, as we know that the surl'ace area becomes relatively larger as the 
brain grows., it is plausible to postulate a scaling relationship but with a larger Value 
ofa compared to a sphere. This value can be estimated by plotting a scatter graph of' 
log s against log v and determining whether the data lie approximately oil a straight 
line. If so, the slope determined using linear regression gives in estimate of'(x. 
Indeed, the log-log plot or surlacc area versus cerebral volunic was linear 
(Figure 8.15. a) and the slope of' the line wits 1.15 with a 95% CI of' 1.11 to 1.1 (). 
Multiple linear regression analysis showed that this scaling relationship ýýas 11'1'cctcd 
by the degree of prematurity (p=0.02) and gender did not have any elTect. 
Log SA a 
Log ccrcbral volume 
Figure 8.15a. Scaling relationship for all the infants in the cohort during development. The log log plot 
of the cortical SA and cerebral volume of the whole cohort of preterin infants, i. e. those with and 
without lesions, showed a linear regression with a slope of' 1.15. 
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in comparison, the scaling exponent for the relationship between cortical 
volume and surface area was smaller than the relationship with cerebral Volume and 
was found to be 0.85 (95% Cl of 0.82-0.89). Interestingly, the log-log plot was 
linear until the logarithmic cortical volume reached about 5, when tile logarithmic 
increase in cortical surface area decreased slightly (Figure 8.1 5b). 
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Figure 8.151). Scaling relationship for all tile infants in the cohort during development. The 
log-log plot of the cortical SA and cortical Volume of the whole cohort of pre(crill infants, i. e. 
those with and without lesions, showed a linear regression slope ofO. 85. 
In the presence of overt lesions, because ofthe reduction in SA, cerebral VOIL1111C 
and cortical volume, the scaling relationship for SA to both cerebral and cortical 
volume was significantly reduced (Figure 8.16a and b). The scaling exponent flor 
SA and cerebral volume with and without lesions were 0.92 and 1.14 respectively 
(p <0.0001), whilst the scaling exponents for the SA to cortical volume In the 
presence and absence of lesions were 0.65 and 0.84 respectively (p=0.00 I ). 
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Figure 8.16. Scaling relationships in preterm infants with and %%ithout lesions during 
development. (a) The scaling relationship between cortical surface area (SA) and cerebral 
volume reduced significantly in the presence of lesions (black circles). (b) A similar reduction of 
the scaling exponent between cortical SA and cortical %olunie in the presence of lesions was 
seen. 
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8.14. Relationship between cortical volume, surface area and 
thickness 
The cortical volume increased with PMA. It increased from 5 cin 
' to 257 cni' 
between 25 weeks and 48 weeks PMA. The cortical SUrflace area increased froni 104 
cm 2 to 933 cm 2 and thickness also increased during this time (Figure 8.17). 
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Figure 8.17. Cortical volume of the whole cohort during development. The increase in cortical 
volume with PMA is depicted. 
II in the presence of lesions the cortical SA increased from 104 cni- to 649 cni-, 
whereas in infants without lesions the cortical SA increased frorn 144 C In 
2 to 933 
cm 2. Hence the median SA was significantly reduced in the presence of' lesions, as 
shown in Figure 8.14a. A similar reduction in the rnedian cortical volume was also 
seen in the presence of lesions: lesions 5 cni 3 to 153 C1,13 and non lesions 28 cm 
3 to 
257 cm 3 (Figure 8.18). Logistic regression showed that reduced PMA in int'ants with 
lesions did not influence the reduction in the cortical volume. On the other hand, the 
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infants with lesions were born at lower GA and this, along with tile presence ol'overt 
lesions, influenced the reduction in the cortical volume. 
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Figure 8.18. Cortical volume in preterm infants with and without lesions during development. 
The cortical volume in infants with lesions (black circles) is signiticantly reduced compared to 
infants without lesions (red squares). 
The volume of any structure can be calculated froni its surface area and 
thickness, thus the increase in cortical volume seen during development is caused by 
a dramatic increase in cortical surlace area with very little increase in thickness 
(Figure 8.19). Linearised estimates of regression showed that volume and SA 
followed a logistic pattern. 
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Figure 8.19. Cortical surface area, volume and thickness for all the infants in the cohort during 
development. The cortical thickness, surface area (SA) and Nolunic were log transformed as the 
scale of the measurements were very different. The increase in the log cortical surface area was 
associated with a corresponding increase in log cortical volume during the third trimester. 
Although the thickness also increased during this time, the rate of increase was vcrý small 
compared to the other two measurements. 
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8.15. Cerebral volumes during development 
The total cerebral volumes increased frorn 54 cin' to 452cni' during the third 
trimester. Thus, the rate of increase of' the cerebral volume Aas l6cin ; /week. The 
cortical grey matter volume also increased at the rate of 10.5ciii"/week, whereas tile 
rate of increase of the white matter volume was 5 crn-'/week until 36 weeks PMA. 
after which it remained constant. The CSF volUrne showcd a linear increase with 
PMA. 
To explore which of the structure contributcd most to thc increase in cercbral 
volume, the individual volumes were expressed as a fraction of the total cercbral 
volume. Hence, when expressed as a Craction ofthe total cerebral VOILIIIIe (TCV), the 
cortical volume increased linearly and the white matter decreased with PMA. The 
proportional CSF volume remained constant. as shown in Figure 9.20. 
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Figure 8.20. Proportional volumes of the whole cohort during dcvelopinent. The proportional 
volume of cortex to cerebral volume increased during (lie third trimester, whereas those of the 
WM to the cerebral volume decreased. There was no change in (lie proportional CSF volume. 
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8.16. Regional variations in cortical morphology 
The cortical volume, surface area and thickness of the floui- lobes were calculated. 
The cortical surface area of all four lobes increased with PMA. One-\N, ay analysis of' 
variance with Bonferroni multiple comparisons showed thit the cortical surtIlce arca 
was increased in the frontal lobe and decreased in the occipital lobe compared to tile 
other two lobes (Figure 8.21 a). 
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Figure 8.21. Regional cortical morphology for all the infants in the cohort during development. 
(a) The frontal lobe showed increased SA compared to all other lobes and the occipital lobe i%as 
significantly reduced compared to the other lobes. 
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Figure 8.21. Regional cortical morphology of the whole cohort during development. (b) Cortical 
volumes showed a similar pattern to the cortical SA, although the temporal and parietal lobes 
were not significantly reduced compared to frontal lobe volunic. 
Both cortical volumes (Figure 8.21 b) and WM volumes ofall tile four lobes 
increased with PMA. However, there were regional variations between tile cortical 
and WM volume in both total and proportional volumes. One-ý, vay analysis of' 
variance with Bonferroni multiple comparisons showed that tile cortical volumes of' 
the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes were not statistically different and that all 
these lobes had increased volume compared to the occipital lobe cortical Volume. It 
was curious to see the increase in temporal lobe cortical volume in spile of' tile 
decreased cortical thickness seen in this lobe compared to all the other lobes. The 
proportional cortical volume in relationship to the cerebral Volume also rellectcd this 
pattern, as seen in Figure 8.2 1 b. 
In contrast, one-way analysis of variance with Bonferroni multiple 
comparisons showed that the WM volumes were all significanfly different from one 
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another. The frontal lobe had increased WM volume compared to the parietal lobe, 
the parietal had increased WM volume compared to the temporal lobe, and the 
temporal lobe had increased WM volume compared to the occipital lobe (Figure 
8.22a). Grouped linear analysis of the IMir lobes showed significant distinctions in 
both the proportional WM volume and the rate ot'decrease oI'WM volume, as seen 
in Figure 8.22b. The temporal outliers were caused by infants with lesions in whoin 
the temporal lobe was specifically spared. 
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Figure 8.22. Regional white matter volumes for all the infants in lite collort during 
development. (a) The total WM volume of the frontal lobe was increased and lite occipital lobe 
was decreased compared to the other two lobes. 
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Figure 8.22. Regional white matter volume. % of file whole cohort during development. (b) The 
proportional WM volume in all four lobes reflected tile total WM volume and dec"cased %%ith 
increasing PMA. There was a significant difference in (lie rate of decrease between all file four 
lobes 
8.17. Overt lesions 
All infants who were scanned at term equivalent age had diffuse excessive high 
signal intensity (DEHSI) on visual analysis. In the presence of' overt lesions the 
cerebral volume (Figure 8.14b), cortical volume (Figure 9.18) and WM volume 
(Figure 8.233a) were decreased compared to the volurnes ol'inflints ý%Ilo did not have 
lesions. The scaling exponent of the cortical SA to both cerebral and cortical volume 
was significantly reduced in the presence of' lesions compared to tile absence of' 
lesions (Figure 8.16a and b). The CSF volume, as might be expected, increased ill 
the presence of lesions. Regardless of the site ofthe lesion. analysis ot'varlance with 
Bonferrom corrections showed that all the four lobes showed a reduction ill tile 
cortical volume (Figure 8.2-33b), whereas the WM volumes were only significantly 
reduced in the parietal and frontal lobes (Figure 8.23c). 
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Figure 8.23. Volumes in preterm infants with and without lesions during de%clopment. (at) 
Global white matter volumes during development ill infants with lesions (black circles) were 
significantly reduced compared to infants without lesions (red squares). 
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Figure 8.23. Volumes in preterm infants with and without lesions during de%clopluent. (b) 
Regional grey matter volumes in all lobes were significantly reduced in infants %%ith lesions 
(compared to infants without lesions). 
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Figure 8.23. Volumes in preterm infants with and without lesions during development. (c) 
Regionally the white matter volumes in the parietal and frontal lobes were significantiv reduced 
in infants with lesions (compared to infants without lesions. 
8.18. Perinatal factors 
Except for the presence of lesions, none of the clinical variables was relatcd to tile 
cortical measurements at the time of scanning. Thcrc was no differclicc in dic 
cortical thickness, surface area and global and regional VOILIMCS 01' tIlC V, 11-IOLIS 
cerebral structures between twins and singletons. Chronic lung disease did not 
predict smaller cerebral or cortical volumes, although thcrc "as a trend towards 
decreased WM volumes in the parietal and occipital Icsions. Tile use of' 11lotropcs 
was associated with lesions, although the corollary was not true. Tile tWO Patients 
who needed high-frequency ventilation and nitric oxide had lesions and hence 
smaller cerebral volumes. The presence or absence of' sepsis did not relatc to 
cerebral volume. However. when all the infants with sepsis but without coagulas-c 
negative staphylococcal infections were analysed, the infants had sinaller ccrebrai 
and cortical volumes and in two infants this was in spite ofovcrt Icsions ý'ISLIahscd 
only in the cerebellum. 
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8.19. Discussion 
This study shows the comprehensive development of all the cortical morphological 
parameters and their regional variation between the major cortical lobes in a large 
cohort of preterm infants. 
Curvature 
The study showed that geometric measurements of curvature can be used to 
distinguish the folding and fissuration process that occurs during cortical 
development. The isoperimetric ratio showed a dramatic increase in tile cortical SA 
for a given volume until 36 weeks PMA. During this period tile extrinsic 
measurements of curvature were relatively static and the GLN, which is an intrinsic 
measure of curvature, increased with PMA. This suggested that the relative increase 
in surface leads to changes in the intrinsic geometry of the cortex and convolutions 
occur by a process of fissuration, as explained by Griffin LD (24). After 36 weeks 
the IPR appeared to plateau and the increase in cortical SA was proportional to the 
increase in cortical volume. At this stage both extrinsic measurements of curvature; 
MLN and ECI, dramatically increased with PMA, with a continuing increase in the 
intrinsic curvature. This suggested that during the late third trimester, the 
proportional increase in cortical SA and volume leads to convolutions by a process 
of folding due to extrinsic tension between the interconnected cortical regions, as 
explained by Van Essen (25). Indeed, on visual analysis secondary and tertiary sulci 
usually start to appear around 36 weeks PMA. Although at 36 weeks the curvatures 
appeared to change, the key factor determining this change was a shift in the 
trajectory of the proportional increase of SA to volume rather than PMA. On the 
other hand, the mean curvature and the convexity ratio, which has contributions 
from both extrinsic and intrinsic curvature indices, increased until 40 weeks. This is 
because these zcro-order geometrical measurements give a composite quantification 
of the amount of total convolutions (folding and f issuration). 
During the third trimester of foetal and preterm, brain development, even 
though there is space in the extra-cerebral region cortical convolutions are present. 
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The convolutions at this stage are probably due to the process of fissuration. In 
contrast, during the last few weeks of pregnancy, the decrease in the extra-cerebral 
space along with an increase in the cortical SA causes compactness of the cortical 
surface by formation of more folds. Thus, this study has shown that the cortical 
convolutions occur by a temporally orchestrated combination of both intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors. As the extra-cerebral space is increased in prcterm infants at term 
age, it will be interesting to see whether the extrinsic curvature is affected compared 
to term born controls. 
There were regional variations in curvature measurements, with the frontal 
lobe showing maximal values for all sccond-order geometrical indices and the 
occipital lobe displaying minimal values. Fischl ct al. (26) have shown in adult 
brains a similar variation in the geometrical measurements of curvature. In spite of 
global differences in extrinsic and intrinsic curvature measurements with PMA, the 
regional variations of the GLN in the four lobes were similar to ECI and MLN, 
suggesting that cerebral lobes affect the curvature measurements only in relative 
proportion to the surface area and have no intrinsic effect on the curvature. Indeed, 
this is confirmed by both visualisation and statistical analysis of the regional surface 
area curves. 
Although CR increased with PMA, there may be a fundamental problem in 
the method used to measure CR. In comparison to the 2D gyrification index which is 
drawn around the cortical surface up to the boundary of the basal ganglia in cach 
slice, the convex hull surface area did not include the surface area of the medial 
cortical surfaces but included the volume of CSF in the intcr-hemispheric fissure. 
Hence the CR needs to be evaluated for each individual hemisphere after subtracting 
the basal ganglia regions. 
In the presence of lesions all the curvature measurements were significantly 
reduced compared to those without lesions, except for the GLN. Although the 
infants with lesions were scanned at a median of 2 weeks earlier than infants without 
lesions, the PMA did not influence the reduction in curvature measurements. On the 
other hand, the lower GA at birth of the infants with lesions, coupled with the 
presence of lesions, influenced the curvature measurements. 
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The robustness of the second-order measurements was not validated in this 
study, as these values are very dependent on the post-proccssing technique used and 
the values given by Van Essen, Fischl, Batchelor and Rodriquez are very different 
(11; 26-28). Indeed, Batchelor et al. (20) showed that the resolution, type of cortical 
reconstruction technique and the amount of smoothing used have a major effect on 
the values computed. In this study, no smoothing was used as the level set function 
is constrained to be smooth and the main focus was to investigate developmental 
trends. Thus, this study gives a true reflection of the curvature indices as given by 
the MR data. 
Thickness 
Interestingly, the thickness of the cortex increased in all the four lobcs during 
the third trimester, in contrast to a foetal study which showed regional variations in 
cortical thickness (29), where the temporal cortex increased in thickness, the parietal 
cortex decreased in thickness and the frontal and parictal cortical thickness remained 
constant during the third trimester. The foetal study had systematically measured 
cortical thickness using 2D measurements. However, it has been shown that 2D 
measurements of cortical thickness can under or over exaggerate the thickness 
unless all measurements are made when the cortical surface is orthogonal to the 
plane of visualisation. The presence of lesions did not affect the cortical thickness 
and the regional variation was maintained even in the infants with lesions across 
PMA. Foetal measurements in the presence of lesions are currently unavailable. 
However, all thickness measurements are always constrained by the contrast 
to noise ratio and spatial resolution of the cortical lobe. Any errors that might occur 
in sulcal regions where there is very little CSF space should have been removed by 
the segmentation technique, as the technique used in this study specifically detects 
and removes CSF MLPVs in the sulcal regions. Indeed, as part of the validation of 
the segmentation and reconstruction technique, the boundary error study and the 
landmark study found that the errors in measurement of the cortical surfaces in all 
the four cortical lobes were between 0.40 mm and 0.7 mm. This confirmed that the 
thickness measurements made in the study had sub-voxel level precision at the 
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acquired spatial resolution of the data. It also showed that there were no systematic 
differences in gyri and sulci regions and between the four lobes. 
There is only one post-mortern MR study of cortical thickness, where 
Sbarbati et a]. found the occipital cortex to be thinner than other lobes at 16 weeks 
PMA (30). However, in my study I found the temporal cortex to be significantly 
thinner from 25 to 48 weeks PMA. To explore this, visual assessment was 
performed of all the segmentations, especially of the temporal lobes, which did not 
show any systematic effors. This was in keeping with the boundary error and 
landmark error validation between manual and automated results. True validation of 
these results needs careful post-mortem and 3D normal fctal correlations. Although 
this study gave global thickness measurements, the regional variations in thickness 
within individual gyri and sulci may be more biologically interesting, as they may 
give an insight into the thickness of each cortical layer and, in turn, their functional 
significance when coupled with functional MR imaging (fMRI) data. 
Scaling 
Stevens CF and Changizi (31; 32) have explored the scaling exponents of various 
cortical components in relation to the cortical expansion seen during evolution. 
Similar to Kapellou et al. 's study (10), this study using an automated 3D 
measurement method related the log cortical surface area to the log cerebral volume 
by a scaling exponent of 1.15. This scaling exponent was within the 95% CI of 1.14- 
1.23 measured by the previous study. However, in my study only GA at birth 
influenced the scaling exponent, whereas in the previous study gender also affected 
the scaling exponent. Furthermore, I explored the scaling relationship between 
cortical surface area and volume, as this relationship is more critical in 
understanding the intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms that drive cortical folding and 
fissuration. The scaling exponent of the cortical surface area and volume was 0.87. 
In keeping with the proportional surface area/volume increases shown by IPR and 
second-order geometrical indices, the logarithmic curves appear to plateau at higher 
values (Figure 8.14b). The small difference seen between the two scaling exponents 
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indicates the relative lack of influence that the other cerebral structures have on the 
final cortical surface area. 
Surface area and volumes 
Similar to previous studies by Huppi et al. (7) and Ajayi-obe et al. (9), 1 found 
that the cortical volume and surface area increased during the third trimester. The 
regional variation of the absolute values of cerebral, cortical and white matter 
volumes were comparable to previous studies (7; 33). The total cortical and WM and 
their ratios to the total cerebral volume (TCV) were also similar to fluppi ct al. 's 
study. Also, in the presence of lesions the volume of all the cerebral structures 
decreased in my study similar to previous studies (1; 3; 4). However, germinal layer 
haernorrhages did not decrease the volume, which contradicts Vasilciadis's study 
(34). Although there were some systematic differences sccn in tile volume of tile 
various cerebral structures, previous studies' errors in segmentation could explain 
these small differences. 
Regional cortical morphometry 
The choice of template is central to accurate regional measurements. Various adult 
studies have parcellated the brain using individual and probabilistic tcmplatcs/atlases 
(35-37). Surface-based automatic parcellation techniques are usually guided by the 
sulcal presence (38). However, during development this is not possible as multiple 
sulci appear for the first time. Hence, careful manual templates using a refercrice 
atlas were initially produced. Using these templates the four lobes were parccitated 
with a combination of volume- and surface-based non-linear registration techniques. 
This method has been validated for mapping of the central sulci across PMA with 
low false positive and false negative error rates between manual and automated 
templates (39). 
The brain has been previously parcellated in neonates using the adult 
technique of identifying the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-PQ 
line and positioning of lines at the tangent of gcnu of the corpus callosurn and at the 
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midline lines of the AC and PC line in a talairach template (2; 33; 40; 41). These 
studies have divided the frontal lobes into prefrontal and frontal and the occipital 
lobes include parts of the parietal, temporal and occipital lobes. However, recently 
Mewes et al. (42) showed that the talairach parccliation method led to displacement 
of the various cerebral lobes in preterm infants. They also showed specifically that 
the frontal and superior regions were enlarged and the central and temporal gyri and 
sulci were shifted in preterm infants compared to full-tcrm infants, and cxplaincd 
these changes due to the non-synostotic dolichocephalic nature of prcterm infants' 
skull shape. Therefore, it is not surprising that there arc systematic differcnccs 
between the regional volumes quoted in these studies compared to my study. 
Perinatal factors 
The presence of lesions was the only factor that affected the cortical surface area, 
cerebral volume, cortical volume and scaling exponents, similar to previous studies. 
Although these infants were scanned at an earlier median age, logistic regression 
showed that reduced PMA in infants with lesions did not influence the reduction in 
the cortical volume. On the other hand, the infants with lesions were born at a lower 
GA and this, along with the presence of overt lesions, influenced the reduction in the 
cortical volume. 
After excluding staphylococcus aureus infections, infections were the other 
perinatal. factor associated with a decreased cortical volume. There were no 
differences in the cerebral volumes and cortical volumes between twins and 
singletons, similar to Huppi's study (7). There was no sexual dimorphism as shown 
in term born. infants (40). This is also in contrast with the statistical trend towards 
sexual dimorphism seen in preterm infants using a manual cortical extraction 
technique (10). 
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Biological implications 
The human cerebral cortex is perhaps the most remarkable structure of the human 
body, not only because it forms >60% of the cerebral hemispheres, but also because 
of the massive increase in surface area which leads to convolutions in the cortex 
(43; 44). The radial-unit hypothesis of cortical development explains the massive 
expansion of the cortical surface area and volume seen during evolution and the 
third trimester of pregnancy. According to this hypothesis, the initial increase in 
cortical neurons of the ventricular zone leads to a dramatic expansion in the number 
of cortical radial units and hence the cortical surface area. The increase in thickness 
is probably related to the waves of small pyramidal, interneuronal and glial cells 
migrating into cortical layers 2,3 and 5 during the third trimester (45). In addition, 
the arrival of the thalamocortical afferents, which form synaptic and dcndritic 
connections with the layer 4 neurons, may increase the thickness (46). Hence, the 
volume increase is due to a combination of increase in surface area and thickness, 
along with an increase in basal dendrites, synaptic density and microvasculature in 
all cortical layers (47). 
Exuberance of synapses occurs during the early stages of cortical development. 
However, the extra synapses are systematically eliminated by activity dependent and 
independent mechanisms during the late third trimester (48). Animal and post- 
mortem human studies have shown regional variations in synaptic production and 
pruning (49). Rakic et al. (50) have also shown regional variations in the genetic 
influences of frontal and prefrontal cortical neurons compared to the neurons in 
other lobes. Hence regional variation can also be explained by the initial location 
(photomaps) of the cortical neurons in the ventricular zone destined for each area 
(51). 
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8.20. Conclusion 
Geometric measurements can be used to quantify development. The zcro-order 
measurements such as mean curvature and convexity ratio showed an increase with 
PMA. All the curvature measurements can be used to detect the presence of 
abnormal folding patterns seen in the presence of cerebral lesions. These 
measurements can also be used to assist in the registration of cortical surfaces across 
PMA and between patient groups. 
The thickness, surface area and volume of the cortex increased with PMA 
and showed regional variation. The relationship between the cortical surface area 
and the cerebral/cortical volume was expressed as a scaling exponent and was 
affected by the degree of prematurity. Although there was an increase in the absolute 
cortical, WM and CSF volumes with age, these volumes as a proportion of cerebral 
volume showed a different pattern. The proportional cortical volume increased, 
proportional WM decreased and proportional CSF remained constant with 
increasing PMA in the pretenn population. In addition, there was also a regional 
variation between the relative growth of the cortical and white matter lobes of the 
frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes. This variation was most prominent in 
the frontal and occipital lobes. In prcterm at term infants with overt cerebral and 
cerebellar lesions compared to pretcrM at term infants without overt lesions, the 
cortical measurements in all the four lobes and the WM volumes in the parictal and 
frontal lobes were reduced. 
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8.21. Quantification of the cortical morphological differences 
between preterm infants at term equivalent age and term 
born controls 
8.22. Aim 
To determine both the global and regional morphological differences of the cortex 
between preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls using cortical 
segmentation and extraction techniques. 
Differences between preterm at term and term controls 
Research Question B 
1. Do the intrinsic and/or extrinsic geometric measurements of curvature 
differentiate preterm infants from term born controls? 
2. Are there differences in the cortical surface area and cerebral volume between 
preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls? 
3. Is there is a difference in thickness between the two groups? 
4. Are there regional differences in the cortical surface area and ccrcbral 
structure volumes between the two groups of infants? 
8.23. Methods 
Ethical Approval and Consent 
Ethical approval was obtained from the Hammersmith Hospital Local Research 
Ethics Committee (LREC) ref: 04/QO406/125 'Computational analysis of brain 
abnormalities and neurodevelopmental impairment in pretcrm, infants'. Written 
parental consent was acquired for each infant. 
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Patient Characteristics 
The preterm infants were recruited from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at 
Hammersmith Hospital. None of the infants had congenital anomalies, metabolic 
disease or congenital infections. The cohort consisted of 85 pretcrm infants born 
before 34 weeks GA and 13 term born controls. Preterm infants were sedated with 
chloral hydrate 50 mg/kg. Term born controls were fed, swaddled and scans were 
perfon-ned during natural sleep. All infants were stabiliscd using suction-cvacuatcd 
pillows to reduce motion. Infants were monitored during the whole procedure with 
pulse oximetry and electrocardiographic readings. All the neonates had standard 
neonatal management with serial cranial ultrasounds as part of their clinical care. 
Information about GA at birth, PMA, birth weight, head circumference, chronic lung 
disease (defined as a need for supplemental oxygen at 36 weeks PMA), days to full 
enteral feeding, necrotising enterocolitis and sepsis were obtained from the clinical 
notes. 
Image Acquisition 
The MR sequence parameters were as follows: T, weighted magnetisation prepared 
rapid acquisition gradient echo volumes: TR 17 ms/TE 4.6 ms, FOV 2 10, matrix 256 
x 256, flip angle = 30*, 1 NEX and voxel size of 0.86 x 0.86 x 0.8mm, T2 weighted 
fast spin echo pseudo volumes: TR 11712ms/TE 160ms, FOV 220, matrix 224 x 
224, flip angle 90". T, weighted volume images were acquired in the sagittal plane 
and reformatted into the transverse plane. T2 weighted images were acquired in tile 
transverse plane. 
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Visual image analysis 
Images were visually assessed for normal anatomical appearance of the cerebral 
cortex, basal ganglia and thalami, white matter and cerebellum. The presence of 
overt focal lesions such as intraventricular haemorrhage, cerebellar haemorrhagc, 
haemorrhagic parenchymal infarction and ventricular dilatation with or without 
residual intraventricular haemorrhage, and punctate white matter lesions were noted. 
Segmentation and cortical reconstruction 
The newly developed technique of using an extended EM (expectation 
maximisation) method with MRF field constraint and removal of MLPVs 
(mislabelled partial volume voxels) was used to segment the cortical (Cor), white 
matter (WM) and CSF (cerebrospinal fluid). T hc cortex was then rcconstructed 
using level set equations as described in the previous section. Once the segmentation 
and reconstruction were performed, the various morphological characteristics were 
computed as follows. 
8.24. Computation of cortical statistics 
The cerebral, cortical, WM and CSF volumes were calculated as described in the 
previous section. In addition, cortical surface area, thickness and the sccond-order 
geometrical measurements were also calculated both globally and in the four lobes. 
Isoperimetric ratio, convexity ratio, mean curvature and Gaussian curvature were 
computed globally. The division of the four lobes was performed as in the previous 
section. 
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8.25. Statistics 
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (version II for Windows) and Stats 
Direct (version 2.0.1 for Windows). The data was tested for normality by the 
Shapiro-Wilkes test before each analysis and transformations were pcrfon-ncd when 
appropriate. The difference in the median volumes, thickness, SA and curvature 
indices were analysed by the Mann Whitney U test. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
with Bonferroni and Tukey and Scheffe corrections for multiple comparisons was 
used to compare multiple lobes. Simple and multiple regressions were performed to 
analysis the influence of perinatal factors. 
Power and Precision calculation 
The power and precision were calculated for cortical thickness, as these were tile 
numerically smallest measurements where I was anticipating no difference or only a 
very small difference between preterms at term and term born controls. In this study 
both the precision and power calculations were done. The details of tile initial 
calculations are given below. 
Fischl et al. have systematically analysed the power calculation for thickness 
measurements under a variety of conditions, such as sample data pooled within 
scanner and across scanners, within and across field strengths, for analysing global 
or local thickness and for longitudinal, cross-sectional and multi-ccntre studies. As 
our measurement errors were very similar to Fischl's measurements, I used their 
standard error of measurement of 6%. This 6% standard error is applicable when 
patients are scanned at the same-strcngth MR system and can be uscd to analyse 
local thickness measurements. 
In order to detect a difference in mean values between the cases and the 
controls with a power of 90% and a probability value of p less than 0.05, the sample 
size that would be needed is given by the formula 
n>2*F*(SD/d) 
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d would be the smallest mean difference in volume to be of scientific importance. 
During initial calculations it was taken as a 10% difference in the means of 
thickness. F is the power term which varies as the power changes. Hence using the 
mean thickness of 2 mm and thickness standard deviation (SD) of 0.12 mm from 
adult data, we needed 7 infants in each group to detect a 10% difference between the 
groups. 
The precision calculation gives the number of subjects needed to precisely 
estimate a population difference with a given confidence interval. For the difTcrence 
between two means, it is given by the formula: 
n>2(2SD/e) 2 
In my study I chose e as 0.12 mm, which would be the maximum sampling 
error that could be tolerated. The SD of thickness was 0.12 mm and was taken from 
adult data. Usin g the above formula, 8 subjects were calculated as the number 
required to be 95% confident that the difference in mean between the cases and the 
controls was within +/- 0.24 mm of the true value in the population. 
Prior to the start of the study, I appreciated that recruitment of term control 
infants would be less than preterm infants, therefore a further calculation needed to 
be used to determine the unequal sample size. This was given by the equation 
nl= N/I+k 
nI are the number of controls 
n2= Nk/l+k 
n2 are the number of cases 
k--n I /n2 
k is the ratio of the control and cases. 
n is the number required in each of two equal groups. In this study it was 7-8 
subjects in each group. 
N is the required total sample size and is given by 
N=2n (I +k)2 /4*k 
Hence, it was apparent that having more than 7-8 controls and many more prcterm 
infants would enhance the statistical inferences made. Indeed, we could detect 
much smaller mean differences and increase the power, as shown below: 
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1. Decrease in mean differences to 6%: 
Alpha = 0.05 
Power = 0.9 
Difference between means = 0.13 
Standard deviation = 0.12 
Controls per experimental subject 7 
Estimated minimum sample size =II controls and 77 experimental subjects. 
2. Increase the Power to 95% from 90% using 6% difference: 
Alpha = 0.05 
Power = 0.95 
Difference between means = 0.13 
Standard deviation = 0.12 
Controls per experimental subject 7 
Estimated minimum sample size = 13 controls and 91 experimental subjects 
Previous volume difference calculations had suggested that similar numbers 
of infants would be needed for detecting cerebral and cortical volume differences 
between preterm and term born controls (52). 
8.26. Results 
Patient characteristics 
The 85 preterm infants had a median GA at birth of 28.8 weeks (range 23.14 weeks- 
34 weeks). They were scanned at a median PMA of 41.43 weeks (range 36.7 weeks- 
48 weeks), which was not different from the median PMA of 41.43 weeks (range: 
38.29 weeks-46 weeks) of term born controls. The prcterm infants had a median 
birth weight of 1.13 kg (range 0.55 kg2.6 kg) and a median head circumference at 
birth of 26.5 cm (range 19 cm33.5 cm). The 13 term born controls had a median 
birth weight and head circumference of 3.3 kg and 34 cm respectively. The median 
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weight and head circumference of preterm infants at scan were 3.12 kg (range 1.6 
kg-5.3 kg) and 35.85 cm (range 29.7 cm-38.7 cm) respectively, whereas the median 
weight and head circumference at scan of term born controls were 3.65 kg and 35.75 
cm respectively. Thus, the median weight at scan and not the median head 
circumference was significantly different between the two groups. 
Clinical characteristics 
Of the 85 infants included in this part of the study, 51 infants were scanned prior to 
term equivalent age and were included in the previous part of the study looking at 
changes with increasing PMA. These infants had a repeat scan at term equivalent 
age. The rest of the 34 infants had only one scan at term equivalent age. There were 
15 sets of twins in the total cohort, of whom three were monochorionic twins and 12 
were dichorionic. One of the monozygotic twins was scanned due to the death of the 
other twin (one infant). 81% of the mothers received antenatal steroids. 70% of the 
infants received at least one dose of surfactant; eight infants needed two doses and 
one infant needed three doses of surfactant. Two infants in the cohort received high 
frequency oscillation and needed nitric oxide for persistent pulmonary hypertension. 
Seventeen infants needed conventional ventilation for a median of 1.5 days (range 
0-26 days). Eight infants (9% of infants) had chronic lung disease. 
Two infants received ibuprofen treatment for patent ductus artcriosus and 
five infants received inotropic support. One infant developed necrotising 
enterocolitis and 20 infants had sepsis, of which 14 had culture-positivc scpsis. The 
organisms isolated were coagulase negative staphylococcus in nine infants, 
enterococcus in two infants, staphylococcus aurcus in one infant and mcthicillin- 
resistant staphylococcus; in two infants. Total parcntral nutrition was used for a 
median age of six days and the median age to achieve full enteral feeds of 180 
mls/kg/day was eight days. 
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Pathological lesions on visual inspection 
Of the 85 infants, 17 infants had visible lesions on conventional MRI. These 
included hydrocephalus (three infants), bilateral intraventricular haemorrhage with 
moderate ventricular dilatation (three infants), cerebellar haemorrhage (one infant), 
cerebellar haemorrhage with bilateral intraventricular hacmorrhage (one infant), 
bilateral significant haemorrhage (one infant), porcnccphalic cyst (fivc infants) and 
bilateral extensive punctate white matter lesions (three infants). In one infant with 
bilateral haemorrhage the bleed extended into the left thalamus. 
The median GA at birth of the infants with lesions was 25.57 weeks (range 
24.14-33 weeks), which was significantly less than the whole cohort by 1.43 weeks 
(95% CI 0-3 weeks). The median PMA was not significantly different from the 
whole cohort nor from PMA for infants who did not have lesions. 
8.27. Geometrical measurements 
Six infants were initially excluded to investigate the cffcct at term equivalent age, 
i. e. 37 to 44 weeks (I infant was <37 weeks PMA and 5 infants were > 44 weeks 
PMA), however as there was no difference in all the cortical characteristics before 
and after exclusion, all further analysis was therefore carried out with the whole 
cohort. 
Zero-order measurements 
Mean curvature 
The mean curvature of the preterm and term control infants was 0.99 and I 
respectively and these were not significantly different. However, there was a 
significant difference between the mean curvature of infants with and without 
lesions (0.90 vs 0.99; p=0.03). 
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Convexity ratio 
The median of the convexity ratio of term born controls was 2.76 and that of the 
preterm infants was 2.67, values that were not statistically different. The convexity 
ratio was also decreased in the presence of lesions (2.48; p=0.01). 
Isoperimetric ratio 
The median isoperimetric ratios were 26.5 and 26.7 in the prctcrm and term groups 
respectively and these were not statistically different. The presence of lesions did not 
affect the IPR (IPR of 25.8), as lesions affected both tile surface area and volume 
measurements. 
Second-order Measurements 
There was a significant difference in the ECI, GLN and MLN between the preterin 
infants and term born controls (p=0.0003). Multiple regression analysis showed that 
unlike the relationship during development, the second-order measurements were 
not related to one another, the surface area or the PMA, but they were related to tile 
GA at birth. The second-order measurements did however show a positive trend 
with the cortical thickness (p=0.07) and failed to reach signif icancc. 
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Figure 8.24. Second-order geometrical measurements of preterin infants at term equivalent age 
and term born controls. (a) The extrinsic curvature index (ECI) and (h) L2 norin of Gaussian 
curvature (GLN). 
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Figure 8.24. (c) Second-order geometrical measurements of preterin infants at term equi%alent 
age and term born controls. L2 norm of mean curvature (MLN) %as significant1% lo"cr in 
preterm infants compared to term born controls. 
The second =-order measurements ofthe flour lobes did not reveal any 
differences between preterm, intants and term born controls. I lovvcvcr, ill both 
preterm and term infants there were differences between the individual 1`6111- lobes, 
similar to those seen during development. Analysis ot'varlaticc sllo\N'cd that tile 
second-order indices were increased in the frontal lobe compared to tile otlicr lobes 
(p< 0.0001) and the parietal and temporal lobes had similar values (p 0.57). 
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Figure 8.25. Regional variation in the second-order measurement% of preterni infants at term 
equivalent age. The frontal lobe had increased CIA compared to other lobes and the occipital 
lobe had decreased GLN compared to other lobes. The parictal and temporal lobes had similar 
GLN. The ECI and MLN (not shown) also showed similar patterns. 
The occipital lobe had the smallest values. Figure 8.25 gives the GLN across tlic 
four lobes. Multiple linear regression showed that v\1thin cach lobe the second-ordcr 
measurements were related to each other and their cortical surface arca 1-) 0.000 1. 
Figure 8.26 illustrates this relationship between SA and GLN in the occillital lobe. 
Thickness, cortical volume, GA at birth and scan did not have in\- cf6cct oil IlIcsc 
regional variations. 
in the presence of lesions, the GIA was not significantly different between 
preterm infants with and without lesions and term born controls. I lowever, FVI and 
MLN both globally and regionally showed a trend towards a reduction in ilifIllits 
with lesions compared to infants without lesions and compared to term boril 
controls. 
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Figure 8.26. Relationship of the second-order measurements to the surface area of pretel-Ill 
infants at term equivalent age. The linear relationship I)etweell surfalce alrea (SA) and tile 
second-order measurements is illustrated for the occipital lobe. 
8.28. Cortical Thickness 
The median cortical thickness in tile preterm nil'ants was 1.91 nim (+0.1 ) 111111 and 
was significantly increased compared to the 1.71 111111 (±0.1 nini) thickness of' tile 
term born controls (Figure 8.27a). The median di 11'erencc was 0.13 mill k% ith a 95`% 
CI of 0.02 to 0.23. There was no regional vai-iation as all Ilic lobcs had inci-cased 
thickness in comparison to term born controls. A histogram (Figure 8.27b) of tile 
thickness in preterm infants showed that 99% of' the InCtints liad ineasul-eincills 
ranging between 1.5 and 23 mm, whereas it was between 1.5 and 2.1 min in M, 111 
born controls. The thickness measurements were inversely i-clated to dic OA at birth 
(p=0.05) but not to PMA at scan. The cortical thickness was not signiflicantly 
different between infants with and without lesions. 
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Figure 8.27. Cortical thickness of preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. (a) 
The difference in thickness between the preterm infants at term equi%alent age and term born co"I"Ols 
is shown. (b) The histograms of all the cortical thickness measurements made in preterni infants at terin 
equivalent age shows the range of measurements obtained acros% both sulci and g) ri. 
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8.29. Scaling of the cerebral volume and surface area 
The range of PMA analysed was between 36 and 48 weeks PMA. The scaling 
exponent was 0.93 with a 95% Cl of 0.84-1.02, which was significantly rcduccd 
compared to that observed between 25 and 48 weeks PMA of development (Figure 
8.28a). The scaling component of cortical SA to cortical volume (0.82) was also 
significantly reduced compared to that observed between 25 and 48 weeks PMA of 
development (Figure 8.29b). 
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Figure 8.28. Scaling relationship of preterm Infants at term equivalent age. (a) Scaling 
relationship between cortical surface area (SA) and cerebral volume was significantly reduced 
compared to that obtained during development from 25 weeks to 48 weeks PMA. 
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Figure 8.28. Scaling relationship of preterm infants at term equivalent age. (b) The relationship 
between cortical SA and cortical volume showed a similar pattern to the relationship obtained 
between SA and cerebral volume. 
The scaling relationship between cortical SA and cortical volume did not 
appear to plateau at increased logarithmic cortical volume compared to the plateau 
seen in the scaling relationship obtained between 25 and 48 weeks PMA. This 
suggested that even during this late phase of development from 36 weeks to 48 
weeks PMA, the surface area was increasing in proportion to volume, albeit at a 
slower rate than before. This was also reflected by the combined increase in both the 
extrinsic and intrinsic curvature indices in this group of infants compared to during 
early development from 25-36 weeks PMA, when the relative excess of surface area 
and intrinsic curvature dominated. Multiple linear regression showed that both the 
cortical volume and cerebral volume scaling relationships were related to the GA at 
birth and the presence of lesions. PMA, birth weight, head circumference, weight at 
scan and head circumference at scan did not influence the scaling relationship. 
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8.30. Relationship between cortical volume, surface area and 
thickness 
There was no significant difference in the cortical surface area and volume, however 
the thickness was slightly increased in the pretcrin infants compared to normal 
controls. The median surface area of preten-n infants and term born controls was 
727.1 CM2 (range 552-993 cin 2) and 711.4 CM2 (range 490-1078 CM2) (Figure 
8.29a). The variance in preterm infants was partly explained by the presence of 
lesions. The median SA in the presence of lesions was 639 CM2 and was significantly 
reduced compared to infants who had no lesions (p=0.002) and term born controls 
(p=0.05). 
The cortical volume showed a similar pattern of reduction in the presence of 
lesions and no significant difference between preterm and term born controls. The 
median cortical volume in preterm at term equivalent age and term infants was 177.2 
cm 3 and 178.2 cm 3 respectively (Figure 8.29b), whereas in infants with lesions this 
was reduced to 138 CM3 (p=0.0007). However, there was no difference in the cortical 
thickness in the presence of parenchymal lesions. 
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Figure 8.29. Cortical surface area and volume of preterin infants at term equivalent age and 
term born controls. There was no significant difference in cortical surface area (a) and volume 
(b) between preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. 
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8.31. Regional variation in cortical morphology 
The cortical surface area and cortical volumes in the IOLir lobcs ", crc not 
significantly decreased in preterm infants compared to tcrm born controls. I lowevcr. 
both preterm and term infants had regional variations in SUrlacc al-ca bctwecl) thc 
four cortical lobes similar to that seen during dcvc1opnient. 
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Figure 8.30. Regional cortical morphology of preterm infants at term equivalent age. (a) Tile 
frontal lobe showed increased SA compared to all other lobes an(] the occipital lobe was 
significantly reduced compared to the other lobes. 
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Figure 8.30 (b) Regional cortical morphology of preterm infanis at term equivalent age. 
Cortical volumes showed a similar pattern, although the temporal and parietal lobes were not 
significantly reduced compared to frontal lobe volume. 
ace area was As expected, variance analysis showed that tile cortical surfL 
increased in the frontal lobe and decreased in the occipital lobe compared to tile 
other two lobes p<0.0001 (Figure 8.30a). Variance analysis also showed that tile 
cortical volume demonstrated a similar pattern. although the frontal ý, oluIIIC Was not 
statistically increased compared to the temporal and panctal lobes. Tile occipital 
lobes were significantly reduced compared to other lobes p- 0.0001 (Figure 8.10). 
The ratio of the volume of various lobes to the total cerebral VOILII11C also inirrored 
this pattern. As previously mentioned, the preterm infants showed increased cortical 
thickness in all lobes compared to term born controls. Table 8.1 gi\'es a summary ol 
four lobe volumes and SA. 
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Frontal Parictal 
Cortical 
SA CHI 2 
Cortical 
Vol CHI 
3 
WM Vol 
CHI 
3 
SA CHI Cortical 
Vol CHI 3 
WM Vol 
CHI 
3 
Preterm 
at term 
247.3 59.2 53.3 194 49.5 35.5 
Term 
controls 
244.7 61.4 49.2 184 49.1 35.7 
p value 0.94 0.2 0.3 0.63 0.7 0.72 
Occipital Temporal 
Cortical 
SA CHI 2 
Cortical 
Vol CHI 
3 
WM Vol 
CHI 
3 
SA 
CHI 
2 
Cortical 
Vol CHI 
3 
WM Vol 
Preterm. 
at term 
90.3 20.2 10.7 196.3 54.5 31.5 
Term 
controls 
93.9 
- - 
18.1 10.1 189.6 59.6 32.2 
p value 6 3 0.6 0.49 0.64 0.1 0.5 
Table 8.1. Regional surface area and volume of preterm Infants at term equivalent age and 
term born controls. The cortical surface area (SA), cortical volume and white matter volume 
(WM) are given for the frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal lobes for both preterm infants 
at term equivalent age and term born controls. The last row gives the p value for multiple 
comparisons with Tukey-Schaffe corrections. 
8.32. Cerebral volumes 
Table 8.2 gives a summary of the cerebral volumes. The total cerebral volume, 
cortical and white matter volumes were not significantly different between prcterm 
infants and term born controls, whereas the CSF volume was significantly higher in 
the preterm infants. GA at birth also did not influence the volumes. Similarly, the 
cortical and WM volumes in all the four lobes were not different between the 
preterm. and term born controls. However, the cortical/total ccrcbral volume (TCV) 
ratio was significantly decreased between pretcrm infants and term born controls, 
whereas TCV/WM and TCV/CSF volume ratios were increased. Interestingly, thcre 
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were regional variations, with the cortical/TCV ratio in both the frontal and temporal 
lobes being significantly lower and the WNVTCV ratio in the frontal lobe being 
higher in the preterm, group (not shown in Table 8.2). The cortical/TCV and 
WM/TCV ratios in the parietal and occipital lobes were not different between the 
groups. 
Total Cortical Vol WM Vol CSF Vol 
cerebral Total Cortical Total WM Total CSF 
volume cm 
3 /TCV cm 
3 /TCV cin 3 /TCV 
cm 
3 
Preterm 341.9 177.2 0.51 131.8 0.39 119.0 0.36 
infants (range 
at term 299-377) 
Term 347.0 178.2 0.53 129.2 0.36 101.0 0.27 
controls (range 
305-383) 
p value 0.88 0.51 0.04 0.45 0.03 0.006 1 0.007 
Table 8.2. Cerebral volumes of preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. 
The total cerebral volume (TCV), cortical volume (cortical), white matter volume and 
cerebrospinal volume for both preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls 
are given. The last row gives the p value for multiple comparisons with Tukey-Schaffe 
corrections. 
8.33. Perinatal factors 
Lesions versus non-lesions 
There was no difference in the cortical thickness between infants with and without 
lesions. The GLN was not statistically different between the groups, whereas the 
ELN and MLN were smaller in the infants with lesions, although these did not reach 
statistical significance. The surface area (Figure 8.31a), cortical volume (Figure 
8.31b) and WM volume were significantly reduced in the lesion group compared to 
the non-lesion group. The CSF volume was not significantly different between the 
two groups. 
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Term born 
controls 
Preterm infants 
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Preterm infants 
with 
lesions 
Cortical surfiacc arca cm I 
b 
Term born 
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Preterm infants 
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P 0.003 
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200 250 300 
Cortical volunic cm' 
Figure 8.31. Lesions versus non-lesions of preterm infants at terim equiNalent age. There is a 
significant difference in cortical surface -area (a) and Nolume (b) betN%ccn infants with lesions, 
infants without lesions and term born controls. 
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However, the reduction in the total cortical and WM volumes was more 
significant in infants with lesions than the decrease in the cortical/TCV ratio or the 
increase in the WMITCV ratio. Moreover, in spite of the total CSF volume not being 
different, the CSF/TCV volume ratio was significantly increased in infants with 
lesions compared to infants without lesions and term born controls. Table 8.3 gives a 
summary of the volumes in preterm infants with and without lesions. 
Total Cortical WM volume CSF volume 
cerebral volume 
volume Total Cor/ Total WM/ Total CSF/ 
cm 
3 
cm 
3 TCV cm 
3 TCV cm 
3 TCV 
cm 
3 
On 3 Oil 3 
Preterm 290.05 138.54 0.47 121.52 0.42 120.36 0.39 
infants 
with 
lesions 
Preterm 350.52 181.27 0.51 134.38 0.38 118.95 o. 34 
infants 
without 
lesions 
p value <0.001 <0.001 0.01 0.004 0.02 0.77 0.005 
Table 8.3. Cerebral volumes of preterm infants at term equivalent age with and without lesions. 
The total cerebral volume (TCV), cortical volume (Cor), white matter volume and 
cerebrospinal volume for preterm Infants both with and without lesions Is given. The last row 
gives the p value for multiple comparisons with Tukey-Schaffe corrections. 
There was a significant reduction in cortical and WM volumes of all the four 
lobes. The ratio of frontal cortical/TCV and temporal cortical/TCV volumes showed 
a reduction in infants with lesions compared to infants without lesions. However, 
there was no reduction in the cortical/TCV ratios of parietal and occipital lobes. In 
the case of WM, the ratios for frontal, occipital and temporal lobes were increased 
but the parietal lobe showed no change. 
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Frontal lobe Parictal lobe 
SA Cor WM SA Cor Wm 
CHI 
2 CHI 
3 CHI 
3 
CHI 
2 
CHI 
3 CHI 
3 
Preterm 225.4 44.4 48.5 168.2 37.4 33.1 
with 
lesions 
Preterm 259.4 60.5 54.2 198.8 52.6 36 
without 
lesions 
' - - p value 0.004 - <0.0001 0.01 0.001 1 0. OOT4 
T 0. 01 
Occipital lobe Temporal lobe 
SA Cor WM SA Cor Wm 
CHI 
2 CHI 
3 
CHI 
3 
CHI 
2 
CHI 
3 
CHI 
3 
Preterm 82.3 14.1 9.7 170.6 41.0 27.7 
with 
lesions 
Preterm 90.9 20.7 10.9 199.6 56.2 32.6 
without 
lesions 
p value 0.02 0.001 0.03 0.003 <0.000 1 0.003 
Table 8.4. Regional surface area, cortical and white matter volumes of preterm infants at term 
equivalent age with and without lesions. The frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal surface 
area (SA), cortical (Cor) and white matter (WM) of preterm infants at term equivalent age sire 
given. There are significant differences between preterm infants with and without lesions in all 
lobes for SA, cortical and WM volumes, as shown by the p values for multiple comparisons with 
Tukey-Schaffe corrections (row 3). 
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Other perinatal factors 
Except for the presence of lesions, none of the clinical variables was related to the 
cortical volume at the time of scanning. There was no difTcrcncc in the cortical 
thickness, surface area and global and regional volumes of the various cerebral 
structures between twins and singletons. All preterm infants without lesions had 
mild to moderate DEHSI at term equivalent age. Chronic lung disease did not 
predict smaller cerebral or cortical volumes. Lesions were present in all tile five 
infants in whom inotropes were used; however, the corollary was not true. Tile two 
patients who needed high-frequency ventilation and nitric oxide had lesions and 
hence smaller cerebral volume. The presence or absence of scpsis also did not relate 
to cerebral volume. 
8.34. Discussion 
This part of the study surnmarises the total brain volumes and a number of cortical 
morphometric features to show important difference between prcteri-n infants at term 
equivalent age and term born controls. These features are discussed individually 
below. 
Geometric curvature measurements 
The mean curvature, convexity ratio and isoperimetric ratio were not significantly 
different between preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. 
This suggested that the surface area did not reduce disproportionately to its volume. 
However, the second-order measurements showed a significant difference between 
preterm infants and term born controls and were related to the degree of prematurity 
and thickness of the cortex. Thus in contrast to development, tile sccond-ordcr 
geometric measurements highlighted subtle changes in shape that were not related to 
global or regional increases in surface area/volume ratios. Although there were no 
differences in the geometric measurements of the four lobes between preterm infants 
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and term born controls, both groups showed variations between the individual lobes. 
This was probably because the variations in surface arca/volumc ratios between the 
lobes were greater than the variations between preterm and term born controls. 
Lesions affected the extrinsic curvature more than the intrinsic curvature both 
globally and in all the four lobes. 
Cortical Thickness 
Cortical thickness has not been previously measured in neonates. Previous adult 
studies have shown cortical thickness to be between I and 5 mm with an overall 
average of approximately 2.5 mm (17; 19; 53). Fischl also showed that tile mean gyral 
thickness was 2.7 mm, whereas the mean suical thickness was 2.3 mm. In this study, 
I have shown that the median cortical thickness was 1.83 mm (range 0.75-2.8 mm) 
in preterm infants at term and 1.73 mm (range 0.5-1.97 mm) in term born controls. 
Sample size calculations showed that the present study was adequately powered to 
detect the 0.0 1 mm difference in thickness. 
Retrospective power calculations were also performed to check the accuracy 
of the initial calculations; the standard deviation for cortical thickness in this study 
was found to be 0.1 mm, which was smaller than in the previous adult study. This 
meant that a smaller difference of 7% could be considered significant. As there were 
only 12 infants available in the control group, the number needed in the prctcrm 
group was calculated to be 84 from the formula for unequal sample sizes calculation. 
Thus retrospective power calculation showed that this study had a 93% power for ap 
value of <0.05. Retrospective precision calculations showed that this sample size 
was also enough to be 93% confident that the difTcrcnce in mean between the cases 
and the controls was within ± 0.12 mm of the true value in the population. 
As correlations between intelligence and total brain volumes are modest, 
there have been studies looking at the cortex specifically. Wilke ct al. (54) have 
found links between cortical volume and intelligence. Sowell et al. (19) showed 
using cortical density measurements that cortical thinning in left dorsal frontal and 
parietal lobes was related to increased verbal intelligence during childhood. 
Subsequently, Shaw et al. (17) have shown, using larger longitudinal data of 
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children between 7 and 19 years of age, a negative correlation between intelligence 
and cortical thickness during early childhood, which then shifts to the adult pattern 
of a positive correlation (55). Superiorly intelligent children had an accelerated and 
prolonged phase of cortical increase until 11.2 years of age, compared to averagely 
intelligent children. This prolonged phase led to vigorous cortical thinning during 
adolescence. Interestingly, this trajectory of cortical dcvclopmcnt was primarily 
focused in the frontal lobe. 
There is a big debate about the underlying mechanisms that result in changes 
in cortical thickness. Sculpting of the neural circuitry by formation and elimination 
of usage-dependent synapses and proliferation of myclin into peripheral cortical 
neurophil are some of the possible mechanisms. Whether tile increased thickness 
seen in preterm infants is related to a delay in sculpting of the cortical structures, or 
an exuberance of synapses from the ovcrstimulation of tile neonatal unit 
environment, or a primary basic architectural damage to tile preterm cortex needs to 
be explored using histological studies. Comparison with normal foctal data would 
also provide clues to the temporal evolution of these thickness measurements. 
Surface area and volume 
Cortical surface area and cerebral volume were not significantly difTercnt between 
preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. In contrast, Ajayi-Obe 
et al. (9) calculated the cortical convolution index, which represents the amount of 
folding of the cortex, and showed a reduction in both the surface area and the whole 
cortex convolution index (WCCI) in pretcrm infants at term compared to term born 
controls. However, in their study there were only 9 infants in each group. Power 
calculations done in my study showed that 9 infants in each group were not 
sufficient to detect a significant difference. Moreover, they used 2D manual 
measurements which were not invariant to scaling, orientation and rigid body motion 
(20) and the reduction may have been due to inaccuracies in their methodology. 
In contrast, in this study a 3D geometrical approach was used to show that 
reductions in the geometrical properties of the convolutions were independent of the 
surface area and volume measurements. Reductions were seen in both the intrinsic 
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and extrinsic curvature indices, suggesting that both the early fissuration stage and 
the later folding stage of development are affected by prematurity. 
Scaling relationship 
Kapellou et al. studied a scaling law relationship between cortical surface area and 
cerebral volume growth during development. I wanted to explore this at term 
equivalent age to explain and validate some of the curvature differences seen 
between the groups. The persistence of a scaling law, albeit with some reduction 
compared to earlier development, suggests that even between 37 and 44 weeks PMA 
the surface area was increasing, but at a slower rate. 
Cerebral volumes 
Counsell and Boardman (56) carried out an excellent review of the volume 
abnormalities seen following preterm birth and documented tile regional cerebral 
volumetric alterations that have been associated with neuropsychiatric impairment 
amongst children and adolescents who were born prctcrm. Table 8.5, taken from 
their review, has been shown below. 
Reference Subjects Main morphometric Neuropsychlatric correlate abnormality 
87 VLBW 
Abernethy adolescents 
(15-16 
years) and 8 age- 
Reduced volume in right Reduced IQ 
et al. (57). matched term born 
caudate and left hippocampus 
controls 
Abernethy 105 children 
(7 Bilateral caudate nucleus 
et al. (58). years) 
< 32 weeks of volume reduction relative to Reduced IQ 
GA total brain volume 
Allin et al 
67 adolescents < 33 ii weeks of GA and 50 
Reduced scores on WISC-R, 
. (59). age-matched term 
Reduced cerebellar volume Kaufman ABC, and 
born controls 
Schonnel reading age 
Isaacs et 
11-13-year- 
olds :530 weeks of 
Reduced bilateral hippocampal 
volume; no difference in global 
Impairment in everyday 
al. (60). GA and 8 age- brain volume memory 
tasks 
matched term born 
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Reference Subjects 
controls 
12 adolescents with 
Isaacs et dyscalculia, and 12 
at. (61). controls, all born 
: 530 weeks of GA 
II VLBW 
adolescents with Isaacs et deficits in line 
al . (62). orientation, and II 
VLBW controls 
65 adolescents with 
Isaacs et GA: 5 30 weeks and 
al. (63). normal neurological 
examinations 
25 eight-ycar-old 
children born Peterson ct I 
al. (64). preterm, and 
39 term 
I born matched 1 controls 
65 eight-year-old 
Reiss et al. children 
born 
(65). preterm, and 
31 age- 
matched term 
controls 
Main morphometric Neuropsychlatric correlate abnormality 
Reduced grey matter in left Deficit in numerical 
intraparietal sulcus 1 operations 
Abnormalities in right ventral Deficits in line orientation 
extrastriate cortex 
ý 
tasks 
1. Volume loss within frontal 
and temporal lobes; 2. volume 
loss within occipital and 
temporal lobes 
Sensorimotor and mid-temporal 
cortical volume reduction 
Reduced white matter in 
pretcrm males compared with 
term males. Reduced grey 
matter volume in both sexes 
1. Decline in VIQ between 
childhood and adolescence; 
2. decline in PIQ between 
i childhood and adolescence I (WISC-R in childhood, 
1 WISC-111 in adolescence) 
Reduced IQ 
Cortical grey mattcr: whole 
brain volume ratio reduction 
associated with reduced IQ 
1 in girls but not boys at 4.5 i and 8 years 
I Thinning of corpus 
1 
72 adolescents < 33 callosurn/ventricular Stewart et weeks of GA and 21 enlargement/white ma er 
I ligh scores (abnormal) on 
al. (66). age-matched term I 
tt 1 Ruttcr bchavioural scale 1 abnormal ity/parcnchymal 
controls I lesions 
Table 8.5. Main morphometric abnormalities and neuropsychistric correlates In children born 
preterm. The table gives a referenced list of studies along with a brief description or the study 
subjects, main morphometric abnormality and neuropsychiatric correlates of each of the 
studies ( Counsell SJ and Boardman JP Semin Foetal Neonatal Nled. 2005 Oct; 10(5): 403-10). 
However, the cerebral volume data at term equivalent age is very 
controversial, with differences of opinion between groups. Inder ct al. showcd using 
a segmentation technique that preterm infants at term equivalent age have a 
reduction in cortical volume in the presence of WM injury and with the use of 
postnatal corticostcroids compared to term born controls (3; 4). Then in 2006 the 
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same group showed in a longitudinal cohort that there was no difference in TCV, 
cortical and WM with only a regional reduction in the central and occipital WM 
volumes (1). Recently, they have revisited the preterm group in relation to pcrinatal 
variables and found reductions in not only the total cerebral volume but also in tile 
regional cortical, WM and central GM between the two groups (2). The cortical and 
WM in the parieto-occipital, orbitofrontal, scnsorimotor and prcmotor lobes were 
specifically affected with a reduction of 8-30% and were related to degree of 
prematurity, lUGR, degree of WM injury and sex. Moreover, the total cerebral 
volumes differ between publications using approximately the same group of babies. 
For example, in the Brain 2007 paper, the term controls had a total cerebral volume 
of 420 cm 3, in the Pediatrics 2006 paper the volume was 496 cm 3 and in the 
Pediatrics 2005 paper the volume was 467 cm 3. There are also differences in the 
preterm volumes quoted between the studies. 
Boqrdman ct al. have shown that in preterm infants at term equivalent age, 
whole cerebral tissue volume was not significantly reduced compared with term 
born controls. The need for supplemental oxygen at 28 postnatal days was associated 
with lower cerebral tissue volume at term, with no effect of scpsis or quantitative 
WM injury on the volume. Both groups have shown that the vcntricular system is 
significantly larger in preterm infants at term equivalent age compared with term 
controls (67). The total cerebral volumes in my study were also not reduced between 
preterm infants at terin equivalent age and term born controls, similar to Boardman's 
findings. The value of the total brain volume was significantly difTercnt between my 
study and Boardman's study, however: mean total brain volumes of 347.3 cm 3 and 
404 cm 3 respectively in preterrn infants, which may be due to the different sequences 
used in each study (T2 weighted in my study and TI weighted in Boardman's study) 
and the use of different methodologies (segmentation in my study and DBM 
propagation of ROI measured from a contour-following algorithm). 
In addition to cortical, WM and CSF volumes, using our novel segmentation 
technique I also calculated the regional volume of the four lobes using the label 
propagation method. This is not possible using the DBM method employed by 
Boardman, where only global differences were analysed by thresholding areas of 
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significant p values to highlight volume reduction. The areas of reduction were then 
visually assessed to be in specific regions, an example of which is demonstrated in 
Boardman's paper where he showed deep GM reduction seen in preterm infants at 
term equivalent age compared to term born controls (6). 
The total cortical and WM volumes were also not significantly different 
between the preterm infants at term age and term born controls. CSF volumes were 
statistically increased, as shown in all previous preterm studies. However, I also did 
not find any differences in the total volumes of the four lobes between the two 
groups of infants. 
The ratios of cortical, WM and CSF volumes to TCV were then cxplorcd in 
both preterm infants at term and term born controls. Indeed, there was a reduction in 
the ratio of cortical/TCV and an increase in the ratio of WM/TCV between the two 
groups. As we already know from the early developmental data (PMA 25-48 weeks) 
that the cortical/TCV ratio increases during the third trimester and beyond, this 
reduction suggests that there is a signiricant disturbance to the cortical structures. 
This reduction in cortical/TCV was specifically seen in tile frontal and temporal 
lobes, which is very interesting as these arc the lobes traditionally associated with 
cognitive processes. It also contrasts with the central and occipital regional reduction 
seen by Inder et al. (2). This may be due to the shifling of these lobes when using tile 
talaraich space in preterm infants with dolichocephalic head shapes (42). 
It was very curious to see the proportional increase in WM volume in pretcrm 
infants contradicting Inder et al. 's 2005 data, which showed no difference in 
cortical/TCV with a reduction in WM/TCV. However, the tremendous variation in 
volumes seen between their own studies makes any interpretation of their individual 
cerebral volume very unreliable. The increase in the ratio of WM/TCV may be due 
to a lack of pruning of synaptic white matter connections. This may also explain the 
apparent 'preservation' of total brain volumes in prcterm infants at term equivalent 
age. The increased volume with lack of orderly pruning of white matter connections 
may also explain the increased diffusivity (ADC values) commonly seen in areas of 
WM injury (DEHSI) (68). 
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Perinatal factors 
As expected, in the presence of lesions there were both global and regional 
reductions in the total surface area, cerebral volume, cortical and WM, with an 
increase in the CSF volume. Again, the use of TCV ratios revealed some interesting 
insights into regional variations not seen when analysing the absolute volumes. Tile 
extrinsic curvature was affected in infants with lesions, which suggested that tile 
later stages of folding were affected by lesions. 
Compared to Huppi et al. who found reductions in cerebral volumes between 
twins and singletons, I did not find any such difference. The overriding pcrinatal 
factor that affected the volumes in my study was major lesions within tile cerebral 
parenchyma. However, influences of CLD, lUGR, scpsis and male gender, which 
have been quoted as other possible perinatal factors associated with a reduction in 
cerebral volumes, were not seen in my group. 
8.35. Conclusion 
This study shows that preterm infants at term equivalent age have increased cortical 
thickness compared to term born controls. Moreover, both the intrinsic and extrinsic 
indices of curvature were reduced in preterm infants compared to term born controls. 
This reduction in curvature was not related to surface area or cortical volumes, 
suggesting pure changes in the shape of the cortical surface. Although there was no 
difference between the surface area, total cerebral, cortical and WM volumes 
between preterm infants and term born controls, there was a global reduction in the 
ratio of corticaUTCV in the preterrn infants at term age compared to term born 
controls with regional specificity. In infants with lesions, tile extrinsic curvature was 
more likely to be affected and the surface areas along with all the cerebral structure 
volumes were reduced compared to infants without lesions and controls. 
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836. Summaty 
The ENI-MRF-MLPV technique has been applied to derive the various 
morphological characteristics of the preterm cortex and brain both during early 
development (PIMA 25-48 weeks) and at term equivalent age (PMA 37-44 weeks). 
This has provided insight into some of the possible mechanisms of cortical 
convolutions during development and of the underlying differences seen between 
preterm infants and term born controls. 
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Chapter 9 Quantification of Cortical Microstructure 
Introduction 
The dramatic increase in cortical t1olding. SUrflacc area and volume during tile third 
trimester is accomplished by complex interrelated cellular processes such as 
neuronal migration (Figure 9.1 ); arrival of' the thalaniocortical afTerems, llonnation 
of interneuronal connections between cortical areas, and in extibcrance of'syllapscs 
between the cortical neurons, axons and basal dendrites. Rakic ct al. (I ) shovwd 
using histology that pyramidal neurons migrate radially Ironi the subvemi-Icular /. one 
into layer 4 of the cortical plate, and that interneurons migrate tangemially froin tile 
ganglionic eminence into layers 2 and 3) of' the cortical plate. Kostovic ct al. (2.3) 
demonstrated the migration of thalarnocortical all1crcnis through the white inatter 
and subplate into the cortex, also using histology. Kostovic et if. \Nere also tile first 
group to show in-vitro histological correlation of' these Ileatures oil MRI oI' fixed 
brain tissue. 
Pia mater 
Basement membrane 
Marginal zone 
(Cajal-Retzius cells) 
Cortical plate I 
Subplate cells 
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Ventricular zone 
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CD 
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Figure 9.1. Cortical development. The germinal layer neuroblasts (green) di%ide and form 
neuronal and glial cells, which migrate to the cortical plate and intermediate zone respectively. 
The cortical plate cells are arranged in radial columns, which gives rise to earl) anisotropy. The 
subplate cells modulate the thalamocortical afferents to their respectiNe cortical positions. 
(, A, ikimedia. org) 
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Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is sensitive to molecular displacements less 
than 10 microns, hence imaging this random thermal-driven Brownian molecular 
movement has been shown to capture tissue microstructure. The total amount of 
diffusion can be measured as an apparent diffusion coefficient and the main 
directionality of diffusion is measured as fractional anisotropy. Although there are 
numerous in-vivo studies in preterm infants looking at the WM microstructurc using 
diffusion imaging, the cortical microstructure has not been studied systematically in 
preterm infants. 
Animal studies in piglets (4), cats (5) and mice (6) have shown that the 
diffusion in the cortex is directional (anisotropic) during early development. Mori ct 
al. showed that this cortical anisotropy during early mouse cortical development (7) 
was mainly due to the radial arrangement of the neurons and axons prior to the 
arrival of neuroglial cells. 
Neil et al. initially showed that the ADC values in the neonatal cortex were 
higher compared to adults (8; 9) and although they identified anisotropy during early 
gestation, this was not studied in detail. McKinstry et a]. (10) used DTI to study 
cortical microstructural development and showed in a group of 24 infants that tile 
parieto-occipital cortex changed from a highly anisotropic structure at 26 weeks to 
an isotropic tissue by 36 weeks. They attributed decreasing anisotropy with 
increasing age to progressive cortical maturation, with the appearance of basal 
dendrites and thalamocortical afferents. Deipolyi et al. found similar reductions in 
anisotropy and interrogation of the eigenvalucs suggested a decrease ill parallel 
diffusivity (11). They also found regional variations in anisotropy between tile pre- 
and post-central gyri and superior frontal and occipital gyri. These studies showed 
different results for the ADC values of the cortex, with McKinstry showing an 
increase between 26 and 33 weeks followed by a decrease until 36 weeks PMA and 
Deipolyi showing a constant decrease. 
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Although these cortical changes have been reviewed by Iluppi ct al. (12), 
there are no studies looking at the differences between pretcrm infants and term born 
controls. Thus there are several unanswered questions: 
I. What is the pattern of decrease in mean diffusivity during development 
(27 to 47 weeks PMA): is it a bimodal or unimodal pattern of decrease? 
2. Are there variations in mean difflusivity between tile four cerebral lobes: 
frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal? 
3. Are there differences in diffusivity between the gyri and sulci? 
4. In addition to the regional differences in anisotropy, does tile rate of 
decline of anisotropy vary between regions? 
5. Does an increase in radial or a decrease in axial diffusivity explain the 
fall in anisotropy? 
6. By term equivalent age do preterm infants show differences in ADC and 
FA compared to term born controls? 
7. Are the regional variations in ADC and FA seen in term born controls 
and if so, are these different from pretcrm infants at term equivalent age? 
In this chapter the quantification of the diffusion characteristics of the cortex is 
discussed. The analysis has been divided into two sections: 
1. Global cortical microstructure using automated cortical extraction techniques to 
quantify developmental features (27 to 45 weeks PMA) and any differences between 
preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. 
2. Regional cortical differences using manual cortical extraction to quantify spccific 
changes during development (27 to 45 weeks PMA) and any differences between 
preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. 
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9.2. Quantirication of the MR diffusion parameters of the cortex 
during early development 
9.3. Aim 
To quantify the global DTI characteristics (ADC, FA and cigcnvalucs) of the cortex 
using automated techniques to extract the cortical DTI. 
9.4 Methods 
Ethical Approval and Consent 
Ethical approval was obtained from the Hammersmith Hospital Rcscarch Ethics 
Committee (LREC) ref: 04/QO406/125 'Computational analysis of brain 
abnormalities and neurodevelopmental impairment in prcterm infants'. Written 
parental consent was acquired for each infant. 
Patient Characteristics 
A cohort of 82 preterm infants was recruited from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 
at Hammersmith Hospital. None of the infants had congenital anomalies, metabolic 
disease or congenital infections. Term born controls were recruited from the 
postnatal ward. Preterm infants below I kg were given a feed, swaddled and scanned 
during natural sleep. Preterm infants who were above I kg were sedated with chloral 
hydrate 30-50 mg/kg- As the SAR values for all the sequences were within 
recommended levels, heating effects were not seen. In fact, special care was taken in 
infants below 2 kg to prevent heat loss and these infants were wrapped in a plastic 
bag and placed on a plastic-coated gel pad which was heated using a microwave. All 
infants were placed on suction-evacuated pillows to reduce motion. Infants were 
monitored by me with pulse oximetry, electrocardiographic and temperature 
readings. The temperature was maintained within ± 0.5 degree Centigrade in all 
infants. During their stay in the neonatal unit, all neonates had standard neonatal 
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management with serial cranial ultrasounds as part of their clinical care. Information 
about GA at birth, PMA, birth weight, head circumference, chronic lung disease 
(defined as a need for supplemental oxygen at 36 weeks PMA), patent ductus 
arteriosus (PDA), days to full cnteral feeding, nccrotising cntcrocolitis and sepsis 
were obtained from the clinical notes. 15 infants were scanned whilst they received 
continuous airway support. The ventilatory continuous positive airway pressure 
(CPAP) device that was present within the scanner room was firmly bolted to the 
wall in order to prevent it becoming a projectile risk. The CPAP and the humidifier 
were insulated in a Faraday copper cage to avoid inhomogcncity effects within the 
static and the gradient magnetic fields. Careful metal checks were undertaken to 
ensure that all infants and their clothes were completely free of metal. 
Image Acquisition 
MRI was performed on a Philips 3 Tesla system with a maximum gradient strength 
of 62 mT/m on each independent axis and a slew rate of 100 mT/m/ms on each axis 
using an eight-channel phased array head coil. All infants had conventional T, 
MPRAGE 3D volumes images and T2 pseudo-volumes. Singlc-shot echo planar DTI 
was acquired in 15 non-collinear directions using the following parameters in most 
of the infants: TR 80OOms, TE 49ms, slice thickness 2mm, ficid of view 224 mm, 
matrix 128 x 128 (voxel size = 1.75 x 1.75 x2 mm 3 ), b value = 750 S/rnM2' A values 
= 24.3 ms and 8= 12.6 sec. The data was acquired with a SENSE factor of 2. In five 
infants, the TE was 79 ms. The scanning time of the diffusion sequence was about 5 
minutes. 
In a subgroup of 21 infants, the DTI was obtained in 32 directions in addition 
to the 15-direction acquisition. Both the acquisitions were obtained during the same 
session, immediately one after another, without movement of baby or table. The DTI 
acquisition parameters were also the same except for the number of gradient 
directions. In addition, in three infants at 26 weeks, 34 weeks and term cquivaicnt 
age, diffusion tensor imaging with fluid-attenuatcd inversion recovery (FLAIR) was 
acquired in order to suppress the CSF signal and hence the partial volume effect of 
the CSF on the outer cortical surface of both the gyri and sulci. 
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Visual analysis of structural scans for lesions 
Images were visually assessed for normal anatomical appearance of the cerebral 
cortex, basal ganglia and thalami, white matter and cerebellum. The presence of 
overt lesions such as intraventricular haernorrhage, cerebellar hacrnorrhage, 
haemorrhagic parenchymal infarction and ventricular dilatation with or without 
residual intraventricular haemorrhage and punctatc white matter lesions was noted. 
9.5. DTI processing 
For this study both manual and automatic extraction of the cortex %vcrc used. 
Automated cortical extraction 
The automated extraction used the EM-MRF-MLPV novel cortical segmentation 
technique to obtain a cortical diffusion mask. DTI was processed using FSL (13). 
Image artefacts due to eddy currents and small bulk motion were minimised by 
registering the DTI images to the BO images. The brainstem, corpus callosurn and 
basal ganglia masks obtained for each infant from the previous study were used to 
mask their corresponding T2 weighted images, as these structures had similar 
intensity to the cortex. Then the BO image was co-rcgistcrcd by both rigid and affinc 
registration to the infant's native T2 weighted image using sine interpolation and 
normalised mutual information as a similarity function. The transformation matrix of 
this registration was applied to the cortical segmentation results obtained from the T2 
images. Th en the transformed cortical segmentation was used to mask the DTI 
image to acquire the DTI cortical segmentation. An in-house program was used to 
mask and perform the registrations. All the registrations were visually inspected to 
make sure that WM and CSF pixels were not included. 
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Tensor ritting 
The diffusion tensor at each voxel was obtained once the DTI data were eddy current 
corrected and brain extraction was performed. The DTI fit function of the FSL was 
used for the process and the inputs for the program were as follows: 
" Diffusion-weighted data (data): A 4D series of data volumes. This included 
diffusion-weighted volumes and BO volume with no diffusion weighting. 
" Brain extraction binary mask: A single binariscd volume in tile BO space 
containing 'I' inside the brain and '0' outside the brain. 
" Gradient directions (bvecs): A text file containing a list of gradient directions 
applied during diffusion-weightcd volumes. Tile order of entries in this file 
corresponded to the order of volumes in the input data series. 
The format was 
x-1 x-2 x-3 ... x-n 
yj y_2 y_3 ... y_n 
z-lz-2z-3 ... z-n 
Vectors were normalised to unit length within the DTI fit code. For volumes 
in which there was no diffusion weighting, the entry was still present, 
although the direction of the vector did not matter. 
b values (bvals): A text file containing a list of b values applied during each 
volume acquisition. The order of entries in this file matched the order of 
volumes in the input data and entries in the gradient dircctions text file. 
The format was b_1 b_2 b_3 ... b_n. 
Output basename: the name of the output file was entered. 
Using the DTI fit reconstruction of diffusion tensors, ADC, FA, eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors were obtained. The mathematics tool within the FSL called 
<avwmaths> was used to binarise and multiply the DTI cortical segmentation data 
with the ADC, FA and cigenvalues to obtain cortical maps of the DTI 
characteristics. The mean and standard deviation values of each of the characteristics 
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were then acquired using the statistics tool of' F. St. - tit-it slais ý\Civ 
obtained as shown in Figure 9.2. 
Figure 9.2. DT I masks: The cortica I masks fron) I tie segille nI It I ion are o%cl-laid oil I lie %ariolu% 
DTI maps in the coronal, sagittal and axial planes. (a) Apparent diffu%ion coefficit-w. (h) 
fractional anisotropy, (c) eigenvalue 1, (d) eigenvalue 2, and (c) eigen%alue 3 are 
coronal, sagittal and axial planes. 
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9.6. Statistics 
Stats Direct UK (version 2 for Windows) was used. The data were checked for 
normality using the Shapiro-Wilks test. The variables such as gestational age (GA), 
birth weight, head circumference, postmenstrual age (PMA) at scan, weight and 
head circumference at scan were correlated to one other using Spearman's 
correlation. Because of their correlation to each other, principal component analysis 
was used for data reduction. The relationship of the various DTI characteristics with 
PMA at the time of the scan was analysed using simple linear regression. Linear and 
other curve fitting was performed for ADC measurement against PMA to analyse 
whether the ADC followed a unimodal or bimodal pattern. Grouped linear 
regression was performed to analyse the eigenvalues. The differences bct%vccn 
infants with and without lesions and preterm infants and term born controls were 
analysed using the Mann Whitney U test and analysis of variance as appropriate. To 
explore the influence of the other pcrinatal data, simple and multiple regression 
analysis was used to analyse the diffusion characteristics. Analysis of agreement 
between the 15- and 32-direction datascts was performed. The relationship of the 
DTI characteristics with the other perinatal factors such as CLD, ventilation and 
sepsis was analysed using multiple linear regression. 
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9.7. Results 
Cortex during development (27-45 weeks PMA) 
Clinical characteristics 
A total of 82 scans were analysed. There were 60 infants and 16 of these infants had 
2-3 serial scans. The infants had a median GA at birth of 28.36 weeks (range 25.14- 
34.29 weeks) and they were scanned at a median PMA of 36.43 weeks (range 
27.57-45.17 weeks). The median weight and head circumference at birth were 1.05 
kg and 25.75 cm respectively. The median weight and head circumference at scan 
were 2.18 kg and 31.75 cm. 
Ten infants had lesions: four had haemorrhagic parenchymal infarction, one 
had extensive WM punctate lesions, one had cerebellar hacmorrhage, thrce had 
haemorrhage with ventricular dilatation and one had intravcntricular hacmorthagc. 
The median GA at birth and PMA at scan for these infants wcrc 25.71 and 32.86 
weeks respectively. Although the GA at birth was significantly lowcr in infants with 
lesions, PMA at scan was not significantly lower. The weight and OFC at birth wcre 
0.85 kg and 23.5 cm and weight and OFC at scan were 1.625 kg and 29.7 cm 
respectively. The weight and head circumference were not statistically significantly 
different between the two groups. 
Spearman's correlation showed that the GA at birth, PMA, weight and OFC 
were related to one another. As principal component analysis showed that PMA 
explained most of the variance, this was used for further analysis. The following 
results include infants with and without lesions as there was no statistical difference 
between these groups of infants. 
Apparent diffusion coefficient 
There was a linear decrease in the ADC of the entire cortex with increasing 
PMA. The median ADC value was 1.29 x 10-3 MM2 A and the median SD was 2.5 x 
10-5 MM2/S (Figure 9.3a). To determine whether there were bimodal or unimodal 
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patterns, the curve was estimated for other fits such as exponential, cubic, geometric, 
quadratic and growth; however, a linear model was the most appropriate with an F 
value of 101.02 and p<0.0001 (Figure 9.3b). Although tile mcdian ADC of tile 
cortex in infants with lesions was increased compared to infants without lesions, this 
did not reach statistical significance. 
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Figure 9.3. Cortical diffusion coefficient (ADC) and postmenstrual age (PMA) at scan of all the 
infants during development. (a) There is a linear decrease in the ADC values of the cortex 
during the third trimester; (b) shows the fitting of various models such as linear, logarithmic, 
quadratic, cubic, power, growth, exponential and logistic. 
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Fractional anisotropy 
The cortex was anisotropic initially, and fractional anisotropy decreased until 
34-35 weeks, after which it remained constant until 44 weeks PMA, i. e. term 
equivalent age. The median standard deviation of all the FA values was 0.07, which 
was within the noise level of the data. The median cortical FA values were not 
significantly different in infants with or without lesions. 
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Figure 9.4. Fractional anisotropy of the cortex In all Infants during development. The cortex Is 
initially anisotropic with a maximum FA value of 0.21, which gradually decreases with PNIA to 
0.11 by 34 weeks, after which the FA values remain constant. Some of the variance seen at term 
equivalent age was explained by the presence of lesions In the cerebrum or cerebellum. 
Eigenvalues 
The median eigenvalues were as follows: %I = 1.485 x 10-3 MM2/S; X2 = 
1.2585 x 10-3 mm2/s; M=1.12 3x 10-3 MM2/S . The median standard deviation of tile 
eigenvalues was 2.5 104 MM2/S . Grouped linear regression showed that cigcnvaluc I 
decreased with PMA, whereas eigenvalues 2 and 3 did not show a statistically 
significant reduction during the same period. Again, infants with or without lesions 
were not statistically different in eigenvalues or rate of decrease of cigenvalues. 
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Figure 9.5. Cortical eigenvalues in all infants during development. Crouped linear regression 
showed that the principal eigenvalue k, decreased significantly with gestation, whereas there 
was little change in the minor eigenvalues k2 and )13 with increasing gestational age. 
15 versus 32 directions 
In a subgroup of 21 infants, born at a mean GA of 28.43 and scanned at 37.13 weeks 
PMA, the DTI was obtained in 32 directions in addition to the 15-direction dataset. 
The post-processing of the data was also similar to the 15-direction data set. 
Analysis of agreement showed that the correlation coefficient (taU b) 11or ADC was 
0.71; for FA was 0.24; for eigenvalue 1,2 and 3 were 0.77,0.67 and 0.73 
respectively. There was a systematic increase in the mean difference between tile 32 
21" 
IgUI and 15 directions as the mean ADC increased from 0.00 11 to 0.00 13 nirn , -C 
9.6). Grouped linear regression showed that the change in the diffusion 
characteristics with PMA was not statistically different between tile 15- and 32- 
direction data. The standard deviation for the 32-direction mean diffusivity and 
eigenvalues were significantly lower compared to the 15-direction data. The mean 
differences for the mean diffusivity and three eigenvalues were - 0.000065. - 
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0.000081, -0.000076 and -0.00008 respectively. The standard deviation of the FA 
between 15 and 32 directions did not show significant difference. 
Difference in mean ADC MM2 /s between 32 and 15 directions 
-2.30E-04 
-2.80E-04 
-3.30E-04 
-3.80E-04 
-4.30E-04 0. 
Figure 9.6. Differences between 32 directions and 15 directions. Bland Allman analysis showed 
that the correlation coefficient (tau b) for the ADC values between 32 and 15 directions was 
0.71. There was a systematic increase in the mean difference when the ADC values Increased. 
Preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls 
38 preterm infants at term equivalent age and 3 term born controls were compared, 
which showed that the mean and SD of ADC, FA and eigenvalues were significantly 
different between the two groups. The pretcrm infants without lesions were scanned 
at a median PMA of 42 weeks, which was significantly older by 2 weeks compared 
to the infants with lesions and term born controls, who were scanned at a median 
PMA of 40 weeks. The median GA at birth for prcterm infants without lesions was 
28.71, whereas for those with lesions it was 24.86 and for the term born controls it 
was 39.29 weeks. 5 preterm infants had lesions and their diffusion characteristics 
were not significantly different from the prcten-n infants without lesions or tcn-n born 
controls. 
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9.8. Discussion 
This study showed that cortical diffusion characteristics can be automatically 
extracted and that increasing the number of directions from 15 to 32 increased the 
certainty of the estimate for the apparent diffusion coeff'icicnt and cigcnvalues, but 
had no effect on the FA estimates. The very immature cortex showed initial 
anisotropy; however, this decreased until 34 weeks PMA, after which it remained 
constant. The FA values at this stage were near noise levels. The mean diffUsivity 
also decreased with PMA. The reduction in anisotropy occurred mainly by reduction 
in parallel diffusivity rather than perpendicular diffusivity. The difTcrcnce between 
preterm infants with and without lesions at term equivalent age and term born 
controls did not reach statistical significance either during development or at tcri'n 
equivalent age due to the small number of infants in the lesion group. 
These findings are very similar to Dcipolyi's study (11) where the mean 
diffusivity showed a linear decrease with PMA rather than an bimodal pattern of 
increase until 34 weeks and then decrease, as shown by McKinstry et al. (10). 
Careful inspection of the ADC plot in McKinstry's data shows that this bimodal 
distribution is probably due to influential data points between 25 and 30 wccks 
gestation; curiously, in their description of the methods tile study group did not 
include 25 weeks PMA infants. The 24 infants in their study in comparison to tile 82 
infants analysed in my study may have caused type 11 error, i. e. falsely idcntifying 
patterns. 
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Figure 9.7. McKinstry's ADC during development: ADC showed a bimodal pattern during 
development, which may have been due to the four influential points between 25 and 30 weeks 
PMA (McVjnstry RC et al. A prospective, longitudinal diffusion tensor imaging study or brain 
injury in newborns. Neurology 2002 Sep 24; 59(6): 824-33). 
The radial organisation of the cortical columnar cells along the radial 
glial cells has been postulated as the underlying mechanism for tile cortical 
anisotropy seen during early gestation. The reduction in anisotropy can be explained 
by the corresponding reduction in parallel diffusivity (11). Biologically, cortical 
maturation with the introduction of synapses and basal dendrites, along with the 
disappearance of the radial glial cells during the late part of the third trimester, has 
been postulated as a possible reason for this reduction in anisotropy. 
It is interesting to note that around this time period tile cortical folding 
pattern also seems to change, as seen in the cortical macroscopic chapter. Around 
35-36 weeks, the expansion of the excess cortical surface area to volume decreases 
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and the extrinsic curvature begins to increase with PMA. Before 36 weeks the 
intrinsic curvature dominates, and after 36 weeks both the intrinsic and extrinsic 
curvature change. Indeed, the extrinsic tension hypothesis of cortical folding (14) 
explains cortical folding formation due to the tight interncuronal connections within 
gyri rather than across sulci. As the intemeuronal connections crisscross the entire 
cortical sheet, this may disrupt the predominant radial cortical organisation, although 
the cells themselves may retain the columnar organisation. Thus, the diffusion data 
seem to fit with changes in the cortical folding pattern. 
Interestingly, there was no difference between the diffusion characteristics 
of preterrn infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. This may primarily 
be because the study did not have enough term born controls and hcnce tile power 
was not enough to detect any changes. It will be interesting to acquire more term 
born controls (increasing number of term controls= 10, see power calculation in next 
section) and study this in the light of the difference in thickness that has been found. 
As the thicker cortex in preterm infants may be due to tile delay in pruning of 
synapses or difference in the columnar cortical structure, DTI can be used to explore 
these different underlying mechanisms of cortical thickness. 
As already discussed in the cortical morphomctric chapter, tile cortical 
segmentation on T2 weighted images has been extensively validatcd. The small 
value of the standard deviation of the diffusion data and tile visual inspection of the 
segmented DTI data give some confidence in the accurateness of tile cortical 
diffusion data. But there is still a possibility that the cortical segmentation may have 
some partial volume voxels from the CSF and WM. The issue of partial volume 
voxels has not been addressed and discussed in previously published literature 
(10; 11). In spite of this, the diffusion data in this study seem to agree with these 
previous studies. The partial volume effect may cause systematic cancelling ofthe 
high-diffusivity CSF and low-diffusivity WM. It is also important to note that the 
acquired voxel size is about 2 MM3' which is slightly more than the thickness of tile 
cortex, and hence partial volume effects from CSF and MW even in my study will 
have influenced the cortical results. 
There is increasing interest in the quantification of the uncertainty of tile 
diffusion data. Jones (15; 16) has shown that the asymptotic number of sampling 
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directions is approximately 20 to reliably access fractional anisotropy and that for 
the trace of the diffusion tensor the asymptotic number of sampling directions is 30. 
He has also shown using Monte Carlo simulations that the bcncrit of increasing the 
sampling directions becomes more pronounced when the SNR decreases; which is 
the case in preterm. infants. However, in my study there was no significant difTcrencc 
in the mean and SD of the FA between data obtained using 15 or 32 dircctions. This 
may be because even when the cortex is anisotropic, the FA was less than 0.25. 
Jones has shown that increasing the sampling directions is primarily helpful in arcas 
of high FA, whereas in regions of low FA values below 0.4, there was minimal 
change in the mean and 95% Cl. Hence, in my data increasing the sampling 
directions did not lead to a reduction in the mean or, more importantly, the standard 
deviation of the FA values. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the 
eigenvalues and mean difflusivity of the 32-direction data did show reductions in 
standard deviation compared to 15 directions, in keeping with Jones' Monte Carlo 
simulations. 
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9.9. Regional cortical diffusion during early development and at 
term equivalent age 
At present the automated technique only allows the entire cortex to he extracted. 
therefore to quantify the diffusion in individual lobes 111,11IL1111 111,1CC111CIII 01' I-CgIOIIS 
of interest (ROI) is needed. 
9.10. Aim 
To quantify cortical DTI characteristics LiSing 11 111,11IL1,11 I-CgIO11,11 01' HIM-C. St (Rol) 
method. 
9.11. Methods 
DTI processing 
Ethical approval, patient characteristics, image acquisition and v1sual analysis of 
structural scans were similar to the previous section. All the diffusion data \\cre 
visually inspected on the Philips consul 1`61- motion corruption of' Images, its scen In 
Figure 9.8. 
Figure 9.8. DTI data. Visual inspection of tile raw DTI data '11 tile ICNCI of (lie ha%al ganglia and 
lateral ventricles. The B(I and the 15 directions are visualised for motion corruption. similarlN, 
all the h gradient vector images of all the slices of the brain are inspected for motion di%fortion. 
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Data was then transferred off-line and the diffusion-weighted iniages %-,, el-e 
registered to the b=0 image by affine trans format ions to minirnise distortions due to 
eddy currents and small bulk motion using the PRIDE Diffusion Registration tool 
(Release 0.4). DTI data was processed using DTI studio version 2.1 (17). The steps 
involved in the calculation of the various DTI variables apparent diffusion 
coefficient (ADC), fractional anisotropy (FA) and eigenvalUes lambda 1.2 and 3 are 
given below. 
Tensor calculation 
As the absolute intensity levels of the noise for all the DWI images rangcd fi-onl I 
10, a masking threshold of 10 was chosen prior to the tensor calculation. Thc 1) value 
was considered for the trace image calculation. The mean Bo of' all thc scans was 
used as a reference for tensor calculation. At each pixel the tensor calculation was 
performed using a least-mean-square error solution, which detennincd thc six 
independent tensors determined from the 15-direction data set. The output of this 
processing was: 
" Six components of a diffusion tensor D, -, D::, D, -, D,, - and D,. ). 
" Results of tensor diagonalisation (three eigenvalues and eigenvectors). 
" Anisotropy maps including Fractional anisotropy (FA), relative 
anisotropy (RA) and volume ratio (VR). 
FA-weighted colour maps (x (lateral orientation) red, y (anterior 
posterior) = green, z (superior-inferior) = blue). 
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Figure 9.9a. Diffusion characteristics during de%clopment: 26 iscek% PNIA. Flic cortex has 
restricted diffusion compared to the white matter and is seen as low signal iutcu%iiý on ADC 
maps. However, at 26 weeks PMA the cortex is anisolropic, a% %hoý%u by the increa%ed %ignal 
intensity on FA and colour-coded maps. At this age it prominent %ubplatc is seen a% high %ignal 
intensity on the ADC maps and low signal intensity on the FA map. 
b 34 weeks PMA 
Cortcx: 
I ligh Signal Ill the frontal 
oll FA Illap 
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Figure 9.9b. Diffusion characteristics during developinew: 34 %seek% PNIA. I he corte% h. 1% 
restricted diffusion compared to the white matter an(] is seen its loss signal iuten%itý on ADC 
maps. At 34 weeks, there are remnants of subplate on the ADC map and tile Cortex rculikin% 
anisotropic in the frontal regions. 
41 weeks PMA 
1111411 Signal III the 1,1,0111,11 
Illap 
11 %%til" V\1 \. [Ile %III)platc. i% 11ol 
,, isible; howe%cr, there is a slight iiierease ill %iglull iIItcII%i1% ill (lie I cgioll% of tile col, lc\. 
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ADC calculation 
The ADC map of each of the 15 directions was calculated using tile 1101-111LILI: 
ADC = ln(YS, 
) 
Ib 
Then the mean of all the directions was calculated by the program to give a mean 
ADC value at each pixel. 
Manual cortical extraction 
Region of interest 
Multiple oval regions of interest (ROls) were positioned oil tile cortex bilatct-ally in 
approximately 8-10 axial ADC slices. The ROls were placed oil the left and right 
sides of the frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal cortex. The gryi and suici were 
extracted separately. In addition, ROls were also placed oil specific gryi and sulci 
such as the pre, post and central gyri and sulci, cingulate SUICUS, CaICa1-i11C SulCuS, 
parieto-occipital sulcus, insula cortex and Sylvian I issure. 
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Figure 9.10. Cortical region of* interest (Iml). (a) %xial wi-114ol, (, I ý 1)( maps in an inhint at 20 
weeks PMA. (a. 1) Shows the multiple oval ROI in the left frontal gyri-, (a. 2) 1401 in file rigill 
parietal gyri: (a. 3) ROI in the right occipital gyri; and (a. 4) 1401 in the left temporal gyri. Note 
the paucity of sulci at this IRMA. 
Figure 9.10. Cortical region of interest (1101). (b) At term equivalent age (b. 1 and b. 2) Rol in 
the left frontal gyri and sulci respectively, (b. 3 and b. 4) 1101 in the left pstrietal gý ri and sulci. 
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Figure 9.10. Cortical region of interest (1101). (b. 5 and b. 0) IMI in the left occipital gyri and 
sulci and (b. 7 and b. 8) ROI in the right temporal gyri an(] sulci. 
Figure 9.10. Cortical region of interest (ROI). (c) left saigillal section of the ADC in. 41) ail terin 
equivalent age: (c. 1) parieto-occipital sulcus; (c. 2) cingulatc(l sulcus; and (c. 3) calcarine sulcus. 
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9.12. Statistics 
Stats Direct UK (version 2 for Windows) was used. The variables were tested for 
normality using the Shapiro-Wilks test. The validity of the ROI measurements was 
assessed by inspection of their histograms and analysis of the standard deviation or 
both the ADC and FA values. Variables such as gestational age (GA) at birth, birth 
weight, head circumference, PMA at scan, weight and head circumference at scan 
were correlated to one other using Spearman's correlation. Because or their 
correlation to each other, principal component analysis was used for data reduction. 
The relationship of the various DTI characteristics with I'MA at scan was analysed 
using simple linear regression. Grouped linear regression was performed to analysc 
the regional effects of PMA at scan on the various parameters and to estimate tile 
differences between X1, X2, %3- Individual regions and gyral and suical difrcrcliccs 
were initially analysed using a paired t test or tile Mann Whitney U test where 
appropriate. The differences between all the various regions and between gyri and 
sulci were confirmed using one-way analysis of variance with Tukcy-Kranicr 
multiple comparison, with significance set at p <0.05. Multiple regression was used 
to analyse the effect of the various perinatal factors. The Mann-Whitncy U test and 
analysis of variance were used to compare difTcrcnccs between infants with and 
without lesions and between preterm infants at term and term born controls. The 
relationship of the DTI characteristics with the other perinatal factors such as CLD, 
ventilation and sepsis was analysed using multiple linear regression. 
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9.13. Results 
Validity of the ROI 
Histograms of the FA in the ROI measurements (Figure 9.11) were visualiscd to 
ensure that partial volume voxels from CSF and WM were not included. If CSF was 
included in the ROI the histogram would have contained low FA values; on tile other 
hand, if WM was included the histogram would have contained high FA values. In 
total 70 histograms from multiple sites in all the four regions and in both tile gyri 
and sulci across gestations were randomly analysed. The histograms showed that the 
SD of the FA values within the ROI was less than 0.0008. The FA actual 
measurements ranged from 0.10 to 0.42. The SD of tile ADC values was 1.08 x 10 
mm2/s and the mean ADC measurements were 1.09 to 1.40 x 10,3 mm2/S. 
Histogram for an example Sulcus 
Number of multiple 
ROI with the region 
8 
6 
4 
2 
FA 
Figure 9.11a. ROI histogram of sulcus. The histogram of the FA measurements with a regional 
ROI is given. The number of multiple oval ROI within the region Is given on tile y-axis and tile 
actual FA measurement on the x-axis. An example of a sulcus 13 shown. 
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Figure 9.11b. ROI histogram of gyrus. The histogram of the FA measurements with a regional 
ROI is given. The number of multiple oval 1101 within the region Is given on the y-axis and the 
actual FA measurement on the x-axis. An example of a gyrus Is shown. 
Diffusion FLAIR 
The partial volume effect due to CSF may be more pronounced in gyral regions 
where more surface area is exposed to CSF compared to suical regions. Oil tile other 
hand, within the sulci CSF may be trapped between the two adjacent cortical 
surfaces and cause partial volume errors. licnce a diffusion FLAIR sequence, which 
suppresses the CSF signal, was used to explore whether measurements from cortical 
gyri and sulci were altered by suppressing CSF and hopefully to decrease any partial 
volume effects. ROI were placed in all the regions of both the gyral and suical 
regions in the three infants. The ADC values of the different gyri and sulci were 
measured in a paired DTI dataset acquired with and without FLAIR. There was no 
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significant difference in the ADC values both in the gyri and suici and tile mean of 
the SD of these measurements is 1.01 X 10-6 MM2/S, which is the noise level of the 
system. The SD of the FA values was also within noisc IcvcIs. In addition, 
histograms revealed that there were no systematic diffcrcnccs bctwccn the two 
acquisitions. 
9.14. Cortical diffusion during development 
A total of 35 infants born with a median of 28.71 weeks (range 23.43 wccks-32.86 
weeks) were analysed. These infants were scanned betwccn 27.14 %vccks and 36.86 
weeks PMA. Their median weight and OFC at birth wcrc 1.16 kg and 26.3 cm 
respectively, and at scan were 1.216 kg and 28 cm rcspcctivcly. 
Apparent Diffusion Coefficient 
There was no significant difference between the right and lcft sides and licncc the 
average was taken for further analysis. The ADC in all the gyral regions was 
significantly higher compared to the sulci p<0.0001. Tile parictal gyri sliowcd 
significantly lower ADC compared to the other three rcgions (parictal vs frontal 
p<0.0001; parietal vs occipital p<0.0001; and parictal vs temporal p=0.003). Tlic 
ADC values of the occipital, temporal and frontal gyri wcrc not significantly 
different from each other (Figure 9.12). The mcan diffcrcnccs bct%vccn the rcgions 
were 0.05-0.07 x 10-3 MM2/s. 
Of the 35 infants, all had parictal sulci, whercas the occipital sulci %vcrc 
present only in 30 infants, the frontal sulci in 25 infants and the temporal sulci in 20 
infants. For the sulcal regions, the frontal lobe showed higher diffusion cornparcd to 
the other regions (p<0.001) and although the parictal lobe had restricted diffusion, it 
was only significantly lower when compared to the frontal and occipital regions. The 
medians of the differences between the gyri and sulci were 0.034.08 x 10.3 I'nM2/S 
in all the regions. 
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Figure 9.12. Regional apparent diffusion coefficient. Bo% and i%hi%ker plols shoN% tile inedian 
and upper and lower quartile ADC values of the frontal gý ri (H. ), parictal gý ri (14. ), occipilal 
gyri (OG) and temporal gyri (TC) (top). Frontal suici (FS), parietal %nici (PS), occipital %ulci 
(OS) and temporal sulci (TS) are depicted (bottom). The ADC values of' file I)III-jetal gýri ind 
suici were significantly lower than the other regions, whereas the ADC %alues of tile fronfail 
sulci were significantly higher compared to the other regions. 
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FA and eigenvalues 
The mean SD in all regions was 2.1 X 10-5 MM2/S . Table 
9.1 givcs the DTI 
parameters presented as means and standard deviation of the least mean squares 
ADC, FA and eigenvalues 1,2 and 3( %I, X2, %3)- 
Frontal cortex Parictal cortex Occipital cortex Temporal cortex 
gyri SUM gyri suld gyri suld gyri suld 
ADC 1.29 1.25 1.22 1.17 1.28 1.2 1.26 1.19 
(SD) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.1) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) 
FA 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.17 0.12 0.17 0.13 
(SD) (0.01) (0.01) (0.006) (0.003) (0.007) (0.005) (0.006) (0.008) 
%1 1.53 1.48 1.43 1.35 1.48 1.34 1.47 1.33 
(SD) (0.01) (0.01) (0-01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
X2 1.26 1.24 1.22 1.18 1.24 1.19 1.22 1.17 
(SD) (0.01) (0.01) (0.008) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.007) (0.009) 
X3 1.1 1.09 1.07 1.04 1.09 1.05 1.08 1.06 
(SD) (0.01) (0.01) (0-01) (0-009) (0.01) (0.01) (0.006) (0-008) 
Table 9.1. DTI parameters during 27 to 45 weeks PNIA development. The means and standard 
deviation (SD) of the ADC in 10'3/mmz/s, FA and eigenvalues In l0'3/mm2/s frontal, parletal, 
occipital and temporal gyri and sulcl are given. 
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Speciric suld an gyni 
Parietal 
There was variation in the appearance of sulci within the parictal region. The central 
sulcus was present in all the infants, whereas the pre and post central sulci were 
present in only 30 and 28 infants respectively. These suical regions had a mcdian 
ADC value of 1.17,1.18 and 1.19 X 10-3 MM2 /s respectively (SE 0.02). Tile median 
ADC in the pre and post central gyri was 1.23 and 1.21 X IU3 mm2/s (SD of 0.02). 
Occipital 
The median ADC in the calcarine sulcus and paricto-occipital sulcus %vcre 1.2 and 
1.21 X 10,3 MM2/S. 
Frontal 
Cingulate sulci were measured and had a median ADC value of 1.25 x 10-3 MM2/S. 
Temporal 
The Sylvian fissure had a median ADC of 1.19 x 10-3 MM2/S and the insular cortcx 
had a median ADC of 1.21 X 10.3 MM2/S . There was a dccreasc in ADC in all the 
regions with increasing PMA at scan, similar to the global cortical measurements 
performed by automatic extraction, and there was no significant difference in tile 
rate of fall of the diffusion between the regions. 
Fractional anisotropy 
The frontal cortex had significantly higher anisotropy compared to all the other 
regions. Similar to the ADC values, the FA values in the gyri were significantly 
higher in the gyri compared to the sulci. All the regions showed a dccrcasc in 
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anisotropy with PMA at scan (Figure 9.13). GrOLIped Imear regressiori sho%kcd 111at 
there was no significant difference in the rate offall ofFA across regiOlls. 
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Figure 9.13. Fractional anisotropy (FA) during development. (Top) Ro% and ý%hkker 1)14)1% (11' 
the median and upper and lower quartiles of [lie FA: the frontal, parictal, occipital and 
temporal gyri and sulci are depicted. Frontal gý ri and sulci haN e higher compared to the 
other regions and in all regions the gyri has higher FA compared to file %ulci. I Is and 1(. ': 
temporal sulci and gyri; OS and OG: occipital stilci and gyri. I'S lind I, (. *: parietal Sillci and 
gyri; and FS and FG: frontal stilci and gý ri. (Bolloill) The regional decrea%c in FA %. title% %ilh 
increasing PMA. Grouped linear regression sho%%ed that '11(hough tile FA %alue% ill file frollial 
gyri were significantly higher than the other regions, there Aas no difference ill tile raie of' fall 
of the FA values across regions. 
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The FA values within specific sulci such as pre central, central and post central sulci 
were similar to corresponding parietal sulci values; calcarine fissure and paricto- 
occipital sulci were similar to occipital sulci; cingulate sulci were similar to frontal 
sulci; and Sylvian fissure was similar to the temporal region sulci. 
Eigenvalues 
The eigenvalues (k) were significantly higher in both the frontal gyri and sulci 
compared to the corresponding gyri and sulci in the parictal, occipital and temporal 
regions. X, significantly decreased with increasing PMA. There was no Significant 
decrease in X2 and X3 as seen in the automatic extraction of the entire cortex. The 
eigenvalues of the specific sulci were also similar in value to their corresponding 
lobes. They showed a decrease in eigenvalue I and no significant reduction in 
eigenvalues 2 and 3 with PMA. 
Perinatal factors 
There were only two infants in the group who had lesions and their DTI parameters 
were not significantly different from the group. Nor was their PMA statistically 
different from the rest of the group. The other pcrinatal factors such as PROM, 
antenatal steroids, surfactant doses, ventilation and inotropic support did not 
influence the ADC and FA values of the cortex. 
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9.15. Preterm infants at term and terin born controls 
Clinical characteristics 
A total of 41 preterm infants at term equivalent age born bctwccn 25.41 %vccks and 
34 weeks gestation were scanned at a median PMA of 41.71 weeks. Tcn term born 
controls bom at a median PMA of 39.85 weeks were scanned at a mcdian PMA of 
42 weeks. Hence there was no significant difference in the PMA at scan between the 
two groups. The weight and OFC for the different groups are givcn in Table 9.2. 
Although the weight and OFC of the prctcrm group at scan was lowcr than the tcrm 
bom controls, these did not reach statistical significancc. 
Birth weight OFC at birth Weight at Scan OFC sit SCIIII 
Median Median Median Median 
(range) kg (range) cm (range) kg (range) cm 
Preterm 1.24 27 3.4 36.2 
infants (0.65-2.3) (22.5-33.5) (2.2-5.5) (31.5-38.6) 
Term 3.51 35.5 4 36.5 
controls (3.02-4.26) (34-38.6) (3.3-4.51) (34.5-39) 
Table 9.2. Perinatal characteristics. Weight and occipito-frontal circunircrence (01-'C) at both 
birth and scan for preterm at term equivalent age and term born controls is given. Although of 
birth there were significant difrerences in these ractors between the two groups, at scan there 
was no significant difference. 
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Apparent diffusion Coefficient 
Regional patterns 
The gyri of both preterm, infants at term equivalent age and term born controls had 
significantly higher ADC values compared to their corresponding sulci in all the 
regions assessed, resembling the pattern seen during early development. In prctcnn 
infants at term equivalent age, the frontal cortex, both gyri and sulci, showed 
increased diffusion and the parietal cortex showed decreased diffusion compared to 
the other regions, also similar to developmental trends. The relative increased 
diffusion seen in the occipital and temporal gyri during early development was 
reduced by term equivalent age. In contrast, in term born controls there was no 
cortical regional variation of the ADC values, cit her in gyral or sulcal regions 
(Figure 9.14). 
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Figure 9.14. Regional ADC values at term equivalent age. III both preterin a( term and lei-III 
born controls the sulci were significantly lower in all lobes compared to the g) ri (left and right). 
In preterm at term equivalent age the frontal cortex had significanllý higher diffu%ion and 
parietal cortex had significantly lower diffusion compared to other regions ((of)). In contrn%t, 
there was no regional variation in the term born controls (bottom). TS and lelup,, rIII %jilci 
and gyri; CIS and OG: occipital sulci and gyri; PS and PC: parictill sulci and g) ri, and FS and 
FC: frontal sulci and gyri. 
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Differences between preterm infants at term and term born controls 
There was a trend towards higher global At)(' values in pretcrm infants at tcrin 
equivalent age compared to term born controls (0.057). To explore this I*urther, tile 
diffusion of the individual regions was analysed. The diffusion in the Frontal cortex 
(both the gyri and sulci) was significantly higher in prcterm inflants al M*111 
equivalent age compared to term born controls (p 0.01). There was no significant 
difference in the mean diffusivity between preterm lill'ants at term and term born 
controls in the parietal, occipital and temporal regions, except in the parietal sulci 
(p=0.01). The differences in median ADC values for the parictal sulci, Frontal sulci 
and frontal gyri were 0.03,0.04 and 0.05 x 10-3 rnrn2/s respectively (Figure 1). 15). 
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Figure 9.15. Regional ADC differences between preterm infants at term equkalent age and 
term born controls. Median frontal gyri and sulci all(] parictal %ulci Aere %ignificillitIN higher ill 
preterm infants at term equivalent age compared to term born control%. 'I*llei*c %%ji% no 
significant difference in any other region. 
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Retrospective power calculation 
In order to detect a difference in the true value ofO. 02 x1 ()-3 nim2/s bem'een (I le two 
groups, given that the SID for the measurement was 0. F-0.2 x 10-' rnmý /s from the 
developmental data, the sample size was calculated to be 13 hil'ants in both procrill 
at term and term born controls groups. Because only tell int'ants %Nere avallable In tile 
term born controls, the preterm group was increased in number to 4 1. This gavc tile 
study a power of 90% (probability ofcorrectly detecting I real effect) and 1 1) value 
of 0.05 (5% chance of incorrectly rejecting the null IlypOtllCSiS). 
Specific sulci and gyii 
There was no significant difference in the ADC VaILICS 01' SI)CCit"IC SLIlCi 01- p Il Q)I-C 
central, post central and central gyri, calcarine sulci, paricto-occipit, 11 sulcl, Sylviln 
fissure and cingulate sulc) when preterm inflants at term %%erc compared to lei-III born 
controls. The pre central, post central and central sulci were significantly restricted 
in term born controls compared to preterm infants. 
Fractional anisotropy 
Similar to developmental data and mean diffusivity data, the FA values ill the SUICi 
were significantly reduced compared to the FA valLICS ill tile g)-l'i (1) 0.002). 
However, the higher anisotropy seen in the frontal cortex during cal-licr dc% clopillent 
disappeared by term equivalent age. Moreover, there was no difTerence in anisotropý 
between preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born control's in all tile 
regions (Figure 9.16). 
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Figure 9.16. Fractional anisotropy in preterni infams at term c(pikalent jigt. jillil lern, 
controls. There was no significant difference in the FA (if pri and %olci of 1)1. clcl-lll it lei-Ili 
equivalent age and term born controls (. I and b). The %ulci in all regi4oll% ill blill, pl-elel-Ill al 
term and term born contri)ls had significanllý lower FA %alue% compared to Ihe 
gyri. 
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Eigenvalues 
All the eigenvalues were increased in preterm infants compared to term born 
controls (p=0.03). Similar to the ADC variation, the cigenvalues in the frontal region 
and parietal sulci of preterm infants at term equivalent age showed increased values 
compared to the other regions. The values were also significantly increased in the 
gyri compared to the sulci in both preterm infants at term and term born controls 
(P<0.001). 
Overt lesions 
There were only three infants with lesions, two with haernorrhagic parenchymal 
infarct and one with extensive white matter punctate lesions. The infants with 
lesions had increased mean diffusivity in all regions of the cortex, in both the gyri 
and sulci; however, this did not reach statistical significancc. Similar to the inrants 
without lesions, infants with lesions had restricted diffusion in the sulci compared to 
the gyri of all the four cortical lobes. 
There was regional variation in the ADC pattern within infants with lesions: 
the frontal cortex had the highest ADC values and the parictal cortex had the lowcst, 
although it did not reach statistical significance. This was similar to tile ADC valucs 
seen in infants without lesions. There was no difference in tile fractional anisotropy 
of the different regions. Eigenvalues ki and X2 were increased in infants with lesions 
compared to infants without lesions, again without reaching statistical signiricancc. 
Eigenvalue X3 did not differ betwecn infants with and without lesions. 
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Frontal Parictal Occipital Temporal 
ADC cortex -- 
cortex cortex cortex 
10 -3 mm 2/S gyri SUM gyri SUM gyri Suld gyri Suld 
Preterm 1.344 1.22 1.224 1.16 1.24 1.125 1.249 1.152 
lesions I I 
Preterm 1.257 1.19 1.172 1.132 1.17 1.155 1.201 1.142 
without 
lesions 
- - Term controls 1.19 1.14 1.16 1.102 
t 1.1 6 1.111 1.207 
Table 9.3. Mean ADC lesions versus no lesions. The mean ADC values or the four regional Ryrl 
8 nd sulci in preterm infants with and without lesions at term equivalent out anti term born 
controls are given. The table shows that all the regions (both pyri and sulci) In preterin Infants 
with lesions showed lower ADC values compared to preterm infants without lesions anti term 
born controls; however, these did not reach statistical significance. 
Perinatal factors 
The influence of GA, weight and OFC at birth and scan wcrc tcstcd using multiple 
regression analysis with all the individual regions. The ADC valucs of the frontal, 
occipital and temporal gyri were influenced by PMA at scan secti in thcsc rcgions. 
None of the other perinatal factors affected the othcr rcgions. The incrcasc in ADC 
was not statistically related to postnatal factors such as vcntilation, oxygcn 
requirement, inotropic support and sepsis. 
9.16. Discussion 
The combination of early developmental, prctcrm at term and term born control data 
has provided a unique opportunity to examine whether the regional variations in 
cortical diffusion seen during early development persisted until term equivalent age 
and whether these variations were significantly different in procrin infants at term 
age compared to term born controls. Indeed, tile mean difTusivity of tile frontal gyri 
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and sulci was increased during development and persisted abnormally in prctcrrn 
infants compared to term born controls. Surprisingly, in spite or the restricted 
diffusivity of the parietal cortex throughout development compared to other regions, 
the parietal sulci had significantly higher mean diffusivity in prctcrm infants at term 
equivalent age compared to term born controls. However, the higher diffusivity or 
the occipital and temporal gyri during development, compared to the parictal cortex, 
was reduced by term equivalent age and these regions did not show significnnt 
differences by term equivalent age. The study also showed that the gyri in all regions 
of both the preterm, infants and term born controls have significantly higher dilTusion 
compared to the sulci. 
Similar to previous manual ROI studies of the cortex (8; 11), there was a 
consistent decrease in the ADC values with increasing gestational age using both tile 
manual ROI method and the automatic cortical extraction method. In contrast, 
McKinstry (10) showed a Gaussian-shaped curve for the relationship of ADC and 
PMA, whereby the ADC increased between 26 and 32 wccks and then decreased 
from 32 weeks to 36 weeks gestation; this was attributed to tile presence or a large 
number of infants being scanned below 30 weeks. I lowevcr, in the automatic 
cortical extraction study there were 16 infants who were scanned below 30 wccks 
compared to 7 infants scanned by McKinstry. Hence the bimodal pattern of ADC 
shown during development in McKinstry's study may be related to a systematic 
error in ROI measurement made in the younger infants, especially as their cortex is 
thinner. Moreover, the decrease in diffusion is in keeping with tile decrease in watcr 
content of the brain, the increase in cellular content of the cortex. especially tile 
interneurons of layers 2 and 3, the arrival of tile thalamocortical afTcrent, the 
formation of basal dendrites and the exuberance of synaptic density throughout 
development. 
Both automatic and manual extraction of the cortex showed that the initial 
anisotropy of the cortex reduced to noise levels by 34-35 weeks. Manual ROIs 
showed that although the frontal cortex had some anisotropy even at term equivalent 
age, all the regions became both globally and regionally isotropic and that there was 
no difference in the FA values between prctcrm infants and term born controls. 
These results are similar to paricto-occipital ROI measurements made by McKinstry 
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and superior frontal, occipital and pre and post central gyrus measurements made by 
Deipolyi et al. The decrease in fractional anisotropy during development was 
explained by a decrease in %I similar to the previous studies. This has been attributed 
to the arrival of interneurons, which form local circuits with the basal dcndritcs or 
the pyramidal neurons, the disappearance of the radial glial cells and tile arrival of 
the thalamocortical afferents, all of which disrupt the anisotropy radially more than 
tangentially. However, except for the disappearance of the radial glial cells that form 
the architectural bone structure for early radial anisotropy of the cortical columns, all 
the other mechanisms should theoretically decrease water motion in tile tangential 
direction. Indeed, the increase in synaptic formation during the third trimester leads 
to a change in the pattern of electrical activity seen in prctcrm inrants. The early 
widespread spontaneously discharging electrical activity is replaced by localised 
units of activity by 35 weeks (18). As tile cortical folding pattern changes from 
intrinsic- to extrinsic-dominated mechanisms, the decrease in radial difflusivity could 
be related to the compactness of the radial columnar units that occur during cortical 
folding rather than intrinsic cellular mechanisms (19). 
The ADC values were measured in all the four lobes in both gyri and sulci. 
In spite of the decrease in cortical thickness that is seen in sulci (20), %vilich would 
have caused more partial volume errors in these regions especially at early gestation, 
the sulci showed restricted diffusion compared to gyri. To investigate this and tile 
partial volume errors of CSF that cover most of tile gyral surface, diffusion FLAIR 
sequences wwere performed in three infants at early, middle and late third trimester. 
However, even after suppression of the CSF signal, the gyral regions had 
consistently increased diffusion compared to the sulci. This can be explained 
histologically by the compactness of the sulcal laminar organisation, especially in 
layers 2 and 3, whereas in the gyri layers 2 and 3 show increased thickness arid 
decreased neurophil density, as shown in the greyscale image of Figure 9.17. Indeed, 
all the three eigenvalues were decreased in the sulci compared to tile gyri in keeping 
with the compactness of the underlying cortex. Moreover, these difTcrcnccs in 
diffusion may also be related to the intrinsic nature of cortical folding. 
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Figure 9.17. Gyri and sulci. The difference in thickness of the cortical la. ýcr% 2 and 3 i% sho%%u 
between the gyral and sulcal regions. The relative thinness and complIC111C%% of' III , ýcr% 
2 and 3 
may cause the restricted diffusion seen in the sulcal regions comparcd it) pral rcgion% (from 
Amunts et al. Anat Embryol (Berl) 19955). 
During development. increased diffusivity and anisotropy ýwrc SCCII III 111C 
frontal lobes compared to the other regions. \vhich was sinular to Dcipolyj's silldý. 
There are normal regional variations seen during development \\ ith regard it) cort ical 
folding (21 ), regional uptake 01' glucose (22). regional blood I1o\\ (23) and cortical 
thickness. These variations are especially more pronotinccd in the fi-ontal region. 
which shows maximum expansion during both evolution 111d 1111111MI dC\Cl0l)IIICIII- 
The expansion in frontal regions leads to a prolongcd process of cortical 
until late adolescence and is associated with general Intelligence (24.215). logic. 
problem-solving abilities (26) and complex VISLIOSIXItKil processing (27). 1 lence. the 
increased diffusion and anisotropy seen in the frontal lobe of'preterni infants niaý tic 
a normal developmental process. Similarly, the restricicd diffusion and isolropy of 
the parietal cortex may represent cortical organisation. cxplainck] llý tile 
corresponding functional maturation ofthe sensoriniotor acti\ itics (28,29). 
However, the increased diffusion seen in (he Il-Ontill COI-tCX 111d 1XVICtill SUICI 
of preterm infants at term equivalent age compared to terill horn Controls 
that there is a delay or abnormality in matUrat loll. I'lle prclllllillarý datil Oil 1111"'llits 
with lesions suggest that the increased diffusion may be abnormal rather than 
delayed. Interestingly, even though the lesions affected mostly tile parictal and 
occipital white matter regions, all the cortical regions showed increased diffusion. 
As we have already seen that both the thalamus and subplate arc affected by these 
lesions, the global cortical involvement suggests that there is disruption or all tile 
thalamocortical afferents within the subplate where they receive infort-nation about 
their final destination. 
In spite of the restricted diffusion in the parictal sulci seen during 
development and in preterm infants and term born controls, it was surprising to see 
an increase in diffusion of this region in preterm infants at term equivalent age 
compared to term born controls. However, Isaacs ct al. have shown decreased 
cortical volume in the left infira-parietal sulcal area, related to calculation diMcultics 
seen in ex-preterm children (30). Alteration in the pattern cell density was proposed 
as one of the reasons for the reduction in cortical volume in this area. There is also 
an increasing body of evidence that links intellectual abilities to regions within the 
parietal lobe (3 1), hence increased diffusion in the parictal sulci of prctcrm infants at 
term equivalent age may actually relate to later cognitive disabilities. 
This is the first study to give the DTI parameters in the temporal lobe or 
preterin infants. Similar to the occipital lobe, which showed increased diffusion 
during development, the temporal regions mature by term equivalent age and show 
no difference compared to term born controls. 
Finally, it has to be stressed that the values of FA and ADC quoted in my 
study have been obtained at 3T, compared to all the previous studies wlicrc the 
diffusion has been measured at 1.5T. The increase in SNR between tile two field 
strengths has been quoted to range from 20-45% (32; 33). This increase in SNR has 
been shown to increase the FA and decrease the ADC in both grey and WM of 
adults. The increase in SNR is also associated with a decrease in the standard error 
of measurement, which is particularly important in the case of neonatal brains wilcrc 
typically the SNR are lower compared to adults (34; 35). Although comparable to tile 
1.5T data, there are some systematic differences between the 3T data and 1.5T data, 
especially in the assessment of mean diffusivity and cigenvalLICS. Because or the 
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increased SNR, the cones of uncertainty in the 3T data arc smaller for the ADC data 
compared to 1.5T and hence the quoted values in this study may be more accurate. 
9.17. Conclusion 
There were differences in cortical diffusion between gyri and sulci, which may 
reflect underlying microstructure laminar architecture and macrostructural cortical 
folding patterns. The frontal cortex showed increased diffusion during development 
and this persisted abnormally at term equivalent age. A decrease in water content 
along with changes in cortical folding patterns may have caused tile reduction in 
diffusivity and anisotropy seen with increasing PMA. 
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Chapter 10 
Infants 
Subplate Development in Preterm 
10.1. Introduction 
The subplate is a transient laminar layer of the developing cortex and consists or the 
first post-mitotic neurons embedded in a rich abundant cxtraccllular matrix. Subplate 
neurons are mature with gamma amino butyric acid (GABA) synapses dctcctcd on 
their soma (1). They have both long projection axons, which are glutamencrgic in 
nature (2), and short interneuron-type axons, which producc somatostatin, 
neuropeptide Y and cholecystokinin (3). The major function of the subplate is to 
orchestrate connections between the developing cortex and subcortical structurcs, 
especially the pioneering thalamocortical afferents from the thalamus to spcciric 
cortical lobes (4). 
This chapter starts with the developmcnt of the subplate. Background 
literature on the study of the subplate is also rcviewcd. The quantification of the 
subplate using structural MR images both during development and at term 
equivalent age is performed to evaluate the differences between prctcnn infants at 
term and term born controls. Similarly, the diffusion charactcristics of the subplatc 
during development and at term equivalent agc arc quantificd. Biological 
implications of both macroscopic and microscopic subplatc dcvclopmcnt arc 
discussed. 
10.2. Subplate development 
The cortex has 20 billion neurons, which are organised both radially into six spcciric 
layers and tangentially into 40 functional layers, called Grundtypus by Brodniann 
(5). This organisation mirrors the connections between the thalamus and tile cortcx, 
which are also radially organised, i. e. layer 4 receiving thalamic afTercnts and laycr 6 
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sending corticothalamic afferents (6). Tangential organisation is also seen, with the 
lateral geniculate, nucleus sending connections to the visual cortex and the 
ventrobasal nuclei to the sensory cortex. It has been shown that the subplatc plays a 
crucial role in this laminar organisation (7). 
Shatz, Ghosh and Kostovic et al. (7-11) have studied early subplatc 
development in detail by histological and ablation experiments at different 
gestational ages, and found that the subplate is necessary for tile migration, laminar 
location and areal specification of thalamocortical fibres to difTcrcnt functional 
cortical areas. The thalamocortical migration steps can be divided as follows (Figure 
10.1). 
Path finding (7; 12) 
Subplate neurons send out axons, which serve as a scaffold for dcsccnding 
corticothalamic projections. This leads to selective fasciculation of tile 
thalamocortical fibres within the internal capsule. Once outside the intcrnal capsulc, 
extracellular chernotropic guidance molecules and ccll surface cues along the 
subplate axons guide the thalamocortical affcrents to the different regions of the 
subplate. 
Target selection 
Thalarnocortical afferents form early synapses with the subplatc neurons and havc a 
'waiting period' in the subplate cxtracellular matrix. During this pcriod 
thalamocortical afferents slide through a pool of adhesion (Long chain Acyl-CoA 
Dehydrogenase [LCADI]) and extracellular matrix (Cliondroitin sulphatc and 
tensasin) molecules and receive information about their specific cortical target from 
the subplate neurons. 
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Specification of cortical areas 
There is evidence to suggest that the position of the subplate neurons rclative to cach 
other remains static during development, thus leading to spcciflcation of the subplatc 
and the overlying cortex. The subplate sends this information to the cortcx via the 
thalamocortical. afferents. It also provides information for the affcrciits to terminate 
in layer 4 of the cortex and to restrict their terminal arborisation to this laycr. 
Formation of specialised cortical columns 
Once the thalamocortical afferents have reached tile spccific regions. tile cortical 
neurons organise themselves into specialised columnar regions, such as ocular 
dominance columns, mediated by thalamic activity (13; 14). Expcriincnts ill rats 
where the visual cortex was transplanted to the motor cortex before thalamocortical 
invasion have shown that barrel whisker columns are formed in the transplant 
cortex, suggesting that specialisation of the cortex occurs via thalamic activity 
regardless of the original cortical location. The arrival of tile thalamocortical fibres 
also leads to dendritic arborisation of the intcmeurons in laycr 3 of the cortex. 
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Figure 10.1. Subplate neurons. Migration of neurons front ýentricular /one (%, /. ) %ia 
intermediate zone (IM) and subplate (SP) to reach the cortical plate (CII). 1`4 to V 10 repl-c%col 
embryonic days in primate monkey. The connections made from the nuclen% hasnii% and I)a%al 
forebrain (NB and BF), thalamus (TR) and corpus callosuln (CC) are 111%o %hoý% n. *1 he Cortical 
plate cells are arranged in radial columns, which gives rise to earl) aoi%otropý. I'lit. %ubplalc 
cells modulate the thalamocortical afferents to determine their respeclke cortical po%ifion%. I'lic 
figure on the bottom shows the timing and sequence of event% '1%. -ociated ý% ith the (1(-% clopmelit 
of the thalamocortical pathway from the lateral geniculate neurons in the thalnom% to la. Ncr% 4, 
5 and 6 of the visual cortex via the subplate neurons in the foetal cal. 
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LGN Neurons Subplate Neurons 
The subplate is also essential for the monoaminergic brainstcm afTercnts and 
cholinergic basal forebrain nucleus (substantia inominata and nucleus basalis) 
afferents to form connections with the cortex. Cortico-cortical connections via tile 
corpus callosum and intra-hemispheric cortical connections are also formed via tile 
subplate. The early synaptic connections between the subplatc neurons lead to a 
functional transient circuitry, which can be seen as an intermittent brush discharge 
on electroencephalograms (EEG) of preterm infants (15; 16). Once the permanent 
connections are formed, the subplate neurons disappear and the pattern of electrical 
activity changes to an adult pattern ( 17; 18). 
McQuillen et al. have shown that the subplatc neurons are selectively 
vulnerable to hypoxic ischemia at mid-gestation in rodents (19). This selective 
destruction of the subplate leads to decreased activity in the thalamocortical 
synapses, although the connections are appropriately formed. Thus tile activity- 
dependent refinement of cortical columns by thalamocortical connections is 
disrupted after subplate ablation, which leads to motor dericits in rodents that are 
similar to those seen in preterm infants. 
Kostovic et al. (20; 21) were the first to charactcrise the subplate appearances 
on MR imaging using post-mortern histological correlations in human foctal and 
preterm brains. They showed that the laminar appearance of the cortex is mainly due 
to the subplate and the sequential growth of afferents from tile thalamus and other 
subcortical structures into the cortex. The subplate was demonstrated to have low 
signal intensity on T, weighted images and high signal intensity on T2 %N'ciglltcd 
images, due to the increased hydrophilic extracellular matrix. 
Qualitative descriptions have shown that the subplatc has a maximum 
appearance between 21 and 30 weeks, after which the subplate is restricted to the 
gyral crests, mainly in the lateral associative areas where cortico-cortical and 
callosal connections are still being formed. Once the permanent connections have 
been formed, the subplate neurons have been shown to disappear by apoptosis. The 
appearance, waiting period and disappearance of the subplate in different species 
have been reviewed by Allendorf et al. (22). In humans, tile subplatc reaches four 
times the size of cortex by mid-gestation, probably related to tile increase in 
associative functions throughout the cortex. 
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The subplate is particularly vulnerable to hypoxic ischemic injury bctwccn 
21 and 28 weeks. This is the period when preterm infants are born and exposed to 
the neonatal intensive care environment, therefore it seemed important to study 
subplate development using quantitative imaging techniques. To date, there has been 
one report of subplate diffusion characteristics in two pretcrin infants with lesions 
(23), where it was suggested that the subplate has high apparent diffusion 
coefficients (ADC) and medium fractional anisotropy (FA) values. There arc no 
quantitative in-vivo studies of subplate measurements in prctcrm infants, especially 
in infants without lesions. 
10.3. Hypothesis 
The subplate is at its most prominent on MR images before 30 weeks gestation. In 
infants with subcortical lesions, the subplate will be smaller and show difTerent 
diffusion characteristics compared to infants without lesions before term equivalent 
age. 
10.4. Research questions 
1. What are the appearance and evolution in terms of dcpth, lcngth, signal 
intensity and distribution of the subpIate during tile third trimcstcr? 
2. In preterm infants, is maximum continuity of the subplate seen before 30 
weeks? 
3. How is the subplate affected by lesions in subcortical structures? 
4. What are the diffusion characteristics of the subplate and are they affected by 
the presence of subcortical lesions? 
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10.5. Macroscopic development of subplate 
10.6. Aim 
To quantify subplate development in preterm infants during tile third trimester, and 
to compare the difference between preterm infants at term equivalent age and term 
bom controls. 
10.7. Methods 
Ethical Approval and Consent 
Ethical approval was obtained from the Hammersmith Hospital Rcscarch l'-thics 
Committee (LREC) ref* 04/QO406/125 'Computational analysis of brain 
abnormalities and neurodevelopmental impairment in prctcrm infants'. Wfittcn 
parental consent was acquired for each infant. 
Patient Characteristics 
The preterm infants were recruited from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at 
Hammersmith Hospital. None of the infants had congenital anomalies, metabolic 
disease or congenital infections. Pretcrrn infants who were less than I kg were not 
sedated, but were given a feed, swaddled and scanned during natural sleep. l1rcterin 
infants who were above I kg were sedated with chloral hydrate 30-50mg/kg. 
Specific absorption rate values of all the sequences were within recommended 
levels, and no heating effects were seen. In fact, special attention was paid to inrants 
below 2 kg to prevent heat loss. These infants were wrapped in a plastic bag and 
placed on a plastic-coated gel heat pad, which was heated using a micro%N-avc. 
All infants were placed on suction-evacuatcd pillows to reducc motion. 
Infants were monitored by me with pulse oximctry, electrocardiographic and 
temperature readings. The temperature was maintaincd within ± 0.5 degrec 
Centigrade in all infants. During their stay in the nconatal unit, all nconaics had 
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standard neonatal management with serial cranial ultrasounds as part of their clinical 
care. Information about GA at birth, PMA, birth weight, head circumference, 
chronic lung disease (defined as a need for supplemental oxygen at 36 weeks PMA), 
patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), days to full enteral fccding, nccrotising cntcrocolitis 
and sepsis were obtained from the clinical notes. IS infants were scanned whilst they 
received continuous airway support. The ventilatory continuous positive nirway 
pressure (CPAP) device that was present within the scanncr room was firmly boitcd 
to the wall in order to prevent it becoming a projectile risk. The CPAP and the 
humidifier were insulated in a Faraday copper cage to avoid inhomogcncity c1Tccts 
within the static and the gradient magnetic fields. Careful metal checks wcrc 
undertaken to ensure that all infants and their clothes were completely free of metal. 
. Term born controls were recruited from the postnatal ward. 
Image Acquisition 
The MR sequence parameters were as follows: T, weighted magnctisation prcparcd 
rapid acquisition gradient echo volumes: TR 17 ms/TE 4.6 ms, POV 210, matrix 256 
x 256, flip angle = 30*, 1 NEX and voxel size of 0.86 x 0.86 x 0.8mm; T2 wcightcd 
fast spin echo pseudo volumes: TR 11712/TE 160 ms, FOV 220, matrix 224 x 224, 
flip angle 90". T2 weighted volume images were acquired in tile transvcrse plane and 
reformatted into the sagittal plane for analysis. 
Image analysis 
Images were visually assessed for normal anatomical appearance of the ccrcbral 
cortex, basal ganglia and thalami, white matter and cerebellum. The prcscncc or 
overt focal lesions such as intraventricular haemorrhage, cerebellar hacmorrhage, 
haernorrhagic parenchymal infarction and ventricular dilatation with or without 
residual intraventricular haemorrhage and punctate white matter lesions Nvas notcd. 
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10.8. Manual measurements 
The Image J program was used to perform manual 2D measurements. The images 
were initially analysed in transverse, coronal and sagittal planes during the training 
period. However, the subplate was easily and most consistently measured in the 
sagittal plane, so all further analysis was done in this plane. The brain was divided 
into four major lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal (24). Tile length and 
width and the signal intensity within the length and width were measured in each or 
the individual lobes. Each infant had between 80 and 100 slices where tile cortex 
was visualised. In each of these slices the subplate presence was determined by tile 
presence of high signal intensity just below the cortex, as described by Kostovic ct 
al. 
Subplate width 
The subplate width was defined as the distance between the outcr subplatc border 
(border of low and high signal intensity [SI] between cortex and subplate) and inner 
subplate border perpendicular to the surface (high Sl of subplate and mcdium Sl of 
immature white matter), as shown in Figure 10.2. The subplate measurements of all 
slices within each lobe were averaged and the maximum and minimum widths wcrc 
also recorded. 
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Subplate length 
The subplate length was defined as the maximal length of cont in uou..,, sl1hplatc 
without any interruptions and was measured in each individual 1()I-, c. I Ills \Us 
perfon-ned in only one slice where the subplate was nlaxlniallý visible. 
Intra-observer variability for both the subplate length and \\ Idth \ý, ls Calculated after 
20 repeated measurements. 
Figure 10.2. Subplate width. 'File subplate %%idth Iýas Illev%ured . 1% tile di%lallcc hCj%%eell Ihc 
outer subplate border (border of low and high signal intcnsi(Ný IS11 jind 
subplate) and inner subplate border perpendicular to tile surface (high Sl of %olylale ana 
medium SI of the immature white matter). (a) Frontal, (b) parictal, (c) occipital and (d) 
temporal lobe subplate widths are shown. 
Subplate intensity ratio 
The signal intensity ratio was calculated as the ratio of' the mcan signal inlcnsitý 
within the subplate width and the Sl of' the adjacent cerchrospinal fluid WSF) 
Similarly, the ratio of the Sl within the subplate length and the Sl ()I' the adjacent 
Figure 10.4. ROI intensity ratio. The ratio of tile Incall signal iIIICII%it. N millin the Rol% and IIIv 
Sl of the adjacent cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is measured. 
10 
1-igure 10.3. SubpIale HIC SubpIall: lCogill %%; I% (It-1111t. 41 as lilt' Illaximal lullý! Ill 411 
continuous subplate without any interruptions and was measured in each indi% idual lobe. I he 
figure shows the lengths measured in the frontal (a), parietal (1)), occipital (c) and lemptiral 
lobes (d) in only one slice where the maximum length was seen. 
CSFwas calCLIlated. 
Visual assessment 
The visibility of the subplate in both the gyri and sulci or only in the gyral crcsts was 
noted. Within each lobe the distribution of the subplate was also qualitativcly 
assessed in four quadrants: anterior, posterior, medial and lateral. 
10.9. Statistics 
Intra-observer variability was calculated as a coefficient of variation. The data was 
tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilks test. Log transformations %Vcrc 
perfon-ned where the data was not normally distributed. The regional diffcrcnccs 
were analysed using two-way analysis of variancc corrected with Tukcy and Scheffe 
multiple comparison. The relationship between the vertical and horizontal ROI. ROI 
intensity ratio and PMA was determined using non-paramctric lincar rcgrcssion. 
Grouped linear regression was used to compare the different lobes with respect to 
PMA. The effect of perinatal factors was assessed using multiple rcgrcssion. The 
differences between gyral and sulcal measurements and subplatc paranictcrs in 
infants with and without lesions were assessed by the Mann-Whitncy U tcst. 
10.10. Results 
The cohort consisted of 80 preterm infants, born between 24.17 wccks and 33 weeks 
gestation, who were scanned between 25.14 weeks and 44.7 %%, ccks PMA. 13 or 
these infants were serially scanned twice. Ten term born controls were scanned at a 
median PMA of 41.14 weeks and were compared to ten prctcrm infants at the same 
median PMA. The intra-observer variability errors for tile subplate width and Icngth 
measurements were 1.6 and 1.5% respectively. 
Subplate width 
The mean, maximum and minimum width for all the four lobcs is givcn in Tabic 
10.1. 
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Cerebral 
lobes 
Mean 
(MM) 
Minimum- 
maximum 
(MM) 
Mean 
intensityratio 
Minimum- 
InaIIIIIIIIII Intensity 
ratio 
Frontal 2.32 1.5-3.55 0.444 0.291-0.692 
Parietal 2.37 1.4-. 59 0.441 0.358-0.739 
Occipital 2.08 1.33-3.75 0.429 0.270-0.721 
Temporal 2.68 1.8-4.11 0.478 0.303-0.783 
Table 10.1. Subplate width. The minimum, mean and maximum distance and Intensity ratio of 
the subplate width are given. 
Two-way analysis of variance with Tukcy multiple comparisons was used to analyse 
the difference in mean of the subplate between the four lobes and is given in Table 
10.2. Thus, the temporal lobe had the maximal width and the occipital lobe had the 
minimal width compared to the other lobes. The frontal and parictal lobes' widths 
were not statistically different from each other. The intcnsity ratios within the 
subplate width showed similar regional variations to the width mcasurcmcnts. Thcre 
was no relationship between gestational age at birth or PMA and flic subplatc widths 
in all the four lobes. 
Regional comparison Mean difference (95% Cl) nun Signiricance 
Occipital vs temporal -0.599518 (-0.713514 to -0.48552 1) 11 < 0.0001 
Frontal vs temporal -0.357544 (-0.47154 to -0.243547) 11 < 0.000 1 
Parietal vs temporal -0.301142 (-0.415138 to -0.187145) P<0.000 1 
Parietal vs occipital 0.298376 (0.184379 to 0.412373) 11 < 0.000 1 
Frontal vs occipital 0.241974 (0.127977 to 0.355971) 11 < 0.0001 
Frontal vs parietal -0.056402 (-0.170398 to 0.057595) 11 = 0.5777 
Table 10.2. Regional subplate width differences. The regional comparisons and the "lean 
difference between the lobes are shown. Column 3 gives the p values for regional differences. 
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Subplate length 
The subplate length was maximal in the frontal lobe and ýNas statlstlcallý Incrcýj. scLl 
compared to the other lobes (p<0.001). The mean frontal length was 315 1 (7.9 . .81 1111 
32 mm). The mean parietal, temporal and occipital lengtlis %% ic 10. )6 1 mm-68. )C-kI un, 
10.92 mm and 11.21 mm respectively and were not significandý (fillercm 11-0111 cacli 
other. 
Unlike the width, the subplate length showed a significant wductioll %%1111 
PMA in all lobes, as shown in Figure 10.5. GroLIPCd 111MIr I-Cgi-CSS1011 SIIO%%C(i t11,11 
the mean length and the rate of reduction in the frontal lobc %%crc sigiiilicantl\ 111glict. 
compared to all other lobes (p<0.0001 ). The intensity ratio \\itliiii the st1hplate jeligth 
showed a similar pattern to the width ineasurcincrits. 
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Figure 10.5. Regional subplate length. The subplate length and 111C of reduction %%ilh 
increasing PMA were increased in the frontal lobe compared to Ilic other lobc%. 111Aol"I" 
values and rate of disappearance of all the other regional subplatte length% %%cre not %igua'icaull'N 
different from each other. 
Gyri and Sulci 
Twelve of the 67 infants had subplate present both in gyri and sulci. The inedian 
PMA of these 12 infants was 30 weeks and was statistically 2 weeks less than the 
rest of the cohort. 
Distribution 
In both the frontal and parietal lobes, the subplate was seen in anterior, posterior. 
medial and lateral quadrants. In the occipital lobe, the SUbplate was seen in all 
quadrants below 32 weeks. After 32 weeks, the SUbplate was not visible in tile 
anterior and medial occipital lobes. In the medial temporal lobes, tile SUbplate was 
not seen at any gestation. The subplate was visible in the posterior temporal lobes 
below 34 weeks and in the anterior and lateral quadrants at all gestations. 
Perinatal factors 
Lesions versus non-lesions 
A total of 18 infants had lesions. Three inflants were scanned twice. The lesions were 
as follows: two had cerebellar haemorrhage; two hydrocephalLIS, three extensive 
white matter lesions; five haemorrhagic parenchymal inflarction, two ventricular 
haemorrhage; two haemorrhage with ventricular dilatation, and one had extenskv 
haemorrhagic parenchymal infraction, with involvernent ofthe thalamus. The inilint 
with involvement of the thalamus bilaterally was tile only inflint in whoin no 
subplate was visible at all at 33 weeks PMA. The median I'MA (32.29 weeks) \\as 
not statistically significant; however, the gestational age at birth was significantly 
lower by 2.43 weeks (p=0.003) between infants with and without lesions. 
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Subplate width 
The subplate width was significantly reduced in the occipital (p 0.03) and parictal 
lobes (p=0.001) in infants with lesions, compared to inflants without lesions, 'I'llcrc 
was a trend towards decreased width in both the Frontal and temporal lobes. III 
infants with lesions, the intensity ratio of the subplate was significantly lo"-cr 
compared to infants without lesions (p=0.005). In keeping with tile whole cohort. 
there was no relationship between PMA and subplate width. 
Subplate length 
Subplate length and regional rate of' reduction in inflants "ith lesions %kas not 
significantly different between infants with and without lesions. llo%%ever. tile 
intensity ratio within subplate lengths was significantly lower (p 0.005). In infiants 
with lesions, both the absolute value and the rate of' reduction of' tile length %%. Ith 
increasing PMA were significantly higher (p<0.0001) in the 1rontal lobe compared 
to other lobes, as shown in Figure 10.5. 
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Figure 10.6. Regional subplate length in infants with lesions. The length and ratc of reduction or 
length with increasing PMA were not statistically different between the four lobe%. 
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Gyri and sulci 
The subplate was present in both gyri and sulci in only two infants who had Icsions 
at 32 and 35 weeks PMA. Moreover, these two infants had significant hydroccphalus 
with sulcal development delay and reduction of cxtraccrcbral space. In the rest of the 
infants the subplate was present only in the gyral crests. 
Distribution 
The distribution of the subplate in all four lobes was similar in infants with and 
without lesions. 
Other perinatal factors 
There was no significant relationship between perinatal factors and subplatc 
measurements, although the infants with lesions were more likely to need 
ventilation, inotropic support and total parentral nutrition. These infants also had 
increased incidence of sepsis (40% versus 10% for the whole cohort). 
10.11. Preterm infants at term and term born controls 
Ten preterm, infants at term equivalent age and ten term born controls wcrc 
compared at a median gestational age of 41.15 weeks. In both prctcnii infants at 
term equivalent age and term born controls the subplatc Nvas restricted to the gyral 
crests. Preterm infants at term equivalent age had significantly increased width and 
intensity ratio within the subplate compared to term born controls. Moreover, tile 
length of the subplate in all four lobes was significantly increased (p-0.03) in 
preterm. infants at term equivalent age compared to tile term born controls. The 
regional variation of the subplate measurements seen during development persisted 
in both preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. Temporal 
width and frontal length were increased compared to the measurements in all other 
lobes. 
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10.12. Discussion 
This is the first in-vivo study to quantify the development of the subplatc in prctcn-n 
infants. The study shows maximal length below 30 weeks gestation, mainly due to 
its presence in both gyral and sulcal regions of the cortex. Af1cr 30 weeks tile band 
of subplate continued to be present in gyml crests, even after term equivalent age. 
Although the length of the subplate decreased between 25 weeks and term 
equivalent age due to increasing sulcal formation, throughout this period tile width 
of the subplate remained constant. In infants with lesions, tile widdl and T2 intensity 
of the subplate were decreased. On the other hand, length, width and T2 intensity 
were significantly decreased in all the lobes of term born controls compared to 
preterrn infants at term equivalent age. These results suggest that subplate length is 
an important marker of maturity, whereas subplate width may be a marker of all 
acquired injury during development. By term equivalent age because the length, 
width and T2 intensity were all affected, this suggested a combination or delayed 
maturation and acquired abnormality of the subplatc compared to tcnn born controls. 
There were regional variations in the length, width and T2 intensity of tile 
subplate during development. The temporal lobe showed maximal width and T., 
intensity, whereas the frontal lobe showed maximal length. 
The 2D measurements were performed in the sagittal plane witli lo%v intra. 
class coefficient. However, the subplatc is a 3D structure and 2D measurements arc 
variant with the plane of visualisation, as described in adult cortical t1iickncss Studies 
(25). In the cortex, 2D measurements arc especially problematic. This is mostly due 
to the appearance of sulci, where unless the measurements arc performed in an 
orthogonal plane to the cortical surface, the cortical thickness can be grossly 
exaggerated, as two opposing cortical surfaces of suici could be misintcrprctcd as 
one cortical surface. However, 2D measurement is still valuable to detect gross 
cortical changes during development, although it lacks sub-millinictre-Iml 
precision. Gyml and sulcal measurements were taken where the subplatc was 
orthogonal to the cortical orientation to avoid plane variance as a problem. 
This study may provide important insights into the development or tile 
subplate. The decrease in subplate length rather than width with increasing PNIA 
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suggests that the length is an important marker of the maturity of the cortex during 
development. The regional variation in the subplate length also points to it being a 
maturity marker. As the frontal lobe shows an enormous increase in size during 
evolution, mainly due to the increase in motor, sensory and auditory associative 
areas compared to primates, the increase in its size leads to the prolonged maturation 
of the frontal lobes until adolescence (26). Therefore tile increased frontal length 
may relate to its relative immaturity. Kostovic ct al. have made similar observations 
in-vitro and found that the subplate in the sensory and motor regions %%, crc smaller 
compared to the frontal and parieto-occipital associative regions. 
Although there was no significant decrease in the width with increasing 
PMA, by term equivalent age the width and the intensity ratio of prctcrni infants 
were significantly higher compared to term born controls in all four cerebral lobes. 
The temporal width increase compared to all other lobes persisted in both prctcnii 
infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. Curiously, although the frontal 
lobe showed increased length, it was the temporal lobe that showed maximum width 
and intensity ratio. The relative content and arrangcmcrit of the differctit 
extracellular matrix glycoproteins may determine the quantity or water molecules 
within the subplate and may be part of the explanation for the increased width seen 
in the temporal lobe. It may also be that the increased intensity and width seen in tile 
temporal lobe are reflective of the normal dissolution pattern of the subplatc neurons 
seen in this lobe compared to the other lobes. The increased temporal subplatc %vidth 
is similar to Perkins et al. 's study (27). However, as there arc no reports of 
extracellular matrix regional variability from Kostovic's study, a systematic in-vitn) 
study of the regional subplate content is necessary before making dcrinite inferences. 
The regional variation within each lobe is also interesting. as the anterior and 
medial regions of the occipital lobe display the subplatc before 32 weeks. Tile 
primary visual area is situated in the anterior and medial regions and its subplatc 
disappears before subplate disappearance from the laterally situated visual 
associative area 18, as shown by Kostovic ct al. Similarly, the absence of subplatc in 
the medial temporal lobe near the hippocampus seen in this study has also been 
noted in previous post-mortcm studies. 
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As shown in previous human and animal studies (7; 27), the subplatc is seen 
maximally before 30 weeks gestation in both the gyri and sulcal regions. After 30 
weeks, the subplate is seen only in the gyral crests of all four cortical lobes. In most 
of the infants with lesions, the subplate was not present in both gyri and sulci, 
suggesting a disruption in normal subplate development. 
On the other hand, both the width and intensity ratios of the subplatc were 
reduced in infants with lesions compared to those without lesions. As the intensity or 
the subplate on MR is mainly due to the abundant hydrophilic cxtraccilular matrix 
(28), the decrease in intensity suggests a disruption to the cxtraccilular matrix, which 
is essential for the proper migration and activity of the thalamocortical connections. 
From the thalamic study (Chapter 11), 1 have shown that infants with lesions have a 
reduced rate of thalamic growth, which leads to decreased thalamic volume by term 
equivalent age. Interestingly, the only infant in this subplate study with bilateral 
thalamic abnormalities at 33 weeks PMA did not have visible in all rour lobes, 
further suggesting the essential role of the subplate in tile proper development of tile 
thalamus. 
There is only one study looking at in-vivo subplate evolution in foctuscs 
using MR (27). In this study, the width of the subplate were also measured in the 
four cerebral lobes and showed similar regional patterns, with the frontal and 
temporal widths showing delayed evolution compared to the parictal and occipital 
widths. The width of the subplate in that study was up to 4 mm, similar to tile 
current study. However, the subplate suddenly disappeared in Perkins' study in both 
gyri and sulci of all lobes by 28 weeks-32 weeks, except for the temporal lobc, 
where it disappeared by 35 weeks. In contrast, in my study the subplatc was visible 
in both preterm at term equivalent age and term born controls in all lobes. 
The differences between the foctal study and this prctcrm study may have 
been due to the difference in acquisition: snap shot fast spin echo technique with 5 
mm thick slices were acquired through the brain of a moving foctus, resulting In 
slices that may not have been parallel. Acquisition in the pretcrm infants, who were 
still throughout the scan, was volume based and covered tile whole brain, so that tile 
subplate could be visualised in all three orthogonal planes. The difference in signal 
to noise and contrast to noise ratios of the foetal and neonatal scans may also have 
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contributed to the subplate differences between the two studies. As the planc or 
measurement can cause variation in 2D measurements, ideally 3D measurements 
using foetal and preterm volume scans would be necessary to asccrtain any truc 
differences between foetal and preterm subplate measurement. 
10.13. Conclusion 
This study showed that the subplate was maximally visible in both gyri and sulci on 
MR before 30 weeks. The width and T2 signal intensity of the subplate wcre 
constant during the third trimester. The subplatc length decreased with increasing 
PMA. The width and T2 intensity ratio were decreased in infants with lesions even 
before term equivalent age. By term equivalent age the prctcrm infants had larger 
width and T2 intensity in all lobes compared to term born controls. There was 
regional variation in both the development and dissolution of the subplatc. 
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10.14. Quantification of subplate diffusion parameters 
Introduction 
The subplate has been studied in only two studies with diffusion imaging. Mass ct al. 
showed in two infants with severe intraventricular haemorrhagc at 25 and 27 weeks 
PMA that the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) was medium and fractional 
anisotropy (FA) was low in the subplate compared to the cortex, WM and CSF (23). 
Gupta et al. (29) showed in a group of 15 post-mortcm foctal brains between 15 and 
37 weeks that the FA within the subplate decreased between 15 and 28 weeks PMA. 
Similarly to Mass's data, the FA was reduced in the subplatc compared to the 
overlying cortex. 
However, there are no large in-vivo studies and no studies at 3 Tcsla 
exploring global and regional subplate diffusion charactcristics in pretcrin infants 
with and without overt subcortical lesions. 
Hypothesis 
The subplate will be maximally visible before 30 weeks gestation, with rcgional 
differences in subplate diffusion characteristics. In infants with subcortical Icsions, 
subplate diffusion will be increased compared to infants without Icsions. 
Research questions 
1. How do subplate diffusion paramcters (apparcnt diftsion coefficictit [ADC], 
fractional anisotropy [FA] and eigenvalues XI. A. 2, %3) cvolvc during the third 
trimester in preterm infants? 
2. Are the subplate diffusion parameters affcctcd by Icsions in subcortical 
structures? 
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10.15. Aim 
To quantify the subplate diffusion parameters in prctcn-n infants during the third 
trimester. 
10.16. Methods 
Ethical approval, consent, patient recruitment, scanning proccdurcs and colIcction of 
perinatal data were similar to the previous section. 
Image Acquisition 
MRI was performed on a Philips 3 Tesla system with maximum gradicnt 
strength of 62 mT/rn (mill itesla/metre) on each independent axis and slc%v ratc or 
100 mT/m/ms on each axis, using an eight-channel phased array licad coil. 
Conventional structural images were also obtained. Ti wcightcd magrictisation 
prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo volumes: TR 17 ms/TE 4.6 ms, FOV 2 10, 
matrix 256 x 256, flip angle = 30*, 1 NEX and voxel size of 0.86 x 0.86 x 0.8 mill, 
T2weighted fast spin echo pseudo volumes: TR II 712/TE 160 ms, FOV 220, matrix 
224 x 224, flip angle 90*. Single shot echo planar DTI was acquired in 15 non- 
collinear directions using the following parameters in most of the inrants: TR 8000 
ms, TE 49 ms, slice thickness 2 mm, field of view 224 mm, matrix 128 x 128 (voxcl 
size = 1.75 x 1.75 x2 mm 3 ), b value = 750 S/MM2 . Tile data was acquircd with a 
SENSE factor of 2. In five infants of the infants the TE was 79 ms. The scanning 
time of the diffusion sequences was about 5 minutes. Visual analysis of structural 
scans for lesions was also similar to the previous section. 
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10.17. DTI processing 
DTI data was initially registered using the PRIDE. DiII'LISion Registration tool 
(Release 0.4) and then processed using DTI studio version 2.1 (30). The various 1) I'l 
variables apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), fractional anisotropy (FA) and 
eigenvalues lambda 1,2 and 3 were obtained as described in Chapter 9. 
Cortex: green on colour-coded map a 
lo\\ signal oll ADC 
subiflatc: Iligh signal oll AD(' and Io. 
on FA 
I ligh signal on FA mal) in posterior 
corlical 
Figure 10.7. Diffusion maps. The apparent diffusion coefficient, fractioual ani%olrop N' Cilloul 
coded and eigenvalues )-I, k2, k3 are given in a preterm infant at 26 weeks gestation. I'lle corle% 
has restricted diffusion compared to the white matter, and is seen its lo% signal ilIIVll%iIN oll 
ADC maps. However, at this age the cortex is anisotropic, as shown h) file inct-Vil%ed %iguld 
intensity on FA and colour-coded maps. At this age a prominent subphi(e is %cell oll tile AW 
maps as high signal intensity and as low signal intensity on the FA inal). 
Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) calculation 
The ADC map of each of the 15 directions was calculated using the I'Orniula: 
ADC = In(YSO) /b 
The mean of all the directions was then calculated by tile prograin to give a mean 
ADC value at each pixel. 
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Regions of interest 
Multiple oval regions of interest (ROI) were positioned in the subplate bilaterally in 
approximately 8-10 axial ADC slices where the subplate was visible. These subplate 
ROI were identified as areas of high signal intensity below the cortex on the ADC 
maps (23; 30; ')'1). Each ROI had 10 to 20 pixels, and in infants below 30 weeks more 
pixels were identifiable within the subplate ROI compared to older hil'ants. The 
number of pixels in the ROI also varied between slices. 
: lo%% Sl 
illicrillediale Sl 
subplate: high Sl 
Figure 10.8. Subplate region of interest (ROI). Axial sections oft lie A DC inaps "it lit lie fronta I, 
parietal, occipital and temporal subplate ROI at different levels in an infant at 26 weeks I'MA. 
The subplate is identified as high signal intensity (SI) below the low SI cortex. (1) shows file 
ADC maps at the level of lateral ventricle and basal ganglia with the multiple oval Rol ill file 
left frontal region; (2) ROI in both the right and left parietal lobes oil an ADC map at tile level 
of superior lateral ventricles; (3) ROI in the right and left occipital lobes oil an ADC mail) a( tile 
level of lateral ventricles and basal ganglia; and (4) ROI in the right and left temporal lobes oil 
an ADC map at the level of brainstem and cerebellum. Note the relative paucity of sulci at this 
PMA. 
The brain was divided into four major lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital and 
temporal, as described in the macroscopic development section (24). Due to the 
resolution of the images, the subplate ROI was measured only when ail area of' 
horizontal band was present and hence did not dift'erentiate betweeii the gyri mid 
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sulci, as performed in the macroscopic method. The ROI area was repeated 20 times 
in an infant and the intra-observer variability was calculated. 
10.18. Statistics 
Stats Direct was used for analysis. Intra-observer variability was calculated with the 
coefficient of variation. All data was tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilks 
test. Regional measurements were analysed using two-way analysis of variance, 
corrected with Tukey and Scheffe multiple comparison. The relationship between 
subplate measurements and perinatal variables, such as PMA, GA at birth, weight 
and head circumference at birth and at scan, were determined using multiple linear 
regression. The differences between the subplate parameters in infants with and 
without lesions were assessed by the Mann-Whitney U test. 
10.19. Results 
A total of 35 infants, born between 23.43 and 32.86 weeks PMA, were included in 
this study. One infant was excluded due to motion distortion of the images. The 
mean GA at birth was 28.17 weeks and these infants were scanned 2-48 days after 
birth, and at a mean PMA of 32 weeks (range between 27 weeks and 36.86 weeks). 
The median weight and head circumference at birth were 1.18 kg and 26.15 cm 
respectively. The median weight and head circumference at scan were 1.35 kg and 
28.25 cm respectively. Although the perinatal variables were related to one other, 
multiple regression analysis showed that the PMA explained most of the variance 
with regard to the subplate ADC and hence PMA was used in all further analysis. 
The intra-observer coeff icient for the ROI area was 83.2%. The subplate was 
present in all the lobes up to 32 weeks gestation. After 35 weeks the subplate was 
visible only in the temporal lobe. This is different from the macroscopic 
appearances, where the subplate was present beyond 35 weeks in all lobes (page 
313). 
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There was no significant difference in the ADC, FA and eigenvalues of' the 
different lobes (Figure 10.8). The DTI parameters for the four lobes are given in 
Table 10.33. 
SubpIate ADC 10-3MM2/S 
2.5- 
0 Frontal 
E3 Parietal 
2.0- 
Occipital -+ 
+ Temporal 00 q) ++ 
1.5- 
0 
1.01 
0.5- 
0.0- 
25.0 27.5 30.0 5 35.0 37.5 
PMA in weeks 
Figure 10.9. Subplate apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). The subplate showed increased 
diffusion compared to the cortex and did not have any regional variation between tile four 
cerebral lobes. By 32 weeks the subplate was no longer visible in the parietal and occipital lobes 
and after 35 weeks it was seen only in the temporal lobe. 
FSP PSP OSP TSP 
ADC 10-3 MM2/S 1.685 1.693 1.715 1.748 
FA 0.089 0.083 0.11 0.08 
kj 10-3 MM2/S 1.799 1.834 1.83 1.90'? 
k2 10-3 MM2/S 1.611 1.645 1.715 1.714 
k3 10-3 MM2/S 1.424 1.483 1.534 1.561 
Table 10.10. Subplate diffusion parameters. The mean apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), 
fractional anisotropy (FA) and eigenvalues ki, k2 and k3 for the frontal, parietal, occipital and 
temporal lobes are given in the table. There are no significant differences between the lobes, 
although the temporal lobe had higher ADC and FA values compared to other lobes. FSP: 
frontal subplate; PSP: parietal subplate; OSP: occipital subplate; and TSP: temporal subplate. 
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When present, the diffusion characteristics were not significantly related to 
PMA. Although the temporal lobe had higher ADC and FA values compared to the 
other lobes, the parameters did not reach statistical significance. The subplate ADC 
values were significantly higher and the FA values were significantly lower 
compared to the corresponding cortical lobes (p=0.05) (Chapter 9). 
Subplate fractional anisotropy (FA) 
0.3-1 
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Parietal 
oc 
I 
0 
+ 
C) di ++ 
0.1- AAA+ ER 
0 23 äA 
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0.0 111....... -1 . 
M--#t 13 ,I,, EEO, 1 
25.0 27.5 30.0 32.5 35.0 37.5 
PMA in weeks 
Figure 10.9. Subplate fractional anisotropy (FA). The subplate showed decreased anisofropý 
compared to the cortex, but did not have any regional variation between the four cerebral 
lobes. By 32 weeks the subplate was not visible in the parietal and occipital lobes and after 35 
weeks it was visible only in the temporal lobe. 
Perinatal factors 
Only four infants had lesions, which were as follows: cerebcllar haemorrhagc (one 
infant), intraventricular haemorrhage (one infant) and intravetitricillar hactilorrhage 
with ventricular dilatation (two infants). Although the diffusion parameters wcre 
increased in the presence of lesions, no significant diffierencc was detcctcd dLic to 
small numbers of the infants with lesions (type 11 error). 
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10.20. Preterm at term and term born controls 
Forty-one preterm infants at term equivalent age and ten term born controls were 
analysed. The subplate was visible in six of the term controls but only ill tile 
temporal lobes. In comparison, 80% of the preterm infants at term equivalent age 
had visible subplate in the temporal lobes and eight infants had remnants of subplate 
in the other three lobes. The median ADC and FA values when present were not 
significantly different from those measured during development. Ill the temporal 
lobe, subplate ADC was significantly increased in preterm infants at term (1.7 x 10- 
3/MM2/S) compared to term born controls (1.4 x 10-3/MM2/S) . 
There was no 
significant difference between the FA values of preten-n infants at term and term 
born controls. 
10.21. Discussion 
This study measured the ADC, FA and eigenvalues of the subplate during the third 
trimester in a group of preterm, infants. There was no regional variation in tile 
subplate diffusion characteristics and, when present, the subplate ADC and FA 
values were similar across gestational ages. There was no significant dillerence 
between the subplate diffusion parameters of infants with and without lesions. The 
subplate had higher ADC and lower FA values compared to the overlying cortex in 
all the lobes. There was a significant reduction in the ADC of the temporal subplatc 
in term born controls compared to preterm infants, but no difference in FA. 
The high ADC of the subplate may be due to the presence of abundant 
hydrophilic extracellular matrix. Moreover, the re-organisation of' tile 
thalamocortical afferents into the cortical plate by 28-30 weeks may decrease tile 
density of synapses seen between the afferents and subplate neurons, and lead to tile 
sustained increase in ADC values seen in the subplate at later gestations. AltllOUgll 
there are animal models that give reference values for the ADC ofthe cortex (32- 
34), these studies have not measured the subplate values. 
The subplate and cortical ADC and FA values were studied in two hil'ants by 
Maas et al. (23). They used an automated segmentation technique for delineation of' 
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the different cerebral lobes. Fuzzy c-means clustering was performed oil tile ADC 
data to classify the ADC maps into three regions: high. medium and low. They then 
assumed, from manual observations, that the high ADC corresponded to CSF, 
medium ADC to subplate, and low ADC to the other remaining structures. After 
exclusion of the CSF voxels, similar clustering was also performed on the FA data to 
get three groups: high corresponded to noise; medium to non-subplate structures, 
and low to subplate. Mutual information from the FA and ADC data was then used 
to classify the regions further. If the ADC was medium and the FA was low, the 
voxel was classified as subplate; if the ADC was low and the FA was medium. the 
voxel was classified as non-subplate tissue. Depending on the location in relation to 
the subplate, the non-subplate tissue was classified into cortex or deep layers. 
Regional variations were not identified in their study. 
However, from the cortical segmentation chapter, it can be appreciated that 
any neonatal segmentation, even higher-resolution T, and T, weighted images. is 
fraught with difficulties. Hence, segmentation results using lower-resolution ADC 
and FA neonatal brain data may not be very accurate. Visual inspection of' Maas's 
data reveals overestimation of the cortex and subplate regions. and underestimates oI' 
the WM and germinal layers (Figure 10.10). Moreover, as the segmentation 
technique was driven by the subplate values, one needs to be extremely cautious ill 
the interpretation of the subplate's ADC and FA values quoted in that paper. 
Figure 10.11. Automated segmentation of Maas et al. (A) ADC image and (11) FA image: a 25- 
week infant with ventricular dilatation. Segmentation is shown for only half of each image, with 
the original data shown on the contralateral side. Creen = cortical plate. Red = subplate zone. 
Blue = deep-to-su b plate layers. Yellow = CSF. The segmentation was driven I)v mutual 
information of the ADC and FA values, which have low resolution and hence large partial 
volume effects. The subplate measures seem to include underlying WM (from Maas LC et al. 
Early laminar organization of the human cerebrum demonstrated with diffusion tensor 
imaging in extremely premature infants. Neuroimage 2004 Jul; 22(3): 1134-40). 
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Gupta et al. have shown that the FA in a group of post-mortem brains (GA 
between 15 and 28 weeks) decreased with increasing PMA; no such reduction was 
seen in the current study. This may have been due to the increased PMA of the 
infants in my group compared to Gupta's group, with different biological events 
occurring during each time period. Before 28 weeks the subplate has many radially 
organised thalamocortical fibres, which receive specialised information about their 
specific future cortical destination during their 'waiting period' within the subplatc. 
At around 28 weeks these fibres reach their final cortical destination. Hence the 
early radially organised thalamocortical fibres may have been responsible for the 
anisotropy seen between 15 and 28 weeks in Gupta's data, whereas the relocation of 
these fibres by 28 weeks may be associated with decreasing anisotropy and may 
explain the isotropy seen in my study. The low FA seen in the subplate may also 
have been due to the disorganisation of synapses between the thalamocortical 
afferents and subplate neurons during the third trimester, or due to the inter- 
digitations of radial and horizontal subplate fibres, as explained by Maas et al. 
Although Mori et al. showed a very small region of low anisotropy below tile 
cortex in the immature mouse brain, they did not identify this region to be the 
subplate nor give any biological explanations for its isotropy. It has been shown that 
the relative size of the subplate increases from mouse to human and certainly visual 
inspection of both anisotropy maps, this study and Mori's study, shows that the 
region of isotropy is much bigger in the human neonate compared to that of the 
mouse. 
There are several differences between microscopic diffusion and 
macroscopic conventional subplate results. On ADC maps, the subplate was visually 
maximal up to 30-32 weeks, as seen on conventional images. Whereas the subplate 
was visible only in the temporal lobe after 35 weeks in the diffusion data, on 
conventional images the subplate was visible in all the four lobes, even past term 
equivalent age. Macroscopically the subplate width and length showed regional 
variation in size and intensity, whereas the diffusion ROI did not reveal any 
variation in the ADC and FA values between the four lobes. Macroscopically, 
length, width and intensity ratio were increased in all four lobes of pretcrm infants at 
term equivalent age compared to term born controls, whereas microscopic diffusion 
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showed that only the ADC in the temporal lobe of preterm. infants at term equivalent 
age was increased compared to term born controls. Although the subplate width and 
intensity ratio was decreased in the presence of lesions on macroscopic data, no 
difference was detected in the diffusion parameters of infants with or without 
lesions. 
There are several possible reasons for these differences. The first is very 
different resolution of the two image datasets: T2 weighted images 0.86 cm 3 and DTI 
2 MM3 . Delineation of consistently very 
high signal intensity could measure only 
small areas of subplate on mean ADC maps, whereas using higher-resolution T2 
weighted images measurement of most of the subplate was possible. Secondly, the 
ROIs were placed in different planes: the macroscopic width and length were 
measured on sagittal sections, whereas the ADC ROls were placed on axial sections. 
During training on the T2 measurements, it was found that the sagittal plane was the 
easiest plane for visualising the subplate, in comparison to the other orthogonal 
planes. As the DTI measurements were made prior to the T2 measurements, and 
because the ADC measurements are very time consuming (3-4 days per infant), 
ADC ROI was not additionally measured in the sagittal plane. However, in future I 
would like to analyse the ADC data in the sagittal plane and check both the T2 and 
ADC ROI in three orthogonal planes in order to confirm the validity of these 2D 
measurements. Thirdly, as the T2 relaxation changes during development, use of T2 
weighted scans with identical TE across PMA may have caused a decrease in the 
accuracy of the T2 ROL Ideally, subplate measurements should be made in the same 
infant with different echo times to identify the optimal TE needed for subplate 
measurements. 
The method of propagating the ROI from T2 to ADC has been performed by 
Delpolyi. Although this has the advantage of working at higher resolutions, there 
may be differences between the ROI measurements of the two modalities that are 
important in unravelling the underlying tissue properties. The macroscopic and 
microscopic measurements could be seen as two different stains, which possibly 
delineate different parts of the subplate: the mucin content of the subplate (T2) and 
the neuroglial cellular microstructure (ADC). However, the mucin content and 
underlying microstructure may not be mutually exclusive. Ideally, histological 
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correlation vvith both the T2 and DTI data is necessary to understand the biological 
significance of these subplate results. Moreover, 3D extraction of the subplate rather 
than 2D measurements would be more accurate and needs to be developed in the 
future. 
McQuillen et al. (35; 36) have shown that the subplate neurons are sensitive 
to injury, which is concomitant with WM injury. However, the DTI characteristics 
of the infants with and without lesions were similar. This is most probably due to a 
combination of the small sample size of the lesions (Type 11 error) and lower 
resolution of the ADC images. The infants with lesions did not have direct WM 
injury and therefore there is a possibility that the subplate may not be injured in 
these types of lesions. 
Interestingly, the temporal subplate of preterm infants at term showed 
increased mean diffusivity, and was present in more of the preterm infants at term 
equivalent age compared to term bom controls (80% versus 60%). Moreover, 20% 
of the preterm infants showed remnants of subplate in the other lobes at term 
equivalent age, compared to no infant in the term bom control group. The increased 
mean diffusivity suggests disorganisation of the microstructure of the involuting 
subplate, or delay in reorganisation of thalamocortical afferents into the cortex 
compared to term born controls. This disorganisation may also have led to the 
increased subplate width measured in the temporal lobes. 
10.22. Conclusion 
The subplate had a high ADC and a low FA value during the third trimester. Tile 
subplate was maximally visualised until 32 weeks, after which it was only visible in 
the temporal lobes. When present, there were no regional variations in the diffusion 
parameters of the subplate. The subplate diffusion of a very small subgroup of 
infants with lesions was similar to those without lesions. There was a higher 
diffusivity in the temporal subplate of preterm infants at term equivalent age 
compared to terrn born controls, suggesting a disorganisation or delay in tile 
involution of the subplate. 
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Chapter 11 Thalamic 
Infants 
11.1. Introduction 
Development in Preterm 
The word 'thalamus' is derived from the greek word 061apog, which means inner 
room; it serves as a network of neurons which conveys and modulates visual, 
auditory, sensory and motor information from the outside world to the cortex in an 
interpretable form. 
This chapter reviews the development of the thalamus. Background literature 
on the importance of the thalamus in cortical development and methods uscd to 
study the thalamus are discussed. Quantification of the thalamus in prcterm infants 
at term equivalent age, and during early development, is evaluated. Finally, foetal 
thalamic growth is compared to preterm thalamic growth. 
11.2. Development 
The thalamus is mainly derived from the diencephalic portion of the neural 
tube from the prosomeres 1-3. Uniquely, the thalamic neurons are produced in situ 
and do not migrate from other regions. This in-situ early thalamic development is 
highly conserved across species and is shown to be modulated by Pax6, Dlx2, wnt3 
and sonic hedgehog genes (1-6). Altman et al. showed that in rats, the thalamus 
develops in a latero-medial and cauda-rostral neurogenetic pattern forming four 
major lobules: anterior, reticular, intermediate and posterior (7-12). The individual 
lobules lead to the development of several nuclei between gestational ages 14-18 
days. They showed that all the neurons develop from the diencephalon. However, in 
macaque monkeys, Rakic et al. showed two phases of thalamic development: early 
diencephalic development and late telencephalic development (13). They suggested 
that the medial nuclei derive neurons from the telencephalon by radial migration 
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during the postnatal 2-3 weeks, which leads to the pulvinar regional expansion seen 
in these animals (14; 15). 
Human data is derived mainly from the classic histopathological foetal post- 
mortem studies performed by His in 1919 and Debakan et al. in 1938 (16-18). They 
showed that the thalamus develops in four stages: 
Stage I-7.5 weeks: Thickening of the germinal matrix around the diencephalic 
region and separation of the neurons into three layers: germinal, mantle and 
marginal layers. 
Stage 2-7.5 to II weeks: Increase in the size of the mantle layer, especially in the 
lateral regions, where clusters of cells are seen that lead to preliminary geniculate 
body formation and subthalamic nuclei. 
Stage 3- 11 to 21 weeks: Increase in cell number and clustering of cells in latero- 
medial and caudo-rostral gradient, with delineation of the different nuclei. The 
internal medullary lamina and capsule of the anterior nuclei are formed. The 
geniculate nuclei migrate to a mom lateral position. 
Stage 4- 22 weeks to term: Progressive rearrangement and maturation of the cells 
within the nuclear groups. 
The blood supply of the anterior part of the thalamus is mainly derived from 
the lateral strial or striatal branches of the anterior choriodal artery (middle cerebral 
artery circulation). The thalamogeniculate branches of the posterior cerebral artery 
supply the posterio-lateral parts of the thalamus (19). 
Recent neuro-immunochemical techniques have shown that the developing 
thalamus differentiates into two main types of cells: the C-type, which mainly send 
axons to layer 4 and form the main thalamocortical connections, and the M-type, 
which sends axons to layers I and 5a of the cortex (20). The C-type axons form 
specific connections with single layer 4 neurons and have a one-to-one connection 
ratio, whereas the M-type axons arborise over large areas of layers I and 5 and 
modulate larger areas of the cortex. Due to their modulatory nature, M-type neurons 
are mainly found in the associative thalamic nuclei such as posterior and 
ventromedial nuclei. 
Development of both the thalamocortical and corticothalamic axons has 
been studied in detail (21). The thalamocortical axons are guided by the radial glial 
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cells and rest in the subplate between 18 and 24 weeks before penetrating the 
cortical plate. In the subplate they form synapses with the neurons and receive 
information about the spatial and temporal location of their cortical distribution (22- 
24). Corticothalamic axons are also entering the thalamus at this stage, originating in 
layers 5 and 6. The corticothalamic neurons receive input from the intemeurons of 
layers 2 and 3 and pyramidal layer 4 neurons, so that higher-order thalamic nuclei 
such as latero-posterior nuclei can modulate visual information via the geniculate 
nucleus, where feedback information from the reticular nucleus, brainstem motor 
and sensory input is also received. This completes the feedback and feed-forward 
information flow between the thalamus and the cortex. More details about the 
thalamocortical axonal development are discussed in the subplate section. 
11.3. Why study the thalamus in preterm infants? 
The increasing survival of premature infants is associated with an increased risk of 
cognitive and behavioural disorders (25; 26). This has led to the investigation of the 
cortex, white matter, basal ganglia and cerebellum as putative neuro-anatomical sites 
where abnormalities may contribute to these neurodevelopmental disorders. Review 
of the development shows that the thalamus and cortex are linked by their white 
matter thalamocortical and corticothalarnic connections. 
White matter (WM) disease, both cystic (diagnosed by magnetic resonance 
[MR] and cranial ultrasound imaging as periventricular leucomalacia) and non- 
cystic, detected by MR imaging as diffuse excessive high signal intensity (DEIISI) 
on T2 weighted scans (27), has been the focus of much recent research, as the 
incidence of WM disease (50-70%) (28) parallels the incidence of 
neurodevelopmental impairment (29). The basal ganglia and thalamus have also 
been shown to have both diffuse and focal punctuate hyperechogenicity on 
ultrasound in preterm infants during the early neonatal period (30), although by term 
equivalent age only 4% of infants have major persisting thalamic abnormality 
detected by conventional MR imaging (3 1). 
The deep grey matter has become an important focus of investigation, as all 
information to and from the cortex is relayed through, and is modulated by, tile 
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thalamus. Traditionally, basal ganglia dysfunctions have been associated with a 
range of debilitating movement and psychiatric disorders in conditions including 
Parkinson's disease (32), Huntington's chorea, schizophrenia (33; 34), attention 
deficit disorder, Tourette's syndrome (35), and various addictive behaviours. In 
neonates with hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy, the basal ganglia and thalamus are 
the main sites of injury in those who develop predominantly motor impairments such 
as cerebral palsy. However, when the lesions are severe, cognition is also affected. 
This has led to an increasing recognition that the basal ganglia and thalamus may 
have an impact on normal cognition and affective functions (36; 37) 
There is also some evidence about the role of the thalamus in white matter 
injury seen in preterm. infants and its implications. In an extensive study of 119 
infants at 18 months of age, Dyet et al. (38) have shown that DEHSI is associated 
with decreased developmental scores. All the infants in this study with overt 
thalamic injury also had marked white matter atrophy. At 8 years of life, Peterson et 
al. (39) showed a reduction in basal ganglia volumes after correcting for total brain 
volume compared to term bom controls. These infants had reductions in both 
cortical and white matter volumes, specifically in the sensorimotor and mid- 
temporal regions, which were related to a reduction in IQ. However, in both this 
study and Nosarti et al. 's (40; 41) group of 74 infants bom at less than 33 weeks, 
there was no mention of quantitative or qualitative difference in the thalami with 
white matter injury. 
Lin et al. (42) examined the relationship of WM disease and thalamic 
abnormality by manual delineation of the thalamic area on two-dimensional MR 
images in ex-preterm infants; finding a reduction in the ratio of the area of the 
thalami to the cerebellum at 9-12 months in children with periventricular 
leucomalacia compared to patient controls. However, this simple approach was 
potentially flawed, as they did not measure tissue volumes. Comparison of thalamic 
areas with cerebellar areas was not ideal, as the latter may also be compromised by 
the presence of white matter injury (43). On visual examination of MR scans, Ricci 
et al. (44) showed, in a group of 14 ex-preterm infants with periventricular 
leucomalacia in addition to white matter loss and optic tract involvement, that these 
infants demonstrated thalamic atrophy by 9 months of age. Furthermore, they 
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showed that these thalamic changes also influenced the visual outcome, independent 
of the white matter injury. Although these infants did not have MR scans at term 
equivalent age, they may have already shown thalamic atrophy at this age. 
Recently, more advanced image analysis approaches have been applied to 
preterm infants as early as term equivalent age. Boardman et al. used deformation- 
based morphometry (DBM) to show that preterm infants at term equivalent age 
(PAT) have reduced lentiform nuclei and thalamic volumes. This reduction was 
associated with both lower gestational age (GA) at birth and the presence of non- 
cystic WM disease. Inder et al., using an automatic segmentation technique (45; 46), 
found a reduction in cortical, deep grey matter and WM volumes in preterm infants 
at term equivalent age. The reduction in volume was dose dependent upon the 
degree of prematurity and was most prominent in the parieto-occipital and sub- 
genual areas. The deep grey matter reductions seen in these studies were in a mixed 
group of infants with and without apparent white matter injury, and although white 
matter injury influenced the overall reduction in total brain volume, its effect on 
deep grey matter volume reduction is unclear. 
There is a paucity of direct evidence of thalamic injury and its functional 
implications, although several functional MRI studies in normal adults have shown 
thalamic activation during tasks of verbal processing (47). Gimenez et al. (48) was 
the first to show a significant relationship between reduction in thalamic volume and 
verbal, especially semantic, fluency in pretenn infants, compared to term born 
controls. This reduction was significant in the pulvinar, geniculate and posterior- 
lateral nuclear regions of the thalamus. Similar reports of verbal fluency deficits are 
seen in term infants with thalamic lesions (49). 
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Research questions 
Both DBM and automated segmentation techniques are non-hypothesis-drivcn 
methods that survey the whole brain. They have shown a reduction in thalamic 
volume in preterm infants at term equivalent age compared to term born controls. 
Several questions arise from these previous studies: 
1. Are the thalamus and lentiform nucleus different between pretcrm 
infants at term equivalent age and tenn bom controls? 
2. Is thalamic volume related to white matter injury? 
3. If so, how does the thalamic volume evolve in preterm infants both 
in the presence and absence of white matter injury? 
4. How does the growth of the thalamus in preterm infants compare 
to thalamic growth in the normal foetus? 
Hypothesis 
Preterm infants at term equivalent age (PAT) have smaller basal ganglia and thalami 
compared to term born controls, which may be more severe in the presence of overt 
WM disease (to address questions I and 2). 
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11.4. Quantiflcation of deep grey matter in preterm infants at term 
equivalent age using manual volumetry of 3 Tesla MR images 
11.5. Aim 
This study used manual volumetry to measure the volume of thalamic and lentiform 
nuclei in PAT infants and term born controls, in order to test the hypothesis that the 
size of these structures is reduced in PAT infants, particularly in the presence of 
overt WM disease. 
11.6. Methods 
Patient characteristics 
The preterm infants were recruited from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at 
Hammersmith Hospital, and term born control infants were recruited from the 
postnatal wards. Infants with congenital anomalies, metabolic disease or congenital 
infections were excluded. The study was conducted with approval from 
Hammersmith Hospital Research Ethics Committee and the infants were scanned 
following written parental consent. The preterm infants were <34 weeks GA at birth 
and were scanned at term equivalent age (37-44 weeks PMA). All the neonates had 
standard neonatal management with serial cranial ultrasounds as part of their clinical 
care. Information about GA, birth weight, head circumference, chronic lung disease 
(defined as a need for supplemental oxygen at 36 weeks GA), days to full enteral 
feeding, necrotising enterocolitis and sepsis were obtained from the clinical notes. 
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging Acquisition 
MR images were acquired on a 3T Philips Intera system (Best, Holland). The 
preterm infants were sedated with chloral hydrate and a trained neonatologist was 
present throughout scanning. Term born controls were fed, swaddled and the 
examination was carried out in natural sleep. All infants were monitored with pulse 
oximetry and electrocardiographic monitoring. Ear protection, consisting of silicon- 
based dental putty individually moulded and fitted into the external ear and mini- 
muffs (Natus Medical, San Carlos, CA), was used to achieve approximately 30 dB 
sound attenuation. The infant's position was stabilised using a suction-evacuated 
pillow (50). 
The MR sequence parameters were as follows: T, weighted magnetisation 
prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo volumes: TR 17 ms/TE 4.6 ms, FOV 210, 
matrix 256 x 256, flip angle = 30*, 1 NEX and voxel size of 0.86 x 0.86 x 0.8mm; T2 
weighted fast spin echo pseudo volumes: TR 11712/TE 160ms, FOV 220, matrix 
224 x 224, flip angle 90". T, weighted volume images were acquired in the sagittal 
plane and reformatted into transverse and coronal planes. T2 weighted images were 
acquired in the transverse plane. 
Image analysis 
Images were visually assessed for normal anatomical appearance of the cerebral 
cortex, basal ganglia and thalami, white matter and cerebellum. The presence of 
overt focal lesions such as cystic periventricular leucomalacia, haemorrhagic 
parenchymal infarction and ventricular dilatation with or without residual 
intraventricular haemorrhage was noted. DEHSI was defined as high signal intensity 
in the WM on T2 weighted images, and visually classified as mild, moderate and 
severe: mild if there was increased signal intensity confined to a small region of the 
posterior periventricular WM; moderate if there was increased signal intensity in 
posterior and anterior periventricular regions extending into the centrum semiovale; 
and severe if the high signal intensity extended from the periventricular area into the 
subcortical white matter. 
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11.7. Thalarnic and lentiform nuclei quantification 
Image J (version 1.34) software was used for image processing and manual 
segmentation. The lentiform nuclei were measured by Dutta and the thalami by me. 
Intra-observer variability was calculated for each observer. Measurements were 
performed on all T, weighted images and in a subset of patients the thalamic 
measurements were performed on both T, and T2 weighted images to check 
consistency between the two images. Each patient had a total of 100 image slices, of 
which approximately 40 slices contained deep grey matter structures. The start and 
end points for the anatomical position of each structure of interest were defined with 
the aid of a reference brain atlas (5 1). 
Putarnina and Globi pallidi 
The lentiform nuclei are situated lateral to the caudate nuclei heads and thalami. 
Anteriorly, they are separated by the anterior limb of the internal capsule from the 
caudate nuclei and posteriorly from the thalami by the posterior limb. The external 
capsules form the lateral borders and separate them from the adjacent white matter. 
Inferiorly, the segmentation included the nuclei accurnbens, substantia innominata 
and the amygdala to the level of the anterior commissure. An example of the manual 
segmentation of the lentiform nuclei at several anatomical levels is given in Figure 
11.1 (yellow). 
Thalami 
The thalami are composed of many nuclei, all of which were included in the 
segmentation. Each thalamus is situated between the head and the tails of the 
caudate nucleus. The third ventricle forms the medial border and the posterior limb 
of the internal capsule forms the lateral border; the posterior border is formed by the 
lateral ventricle; and the sub-thalamic nuclei along with the geniculate bodies form 
the inferior border. An example of the manual segmentation of the thalamus at 
several anatomical levels is also given in Figure 11.1 (red). 
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Superior border- 
caudatc 
Medial border- 
III ventricle 
Lateral border- 
Posterior limb of 
internal capsule 
Inferior border- 
subtlialamic nucle 
Figure I I. I. Thalamic and lentiform boundaries in a preterm infant at term equivalent age. T, 
weighted MRI in the transverse planes of preterm infants scanned at term moving from 
superior to inferior slices. The lentiform nuclei are represented in yellow, and the thalamus is 
shown in red. The third ventricle forms the media[ border and the posterior limb of the internal 
capsule forms the lateral border; the posterior border is formed by the lateral ventricle; and 
the subthalamic nuclei along with the geniculate bodies form the inferior border. 
11.8. Statistics 
Statistical analysis was perforined using Stats Direct UK (version 2.0.1 11or 
Windows). The data was tested for normality by the Shapiro-Wilks test before each 
analysis. Intra-observer variability for the thalamic and lentiform nuclei 
measurements was calculated using intra-class correlation coefficient. The 
correlation of thalamic volume measured using T, and T-, weighted sequences was 
tested using simple linear regression and Bland-Altman analysis. The Mann- 
Whitney U test was used to compare the medians of volumes between individual 
groups. followed by the Kruskal-Wallis test to allow multiple comparison testing. 
Exploratory analysis with clinical variables was carried out using simple and 
multiple regressions. 
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11.9. Results 
Patient Characteristics 
Forty preterm infants were recruited with a median GA at birth of 29.5 weeks (range 
25-33 weeks), median birth weight of 1.3 kg (range 0.6-2.3 kg) and median head 
circumference at birth of 27.2 cm (range 22.5-34.5 cm). The preterm infants were 
scanned at term equivalent age and median PMA of 41 weeks corrected (range 37- 
44 weeks). Eight term born control infants were scanned at a mean of 42.5 weeks 
(range 38-45 weeks). The median weight at scan was 3.09 kg (range 2-4.3 kg) for 
the PAT infants and 3.65 kg for the term born controls (range 3.3-4.7 kg). There 
was no significant difference in the PMA or weight at scan between the two groups 
of infants. The median head circumference at scan for the PAT infants was 36.1 cm 
(range 32.5-38.5 cm) and for the term born controls was 36.2 cm (range 35-38 cm). 
Three preterm infants developed chronic lung disease; two needed early 
inotropic support and three had a significant patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), which 
was treated with ibuprofen. Seven preterm infants were diagnosed with sepsis during 
their hospital admission with either a positive blood culture or a clinical diagnosis 
accompanied by raised C-reactive protein and white cell count. Three infants had 
coagulase negative staphylococcus and one enterobacter species. Two infants had 
early culture negative sepsis and the remaining infant had late-onset culture-negative 
sepsis. The preterm infants had received total parenteral nutrition for a median of 4 
days and achieved full enteral nutrition at a median of 6 days. One infant had 
suffered from necrotising enterocolitis. 
Intra-observer correlation 
Initial training was conducted by segmentation of the lentiform nuclei in one infant 
50 times. Then intra-class correlation for both the lentiform nuclei and thalamic was 
obtained by repeating the segmentation twice in ten infants. The intra-class 
correlation coetTicicnt from the repeated measurements for the lentiform nuclei was 
0.99 and for the thalamus was 0.96. 
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Comparison of Volumetry using T, and T2 weighted sequences 
In a subset of 15 infants the thalamic measurements were performed using both Tj 
and T2 weighted images. Simple linear regression showed a significant correlation; 
and Bland-Altman analysis showed mean difference of 1.6 cin 3 and limits of 
agreement of -5.2 cm 
3 to 2.8 cm 3. The Bland-Altman plot for these measurements is 
given in Figure 11.2. The T, weighted images were used in all further analysis, as 
these were true volume acquisition scans as opposed to T2 scans which were 
acquired as pseudo volumes with overlapping slices. 
Agreement Plot (95% limits of agreement) 
Difference in theT I and T2 weighted thalamic VOJUMC CM3 
Mean of thalarnic volume cm3 
Figure 11.2 T, and T2 thalamic volume agreement in preterm infants at term equivalent age. 
Bland-Altman plot of measurements performed on T, and T2 weighted images of the thalamus 
in preterm infants at term equivalent age showing the 95% limits of agreement. 
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Thalarnic and lentiform Volumes 
Term born controls had a median thalamic volume of 16.3 cm 3 and a median 
lentiforin nuclei volume of 5.6 CM3. PAT infants had a median thalamic volume of 
13.6 CM3 and a median lentiform nuclei volume of 3.07 cm 3, which were 
significantly smaller compared to term born controls infants (P<0.0001). There was 
a wide range for the thalamic and lentiform nuclei volumes in PAT infants, as shown 
in Figures I 1.3a and b, and further analysis was carried out to determine whether the 
presence of supratentorial lesions explained this variance, together with an 
exploratory analysis of the effect of perinatal factors. 
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a 
PAT infants 
Term controls 
16' 21 
Median thalarnic volume in CM 3 
b 
PAT infants 
Term controls 
246 
Median lentiform nucleus volume in cm3 
Figure 11.3. Preterm at term and term thalamic and lentiform volume. Graphs representing the 
lower, median and upper quartiles of the thalamic (a) and lentiform nuclei (b) volumes in PAT 
infants and term born controls. The median thalamic and lentiform volume was significantly 
lower in PAT infants compared to term born controls. 
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Cerebral lesions and deep grey matter volumes 
Ten of the preterm infants had overt supratentorial lesions such as intraventricular 
haemorrhage (3 infants), periventricular leucomalacia (3 infants) or haemorrhagic 
parenchymal infarction (4 infants). In one of the three infants who had haemorrhage, 
the haemorrhage extended into the basal ganglia and thalamus unilaterally. Infants 
with supratentorial lesions showed the most significant reduction in volume of both 
thalami and lentiform nuclei (Figures 11.4a and b). The median thalamic volume and 
lentiform nuclei volumes in infants with lesions were 10.4 cm 3 and 1.7 CM3 
respectively. The median thalamic volume and lentiform nuclei volumes in infants 
without lesions were 14 cm 3 and 3.07 cm 3 respectively; the remaining infants had 
mild to moderate DEHSI on visual inspection of their T2 weighted images. 
Kruskal-Wallis analysis with pair-wise comparisons (Dwass-Steel- 
Chritchlow-Fligner) showed significant differences between term born controls and 
PAT infants without lesions (p = 0.0002), term born controls and PAT infants with 
lesions (p = 0.0015) and PAT infants with and without lesions (p=< 0.0001). At a 
descriptive level, the severity of the supratentorial lesion was related to the volume 
reduction. However, as there were only 10 infants with lesions, we were unable to 
make any statistical inference. 
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Eli*r2lor) sjulykis 
Thz!. L=c arQ kn1iform nwIci %olumcs %cre not significand) related to any of the 
clut" %2ruNcs uvglu &: %J GA at birth. PMA. %%ti_zht at scan. head circumference 
8: buUh " &I sc. = The cffccl of the-sc vahables on thalamic and lentiform volumes 
IA23 uuuall% tevcd usmg szmrle regression analysis for each individual variable. To 
cmfirm the nan--. ýIation s=n in the simple regression, a multiple regression 
a: W) us %as rxrformcd nith all the above-mcniloned variables as covariates for the 
dWxnic " knufarm %oltzries %%Ixn the infants %%erc divided into two groups, < 
29 uccks icurcm ; vvcrtM x-J > 28 %ecks, there %vas still no significant 
diffcr=xr T]w derp, gm manct volumes %%rm not related to days of ventilation, 
clumc lung disraw, dj%-s to full crilem) (ceding. necrotising, enterocolitis or scpsis. 
11.10. Discussion 
T'lus siuJy =Tporu the suggestion raised bN non-h)-pothcsis image-analysis 
tcchniques th, 2t rwctcrm infintsat tcrTn cqui%-3]cnt agc show a reduction in Icntiform 
nucict axwJ tfulmnic %olmne. aW that the reduction is more pronounced in the 
prcscnce of suprawntorW lesimm predominantly focal WM. 
DcfonTutxwt. ýwd morphomcEr) h3s prrviously shoum a rcduction in the 
%olurnr of the hisA pinglm wvJ thalmnus. %vith no reduction in cortical or NVNI 
%olurnes This reduction %%w ord) seen in the more preterin group (< 28 weeks at 
birth) mul in thosc uith quinnutivel) defined diffuse WSI disease. This technique is 
a tugh-dimcnsiorml mgmtmon technique %%hich is highly sensitive to local changcs 
thm at globally tumnutcd to rr%c. 31 significant differences bct'%%, ccn patient groups 
152) 1 lo%%c% cr. dus arproub to morp hometric measurement provides a %%bole-brain 
sur%c) thzi is not b4sW on any prior hypothesis. and forinal statistical infcrcnce can 
be probimutic Tbc present stixiy cffccti%vly tests the hypothesis raised by the 
sur%vv. confirming W cUn6tng the results. 
InJer ct al t46) used 3utomwcd segmentation to make another hypothesis- 
frw sur%cý and found wductions in the conical. Whi and deep grey matter volumes 
in a miu-d group of infints owth . 2zkJ uithout WM lesions. The reduction in the deep 
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grey matter volumes in this cohort %%-as dependent on GA at birth and associated %%ith 
more severe respiratory illness. Although automated segmentation is problematic in 
the neonatal brain due to the relative spatial resolution, overlapping signal intensities 
from the different tissue types, decreased contrast and increased intm-tissue intensity 
variability. the present manual segmentation study provides confirmation of both 
Boardman's and Indcr's deep grey matter results. 
The coherent reduction in the deep grey matter and %%%I in preterm infants 
at term equivalent age suggests that U11 injury might lead to secondary damage of 
the tMamocortical and corticothalamic fibres, resulting in a reduction in lentiform 
nuclei and thalarnic volume. On the other hand, the thalamic volume reduction may 
also be secondary to cortical injury. Sorensen ct a]. (53) have sho%vn that aspiration 
lesions in the sensorimotor cortex lead to a decrease in thalamic neurons %Nithin a 
few days afler injury in rats. 
Furthermore. there is animal evidence that injury to the subplate leads to 
thalamocortical disturbances (54). The subplate contains a transient set of neurons 
surrounded by a rich cxtr3celluar matrix and is maximally visible on NIR imaging 
and histology (55) during the second trimester %%ben premature infants arc 
undergoing intcnsi%-c care. The subplatc, %%ith its neurons and extracellular matrix, 
forms a %%-aiting zone for the thalamocortical afferms and efferents, and contains 
guidance molecules %%Wch guide these fibres to the appropriate cortical regions. It is 
possible that diffuse WN1 disease includes injury to the subplate, maximising the 
thalamocortical disturbances seen in preterm infants, and causing a secondary 
reduction in deep grey matter volumes. 
Some potential limitations of this study deserve consideration. First, diffuse 
WM injury (DEIISI) was identified by visual inspection and not by objective 
quantification of diffusion parameters. However, it has been shoAm by previous 
studies that infants %%ith visually classified DEHSI have a reduction in fractional 
anisotropy, and an increase in the apparent diffusion coefficient in their %VM 
(56.57). Second. there is some potential for confounding of the data by gro%%Ih, as 
them %%-as a non-significant trend of increased age in the term born. controls. It is 
known that cerebral and cerebellar volumes increase between 40 and 44 weeks PMA 
(58). hence there is a potential that the basal ganglia and thalami may also increase 
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in vol=c during this period. tio%%rvcr, no growth was detected over this time 
period in either the term bom control infants or PAT infants, although the study was 
not po%%cred to detect the gro%%th issue and thereforc it cannot be formally excluded. 
11.11. Conclusions 
This study has sho%%-n. using manual volumary, a reduction in the lentiform nuclei 
and thalamic volume in prcterm infants at term equivalent age compared to term 
born controls. %%'hilst preterm infants %%ith overt supratentorial cerebral lesions have 
the most marked reduction in volume, significant reductions were also seen with 
milder diffuse %%*M changes consistent %%ith DEHSL These results support and 
extend the conclusions of studies using DBM and automatic segmentation. 
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11.12. Magnelic Resonance Image quantification of thalamic ep to 
volume in preterm infants with increasing postmenstrual age 
11.13. Aims 
To determine the thalamic volume during the third trimester in a cohort of preterm 
babies born at less than 33 %%vcksý in order to monitor the development of the 
thalamus during this vulnerable time. 
Hypothesis 
The rate of go-. %ih of the thalamus is sio-. %vr in pretcrm infants who have lesions 
compared to those %%ho do not have lesions. This decreased rate leads to reduced 
volumes by term equivalent age. (To address Question 3. ) 
11.14. 'Methods 
Ethical Approval and Consent 
Ethical approval u2s obtained from the Hammersmith Hospital Local Research 
Ethics Committee (LREC) ref- 04'QO406/125 'Computational analysis of brain 
abnormalities and ncurodevc1opmental impairment in prctcrrn infants'. Written 
parental consent was acquired for each infant. 
Patient Characteristics 
The prverm infants %,., crc recruited from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at 
Hammersmith flospital. None of the infants had congenital anomalies, metabolic 
disease or congenital infections. The cohort consisting of 80 preterm infants, born 
bct%%, ccn 24.17 and 33 %%vcks GA. was scanned between 25-14 and 44.7 weeks PNIA. 
13 of thcsc infants %%rrc scanned t-. %icc. Prctcrm infants v. -ho swere less than I kg 
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%%ere not scdated, but %vere given a fccdý s%vaddled and scanned during natural sleep. 
Preterm infints %%ho %vere above I kg %%ere sedated "ith chloral hYdrate 30-50 
mgAg. Specific absorption rate values of all the sequences were %vithin 
recommended levels. and no heating cffects ", ere seen. In fact, special attention was 
paid to inf2nis bclo%% 2 kg to prevent heat loss. These infants were %%Tappcd in a 
plastic bag and placed on a plastic-coated gel heat pad which was heated using a 
microwave. 
All infants "ere placed on suction-cvacuated pillo%vs to reduce motion. 
Infants %%rm monitored by me %vith pulse oximetry, electrocardiographic and 
temperature readings. The temperature %vas maintained %vithin ± 0.5 degree 
Centigrade in all infants. During their stay in the neonatal unit, all neonates had 
starxiard neonatal management %vith serial cranial ultrasounds as part of their clinical 
cam. Information about GA at birth. PMA, birth %%tight, head circumference, 
chronic lung disease (defined as a need for supplemental oxygen at 36 weeks PNIA), 
patent ductus arteriosus (PDA). days to full criteral feeding, necrotising enterocolitis 
and sepsis %%vm obtained from the clinical notes. 15 infants were scanned whilst they 
received continuous airway support. 11w ventilatory continuous positive air%vay 
pressure (CPAP) device that %%w present %vithin the scanner room \vas firmly bolted 
to the wall in order to prevent it becoming a projectile risk. The CPAP and the 
humidifier %vere insulated in a Faraday copper cage to avoid inhomogencity effects 
%%ithin the static and ft gradient magnetic fields. Careful metal checks were 
undertaken to ensure that all infants and their clothes %%= completely free of metal. 
Image Acquisition 
The NIR sequence parwncters %vcre as foliows: T, %%Tightcd magnetisation prepared 
rapid acquisition gradient echo volumes: TR 17 msfIFE 4.6 ms, FOV 210, matrix 256 
x 256, flip angle - 30*, 1 NEX and voxcl size of 0.86 x 0.86 x 0.8 mm; T2 "'eighted 
fast spin echo pseudo volumes: TR 117 1 ITE 160 ms, FOV 220, matrix 224 x 224, 
flip angle 90*. T, %wighted volume images %%rre acquired in the sagittal plane and 
reformatted into transverse plane. T2 weighted images were acquired in the 
transversc plane. 
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Image analysis 
Images were visually assessed for normal anatomical appearance to the cerebral 
cortex, basal ganglia and thalami, white matter and cerebellum. The presence of 
overt focal lesions such as intraventricular haemorrhage, cerebellar haeniorrhage, 
haemorrhagic parenchymal infarction and ventricular dilatation with or without 
residual intraventricular haemorrhage and punctate white matter lesions were noted. 
11.15. Manual Segmentation 
Image J (version 1.37) software was used for manual segmentation. Each patient's 
scans consisted of over 100 image slices, of which approximately 20 slices consisted 
of thalamic tissue. Prior to segmentation the anatomical position ofthe thalamus was 
defined with the aid of Bayer and Altman brain atlas. 
The anatomical landmarks for the thalamus were slightly more difficult to 
delineate than preterm scans at term equivalent age due to the absence of' myelin M 
the PLIC. However, by increasing the image contrast to show the low signal 
intensity in the unmyelinated PLIC, the delineation was carried out using tile 
landmarks described in study 1. For this study the contrast was ad. justed to give a 
display range of 50-1200. Intra-observer variability was calculatcd lor tile 
measurements by repeating the thalamic measurements 20 times hi mie M11int. 
Figure 11.5. The inferior border of the thalamus during development. The final appearance of 
the superior colliculi (red arrows) was used as a landmark for beginning manual segmentation 
of the inferior border of the thalamus. Subsequent slices were measured superiorly to this slice. 
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Figure 11.6. Thalamic boundary during development. Axial T, weighted slices through the 
brain of a 26-week PMA infant showing manual segmentation of the thalamus using the 
anatomical landmarks defined. a) Inferior border: slice above the superior colliculi. Medial 
border: 3rd ventricle. Lateral border: PLIC. Posterior border: wall of lateral ventricles. b) 
Superior slices. Thalamus becomes ovoid. c) Superior border: disappearance of thalamic tissue. 
11.16. Statistics 
Stats Direct UK (version 2.0.1 for Windows) was used for statistical analysis. The 
data was tested for non-nal distribution using histograms and the Shapiro-Wilks test. 
Mann-Whitney was used to identify significant differences between datasets. Single 
non-parametric linear regression was used to calculate the correlation coefficicrit 
between individual perinatal variables and thalamic volumes. Grouped linear 
regression with analysis of covariance was carried out to test the rate of growth 
between groups. Multiple analysis of variance was conducted between the perillatal 
variables and thalamic volumes to elucidate the significant variables. 
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11.17. Results 
Patient Characteristics 
Sixty-six infants were recruited, of whom thirteen had two scans. All the clinical 
variables, except for head circumference, were not normally distributed. The iIII'arits 
had a median GA at birth of 28 weeks and were scanned at a median 13MA of 32.29 
weeks (range 25.14 weeks-42.29 weeks). The median birth weight was 1.07 kg 
(range 0.55 kg-2.12 kg) and median head circumference at birth ot'25.1 cni (range 
20.5 cm-31.5 cm). The median weight at scan was 1.3 kg (range 0.55 kg-4.4 kg) 
and the median head circumference at scan was found to be 28 cm (range 22 cm-37 
cm). The relationship between the GA at birth and I'MA is giveii iii Figure 11.7. 
PMA in weeks 
GA at birth in PIMA in weeks 
weeks 
Figure 11.7. Relationship of gestational age (GA) at birth and postmenstrual age (I'MA) at scan. 
Line graph showing that infants who were born between 25 weeks and 34 weeks were scanned 
at a median 32 weeks PMA (range 2-5-43 weeks PMA). 
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Clinical characteristics 
As most of the infants were scanned within two weeks after birth, clinical details at 
term equivalent age were processed. There were 14 sets of twins in the total cohort, 
of whom three were monochorionic twins and rest were dichorionic. Only one of the 
twin pairs was scanned in five sets of twins due to instability at the time of scan 
(four infants) and death of the other twin (one infant). 43% of the infants were born 
by spontaneous vaginal delivery. 87% of mothers received antenatal steroids. 13% 
of the infants did not receive surfactants. Most infants received one dose of 
surfactant; eight infants needed two doses and one infant needed three doses. Two 
infants received high-frequency oscillation and needed nitric oxide for persistent 
pulmonary hypertension. Seven infants needed conventional ventilation for a median 
of 1.5 days and a range of 023 days. Five infants developed chronic lung disease 
with oxygen requirement at more than 36 weeks PMA. Two infants received 
ibuprofen treatment for patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) and eight infants received 
inotropic support. One infant developed necrotising enterocolitis and II infants had 
culture-positive sepsis. The organisms isolated were coagulase-negative 
staphylococcus in five infants, enterococcus in two infants, streptococcus pneumonia 
in one infant, staphylococcus aureus in one infant and methicillin-resistant 
staphylococcus in two infants. Total parenteral nutrition was used for a median age 
of 6 days and the median age to achieve full enteral feeds of 180 mls/kg/day was 8 
days. 
Pathological lesions on visual inspection 
Of the 80 images used, 18 infants had pathological brain lesions. Pathology included 
bilateral intraventricular haernorrhage with hydrocephalus (one infant), bilateral 
intraventricular haernorrhage with ventricular dilatation < 95th centile (two infants), 
cerebellar haernorrhage (one infant), cerebellar haemoffhage with bilatcral 
intraventricular haernorrhage (one infant), bilateral GLH (one infant), porcnccphalic 
cyst (five infants) and bilateral extensive punctate white matter lesions (two infant). 
In one infant with ventricular dilatation following bilateral germinal 
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matrix/intraventricular haernorrhage, the bleed extended into the left thalamus. In all 
remaining infants the lesions were separate from the thalamus. 
The median GA at birth of infants with lesions was 25.57 weeks (range 24.14 
weeks-33 weeks), which was significantly less than the whole cohort by 1.43 weeks 
(95% Cl 0-3 weeks). The difference in GA at birth between those with and without 
lesions was also significantly different, with a median difference of 2 weeks (95% 
CI 0.43 weeks-3.29 weeks). The median PMA was 32.36 weeks (range 25.14 
weeks-44.7 weeks). This was not significantly different from the whole cohort or 
from the PMA of infants who did not have lesions (median GA at scan 32.29 weeks 
[range 27.14 weeks-43.29 weeks]). 
11.18. Quantitative volumetry 
Total Thalarnic Volumes 
In a subgroup of 56 infants, the right and left sides of the thalamus were measured 
and were not found to be significantly different. Hence, for the whole cohort the 
total thalamic volume was calculated by addition of the right and left sides. The 
median thalamic volume was 5.58 cm 3 with a range of 1.61-12.1 cm 3 and the spread 
of values are shown in Figure 11.8. 
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Figure 11.8. Spread of thalamic volumes during development. The thalamic volume measured 
between 25 weeks and 43 weeks PMA showing more than a quadruple Increase In size during 
the third trimester. It increases from 1.6 CM3 to 12.1 CM3. 
GA at birth, birth weight, head circumference at birth, weight, head 
circumference and PMA were significantly correlated to total thalamic volume using 
non-parametric linear regression analysis. As these factors were inter-correlated, 
multiple analysis of correlation using two-sided Spearman's Rho correlation was 
perfon-ned. This showed that factors such as GA, birth weight and head 
circumference at birth were correlated to each other and that factors at scan such as 
weight, head circumference and PMA were strongly inter-corrclated. Ilence GA at 
birth and PMA were used in further analysis. Principal component analysis also 
showed that PMA and birth explained most of the variance seen in the thalamic 
volume. 
As expected, the total thalamic volume was more significantly correlated to 
postmenstrual age (correlation coefficient of 0.79 two-sided p< 0.001) (Figure 11.9) 
than GA at birth (correlation coefficient of 0.49 two-sided p<0.001). 
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Figure 11.9. Thalamic growth during development. The thalamus increases in size at the rate or 
0.49 CM3 /week from 25 weeks to 43 weeks PMA. 
Infants with and without pathological lesions 
The median volume of infants with lesions was 5.3 cm 3 and without lesions was 5.7 
cm 3. The Mann-Whitney U test showed a significant median difference of 1.05 cm 3 
between the two groups (p=-0.047). Figure 11.10 displays the distribution of 
thalamic volumes for both infants with and without lesions. 
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Figure 11.10. Lesion versus non-lesions during development. The median thalamic volume of 
preterm infants with lesions was significantly reduced compared to infants without lesions. Note 
that the three points in the lesions group where the thalamic volume was more than 9 cm 3 were 
in an infant born at 24 weeks with cerebellar haemorrhage measured at 38,42 and 43 weeks 
PMA. 
Although the median PMA of the two groups was similar, the diftlerence in VOILIIIIC 
as a function of PMA was not investigated in Figure 11.10. Hence, grouped Ii near 
regression with covariance analysis was used to show the VOILInic differences and 
slope difference across PMA for the two groups (Figure 11.11 a). The thalarnic 
growth in infants with lesions was 0.25 cm 3 per week. which was significantly 
reduced compared to the 0.49 CM3 per week of thalarnic growth in int'ants without 
lesions (p=0.0017). Covariance analysis showed that the growth lines were not 
parallel and that there was a significant vertical distance between the lines of -2.3 
cm 3 (95% Cl -3.05 to -1.5cm 
3 p<0.001). Similar analysis with GA at birth and 
thalamic volume showed that the thalamic volume at birth was increased by 1.87 
cm 3 in infants without lesions compared to infants with lesions (Figure I LI I b). It 
also showed that GA at birth had a positive effect on the rate of growth of tile 
thalamus in infants without lesions, which was obliterated in infants with lesions. 
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Figure 11.11. Thalamic growth, lesions versus non-lesions. The thalamic growth at sea[) ill 
infants without lesions was significantly higher compared to those with lesions (a). CA at birth 
had an effect on thalamic growth, with infants born at higher CA having higher volume. 
However, in the presence of lesions this effect of CA at birth was obliterated (b). 
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Thalamic volume and clinical variables 
Except for the presence of lesions, none of the clinical variables was related to the 
thalamic volume at the time of scanning. The gender of the infant had no influence 
on thalamic volume. All infants who were scanned at term equivalent age had 
DEHSL Chronic lung disease did not predict smaller volumes. The use of inotropes 
was associated with lesions, although the corollary was not true. The two patients 
who needed high-frequency ventilation and nitric oxide had lesions and hence 
smaller thalamic volume. The presence or absence of sepsis also did not relate to 
thalamic volume. When all the infants without coagulase-negative staphylococcal 
infections were analysed, all infants had smaller thalamic volume, and in two infants 
this was in spite of the absence of overt lesions. All the lesions, except punctate 
white matter lesions, were visualised on ultrasound examination prior to MR 
examination and were present within the first week of life. 
11.19. Discussion 
This is the first study to show the development of the thalamus in-vivo in prcterm 
infants from 24 weeks to 45 weeks PMA. It shows a linear increase in the size of the 
thalamus with postmenstrual age. The rate of growth of the thalamus in infants who 
do not have lesions was 0.49 cm 3 per week. This rate of increase was also dependent 
on the GA at birth, i. e. the higher the GA at birth the higher the rate of growth, 
implying therefore that there should be a relationship between thalamic size and GA 
at birth when measured at term equivalent age, although this was not seen in the 
preterm infants at term equivalent age study. This may have been due to the small 
number of infants, leading to type 11 errors. Indeed, both Boardman et al. and Inder 
et al. (46) have shown a relationship between GA at birth and thalamic volumes. 
In infants who had lesions in the cerebral parenchyma, the thalamic volume 
and rate of growth were reduced, irrespective of their PMA, showing that injury 
early during the third trimester had profound effects on the thalamic volume. More 
interestingly, the effect of GA at birth on the rate of thalamic growth was lost, 
showing that even if infants were bom after higher GA, the presence of lesions 
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overrides any effect of GA at birth. As most of these lesions were seen on ultrasound 
within the first week of life, we can infer that lesions lead to an early reduction in 
volume, which was sustained throughout the third trimester. 
11.20. Conclusion 
The thalamic volume increased from 1.61 cm 3 to 12.1 CM3 during the third trimester. 
The absolute thalamic volume and rate of growth of the thalamus were significantly 
decreased in infants with lesions compared to infants without lesions, due to both 
reduction in total volumes and rate of thalamic growth. 
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11.21. Longitudinal mapping of thalamic growth in preterm infants 
during the third trimester 
11.22. Aim 
To determine the thalamic volume in a group of preterm infants who were scanned 
once or twice during the neonatal period and then at term equivalent age so that the 
contribution of rate of growth and absolute volume can be assessed more precisely. 
11.23. Methods 
Ethical approval, patient characteristics and monitoring, image acquisition, image 
analysis and manual segmentation were similar to the previous section. 
11.24. Statistics 
SPSS (version 14) was used for statistical testing. Variables were tested for 
normality using the Shapiro-Wilks test. Multivariate analysis with interactions of 
various factors on the thalamic volume was initially performed. Volume 
measurements controlled for PMA at each time point were analysed for the effects 
of lesions and gender by entering them as fixed variables in a general linear model. 
Because repeated testing at each time point causes inflated type I error and problems 
in the interpretation of results, the growth between the three time points was tested 
using a general linear model for repeated measurements, with Bonferroni correction 
for multiple corrections and the significance level set at 0.05. Estimated marginal 
means was used to compare the growth rate with different interaction terms. 
Differences in clinical variables were compared between groups using the Mann- 
VA-dtney U test and an unpaired t-test where appropriate. 
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11.25. Results 
Patient Characteristics 
A total of 47 infants were included in this section. These infants were scanned 
longitudinally twice or three times during the neonatal period. Ten infants from the 
previous section were also included. Of the 47 infants, nine infants were scanned 
three times. The rest of the infants were scanned twice, the last scan being at term 
equivalent age. Of all the infants, there were nine sets of twins, three of whom were 
monochorionic and six dichorionic. Twenty of the 47 infants were male. Nine 
infants had lesions: cerebellar haemorrhage, ventricular haemorrhage, ventricular 
haemorrhage with dilatation <95th centile and hydrocephalus were seen in one 
infant each, punctate white matter lesions were seen in two infants and 
porencephalic cysts in three infants. Of the nine infants with lesions, six were male 
and three were female. 
The mean GA at birth was 28.47 weeks (range 24.14 weeks-31.14 weeks); 
infants with lesions had a GA at birth of 3 weeks less than those without lesions and 
this was statistically significant. There was no difference in GA at birth between 
genders. The mean birth weight was 1.15 kg (range 0.616 kg-1.95 kg) and head 
circumference at birth was 25.9 cm (range 20.5 cm-30.3 cm). The clinical 
characteristics of this, including ventilatory requirements, inotropic requirements, 
sepsis, days of TPN and days to full enteral feed, were similar to the previous 
section and were not statistically related to thalamic volume. 
The PMA in weeks, weight in kg and head circumference in cm at scans 1,2 and 3 
are given in Table 11.1. 
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Mean 
weeks 
Min 
weeks 
Max 
weeks 
Mean 
kg 
Min 
kg 
Max 
kg 
1 Mean 
CHI 
Min 
cm 
Max 
cm 
GAI 31.85 27.14 38.14 Wtl 1.35 0.7 2.505 HCI 27.82 23.5 33.2 
GA2 34.31 31.14 37.71 Wt2 1.83 1.156 2.48 HC2 29.96 26.4 33 
GA3 41.65 32.14 49.86 WO 3.28 1.173 5.5 HO 35.4 27.5 35.4 
Table 11.1. Perinatal characteristics. The mean, minimum and maximum PMA weight (wt) and 
head circumference (11C) at the each of the three time points of scan are displayed. 
All the variables were statistically significantly different between time 
points. PMA at scan, weight and head circumference at each time point were 
individually correlated to thalamic volume at that time point. However, as weight 
and head circumference are dependent on PMA at scan, on multiple regression only 
PMA at scan came out to be statistically correlated to thalamic volume at each time 
point. 
Thalamic volume and Gender 
A general linear model for repeated measurements was carried out (Table 11.2). 
Univariate analysis was perfonned after assumption for sphericity was confirmed 
using the Mauchly test, which showed ap value of >0.05. For multivariate analysis 
usually Box's test of equality of covariance matrices is computed. flowevcr, as we 
were only testing thalamic volume over three time points, the Box test was not 
computed because there were fewer than two non-singular cell covariance matrices. 
The mean and standard deviation of the thalamic volumes, for both male and female 
individually and total thalamic volume, are given in Table 11.2 at each time point. 
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Mean cm 
3 
Std. Deviation 
cm 3 
Volume I Total Female 5.4 2.2 
Male 5.7 1.2 
Total 5.6 1.5 
Volume 2 Total Female 7.3 3.2 
Male 7.1 1.0 
Total 7.2 1.8 
Volume 3 Total Female 10.2 1.6 
Male 11.0 2.1 
Total 10.8 1.9 
Table 11.2. Thalamic volume and gender. There was no significant difference In the thalamic 
volume between male and female genders at every time point of scanning. 
Thalamic volume and lesions 
Multivariate analysis showed that the interactions of gender, lesions and GA at birth 
contributed to the thalamic volume model, as shown in Table 11.3. As partial Eta 
squared values is the ratio of the variation accounted by the effect, divided by tile 
sum of variation accounted by the effect plus the variation left to error, a partial Eta 
square value near I signifies that the variables contribute to the model. Thus from 
Table 11.3 the partial Eta squared values for GA at birth, lesions and gendcr 
interactions on the thalamic volume were significant, i. e. lower GA contributed to 
lower thalamic volume, male gender contributed to lower thalamic volume and 
lesions contributed to lower thalamic volume. As males had more lesions, when both 
gender and lesion were taken into account, the partial Eta squared value was nil and 
the interaction on thalamic volume was lost. 
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Effect Value F Sig. 
Partial 
Eta 
squared 
volume Pillai's Trace . 900 17.986(a) . 010 . 900 
Wilks'Lambda . 100 17.986(a) . 010 . 900 
Hotelling's Trace 8.993 17.986(a) . 010 . 900 
Roy's Largest Root 8.993 17.986(a) . 010 . 900 
volume * PMA Pillai's Trace . 878 14.444(a) . 015 . 878 
Wilks'Lambda . 122 14.444(a) . 015 . 878 
Hotelling's Trace 7.222 14.444(a) . 015 . 878 
Roy's Largest Root 7.222 14.444(a) . 015 . 878 
volume * lesion Pillai's Trace . 850 11.345(a) . 022 . 850 
Wilks'Lambda . 150 11.345(a) . 022 . 850 
Hotelling's Trace 5.673 1 1.345(a) . 022 . 850 
Roy's Largest Root 5.673 1 1.345(a) . 022 . 850 
volume * gender Pillai's Trace . 841 10.566(a) . 025 . 841 
Wilks'Lambda . 159 10.566(a) . 025 . 841 
Hotelling's Trace 5.283 10.566(a) . 025 . 841 
Roy's Largest Root 5.283 10.566(a) . 025 . 841 
volume * lesion 
gender 
Pillai's Trace 
. 000 . (a) 
Wilks'Lambda 1.000 . (a) 
Hotelling's Trace . 000 . (a) 
Roy's Largest Root 
000 . 000(a) 
1.00 
0 . 
000 
Table 11.3. Multivariate thalamic volume analysis. The thalamic volume was tested for 
Interactions with gender, lesions and PMA. As expected, the partial Eta squared values showed 
signiflcant interactions between male and lower thalamic volume, lesions and lower thalamic 
volume and PMA at scan and higher thalarnic volume. However, as lesions were present mostly 
In males, when both lesions and gender were taken into account the Interactions on thalamic 
volume were lost. 
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Thalamic growth and Gender 
The model estimated marginal means for each time point were calculated for both 
genders and for infants with and without lesions. Estimated marginal means did not 
show any difference in mean volume between lesion and non-lesion infants and 
between genders. However, the rate of growth of the thalamus in infants with lesions 
was significantly different from those without lesions. There was no effect of gender 
on total volume or rate of growth between the time points, as shown in Figure 11.12. 
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Figure 11.12. Longitudinal thalamic growth and gender. The plot shows that the estimated 
thalamic volume for male and female genders increases between time points; however, there is 
no signiricant difference between the two groups. 
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Thalamic growth and lesions 
The plot of the estimated marginal means of thalamic volumes between infants with 
lesions and non-lesions after correction for GA at birth is given in Figure 11.13. This 
graph shows that although the absolute value of the lesion group's thalamic volume 
is smaller than the non-lesion group, the estimated marginal mean thalamic volume 
for the lesion group at time point I is higher than the non-lesion group when 
corrected for GA at birth. However, at both time points 2 and 3, the estimated 
marginal means in the lesions group is lower compared to the infants without 
lesions. Also, the rate of growth of the estimated marginal thalamic means between 
the three time points is faster for the infant group with no lesions compared to the 
infants who have lesions. 
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Figure 11.13. Longitudinal thalamic growth, lesions versus no lesions. The rate of growth of the 
infants without lesions was significantly higher compared to infants with lesions. At time point I 
alone the estimated marginal thalamic volume after controlling for CA at birth was higher in 
the lesions group compared to the non-lesions group of infants. 
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11.26. Discussion 
This section on the serial imaging of individual infants showed that the absolute 
thalamic volume and rate of growth of the thalamus were significantly decreased in 
infants with lesions compared to infants without lesions, due to both reduction in 
total volumes and rate of thalamic growth. Hence, this caused the reduction in 
volume seen in preterm infants at term equivalent age with lesions, compared to 
preterm infants without lesions and term born controls. These results were similar to 
the previous section of serial data. 
Little is known about thalamic growth in humans even after birth. Iwasaki et 
al. (59) showed that basal ganglia and thalamic volume increased from 20 to 85 CM3 
in a group of 44 infants between 4 weeks to 28 years of life using MR manual 
volumetry of the cerebral structures on T, weighted images. However, both cerebral 
hemispheres and the basal ganglia peaked by 2 years of age, in comparison to 
myelinated white matter which continued to grow until 10 years of age. 
What is interesting about Iwasaki's study is that not only does it provide 
volumes of the various cerebral structures, it also validates manual volumetry in a 
variety of different-shaped phantoms and real measurements of post-mortem brains 
using a water-displacement technique. The maximum errors between real 
measurements, phantom measurements and MR measurements were 1.33% and 5% 
respectively. I have also scanned a phantom of a 6-litre bottle three times and found 
the error to be less than 1% (unpublished data), which gives confidence in the 
thalamic measurements made. 
The median thalamic volume in the current serial imaging study at term 
equivalent age was 12.1 CM3 and is comparable to the 13.6 cm 3 measured by tile 
previous study (60). The number of infants at term equivalent age in the current 
study was only seven and these infants were scanned at a median PMA of 39 wccks 
(I week less than the previous study), which may explain the difference in absolute 
values. From previous studies the median lentiform nuclei and caudatc volumes 
were measured as 5.6 cm 3 and 2.8 CM3 respectively (61). Hcnce the total basal 
ganglia and thalamic volume of 20 cm 3 is similar to previous studies of normal and 
preterm infants (62; 63). However, automatic segmentation methods used by Inder ct 
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al. and Peterson (46; 64) measured basal ganglia volumes to be between 10.8 CM3 
and 13.6 CM3 . The difference in volumes between my study and these studies could 
be explained by the difference in accuracy of the neonatal segmentation, as 
discussed in the cortical segmentation chapter. 
Finally, we can compare the rate of growth of the thalamus with cerebellar 
and total cerebral volume growths measured by other groups. The thalamic growth 
in my study was 0.49 cm 3 /week, compared to the rate of growth of the cerebellum of 
1.57 CM3 /week as shown by Limperopolous et al. (65). Hence, the thalamic rate of 
growth was about a third less compared to the cerebellum during the third trimester, 
which can be explained by the differences in absolute size between the thalamus and 
cerebellum across PMA, and the presence of a rapid granule cells proliferation stage, 
seen in the cerebellum with no comparable proliferative stage seen in the thalamus. 
Moreover, Iwasaki et al. showed that cerebellar growth was more significantly 
related to total brain volume than thalamic growth, This difference was mainly due 
to the difference in absolute size between the cerebellum and the thalamus. The rate 
of growth of the cortical grey matter, white matter and total brain volume and its 
relationship to thalamic volume will be discussed in Chapter 12. 
11.27. Conclusion 
Both cross-sectional and serial studies of thalamic volume showed that prcterm 
infants with lesions had smaller thalamic volume across PMA, because of a 
combination of absolute smaller thalamic volume and reduced rate of growth. By 
term equivalent age, this caused the thalamic volume in infants with lesions to be 
smaller than in infants without lesions and term born controls. 
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11.28. Foetal thalamic growth 
11.29. Aim 
To determine the normal in-vivo thalamic growth during the early third trimester by 
manual volumetry of foetal MR data and to compare thalamic growth between 
foetus and preterm infants. 
Hypothesis 
Thalamic volumes in preterm infants are reduced, compared to foetal thalamic 
volume, due to both reduced absolute volumes and rate of thalamic growth. (To 
address Question 4. ) 
11.30. Methods 
Ethical Approval and Consent 
The study included normal volunteers and patients referred for foetal MR imaging as 
part of a clinical investigation. Written consent was obtained from all mothers for 
the use of the MR images as part of two ongoing research projects, 'Clinical 
Evaluation of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in Foctal Medicine', Ethics 
Committee reference 2002/6375. 
Patient Characteristics 
All scans were taken between October 2006 and April 2007 at Hammersmith 
Hospital's Robert Steiner MRI unit. The participants in this study were catcgoriscd 
into three groups: 
a. Healthy volunteers (3 mothers). 
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b. Pregnant mothers who are undergoing foetal MR scans due to referral 
following suspected neurological abnormalities on ultrasound scan (9 
mothers). 
The suspected abnormalities included septo-optic dysplasia, uni- and 
bilateral ventricular dilatation, polyhydramnious, intrauterine death of twin, 
intrauterine growth restriction, micrognathia, twin-to-twin transfusion 
syndrome and myelomeningocoele. 
c. Pregnant mothers who are undergoing foetal MR scan due to an 
abnormality with a previous pregnancy (cortical migration abnormality, 
lissencephaly, agenesis of corpus callosum) or maternal perivcntricular 
heteropia (one mother). 
All the MR images were normal on visual analysis and seven infants had postnatal 
scans, which were also normal. The age range of the group was 19 to 33 weeks GA. 
Sixteen were singleton pregnancies, two were twins. 
Imaging Acquisition 
Images were obtained using a 1.5 Tesla Philips Scanner, with the use of a phased- 
array body coil or a phased-array cardiac coil. Subjects were placed in the lateral tilt 
position, with no sedation of mother or foetus being necessary. Ear plugs and 
headphones were given to the mother to dampen the noise produced by the scanner. 
The specific absorption rate was 3W/kg, which was well below the recommended 8- 
12W/kg for head and torso examinations. 
Initially the foetal brain was imaged with single shot express sequences (TE 
80 ms, TR 100 ms, FOV 380 mm, slice thickness 4 mm, in-plane resolution 0.74 x 
0.74 mm). A dynamic imaging sequence using overlapping single shot acquisition 
was then performed. This involves prescribing a set of parallel contiguous slices in 
the region expected to contain the foetal brain. Four loops in the transverse and in 
some patients two additional loops of data in the sagittal and coronal planes were 
acquired with every second complete set of slice, offset by half a slice thickness. The 
imaging parameters were TR 1046 ms, TE 120 ms and FOV 380 mm, with an in- 
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plane resolution of 1.08 x 1.45 mm. and slide thickness of 2.5 or 2.8 mm, which was 
chosen depending on the in-plane resolution. The scanning time per image was I 
second to freeze in-plane foetal motion (66). 
Image processing 
In order to produce volumetric datasets, the loops of dynamically acquired data were 
processed as follows: foetal scans were cropped to remove the majority of tile 
maternal tissue in the x, y and z planes using the Rview program and a script in 
Matlab (version. 7.2) written by a member of our group. Since dynamic MR scans 
consist of either four or six loops, the consistency of each loop is compared to the 
others within one subject's set using the Rview program. A more consistent loop 
would be one in which the foetus moved less. For a foetus that did not move much 
during the scan, two loops would be used for registration - the most and the least 
consistent loops. All loops would be used for registration if the foetus was more 
active. Also using Rview, every slice in each loop would be checked for the 
presence of artefacts that would result in its exclusion from being used for 3D 
registration. 
The next step was to manually segment all maternal tissue from the images 
so that only the foetal skull and its contents remained; this was done using the Image 
J (v. 1.34) program. After removal of matemal tissue, the loops were registered using 
rigid body transformation. The registration process combines all the data from the 
loops for each subject into one final image file that is an accurate 3D reconstruction 
of the foetal brain. The size of the foetal brain determines the number of MR slices 
that the registered file will contain; the number can vary from 60 to 114. The 
reconstructed data is re-sampled to a voxel dimension of 1.25*1.25*1.25 mm. 
Manual segmentation of the foetal brain, including whole hemisphere, cerebellum 
and ventricles, was carried out by Mr Hyyat as part of a BSc project. Whole-brain 
volume was calculated by adding the cerebral parenchyma, ventricles and cerebellar 
volumes. 
For this study I used these images and performed manual segmentation of the 
thalamus using the Image J program. Landmarks were identified using the sccond 
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and third trimester atlases (67); details of the landmarks are similar to the previous 
study in preterm infants. Intra observer variability was calcLilated. 
Figure 11.14. Foetal thalamic segmentation. The thalamus is segmented on axial slices of T2 
weighted foetal volume scans. From left to right, foetus as 21 weeks, 33 weeks and 35 weeks CA 
where the thalamus is manually delineated at a superior, middle and inferior level. Thc 
boundaries are similar to preterm thalamic boundaries (Chapter 11.14). 
11.31. Statistics 
Stats Direct UK (version 2.0.1 for Windows) was used Ilor statistical analysis. The 
data was tested for normal distribution using histograms and tile Shapiro-Wilks test. 
Difference in GA was calculated using the Mann-Whitney II test. The relationship 
between GA and volume was compared using simple linear regression. Grouped 
linear regression with analysis of covariance was carried out to test the rate of' 
growth between groups. 
11.32. Results 
The thalamus was seen in approximately 10-15 slices in each inflant. Thalanlic 
volume increased from 0.75 cm 3 to 4.6 cm 3 between 19 and 33 weeks GA. The 
relationship between the volume and GA is given in Figure 11.15. The rate of' 
growth was 0.27 cm 3 per week (95% CI 0.2 cm 3_0 . 34 C1,13 per week). There was a 
strong correlation between thalamic volume and total brain volume. as shown in 
Figure 11.15. 
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Figure 11.15. Foetal thalamic volume. The graph at the top gives the rate of growth of thalanlic 
volume between 19 and 34 weeks: 0.27 CM3 per week. The graph at the bottom relates this rate 
of thalamic growth to the total brain volume, to show a significant linear increase in both 
volumes. 
However, when the thalamic volume was expressed as a percentage oftotal 
volume, the thalamus only represented 24% of the total brain Volume and showed a 
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negative trend with increasing GA. This was because the rate of increase of the 
whole brain volume was significantly higher compared to thalamic growth (13.51 
cm 3 versus. 0.27 cm 3 per week). This growth of the thalamus to the cerebral 
hemispheres can be expressed as a scaling relationship similar to the cortical SA and 
volume relationship. The scaling exponent was found to be 0.85 (95% Cl 0.69- 
1.00). 
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Figure 11.16. Proportional thalamic growth. The proportion of thalamic volume (4) total brain 
volume decreases with increasing PMA (top) due to the exponential increase in total brain 
volume in comparison to the relatively low growth rate of the thalamus. The scaling factor for 
the thalamus to the cerebral volume was 0.85 (bottom). 
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Comparison with preterm thalamic volume 
The thalamic volumes from the 80 preterm infants used in the previous study were 
compared to the foetal thalamic volumes. Although the GA at birth of the preterm 
infants and PMA of foetuses was not significantly different, the age at scan of the 
preterm infants was 5 weeks more than foetal controls, p <0.000 1. The foetuses were 
scanned at a median age of 28 weeks (range 19 weeks33 weeks) and the preterm 
infants at 32.29 weeks (range 25.14 weeks43.29 weeks). For the whole group, 
grouped linear regression showed that there was no significant difference in the rate 
of growth of thalamus and volume between the two groups. 
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Figure 11.17. Foetal versus preterm thalamic volume. The rate of growth of thalanlic volunle 
in preterm infants was significantly increased compared to foetal thalamic growth (top). 
However, when infants with similar PMA were compared there was no significant difference 
in thalamic growth (bottom). 
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However. when the group of preterm infants who did not have lesions was 
compared to foetal volumes, there was a significant difference in both the rate of 
growth of thalamic volume and mean thalamic volume between the two groups. 
Rate of foetal thalamic growth was 0.27 cm 3 and preterm thalamic growth rate was 
0.49 cm 3 (t = -3.662949, P=0.0006). The mean foetaJ volume was 4.8 cm 
3 and the 
preterm volume was 6.1 cm 3. 
To examine whether this was because of the increased PMA, the thalamic 
volume in a subgroup of preterm infants less than 33 weeks were compared to the 
foetal thalamic volume in the same GA group range. The rate of growth betwecil 
the two groups was not significantly different (0.35 versus 0.27 cm 31 weeks). 
As the thalamic volume measurements in preterm infants at terrn equivalent 
age were 20% reduced on T, weighted scans compared to T, weighted scans, when 
this 20% volume was added to the foetal volume, the foetal thalamic volume was 
significantly increased compared to preterm. infants by 0.97 CM3 95% Cl = 0.5-1.4 
(t = -4.76 ,P<0.0001). However, the rate of growth still was not significantly 
different between preterm and foetal groups (Figure 11.18). 
Thalarnic VOJUMC CM3 
5 
0 Preterm non lesions T2 
corrected 4 
foetal 
3 
2 
0 
Figure 11.18. T2 weighted corrected foetal volume. As the foetal volumes were measured on T2 
volumes and preterm on T, volume, the T, were corrected to T, by addition of 20'%) volume, 
after which the total foetal volume was significantly higher than preterin infants of similar 
CA, although the rate of growth was similar. 
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11.33. Discussion 
This study shows that the rate of growth of the thalamus in foetuses was 
similar to pretenn infants without lesions. However, there was some difference in 
the total thalamic volume in foetuses compared to preterm infants. 
From the previous section on preterin thalamic volumes, we know that 
infants with lesions have reductions in both the total thalamic volume and the rate of 
thalamic growth. Hence it is possible that similar reductions in thalamic growth may 
also be seen even in preterm. infants without overt lesions compared to foctuses. 
However, without foetuses of GA more than 33 weeks we cannot completely answer 
the question of rate of growth of the thalamus during the third trimester. 
From section 1, page 350, we also know that the mean difference between T, 
weighted and T2 weighted volumes was 1.6 CM3 (95% Cl -5.2 CM3 to 2.8 CM). If this 
difference of 1.6 CM3 was added to foetal volumes, the difference in volume between 
3 foetal and preterm infants increased further to 3.3 cm , with the rate of growth 
remaining the same. The thalamic volume was also measured in a single infant at 36 
weeks PMA using T, weighted, T2 weighted and dynamic T2 weighted scans, which 
showed that the volumes were 9.94 cm 3,7.69 CM3 and 7.61 CM3 respectively. The 
difference between T, weighted and T2 weighted thalamic volume can be explained 
visually by the increased contrast between the thalamus and its surrounding 
structures, such as the posterior limb of internal capsule and ventricles. This is 
opposite to the situation in the cortex, where the contrast between the high signal 
intensity of the cortex on Tj weighted scans and low signal intensity of white matter 
is reduced compared to T2 weighted scans. As the T, and T2 relaxation times reduce 
with PMA due to reduced water content (68), any structural volumes should be 
interpreted with caution, since the weighting changes throughout the third trimester, 
even if the same parameters are used for acquisition as in these studies. 
The relative growth of the thalamus and total brain volume is fascinating, as 
it showed a negative trend with increasing PMA compared to a positive relationship 
seen in cerebellar volume (69). This may be because the thalamic progenitor cells 
may be smaller in number and highly specialised, so that their rate of proliferation 
may be conservative, compared to cerebellar granule cell proliferation. It may also 
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be because of the overwhelming increase in total brain volume of 13 cm 3 /week 
compared to the 0.27 cm 3 /week thalamic growth. As the rate of total brain volumes 
in the foetus was comparable to the preterm developmental data between 25 and 48 
weeks PMA (Chapter 8, page 197), this suggests that there was a relative reduction 
in thalamic volume with preserved total brain volumes at term equivalent age in 
preterm infants with diffuse WM injury (DEIISI) (70; 71). 
The basal ganglia and thalami are known to have very high metabolic rates 
and to be sensitive to hypoxic ischernic injury in preterm infants (72). Hence, 
primary damage to the thalamus resulting in reduced size cannot be ruled out. 
Post-mortern studies of preterm infants have shown infarction of the 
thalamus with white matter necrosis in periventricular leucomalacia (73). 
Abnormalities in the thalamus have been shown in animal studies following lesions 
in the cerebral cortex. The subsequent axotomy leads to retrograde microglial- 
induced reduction in the number of thalamic neurons (74). The microglia are thought 
to mediate this injury by cxcitotoxic glutaminergic mechanisms. The injury leads to 
a reduction in thalamic volume and a relative increase in cell density (75). ficnce, in 
preterm infants the disturbances within the WM either focally, such as PVL, or 
diffusely (DEHSI) have been shown to be associated with concomitant injury to tile 
thalamus. 
11.34. Conclusion 
Preterm infants and foetuses probably have similar rates of thalamic growth. 
Difference in sequence acquisition and in the type of sequence used to measure the 
thalamus in preterm infants and foetuses makes the absolute thalarnic volume 
measurements not comparable. 
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Chapter 12 General Discussion and Conclusions 
The cerebral cortex with its fascinating folding pattern sits as a crown on top 
of the rest of the brain and produces a symphony of ideas, inspirations, emotions and 
behaviour. It is also the realm of intuition and logic, and here beautiful paintings, 
music and dance are composed. Thus, developing an understanding of cortical 
development has been both intriguing and challenging for evolutionary biologists 
and neuroscientists. Recent advances in magnetic resonance imaging, such as 
scanning at high field with large gradients and post-processing computational 
techniques, have provided an exciting opportunity to investigate the cortex during 
the early neonatal period. 
This thesis has explored some of the developmental cortical abnormalities 
seen in preterm infants during the third trimester using 3 Tesia MR imaging and a 
novel computational approach. The study group of infants in this thesis were all 
preterm, bom at less than 34 weeks between August 2004 and April 2007. They 
were either born in or referred to a busy tertiary neonatal unit. They do not, however, 
represent a complete prospective cohort of preterm neonates. These studies were 
designed to explore the ability of various advanced imaging and post-acquisition 
techniques to assess brain development in the preterm infant by quantifying cortical, 
subplate and thalamic measurements. The studies were not designed to address tile 
effect of various perinatal factors such as the degree of prematurity, duration of cx- 
utero exposure, antenatal infections, maternal pre-eclampsia, spontaneous delivery 
versus caesarean section for an acute event, postnatal infections, illness scores and 
growth failure. 
The current studies allowed us to examine the effect of certain factors on 
different aspects of brain development. We avoided the problem of multiple 
comparisons leading to false positive inferences, relating to growth parameters by 
reducing the number of variables analysed. Principal component analysis allowed us 
to choose a few variables that explained the maximal variance in cortical parameters. 
As postmenstrual age explained most of the variance amongst all the perinatal 
variables such as gestational age at birth, weight at birth and scan, head 
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circumference at birth and scan, it was used to assess the various cortical growth 
parameters (cortical folding, volume, thickness and brain volumes). However, the 
effect of growth using z-scores on the individual cortical parameters was not 
explored in this group of infants because of the wide variations in postmenstrual age 
and postnatal factors. The effect of nutrition on brain growth could be explored by 
using partial correlations after controlling for growth parameters such as head size 
and weight and postmenstrual age in a prospective cohort of neonates. Ideally, now 
that the ability of these imaging techniques has been shown, enrolment of a large 
prospective cohort of serially imaged infants soon after birth and at 2-wcck intervals 
until term equivalent age would allow more systematic analysis of all these perinatal 
factors. 
The main results relating to cortical, subplate and thalamic abnormalities 
during the third trimester and at term equivalent age are summariscd below: 
I. To begin the cortical macrostructural analysis, an accurate representation of 
the cortex was needed. Hence the principles and actual steps of the algorithm 
development of Xue's neonatal segmentation and cortical reconstruction 
technique were discussed in Chapter 7. The technique was validated in 
collaboration with me and I was involved in the conccptualisation of thc 
numerous cortical parameters needed to capture cortical development. I 
applied this technique to a cohort of pretcrm infants both during the early 
neonatal period and at term equivalent age to understand cortical 
developmental abnormalities following preterm birth. 
2. Using the segmentation reconstruction technique, the cortical curvature in 
120 preterm infants between 25 weeks and 48 weeks was studied in Section 
8.11. This showed that the isoperimetric index (IPR) increased until 36 
weeks, after which it reached a plateau. The extrinsic curvature 
measurements remained static and the Gaussian curvature increased until 36 
weeks, suggesting that the early increased cortical surface arca/volumc ratio 
led to cortical fissuration. However, after 36 weeks the proportional increase 
in cortical surface area and volume, along with the increase in extrinsic 
curvature measurements, reflected the development of cortical folding. 
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3. An increase in cortical thickness with gestational age was shown in Section 
8.12. 
4. In Section 8.13, the cortical surface area and cerebral volume scaling 
exponent in 120 infants across gestations was shown to be 1.15. This was 
comparable to a previous manually measured exponent of 1.18 and was 
within its 95% confidence interval. Furthermore, the scaling exponent 
between cortical surface area and cortical volume was found to be 0.85 using 
the cortical segmentation technique. This cortical scaling exponent gives a 
more accurate description of how the increase in SA relates to the volume of 
the cortex during development. 
5. The cortical surface area, thickness and volume of both the global and 
regional regions were discussed in Sections 8.14 to 8.16. 
6. The decrease in all the cortical parameters in the presence of overt lesions 
was discussed in Section 8.17. 
7. The folding pattern of preterm infants at term equivalent age was 
quantitatively measured and found to be different in both intrinsic and 
extrinsic curvature properties compared to term born controls (Section 8.28). 
8. The cortex was found to be thicker in preterin infants at term equivalent age 
compared to term born controls (Section 8.29). As previous reports in 
children suggest that a thinner cortex is associated with increased 
intelligence, the cortical thickness seen in preterm infants at term equivalent 
age may be a biomarker for the cognitive abnormalities seen in these children 
in later life. 
9. Sections 8.30 to 8.32 showed that the surface area and cortical volume were 
not significantly different between preterm. infants at term equivalent age and 
term born controls. However, the total grey matter/total cerebral volume was 
significantly reduced in preterni infants at term equivalent age compared to 
term born controls, with specific reduction in the frontal and temporal 
regions (Section 8.33). 
10. Both during development and at term equivalent age, infants with overt 
lesions showed reduction or alteration in the various cortical parameters. 
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11. Using automated cortical extraction, the diffusion anisotropy of the cortex 
was found to decrease to noise level by 34 weeks, whereas the apparent 
diffusion coefficient continued to decrease until 40 weeks gestation (Section 
9.2). The reduction in anisotropy was mainly due to a reduction in the radial 
diffusion and not in the tangential diffusion. As there were only three term 
born controls in the automated cortical extraction group, it was not possible 
to detect any differences in the diffusion characteristics of preterm infants at 
term equivalent age and term born controls. 
12. Manual cortical extraction showed results similar to the automated method 
during development (Section 9.14). However, due to the increased numbcr of 
term bom controls in the group analysed manually, differences betwccn 
preterm at term and term bom controls became apparent. There was a trend 
towards increased apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of preterm infants at 
term equivalent age and term bom controls, but this was only statistically 
significant in the frontal region (Section 9.15). 
13. The subplate was found to be present as a continuous band until 30 wccks, 
after which it was restricted to the gyral crests with a constant width 
throughout the third trimester. However, in infants with lesions, both the 
width and T2 intensity of the subplate were decreased. These results suggest 
that the subplate length is an important marker of maturity, whereas the 
width of the subplate may be a marker of abnormality during development. 
By term equivalent age the length, width and T2 intensity were all affected; 
this suggested a combination of delayed and abnormal maturation of the 
subplate in preterm infants compared to term born controls (Chapter 10). 
14. Thalamic volumes were found to increase with gestational age and the 
volume and rate of growth were significantly different in infants with and 
without lesions. This led to thalamic volume reduction in pretcrM infants 
with lesions at term equivalent age, compared to term born controls. In the 
absence of lesions, the rate of thalamic growth of preterm infants was similar 
to foetal thalamic growth (Chapter 11). 
15. Although in the presence of overt lesions the whole of the thalamus- 
subplate-cortical axis was affected, there were no clear patterns for dividing 
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the preterm cortex abnonnalities according to the subplate or thalamic 
characteristics in the neonatal period. 
During pre-term development, the relationship of the cortical surface area and 
cortical volume along with cortical curvature measurements showed that a 
combination of intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms led to cortical convolutions. 
Furthermore, differences in the cortical SA and volumes of the four lobes were 
important in understanding the underlying regional maturation process. The presence 
of overt lesions was useful to explore abnormalities during development. Diffusion 
tensor imaging was useful to explain the biological implications of the cortical 
micro-architectural changes during development. 
By term equivalent age there were global differences in the cortical 
thickness, curvature, relative grey matter volume and mean cortical diffusivity of 
preterm infants compared to term born controls. The frontal region was especially 
affected both macroscopically and microscopically. As the frontal region is the 'scat' 
of motor, sensory and language cortical associative areas, multiple cognitive 
impairments seen in preterm infants could be due to these frontal abnormalities. 
12.1. Future work 
Despite the advances made in image-acquisition and post-proccssing 
techniques, the growth patterns of the cortex discussed in this thesis have so far only 
been studied by combining serial data from several infants born at different 
gestational ages and scanned at different postmenstrual ages. To achieve further 
insight into dose-response effects of prematurity and explore when temporally the 
cortex is affected, cortical growth trajectories during the third trimester of prctcrm 
infants born between 23 and 36 weeks will need to be mapped individually. Thus 
recruitment of a prospective cross-sectional time series of pretcrm infants, born at 
each gestational age between 23 weeks and 36 weeks and scanned at 1-2 wcck 
intervals from birth to term equivalent age, would be needed to map spatio-tcmporal 
cortical growth. The cortical segmentation and reconstruction technique used in this 
thesis, along with measurements of SA, volume, thickness and curvature, will 
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provide a critical stepping-stone for understanding details about both the timing and 
magnitude of cortical abnormalities that occur following preterm birth. 
Cortical growth can be studied computationally by the generation of 4D 
cortical atlases using registration techniques. Although the combination of volume- 
based registration, adaptive relaxation techniques and surface-based registration was 
shown to be effective in mapping of the central sulcus, this technique needs to be 
applied across more peripheral sulci and across time to develop a comprehensive 4D 
cortical atlas. Moreover, such an atlas and the underlying registration techniques will 
require careful validation, which could be achieved with reference to data with dcnse 
temporal sampling (e. g. in I-week to 2-week steps). Thus recruitment of infants as 
discussed above will also aid in the development and validation of these registration 
techniques. 
Specifically, I would like to explore whether automated methods based on 
curvature of the cortex can be used for automated extraction of individual gyri and 
sulci, including secondary and tertiary suici. A starting point might be to use simple 
thresholding to identify connected regions of positive or negative curvature and 
explore if this extracts individual gyri and sulci effectively. Sulcal and gyral 
segmentations could then be used to determine average positions, variability, cortical 
thickness and curvature properties during development. The characteristics of the 
gyri and sulci could then be used as prior knowledge, to constrain the registration so 
that the amount of transformation needed for each week of cortical growth can be 
optimised. Gyral and sulcal characteristics could also be used to assist in the 
registration of preterm infants at term equivalent age and term born controls. If 
optimal registration is achieved, the probability of sulcal variations across gender, 
gestational age and between the right and left hemispheres could be studied not only 
in the preterm population, but also in other groups of infants such as term born 
infants with perinatal injury and infants with congenital abnormalities of tile cortex. 
The biological implications of any observations derived from cortical 
geometry will need to be correlated with ricuropathology findings. Direct 
quantification and comparison of the prcterm cortex and subplate microstructurc 
using ex-vivo postmortem T1, T2and DTI imaging of the cortex along with histology 
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will be helpful to define the exact nature of the underlying pathology. Moreover, 
systematic and diligent developmental follow-up of these infants will be needed to 
provide evidence for structure-function relationships of the cortical abnormalities 
found in pretenn infants. 
Finally, normally growing foetuses would provide the ideal gold standard for 
normal cortical development. We do not currently have in-utero images of suff"icient 
quality to carry out the measurements of cortical development made in this thcsis. 
However, our ex-utero imaging in preterm infants provides data that can be used to 
investigate cortical development in optimum preterm. infants and those with lesions. 
A longer-term plan of our unit is to acquire foetal imaging of sufficient quality to 
allow application of these post-acquisition computational techniques. 
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That is infinity, this is infinity; 
From that infinity, this infinity came; 
From that infinity, when this infinity is removed, 
What remains is infinity. 
Ohm, Peace, Peace, Peace. 
Isavasya Upanishad 
